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This Conference Publication contains the proceedings of the technical
communication sessions at the 32nd annual meeting of the Conference on College
Composition and Communication held in Dallas, Texas, March 26-28, 1981. The
Program Chair for the annual meeting was James L. Hill, and we are indebted to
him and to all the others who arranged the conference program.
As this proceedings suggests, technical communication has become an
important subfield within 4Cs and is becoming an intrinsic part of many
undergraduate curricula. Technical communication as a separate discipline,
however, is relatively new. For that reason, we think it important to prepare
a proceedings that can make current research available as quickly as possible.
In order to make this proceedings useful, authors of papers were asked
to revise and develop the papers they actually gave. In addition, session
chairs, associate chairs, respondents, and recorders were encouraged to write
papers or prepare coherent statements, even if their remarks had been
impromptu or they had made no substantive statements at the sessions
themselves. In several instances, new material has been prepared for this
proceedings. Thus, in some ways, this proceedings is more comprehensive than
the sessions actually were. Unfortunately not all papers are included, as
severalauthors wished to revise them more extensively than time permitted.
With over 75 papers, however, this proceedings represents about 80 percent of
those that were presented at the conference. The papers are published camera-
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AN INDUSTRY PANEL AT AN ACADEMIC CONFERENCE: WHY?
NEW DIRECTIONS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION:
THE VIEW FROM INDUSTRY
PANEL INTRODUCTION
Bonnie L. Dauphine
Cormuunication Support Services_ Inc.
Bedford 9 Texas
Like most of you_ I teach what the universities call "technical writing".
Some years ago, when I first attended the local chapter of The Society for
Technical Communication (STC)9 several of the long-time technical writers
welcomed me by telling me that I didn't know anything about technical writing
and that whatever I was teaching wasn't it.
At that time, I had been teaching the course, at two different universities,
for several years and had received enough positive feedback from students and
colleagues to know I was doing something right. And yet, I also knew some-
thing was wrong; I knew I didn't know enough about what I was doing--but
surely I knew something. In response to my new STC acquaintances9 1 began a
low-key campaign to convince them that report writing (for that's what the
"technical writing" course really is) fell within the purview of "technical
writing". On the other hand, they held that technical manual production was
what "technical writing" really meant_ and they set about to convince me of
that.
That was many years ago. In the intervening years, as a university instruc-
tor and seminar leader and as a consultant to business and industry 9 1 have
met and talked with a great many more technical writers and engineering wri-
ters who produce manuals9 engineers who write manuals and reports9 scientists
who publish papers, businessmen who rely on reports and proposals9 editors
who fulfill a variety of functions 9 and others. What I have discovered is
that indeed at that first meeting I was right 9 that report writing is part of
technical writing. But_ I have also discovered that those technical writers
were also right 9 that I knew very little about technical writing, about what
it means in business and industry, about what industry needs from those of us
in the classrooms.
This session is, I believe 9 rather unusual in that it brings technical com-
munication practitioners from industry to an essentially academic conference.
The reason for the session derives directly from that earlier conflict I
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found myself in: from one perspective_ regarded by many as an expert in
technical writing; from another, regarded by equally as many as an absolute
novice. The goal of today's panel is to make it possible for those of us in
university- and seminar classrooms to partake of industry observations on
what is needed from technical writing courses and technical communication
programs.
We have tried to present a panel whose training 9 experience_ and current
responsibilities reflect the continuum of meanings that "technical
communication" has in industry. R. K. Ransone, an aerospace engineer turned
proposal specialist9 considers some reasons he believes engineering students
turn-off to communication studies. Frank Smith 9 a PhD in English who is
manager of technical information of an aerospace corporation_ discusses some
writing concepts he wishes we had taught the people he works with. J.W.
Dillingham_ a publications management consultant_ defines some of the
distinctions in job categories and responsibilities. John Lane, a chemical
engineer 9 tells us about some of the reasons for the in-house writing
training program he runs.
I would particularly like to thank these representatives from industry who
are and/or work with technologists for venturing out of their world into the
world of English teachers who9 as we all know, are seen as wearing ministe-
rial collars and correcting split infinitives. Gentlemen_ thank you for
caring enough about your field--and ours--to take that risk.
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TECHNICAL WRITING AND COLLEGE COMPOSITION
Hebe R. Mace
Departmentof English& Philosophy
StephenF. Austin State University
The papers delivered at the two joint seminars, "New Directions in
Technical Writing: The Educators' View" and "New Directions in Technical
Writing: The View from Industry," need no further summary. However, as co-
chair of the second session, I want to comment briefly on the implications
of both meetings.
The pairing of academic and industrial representatives promised a
confrontation; there was none. Instead, the papers were striking in their
unanimity. In the morning session, the professors documented the growing
demand for technical writers, theusefulness of this training as reported by
graduates of technical writing programs, and proven methodologies for establish-
ing such programs. In the afternoon, the speakers from industry fully support-
ed the professors' propositions. Yet, even in the context of nearly total
agreement, all of thepapers had the air of special pleading. Since the
traditionally perceived gap between academia, on the one hand, and business
and industry, on the other, clearly did not exist, to whom were these pleas
addressed?
It seems obviousenough that the unacknowledgedadversary,the common
opponentin need of convincing,is the universityfacultyat largewho partici-
pate in a curriculumwhich fails to producein a significantnumber of its
graduatesthat fundamentallevel of literacywhich_isnecessaryto earninga
living,thus making the trainingacquiredin the universityproductiveand
useful to society. That Englishdepartmentswere not singledout as villains
was perhaps an exercisein superiortact, given the contextof the meetings,
but it is significantthat R. K. Ransone,from Vought Corporation,took pains
to point out that technicaland scientificfacultyare also guilty of perpetu-
ating an academicallyfoggy pseudo-jargon. The unspokenchargewas indeed a
broadside:what is going on in our universitiesthat producesgraduateswho
cannotwrite and who thereforerequiretheir employersto undertakethe teach-
ing of basic writing skills,teachingthe universitiesshouldhave done in
the first place?
It is strangethat such a questionhas to be asked at a timewhen the
academiccommunityis givingmore attentionto the written languagethan ever
before. An increasingnumber of faculty,for example,conductresearchin
pedagogicaltheory. Their concernsare at once diverseand minutely particu-
larized,and center at the moment on error identificationwithin a conceptual
emphasison writing as processrather than as product. How does one define
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error within an ongoing process? At what point in the writing process do
identifiable errors occur? What cognitive procedures generate errors? If both
students and teachers can be made to understand the relation between cognition
and error, can they not both make corrections with far greater understanding
than if they simply follow "rules"? Another group of theorists focuses on the
written text as mediating message between encoder and decoder; in this view,
the language in the text becomes a series of signs to which meaning may be
arbitrarily assigned and for which no meaning is innate. The meanings so
assigned by encoder and decoder are of necessity not identical, since meaning
is a result of not only conscious intent but also unconscious response. The
idea of the text as concrete product is therefore illusory, and the emphasis
is once again on process. In both groups of theorists, the debate is heated
and intense.
When the smoke clears, a good deal that is useful will no doubt appear--
but in the interim, our students still can't write. What is going on evidently
has not addressed the deficiencies in writing skills perceived by those outside
academia. I suggest that at least part of the problem lies not in these valid
subjects of theoretical inquiry but in the context in which they take place.
The academic community traditionally rewards the new idea, as indeed it should,
but since the rewards are few and the competitors many, the impulse is often
toward exclusivity rather than communication, creating a covert motivation
running directly counter to the explicit purposes of research, Such exclusion,
especially in those disciplines seeking to establish themselves as distinct
areas of inquiry, is most readily accomplished by the invention of a special-
ized vocabulary which identifies the intellectual content of the discipline as
something new and apart from generally shared knowledge and language, something
in which only the initiated can participate.
But the danger of new vocabularies is that they can descend to jargon; old
ideas can be disguised as new ones, clothed in a bristling terminology which
makes the commonplace seem esoteric. The pedagogical theorists are prone to
borrow liberally from the psychologists and to fish in the even murkier waters
of the educationists; the threatening connotation of the term deconstruction
speaks for itself. The plain fact is that it is relatively easy, for any Eng-
lish professor who manages to find some spare time, to pick up the lingo and
sound like an expert. When judgments about rewards such as tenure and promo-
tion are made quantitativelyon the number of publications, the results are
predictable: a proliferation Of journals and the publication of material which
only obscures the issues. Who can tell the expert from the mimic, since in
both cases the language serves to disguise the message? Yet the faculty who
play the publicationgame are not entirelyto blame; they inhabit that practi-
cal world of underpaidreality in which promotionand tenure are essentialnot
merely to pay the rent but simply to hang on to their jobs. They are caught
in a systemwhich guaranteesits own failure.
The damage to valid and necessaryinquiryis immense,but the negative
effectsin the classroomare even greater. The majority of collegecomposi-
tion classesare taught not by the publishingacademicsbut by the lower-
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echelon faculty--the graduate assistants, the part-time, the non-tenure-
track--who are powerless to change policy. Their jobs depend on their doing
what they are told to do, or often on doing something without being told any-
thing, and on maintaining enrollment figures by not failing too many students.
They receive little if any support from faculty in other departments who feel,
with some justification, that assuming more than minimal responsibility for
writing adequacy is an unfair burden. In addition, as pawns of an unsympa-
thetic administration, which has pressing and very real financial worries,
compositionfaculty are routinely overloaded so that both effective teaching
and current research become impossible. The very faculty who are most in need
of clear statements of theoretical positions are those who have no time to
sift through the mass of printed jargon, to break the false barriers erected
by academic in-fighting.
None of these problems would be of interest outside academia if they
were not allied to two dangerous weaknesses at the core of the current theoret-
ical focus on writing and language as process. The lesser of these weaknesses
is the fallacious assumption that undergraduates can be made to understand the
profoundly complex and vexing questions involved in the analysis of how lan-
guage works. Linguistic and pedagogical theories are difficult enough for
faculty; how can we expect our students, who now arrive in the college class-
room with only marginal reading and writing skills, to reap anything but utter
confusion from theoretical positions, however closely argued? The more danger-
ous weakness is the noticeable tendency to translate theoretical debate, in the
classroom, into a license to ignore the essential function of the written
language as a _ractical and useful product.
If we persist in regarding writing only as process, then we must
logically abandon the principle of error, since errors can only occur in rela-
tion to a fixed standard for the end product; if we regard language only as
a series of signs, then we must also abandon the concept of meaning, since
meaning must also relate to fixity in order to submit to definition. Yet the
users of the language, those whom we claim to have enlightened with an under-
standing of the process, find that in the real world writing is undertaken for
a specific purpose in order to achieve a finished product, on the valid
assumption that its meaning will be understood by its particular audience. If
we insist on questioning the validity of error, or rules, or meaning, to the
exclusion of all other considerations, what use are we to such writers_ To
argue that the admission of error, rule, and meaning constitutes a return to
the old prescriptive theories of grammar and style is a gross over-simplifica-
tion; no honest field of inquiry can be so reduced to an either/or proposition.
No wonder confusion reigns; no wonder we meet resistance from all sides. While
taking pride in our borrowed scientific methods, we have forgotten the warning
we gave to the scientists; it is now we who murder to dissect.
The warning implicit in these two seminars is clear: if we cannot teach
writing as an effective means of communication, someone else will. Someone
else, in fact, already is: all of the industries represented in the second
session operate extensive in-house writing programs. And more will follow.
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The real wolf is at the door, but in our increasing isolation from the world at
large, the working world into which we send our inept graduates, we do not see
the danger.
I can already hear the cries of those who see only sweetness and light
within the university walls, and I will be the first to admit that there are
exceptions. There are effective and coherent writing programs; there are
graduates who have been well taught and who, as educated men and women, put
their knowledge to good use; there may even be, somewhere, enthusiastic and
receptive freshman English students. Certainly there are scholars and critics
whose work is a joy and an enlightenment to us all. But if these paragons
were in the majority, why is there still so much concern over the problem of
creeping illiteracy?
The university faculty of course does not carry the whole burden. We
exist in a culture which doesnot value intellectual enterprise, which still
distrusts abstract ideas, and which prefers its art in the form of craft. In
such a context, the public school system's labelling of reading and writing
classes as "language arts" is more ominous than anyone has so far noted. And
we receive from that same school system most of our students, undereducated
and disadvantaged from the beginning. But, however we may wish to hold our-
selves apart from that general disaster, it is we who teach their teachers.
We contribute our share to the problem.
As an academic trained in literature, I would like nothing hetter than to
go back to the old way of teaching writing by teaching our students to appreci-
ate and to love the best of theworld's literature. As a person with a decade
of business experience, in between degrees, and as a teacher of composition
and technical writing, I don't think such an approach would work with today's
pragmatically-minded student population. Our students will be intereSted,
initially, only in acquiring those skills they can be convinced that they
need.
The solution is offered in the papers presented in the joint seminars: the
speakers from industry tell us exactly what writing skills their employees need;
the professors of technical writing tell us exactly how to teach these skills.
The larger implication may be not that we need more technical writing classes
but that all composition courses should be taught as technical writing. Any-
one who has taught freshman composition knows the dismay of facing that wall
of resistance semester after semester; anyone who has moved from freshman com-
position to technical writing knows the delight that accompanies the discovery
that students do respond to clear rules of style and grammar in specific writ-
ing assignments which they can achieve and for which they see a reason.
Any program which turns college composition away from essay discussions
of abstract ideas within disembodied formats toward a concrete skills course
will require cross-curriculum planning and cooperation. All faculty must
indeed be convinced that adequate writing should be a fundamental requirement
in all disciplines. Given such cooperation, we can teach our students how to
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write essay answersfor history exams as well as criticalpapers for literature
classes,how to write lab reports,trip reports,reportsfor the social sciences,
how to conductacademic and non-academicresearch,how to write applicationlet-
ters, inquiries,requests,variousbusinessreports, and the like. The basic
elementsof effectivewritingwill cease to be abstractions,of interestonly
to Englishprofessors,and become insteadclearlyuseful techniques. When the
lemphasisin teachingcompositionshifts from processto product, and when the
product is achieved,studentsrespond. Imagine,if you will, the possibilities
which open for the Englishdepartmentthat createsstudentsresponsiveto the
language.
Shouldwe then abandonall research? It would be absurd to do so. Our
professionalresponsibilityis to push for new ideas,new knowledge. The
theoreticaldebatesare stimulating,mind opening,and full of promise. But
they are only part of what we do; our other responsibilityis to our students,
to preserveand to pass on to them our literaryheritageand our language.
There is no reasonwe cannot hold to two purposes,equallywell; they are con-
tradictoryonly if we confuseone with the other.
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TECHNICAL SNOBBERY VERSUS CLEAR COMMUNICATING
R. K. Ransone
Senior Specialist, Technical Communicating
Vought Corporation
It has been 27 years since my last college English course at Texas
A&M. Completion of that course was one of the happiest events of my college
career. No more grammar. No more literature. No more book reports,
compositions, or 500-word themes. I could concentrate on the important
courses: mathematics, aerodynamics, aircraft structures, wind tunnel
testing, aircraft performance, stability and control. My fellow
aeronautical engineering classmates shared these feelings. True, we still
had to write one or two technical reports each semester, but they were
graded solely on technical content, not grammar. They did not have to be
lit erat e.
In 1953 we believed aeronautical engineering to be the pinnacle of
technological sophistication. We looked down our noses at mere civil and
mechanical engineering students. The Economics, History, and English
departments would have been beneath our notice altogether had they not
distracted us from our quest for more important knowledge. We reveled in
our jargon and impressed lesser mortals with such words as "pressure
coefficient" and "dynamic lateral-directional instability." That means
"Dutch roll", we explained. We were careful not to explain things too
simply, however, because then others would understand too, and wouldn't
realize how smart we were. Nicholas Vansberg explainsl:
"Any ambitious scientist must, in self-protection, prevent
his collegues from discovering that his ideas are simple • • .
so if he can write his publications obscurely and uninterestingly
enough, no one will attempt to read them but all will instead
genuflect in awe before such erudition."
The snobbery continued after graduation. We were disdainful of
non-technical support people in industry, especially technical publications
people. How dare they suggest changes to our reports. We were the
experts.We resented their gall and protested that their suggested changes
compromised the subtle meanings of our torturous grammer.
Over the years, however, my career has changed. I am no longer
personally involved with engineering duties, but solely concerned with
communicating the technical ideas of engineering specialists to management,
non-technical people, politicians, media, and lay audiences. Now that my
Job is technical communicating, I recognize it when this technical snobbery
is directed against me: just deserts, no doubt.
c(g)1981byR. K. Ransone
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Others recognize the effects of misunderstandings which may arise when
technical ideas are not communicated clearly. While aerospace engineers
were patting themselves on the back at their seminars on the grand
technological triumph of the U.S. supersonic transport, a medical doctor in
Arizona announced that the SST would cause skin cancer. The technologists
had yet to learn that the Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, and the
Dallas Morning News do not sell news; they sell newspapers. The skin cancer
headline sold more newspapers than the engineers' boring equations and the
SST was killed; not because it would cause skin cancer -- which, as it
turned out, it would not -- but because a misinformed public feared that it
would cause skin cancer.
John McGrath of McDonnell Douglas Corporation, builders of military
fighter aircraft and commercial airliners for most of the free world,
said 2 :
"Sound engineering depends on straight thinking and plain talk.
That does not mean things will be simple. It does mean the less
than simple especially demands clear exposition. To lead society,
this field needs every engineer writing simply and directly, as
our founding fathers did."
William H. Gregory, Editor-in-Chief of Aviation Week & Space Technology
magazine, the weekly "bible" of the aerospace industry, commented on the
forced retraction of one of U.S. Senator William Proxmire's (D-Wis.)
notorious Golden Fleece awards. (Senator Proxmire awards "Golden Fleeces" to
government organizations and individuals in order to call attention to
expenditures which he believes "fleece" the taxpayer for unworthy
projects). This time, however, he was forced to retract the award when the
recipients, the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the Office of Naval Research finally explained
clearly the nature of their joint study. Mr. Gregory wrote in his
editorial3:
"The scientific community has brought part of its Golden Fleece
trouble on itself by its incomprehensible jargonistic titles and
(the) esoteric subjects of some of its research programs."
Robert Gunning, who gave Clear Writing Clinics for hundreds of
corporations, said_:
"Business writing is more complex than that in the Atlantic
(Monthly Magazine), not because it has to be, but because it
is heavy with fog, which tires and confuses the reader without
telling him anything. Good writing, on the other hand, is free
from this useless complexity."
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Engineering is not the only profession guilty of communication
depression, verbal inflation and jargonitis. Every profession has its own
unique terms. Edwin Newman, NBC newscaster and staunch defender of correct
English usage, asks 5:
'_hy is such language used? Self-importance, of course, but also
because it serves as a fence that keeps others outside and respect-
ful, or leads them to ignore what is going on inside because it is
too much trouble to find out. For those inside, either effect is
harmful. That is why psychologists will not speak of someone as
independent or self-reliant. They will say that that person has
a high personal autonomy quotient. A librarian won't say that he
offers many services but multifaceted services. The Chief of
Police in Madison, Wisconsin, spoke of the jail as a total incar-
ceration facility . . ."
Jargon is not always bad: Used properly, it defines precisely and
concisely the concepts peculiar to a profession. Within a profession, it
meets the criteria for clear, brief, specific communication. When used
outside that profession, however, it tries to impress rather than to
express, but it only repulses. The point is that engineers and other
profesionals need to be taught when to use jargon, and when not to.
Even while people criticize others, they commit the same sins:
Nicholas Vansberg used the words "genuflect" and "erudition"; John McGrath
used "exposition"; and William Gregory used "esoteric." These words,
familiar to any English professor or writer, are as uncomprehensible to most
engineers as their own "unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine" is to you.
Another problem is acronymania, for which the U.S. Government must
surely win the prize unanimously. And acronymania is highly infectious. An
aerospace company office memo reported6:
"Inquiries to CNAP staffers to determine rationale for award
of AFC-604 in RF-SG to NARF NORIS vice VSC have received a
vague response."
I don't doubt that for an instant:
On the other hand, if we said "self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus" each time we wanted to scuba, we might not have time left to do
so. Scuba, like radar, laser and snafu, is so widely known that its
original definition has long been forgotten.
Clearly, there is a time, a place, and a use for complex terms,
acronyms, and jargon. The student must learn where such usage is
appropriate, as well as how to express himself clearly and correctly, both
when using these terms and also without using them.
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As a student, and for many years after graduation, I did not know how
to express my technical ideas without using these terms. In fact, the
thought never even occurred to me that I should try. All of my associates
were engineers; they understood because they thought and talked and wrote
just as I did. My basic problem, I now realize, was that I did not
understand the actual product of an aeronautical engineer. I was full of
bright-eyed wonder over the mystique of aeronautical technology, and never
doubted that my product would be aircraft.
In 24 years of work in industry, government and academia, I have given
42 talks, speeches and formal briefings, not including course lectures, and
published 54 papers, articles, test plans, and reports, totaling over 2500
pages. Additionally, I have participated in innumerable meetings, informal
briefings, discussions and arguments, but I have not cut one piece of metal
for an aircraft. I have not installed a single actuator, control surface or
indicator. My product is not "aircraftJtand never has been. My product is
"information."
And I know of only four things that can be done with information; it
can be used by its creator, stored, shared, or forgotten.
Few companies will long pay an employee to create information and keep
it to himself. Even if the employee uses the information himself, sooner or
later he must con_nunicate it to someone or write it down. He must "sell"
his ideas to his boss in order to get money, equipment, facilities, people,
or time to explore or develop those ideas. There are enormous predatory
forces in every organization continually preying on every project -- seeking
its money, equipment, facilities, people and time. The employee must
continually defend his project and ideas by effectively communicating with
his management. The frequency and extent of these oral and written
communications depend upon the employee's particular responsibilities, and
their success depends solely upon his communicating skill.
Dr. Pearsall reported 7 the results of a survey 8 of some people
listed in "Engineers of Distinction." Respondents spent an average of 24%
of their time writing plus 31%o of their time working with other peoples'
written materials; less than half of their time was spent actually "doing"
the engineering "things" they were trained to do.
The engineering student must be made aware that his product will be
information; not aircraft, or spaceships, or engines, or suspension bridges,
or automobiles, or nuclear power plants, or computers. If he fails to grasp
this fact, his career development and his value to an employer and to
society will be limited.
Many people fail to identify their product correctly and suffer the
consequences. Theodore Levitt, in the Harvard Business Review 9
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argues that every major industry was once a growth industry. In every case
where growth was threatened, slowed, or stopped it was not because the
market was saturated, but because management failed to define the company's
product correctly. He writes:
"The railroads did not stop growing because the need to transport
passengers and freight declined. That grew. The railroads are in
trouble today not because the need was filled by others...but because
it was not filled by the railroads themselves. They let others take
customers away from them because they assumed themselves to be in the
railroad business, rather than in the transportation business. The
reason they defined their industry wrong was because they were
railroad-oriented instead of transportation-oriented; they were
customer-orlented.product-oriented instead of " "
Mr. Levitt identifies other erroneous product definitions; Hollywood
thought it was in the movie business when it was actually in the
entertainment business, and many studios were decimated by television.
Years ago I defined my anticipated product wrong because I thought I
was in the aircraft business instead of in the technical information
business. I was not prepared for the technical information business because
my Engineering professors also thought they were in the aircraft business,
and my English professors thought they were in the literature and rhetoric
business. Consequently, both departments failed to teach me how to
communicate complex technical information clearly. And their omission was
all the more insidious because I did not recognize it as a failure until
more than five years after graduation.
How could I have been better prepared for my future business of
developing and communicating technical aeronautical information? One way
would hay@ been to learn on my own. Plenty of self-help is available. For
example, John Walter suggests I0 a self-help program to prepare
literature-trained English teachers to teach technical writing. He suggests:
"...self-help, primarily through reading; attendance at pro-
fessional society meetings devoted to technical writing; attendance
at seminars, symposia, and institutes devoted to the teaching of
technical writing; internships; and, if possible, the taking of
graduate course work in teaching technical writing."
This would be beneficial but self-help has two basic problems: First,
there is the danger of "preaching to the choir" and, second, there is a
complete vacuum of feedback on student development.
If not through self-help, then how might my Aeronautical Engineering
and English departments have taught me to communicate technical ideas
effectively? Individually, neither was capable of the task. Engineering
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students who are not taught to communicate effectively sometimes grow up to
be Engineering professors who cannot communicate effectively or teach their
students to communicate effectively. English professors understand
composition and communication, but cannot practicably include the necessary
realism of complex technical content in their technical communicating
courses. Any attempt to do so would generate a roar of thundering
resentment from the technical students. If neither department is
individually capable, then what is the alternative?
I suggest a joint program coordinated between English and technical
departments. Perhaps one freshman English course to cover the basics of
clear written and oral communicating, and the emphasis which effective
communicating will receive in subsequent technical courses. These technical
courses could include participation by specially trained technical
communication specialists from the English Department. These communication
specialists, working harmoniously with the technical instructors, would be
responsible for helping the students to develop good oral and written
communications skills. Up to one letter grade would be subtracted from a
technical course presentation, report, or paper for grossly inferior
communicating. Appropriate corrections and constructive criticisms would be
made for all oral and written technical work. The student might rebel at
having two instructors for each technical course. Actually, this would
increase the subject realism, and it would not be the last time the student
will have more than one boss to please.
Constant emphasis is essential for development of correct and effective
communication skills. It takes more than a single three-hour course to
supplant a lifetime of playground jargon and television trivialogues.
James Souther has made an excellent start on technical communication
course contentllj but the program needs more customer definition and.
emphasis. We must identify our customer correctly in order to identify our
product correctly.
The first impulse is to identify the student as the customer -- he has
in essence hired the instructor to teach him the course material and
evaluate his progress.
I suggest, however, that the real customer, to whom we should tailor
our product, is not the technical student in our classroom, but the ultimate
user of the information developed by the technologist. Such a customer
definition frighteningly expands the criteria to include effective
communication with businessmen, lay groups, media, politicians, and hostile
citizens' groups. In fact, the very people upon whom the technologist is
ultimately dependent for tolerance, support, acceptance, and funding of his
projects.
I suggest also that we define our proposed product to be "technical
communicating". If our objective is "technical writing", then, once we have
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written, our job is done. If our objective is "technical speaking", then
once we have spoken, our job is done. But, if our objective is "technical
communicating", then our job is not finished until we have communicated
accurately with our readers or listeners. If they do not understand our
points from our point of view, then we have failed to communicate.
This conference cannot possibly solve the problem, but it could define
the criteria for the solution. Therefore, I propose we agree that:
• Our customer be defined as the ultimate user of technical
information, whoever that might be;
• Our product be defined as the clear, concise communicating
of technical information to that customer, and that
• We endorse close cooperation between college and university
English and technical departments.
This would be a small step for this conference, and a giant leap for
technical communicating.
And, speaking of giant leaps, former astronaut, Senator Harrison H.
Schmitt (R-N.M.), in a briefing to the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers on his plan for a new U.S. space policy, saidl2:
'_hat does it take for Americans to do great things: to go to the
moon, to win wars, to dig canals between oceans, to build a rail-
road across a continent? In independent thought about this ques-
tion, Neil Armstrong and I concluded that it takes a coincidence
of four conditions, or, in Neil's view, the simultaneous peaking
of four of the many cycles of American life.
First, a base of technology must exist from which the thing to
be done can be done.
Second, a period of national uneasiness about America's place in
the scheme of human activities must exist.
Third, some catalytic event must occur that focuses the national
attention on the direction to proceed.
Finally, an articulate and wise leader must sense these first
three conditions and put forth with words and action the great
thing to be accomplished..."
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Surely, we have the ability to improve the quality of our
technologists' communicating. Surely there is a widespread uneasiness about
the present state of technical communicating. Surely, no one could doubt
the catalytic value of the misinformation rampant about nuclear power plants
and the energy crisis.
If only we had a wise and articulate leader...
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SOME TECHNICAL WRITING SKILLS INDUSTRY NEEDS
F. R. Smith
Corporate Manager Technical Information
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
I must begin--despiteallthe standardadvice tothe contrary--with
a couple ofdisclaimers. In the firstplace, what Ihave to say willnot be new
to oldtimers likeJim Souther and Tom Pearsall, who spoke on the companion
panel; their feelingsare the same as mine, I'm sure. In the second place,
when I was asked totalkabout "technicalwritingskillsindustryneeds," I
protestedthatI do not have a view of allof industry'sneeds, and I stillinsist
thatwhat I have to say is limitedby my individualexperience with engineers'
writing. That means essentiallytheirwritingofproposals and oftechnical
articles. I'vemissed a lot: Ihave no experience with the writingof manuals,
specifications,procedures, reports, and so on; however, I do have some
experience in conductingin-plantseminars for a large architectualengineering
firm, and Iwillrefer to thatin making a couple of pointslateron.
Within these limits, therefore, I would suggest that engineers and other
technical students should be taught three classes of things: (I)big-picture
things; (Z)writing procedures; and (3) some particular writing details.
BIG-PICTURE THINGS
Let me begin with a few of what I have referred to as big-picture things.
The firstof these is the importance of clear writing. In the seminars that I
have taught I usually begin the first session with a request that each member
of the group tellme and the rest of the group what his or her experinece has
been with instruction in writing. The most common response is a memory of
a class that interrupted the vital technical curriculum, a class that stressed
rules, a class that was heartily disliked, a class that was forgotten as soon
as possible. That kind of memory must be erased. The students must be
convinced of the importance of clear writing.
For example, you teachers might refer to the research done by Richard
Davis on the attitudesof prominent and successful engineers concerning the
importance of writing. ("Technical Writing in Industry and Government, " J_.
Tech. Writing and Communication, 7 [3] 1977; also reported with additional
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detail in The Tech_____.Writing Teacher, Spring1977,andJ.T. V<..C., 8 [3]1978.)
As you probably know, Davis surveyed 348 men listed in Engineers of Distinc-
tio__.__nand found that the respondents spend some Z4% of their time in writing,
and that another 31% 0f their time is spent in working with material that others
have written. The respondents said that the writing they do is very important--
often critical--totheir positions, and they added that the abilityto write
effectivelyhad contributed to their advancement. This kind of information
may help to change the attitudes of your students.
In addition, you might point out that everything an engineer wants must
be justifiedin writing, whether itbe new equipment, or a new project, or a
•trip, or increased budget, or more time, or additional manpower, or added
space--everything must be justifiedin writing. Further, once he leaves the
drawing board, almost everything he does must be reported in writing. If
the engineering student is convinced of the prominence that writing will have
in his career, he may become interested in learning how to do it properly.
Finally,I mightpointouttheattitudesof a coupleof the engineering
executives in my own company as evidence of the importance of writing. The
Corporate Vice President of Engineering and Research, who is my boss, is
so concerned with clear communication and is so exasperated by reading
memos and reports that are fullof jargon, acronyms, and initialisms that
he has prohibited me from using initialisms and acronyms in the corporate-
wide bulletinof engineering information that I publish. I can't even refer to
the McDonnell Douglas Corporation as MDC, for example, for an audience of
MDC employees. Similarly, our Corporate Director of Research is so con-
cerned with the clear reporting of the research done in his laboratories that
he personally reviews and edits every report prepared by his 80-odd PhD
scientists. The attitudes of these executives are not unusual, I might add.
They are characteristic of people in similar positions throughout industry.
The second of the big-picture things that I would suggest your students
should be taught is the wide scope of the writing tasks that will face them in
industry. They will have to write requisitions, standards, procedures,
letters, memoranda, and on and on. Further, each of these tasks will embody
certain company-peculiar requirements or Government-imposed requirements
or customer-imposed requirements. Thus, there is no magic formula the
student can learn. There is no standard format he can master. In turn, that
suggests that he should be taught to concentrate on learning the basics of
writing: the standard rhetorical modes and the standard manner of expression.
In turn, that leads to my third big-picture recommendation, that is, that
you should in your teaching concentrate on theory, on such things as the
principles of organization rather than how a trip report is organized; such
things as how to analyze an audience instead of how to arrange a titlepage;
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and such things as how to classify and partition and interpret rather than how
to write an investigative report. I'm sure these pieces of advice contain
nothing new, but I think they bear repeating.
WRITIN G PROC EDU RES
The second of the classes of things I think engineers should be taught is
writing procedures. Of the many, let me mention only two. The firstof
these is how to get words on paper efficiently. Again let me refer to my
experience with the seminars. When I ask the engineers to tellme what they
see as their greatest need, their answers almost invariably can be boiled
down to a request that they be taught how to get more done in less time, how
to avoid writing and rewriting everything, how to avoid having their supervisors
return their written work for revision or complete rewriting. Specifically, I
think they should be taught how to define a writing task, how to isolate the
purpose, how to identifythe audience, how to recognize the time and budget
restraints, how to establish the context for the task, and so on. Further,
they should be taught how to organize known material--that is, material that
they are capable of writing without doing any further research--because that
is their most frequent problem in industry. They are asked to write about
subjects that they are expert in, subjects that they are familiar with. Library
research is extremely rare. And finally,as part of this process, they should
be taught one or more practical techniques for getting started. My engineering
students tellme that one of their most serious problems is how to get the
initialwords to flow. I'm sure you know a number of useful, proven techniques
that will help them solve the problem.
The second of the procedures 1 would like to see your student engineers
taught is how to team-wri_e_ Most of the writing done in large companies
like mine is done by groups of people. Even though letters, memos, and
similar short documents may be drafted by an individual, they are normally
reviewed by one or more other people who have the power to change or order
changes. Proposals, research reports, and that kind of document are almost
invariably prepared by several people, sometimes hundreds of them. The
process of making assignments clearly and following writing assignments
rigorously and the process of editing other people's writing and conversely
learning how to respond properly to the editing of one's own writing are skills
that iftaught in school will save the young engineer considerable pain and
discomfort when he or she gets into industry.
WRITING DETAILS
Let me go to the third of the classes of things engineers should be
taught, that is, details about writing. Of the multitudes here, I would like to
specify only two which are based on work I have recently done in editing the
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bulletin I mentioned and in editing a professional journal I put out. The first
of these is how to achieve precision in the use of language. In most technical
writing there is entirely too much handwaving, too much "writing like you
talk," too littlerecognition that writing is a dialect, too littlerecognition of
the reader's limitations. For example, look at the sample of writing below.
HOW TO CITE REFERENCES PI_OPERLY IN TEXT
_)Literature references serve a rather obvious purpose in any kind
of technicalpaper: they show what others have previously done and
published. 2_)One of the important purposes of literature references
is to show the extentof those previous developments, which gives
you the opportunity to define your own innovations or improvements
against that background information. (_Stillmore important, refer-
ences to existing articles and books should indicate the various
approaches to related technical problems in the past, in contrast
to your own methods and results.
(_The proper use of references, then, is a true shortcut to the
quality of your manuscript because they help to define the novelty
of your technical developments or engineering designs. (_To know
what has alreadybeen published in your field is, of cource, a
great advantage, k?dBut findings and using the references is by no
means a routine matter--indeed it has many pitfalls. (_7)Frequently
an author does not know how to devote enough time to finding the
pertinent literat_e nor how to cite it to his own advantage after
he has found it._His methods of referring to other work may be
inaccurate and downright confusing; his listof references may
be very incomplete or inappropriate; or, in adapting from an
existing bibliography, he may have missed the stimulus to think-
ing that comes from searching the literature himself.
This is the first two paragraphs of an article submitted for publication
in my journal. Itwas written by an engineer with over thirty years texper-
ience, an engineer who has published more than fiftyprofessional papers, so
it is not the work of an incompetent. Nevertheless, ask yourself what is the
connection between sentences one and two. What is the connection between
sentences two and three? What does sentence number four actually say?
What does sentence number seven say? After reviewing these paragraphs
you must ask, as I do, how can we teach a writer to see what his words
actually _ instead of what he meant to say? I hope you have an answer to
that question.
The second of the details of writing that I would discuss is the matter
of style. And again of the many possible aspects of style we could consider,
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let me limit the discussion to only four of the most frequent kinds of fault I
see in the writing that crosses my desk. The first of these is what has been
called throat clearing. Look, if you will, at the sample paragraph below.
PERSPECTIVE ON MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
ENERGY SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
Strategic Plan
Capital investment for U0 S. energy supply in 1980 approached
$I00 billion. This included investment of over $50 billionby the
petroleum industry and $40 billion for electric power. The
Energy Systems industry consists of the companies which provide
equipment and services to the petroleum industry, electric uti-
litiesand other energy suppliers.
MDC's Strategic Diversification Plan, initiallyformulated
in 1976, . . .
This was submitted by a PhD engineer for publication in our internal
engineering bulletin. Although the side heading suggests that he intended
to write about the company's strategic plan, the firstparagraph says
absolutely nothing about that subject. In editing itI simply eliminated the
firstparagraph. This kind of preliminary discourse seems to be one of the
techniques that engineers (and probably others) use in an effort to get started
on the writing process. They should be taught to go back and examine their
writing with a view to eliminating the irrelevant early material.
The second of the problems in style that I'll mention is what has been
called freight trains, long strings of attributive adjectives piled up in front
of a noun. For example, look at the title of the sample we examined a
moment ago. Another example is shown in the construction preceding "mis-
siles" in the paragraph below.
TESTING LARGE NOSETIP MODELS IN AN ARC HEATED
STREAM USING SHROUDED FLOW
PROBLEM
The development of heat protection materials and/or systems
for advanced strategic and interceptor ballistic and/or maneuvering
missiles requires accurate and cost-effective simulation of the
reentry heating environments using ground test facilities such as
the heaters.
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These freight trains are the natural response of the engineers to the
constant advice they hear to "write briefly and concisely. " They think that
by eliminating prepositions, for example, they can be concise. They need
to be instructed that the readers will simply have to go back and insert the
prepositions themselves, and the writer's job is to save the reader that unnec-
essary effort.
The third problem in style is the typical wordy, overloaded sentence of
the technical writer. For example, look at the paragraph below--again, sub-
mitted for publication in our internal engineering bulletin.
TIRE PRESSURE INDICATING SYSTEM
PROBLEM
Reviewing the incidents that have occurred on several major
commercial transports in the last few years, many of them
typically involve loss of pressure in one tire early during the
taxi roll due to a tire or wheel failure or foreign object damage
such as running over a light standard when turning onto the run-
way. This early failure is undetected by the flightcrew and the
takeoff is continued until the overload mated tire fails and the
takeoff is aborted at high speed with Significantdamage to the
aircraft and risk to the passengers.
Finally, the problem of transitions in technical writing is one that needs
more attention. In the example below a series of disconnected sentences fails
to tella coherent story because the relationships between the sentences are
not clear. The addition of a few transitions improves this paragraph consi-
derably. The student should be taught how to make that improvement.
DIGITAL LOGIC FAULT SIMULATOR
PROBLEM
Creating effective test programs for digital logic circuits is
increasingly difficult for the test engineer. A test program
should detect 95% or more of the potential logic fault modes.
The program should also diagnose the faulty modes by iden-
tifying all defective IC components. With today's integrated
circuit complexity, itis not unusual for a digitalmodule to
have Z000 or more fault modes. It is very tedious and time
consuming for the test engineer to manually derive stimuli
test patterns and calculate the no-fault and faulty output
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response data. The manually prepared test program is often
incomplete and error prone. Any inadvertent test program
errors will greatly increase the time and cost for validation
of the test program on the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment).
For all of these reasons it is desirable to provide simulation
tools for the test engineer which aid in reducing cost and at
the same improve test program quality.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, let me repeat that I think engineering students must be
convinced while they are in school that writing is a necessary skill. They
must be encouraged to learn the techniques necessary to enable them to
practice that skillwhen they get into industry. The most important thing for
traditionallytrained English teachers to know is that technical writing is
functional. It is good ifitaccomplishes its function efficientlyin the reader's
terms. That is, there must be no guessing, no backtracking, no unnecessary
effort by the reader. Grace and charm must take a back seat to economy and
clarity. But that statement, of course, does not make the teacher's job any




TECHNICAL WRITING VS. TECHNICAL WRITING
J. W. Dillingham
Communication Support Services, Inc.
Bedford, Texas
I don't usually admit this in public, but I am a "technical writer". The
term has become so generalized, representing so many types of writing and so
many job functions, that few professionals wish to be called "technical
writers".
Some basic definitions contribute toward our defining these various types of
technical writing. According to accepted usage, an "author" originates
written materials and/or practices writing as his or her profession; a
"writer" writes as an occupation. To "edit" is to make written materials
presentable for publication or presentation, but an "editor" supervises the
policies or production of a publicationo And, lastly, "technical", deriving
from and pertaining to "technique", refers to a systematic procedure by which
a complex or scientific task is accomplished. These definitions begin to
help us clarify the various roles_ but they do not yet make explicit the job
functions and levels.
Given those definitions, let's examine the term "technical writer". Most
often in industry, a "technical writer" has a working knowledge of technology
and his/herjob level is considered occupational rather than professional.
He or she usually has enough technical knowledge to be capable of rearranging
material others provide, but not enough to be capable of originating
materials. Then what about the person who is considered a professional and
who originates written technological material? We need to coin a term for
this person, perhaps "technical author".
These two definitions point to the reasons the term "technical writer" has
poor connotations for many people in industry. The line between the two is
very fine: no black and white distinctions, just many shades of gray. There
are many of us who are in fact 9 in Joe Rice's term, "closet technical
writers" (ref. I).
I once refused a job because it carried the title "Technical Writer". After
a discussion with the manager, I accepted the job under a different title.
New title--Engineer Scientist Ill. The same pay, but the title "Technical
Writer" would have marked me and, more importantly, it would have been detri-
mental to me in later assignments with other companies. In that job, I was
to originate technical materials; the company was hiring me for my technical
expertise. I was, in fact, a technical author.
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Many titles are used to circumvent this problem: "engineering writer",
"specification writer" 9 "technical communication specialist" 9 "technical
publication specialist"9 "proposal management specialist", and so on. All of
these people have at least one attribute in common; they are all capable of
originating material. They are all, in fact9 technical authors. Salaries in
this category are much higher than those for technical writers. Industry
pays for technical expertise combined with communication skills.
When technical students9 for example in engineering_ graduate from the
universities, do they have the communication skills they need for this role
in industry? Rarely. Industry usually has to train them. What about
English or journalism majors who take a course in technical writing and go to
industry for a job. What are their capabilities? I think, by our earlier
definitions, most of them are qualified to edit--to make material presentable
for publication or presentation. My experience in industry has shown me that
of the two degrees, journalism is the more useful, and journalism students
are generally the more successful because of their design skills and 9
particularly_ their familiarity with interviewing techniques. English
majors, however, are almost always the better writers. Some of the recent
Technical Con_nunication graduates have both skills and are more correctly
"technical editors" than "technical writers".
How well prepared is an English or journalism major for a job as an editor?
Mary Fran Buehler's discussion of some types of edits, as they are performed
at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, (ref. 2) not only articulates the types of
edits but also implies some of the skills required to perform those edits:
Putting a publication through the various production processes, monitor-
ing progress9 making out the necessary paperwork_
Making sure that the publication reflects company policy;
Making sure that the parts of the publication match in a physical or
numerical sense, and that every element mentioned is actually included;
Giving a minimum-level language and graphics review tO camera-ready copy
to ensure that the quality is suitable for external publication;
Clarifying illegible copy;
Marking a manuscript with format instructions for the compositor or
illustrator;
i
Assuring appropriate and consistent usage of such mechanics as
capitalization, abbreviations, reference style;
Giving the manuscript a complete in-depth language review;
/
Reviewing the manuscript for content coherence, emphasis, subordination_
and parallelism.
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To be able to perform and supervise all these functions is to be aneditor.
I realize there are editors who cannot do so. Do English or journalism
majors, at graduation, have the necessary skills to perform these functions?
Not usually. Industry has to train each of them, and it can take several
years before they are proficient.
But to the listing of editorial functions (and, hence, types of editors), I
would like to add one other category: the "technical editor". I realize
there are people in positions carrying the title of Technical Editor who have
no technical knowledge, but this is not the norm. The proficient technical
editor can write, can perform the policy-making tasks of an editor9 and he or
she has a working knowledge of technology. To achieve the skills needed for
this function, industry can provide the training, or the editor can go back
to school for some technical education. Technical editor salaries are tradi-
tionally higher than those for editors and technical writers.
Industry needs people in all four categories_ however, the greatest need is
for technical authors and technical editors. Industry managers literally
cannot find enough of these people.
What kind of program would prepare students for these jobs? What would
create an effective technical writing program? Most of us_ I believe D
understand the principle of training: You take a student and determine his
or her existent knowledge and skill level. Then you determine your goals--
the skills and knowledge you want that person to have. Once you have deter-
mined these two, you supply the parts that lead from the former to the
latter.
Obviously, this formula is too simple; it is laden with problems. Problem I:
The skill level and style of learning of a technical student is different
from that of a liberal arts student. Most engineering/science/math majors
concentrated on and were shaped by math and science in high school--after
all, that is their main interest. They took only the required communication
courses and did only enough to get by. On the other hand, most English and
journalism majors avoided math and science courses and concentrated on, and
were shaped by, literature_ jounalism, etc. That too is understandable--
these are their interest areas. The problem here, then, is in assuming the
initial level of all students to be the same.
Problem #2 is in determining our goals--what we want from these people. What
we want is two different sets of skills--technology and co_nunication--with
some overlap, of course. The skills required of the technical editor and the
skills required of the technical author are not wholly the same. Therefore,
the university preparation of the technical editor and the university prepar-
ation for the technical author should not be wholly the same. Potential
technical editors do not need the heavy courses in math and design; they do
need courses especially designed to teach the general principles and
terminologies. Potential technical authors need some communication prepara-
tion different from that of technical editors. Industry has been providing
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that training for years. I hope the trend is changing toward the univer-
sities providing more usable preparation; it appears to be.
To illustrate the training needed for communicators in industry9 let me
relate a personal experience. As a consulting engineering writer, more than
ten years ago, I was on an assignment to write a manual on an Atomic
Frequency Standard (a highly accurate instrument used to calibrate precision
electronic test equipment). I had what should have been sufficient skills:
adequate technical knowledge and about five years' engineering writing
experience. I soon felt those skills to be marginal when I discovered that
I had to explain some Quantum Mechanics theory to a technician reader_ a high
school graduate. I had to lower the reading level without losing the tech-
nical accuracy. The Army specifications called for an 8th grade reading
level. I didn't know how to measure reading level. And I surely didn't know
if it were possible to reduce Einstein's third law of photochemistry to 8th
grade words.
What I finally did was bribe (out of my own pocket) a military electronics
technician (with a fondness for alcohol and food)_ who approximated my
intended audience9 into reading and responding to the copy. We spent hours
in long discussions while I found the words and explanations that would
reduce the content to 8th grade vocabulary and searched for the analogies
that would make him--and my intended reader--understand the content.
Throughout the discussions_ the deadline loomed.
After 13 weeks, I produced 150 finished printed pages. I had written seven
drafts of the 40-page theory section, so in actuality I had written 390 pages
but produced only 150. Forty hours a week for 13 weeks translated to some-
thing more than 3.5 hours per page r which is within industry standards. I
had, however_ actually spent another 700+ hours of my own timer which brought
the actual rate to nearly 8 hours per page. That is not within industry
standards9 and I considered it unacceptable.
My client and his customer were impressed with the end product. I was not.
I could not stand that pace or frustration for long and decided that if I
were to continue in this business, my existing writing skills were not
sufficient. So I left an excellent paying job 9 enrolled at a local
university9 and signed up for various English and journalism courses. I had
courses in composition_ courses in writing about literature (called composi-
tion), technical writing, creative writing_ reporting, magazine layout and
design, and several literature courses. I wrote newspaper articles. I wrote
entertaining (probably only to me) articles. I compared and contrasted
styles of various writers and poets. I read Th___eOdyssey_ The lliad9
Sophocles, Eumenides, Euripedes, various pieces by Plato and Aristotle. I
loved it--and still value that knowledge9 but I still didn't have what I felt
I needed.
Somewhat frustrated_ I went to an advisor in the English department. After a
two-hour session9 her advice was9 "Maybe you should give up trying to be a
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writer. I just don't think you have the ability. The courses you've taken
should have created the skills you're seeking." That left me confused. I
had been very well paid as an engineering writer prior to returning to
college. In college 9 1 had made the Dean's List every semester 9 so I had
obviously worked hard and learned what I was supposed to have learned. But
she was telling me I didn't have the necessary ability.
I finally figured out that the theory that one learns to become a writer by
learning to appreciate literature is analogous to the idea that one learns to
become a gourmet chef by going to the really fine resturants and learning to
enjoy the different foods. Maybe I'm wrong, but I think that all you become
is a fat connoisseur.
In all those courses, no one had mentioned hueristics, audience analysis,
coTmnunication theory or rhetoric theory, and I still thought "epistemology"
was a dirty word. It was another five years before I found the right people
(outside the college classroom) to introduce me to the work of Young, Becker
and Pike, Bateson, Kenneth Burke, Jim Corder, Bob Hopper 9 Tom Pearsall, Jim
Souther 9 John Walter, and others; and before I could then discover just how
much Aristotle and Plato really did have to offer.
Now, there are more innovative writing programs. I am still not convinced 9
however, that sufficient progress has been made. Recently, for an engi-
neering writing job, I interviewed a bright young engineer 9 a 1980 graduate
with a 3.8 overall GPA, with two English composition and two technical
writing courses on his transcript. When I asked him about invention and
audience analysis, he looked blank. He did know that Aristotle was a Greek.
He had not heard of the Society for Technical Communication, The Society of
Logistic Engineers, or the International Association of Business Communica-
tors; he had made application to IEEE.
What can we do? How do we teach the technical and scientific students how to
write effectively for business and industry? How do we teach English and
journalism students the skills necessary to become technical editors and
technical writers?
I think the key is closer alliance between us; it is time for industry and
academia to join together tO better meet the needs of both. We need to form
advisory panels which include representatives from both industry and the
universities. We need the university faculty to have some industry experi-
ence and to invite some industry people to teach parts of courses. We need
industry to become more aware of your problems and constraints and to invite
you to share in what we do. We need faculty members to join some of the pro-
fessional technical socleties_ and we need industry people to join some of
the professional academic societies. Together_ we need to enlarge the common
area in Schramm's communication diagram. It is time for both groups to get
out of the dining room and into the kitchen.
How can you in the classrooms help us in industry to contribute to our joint
goal? You will have to articulate more clearly the definition of the product
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you are producing. I believe both the term "technical writer" and most tech-
nical writing courses are too general and too loosely defined to accomplish
this objective. Who or what is your audience? If you cannot define the
audience, you cannot define the product. If you cannot define the product9
you cannot produce it. Produce technical and scientific graduates with good
technical skills and competent technical communication (especially, writing)
skills, produce editors/writers with good technical communication skills and
competent technical skills--and you will have industry beating a path to your
doors.
I am heartened by what I see happening in some current writing programs. I
believe we are starting to see the light at the end of the tunnel. I do hope
it's not another train.
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WHYS AND HOWS OF IN-HOUSE WRITING
John C. Lane
Ethyl Corporation Research Laboratories, Detroit
I regret that I must write my contribution to this panel rather than
participate in person. This is particularly regrettable because I have not
had the opportunity to hear the related panel this morning and the present
panelts other participants this afternoon. Thus, I may overlap or seem to
ignore important points made in both panels. If so, please excuse me--it
will be inadvertent.
To get as much into the spirit of this discussion as is possible from
1200 miles away, I've studied the abstracts submitted by the panel's other
members. From time to time, I'll comment on some of their ideas.
I suppose there's no maxim that doesn't have an invalidating excep-
tion. Nevertheless, I'm going to advance one formulated by the late Norman
Shidle years ago, when he was editor of the SAE Journal. The SAE, of course,
is the Society of Automotive Engineers -- which, although engineers aren't
supposed to be able to write, has long managed to be articulate, if not liter-
ate.
Norm's maxim is, and I quote verbatim: "Clear thinking must pre-
cede clear writing. " He maintained, and so do I, that the best writer in the
world can't write clearly about something he doesn't clearly understand.
We can combine the requisite technical knowledge with the requisite
writing ability in only two ways.
1. We can teach engineers to write, or
2. We can teach writers to engineer.
Of the two, I believe it is easier to teach engineers to write. So that's what
I do.
I agree wholeheartedly that in-house courses are not the only way to
accomplish the task. The earlier you catch the little devils, the better the
training will stick. And that, I believe, is part of the reason why so much
in-house training is needed today. The job just didn't get done earlier.
Grammar-school teachers, Tears ago, used diagraming and syntax
to teach coherent sentence building. They also taught their little charges to
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outline before starting to write. To some extent, anyway, the outlining step
provided the clear thinking that must precede clear writing.
Then came the progressive, free-expression, era that believed one
way is as good as another. Reading was taught by the look/say, whole-word
method. Students could no longer sound out a written word to determine if
they had heard it before. As a research professor at Georgia Tech in the
early 1950s, I had graduate students working for me who couldnft recognize
the names of chemicals that they could step into the lab and synthesize with
easeo
High-school English teachers largely ignored composition, because
study of contemporary writing styles was more fun -- and a great deal easier
--to teach. "Me now, I just wanna be a catcher in the rye or alord of flies. "
College composition courses were taught by English teachers on the
LiberalArts side of the university. Matriculating engineers were given qual-
ifying tests that might opt them out of such "time-wasting" courses -- as,
indeed, I was.
In those days, the saying was: "Writers are born, not made. " And,
I submit, that was because few teachers, if any, knew how to make a writer.
Then, in the 1940s, two curious men asked what makes writing clear
or unclear? Why do some writers make even simple ideas hard to under-
stand? And why can others make very complex ideas reasonably understand-
able even to laymen?
One of the questioners was an Austrian refugee, Rudolf Flesch, who
came to this country not knowing how to speak or write English. He taught
himself how to speak by going to the movies and matching the visual action
with the sound track. In other words, he learned the English language the
same way all of us here learned it--by osmosis. He literallyabsorbed it --
which is no small trick when you're already grown up.
The other questioner was Robert Gunning, who went to work for a
Columbus, Ohio, newspaper after being graduated from Ohio State University.
As a reporter whose writing was extraordinarily clear, he was asked to con-
tribute items to a most unusual new newspaper. It was named "My Weekly
Reader," and its aim was to bring worldwide news to junior-high students and,
thereby, stimulate their desire to read -- in other words, to give them some-
thing to read above the Dick-and-Jane or Bobbsey Twins level.
A few newsmen, like Robert Gunning, could write clearly for teens
and subteens. But most could not. Gunning wondered why not. In another
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part of the country, and from differentbackground and experience, so did
Rudolf Flesch.
Within a year or so of each other, both men developed readability
indexes. They analyzed the parameters that make writing unnecessarily com-
plex. Because of its simplicity and its computer-proved relationship to the
years of schooling required to read with comprehension, Gunning's Fo_ Index
formula has been more widely adopted than Flesch's formula. In fact, ithas
become a very useful yardstick for determining whether a piece of writing is
unne ce s s arily complex.
Do sentences ramble on and on, without the pause of a comma or
period, so that the initial idea is forgotten before the final idea is proposed?
To avoid this, Gunning made average sentence length a prime parameter in
his Fog Index.
The other prime parameter is use of unfamiliar, complex words.
Why, as Mark Twain said, write "metropolis" when I get paid the same for
calling it "city"? The same, o£ course, goes for "approximately" versus
"about"; "characterize" for "describe"; "proximate" for "near"; "diminu-
tion" for "drop" or "decrease" -- and any number of other multisyllabic
pomposities for more familiar synonyms.
Some people write to impress rather than express. Usually, this
shows through, and the impression is unimpressive.
One of Gunning's ten principles of clear writing is "Relate the com-
plex to the simple. " An example might be electric voltage and current, which
nobody can see, to water pressure and water flow. Ifone wants to express
how large a "black hole" in space may originally have been, he might try
comparing itwith the diameter of the sun, which all of us see every day.
O, there are many ways of teaching writing. And I maintain that
most of them have been ignored in recent years by English teachers trying to
educate the scientifically oriented people who will develop and guide our tech-
nological progress in years to come. That's really not the English teachers t
bag, and they probably shouldnlt be saddled with it.
So who should do the job? If it hasn't beendone before the graduates
are cast out into real life, then business and industry must supply what the
educational system has not.
That, very briefly, is the case for in-house training. If the educa-
tors haven't done the job, the employers must.
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Outof my own company's need in the early 1950s, I sought outRobert
Gunning at a hotel symposium he was conducting in Cleveland, Ohio. Hun-
dreds came, one or two men per company, to take Gunning's one-day course
in major metropolitan areas around the country.
What we wanted at our Laboratories was to train scores of research-
ers to report their results clearly and concisely. At two or three hundred
dollars a researcher, in the hotel format, that would have taken years and
cost a fortune.
So we asked Gunning ifhe would come to Detroit and give his course
in-house to all of our people who needed to communicate in writing. He
agreed, and together we set up what was either the first or one of the first
of his in-plant courses.
Over the years, we came to realize that Fog Index and the Gunning
ten principles of clear writing stillleftus somewhat short of truly effective
communication.
One major problem was thought organization -- something Gunning
didn't much consider. An important corollary was determining the primary
audience and its particular needs and non-needs. To whom are you writing
and why? What do they already know? What more do they need to know?
How do I best relate what they need to know to what they already know? And
how do I avoid confusing them by telling them more than they need to know?
These are questions, I believe, that most college anduniversity peo-
ple have not asked themselves. Therefore, we employers have been forced
to ask ourselves. The results have been in-plant training courses. We don't
do it to put English teachers out of work. We do it because the job hasn't
been getting done.
One problem has been that the neophytes never bring the payoff bot-
tom line up front in the reports of their efforts. I think they got that way be-
cause of their education, not despite it. And the fault lies not with the Eng-
lish faculty, but with the technical faculty.
Consider what a technical-faculty member looks for in his students'
reports. The prof probably has been assigning the same laboratory experi-
ments to successive classes for years on end. His purpose is to instill ex-
perimental abilities -- not to obtain an answer he already knows. Therefore,
as his students soon perceive, the way to get an A is to report chronologically
-- and in detail -- every manipulative effort and technique employed, step-
by-step, in conducting the experiment. At the end -- and only at the end --
do you divulge the result.
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Then the students graduate and are hired by result-oriented com-
panies. Their abilitiesto conduct experiments and employ scientifictechni-
ques are tacitlyassumed from their degrees and resume's. Now the emphasis
is on results. The bottom line of their college reports now is o£ top-line im-
portance. Somebody, somewhere, has to convince them that the way to earn
an A has shifted 180 degrees. Of necessity, this part of their education has
fallen to the industries and businesses that employ them. You can send them
out to remedial courses, or you can do the job in-house. Of the two alterna-
tives, in-house usually is better, faster, and cheaper.
Very briefly, that's the case for in-house training. It supplies what
hasn't been supplied by academia -- at least up to now. I think it can be sup-
plied in school. But to do so, teachers are going to have to consider the real-
lifeneeds out there -- consider what employers need and want, not what the
faculty has been awarding with A's.
This leads me to ask where the snobbery that Mr. Ransome alludes
to really lies. Is it in the engineer who is unwilling to communicate, or is it
in his Writing mentor who believes the engineer can't communicate. Believ-
ing that engineers have hairy ears and suffer from tunnel vision and intellec-
tual snobbery is a gross misinterpretation. Truth is, they just don't suffer
fools willingly. The savant who comes along and tells them they are saying
it all wrong had better be sure he knows how to say it right. "Clear thinking
must precede clear writing. "
That is why I believe that the teachers of technical writing should be
technical people, themselves, preferably with working experience in industry
or business. The training they provide must be user-oriented, need-oriented
-- not theory-oriented.
In the abstract of his talk here today, Dr. Smith said the student
should be taught to use words precisely rather than quote "writing like he
talks" unquote. Personally, I fail to see how, why, or where those two tech-
niques are mutually exclusive. A person brought up in a home of reasonably
educated parents learns to speak well before learning to write at all. And the
clear thinking that must precede clear writing is done in the brain, not on
paper.
Gunning's ten principles of clear writing include "Develop your vo-
cabulary. " The reason is not so you can use the word "paradigm" when you
mean "example" or "rhinitis"when you mean the common cold. Gunning be-
lieves that the more words you know, the more clearly and precisely you can
think. When you have completed the clear-thinking step, you then translate
your precise thoughts into the simplest, least complex verbiage for the broad-
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est, least specialized audience you wish to reach .... To do less than that
is, in itself,a kind of intellectualsnobbery.
Einstein once was asked for a thumb-nail explanation of the theory
of relativity. His answer went something like this: "When a man sits on a
hot stove, a minute seems like an hour. But when he sits on a swing with a
pretty girl, an hour seems like a minute. Itall depends on where you are.
That's relativity."
With that as an example, and in the interest of keeping things rea-
sonably brief andto the point, I now conclude. I send you greetings and best
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This paper describesthe design and implementationof an interdisciplinary
course in technicalwritingdevelopedfor dental hygienestudentsat Delaware
Technicaland CommunityCollege. While most collegeteachersdo not teach
dental hygienestudentsand many do not teach communitycollege students,we
believethat the DTCC plan--thewhy, the how, and the so what about our three-
year-oldinterdisciplinarytechnicalcommunicationproject--isrelevantand
applicableto a broad range of technicalwritingprogramsat two-yearand
four-yearcolleges and universities.
To supportthis assertion,I'll begin with the conclusion. As a result
of using an interdisciplinaryapproachto the teachingof technicalwriting,
we have found that many of our communitycollegestudentsare able to produce
professional,technically-sophisticatedwriting assignments. We have some
objectivesupportfor our belief in the successof our programbecausetwo
of our dental hygienestudents,with some additionalhelp from the dental
hygienefaculty,will be publishingthe resultsof their studiesin dental
hygienejournals.
This paper offers backgroundinformationabout our collegeand the com-
municationneeds of our students,delineatesour rationalefor implementing
an interdisciplinaryapproachand providesa model that can be adaptedto
technicalwritingprogramsat other schools.
Why_Some Backgr0undInformation About
DTCC A_d Its Students
Most community colleges seek to meet the immediate and long-range needs
of the communities in which they are located. Delaware Technical and Community
College has offered a variety of programs adapted in subject, level and sched-
uling to the local community. While some of our students transfer, upon
graduation, to four-year colleges, most complete technical, business and
continuing education programs that prepare them immediately for the job market.
Since the college was founded, some fourteen years ago, graduates from all
four campuses have been highly competitive in a variety of technical and
5usiness fields.
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The primaryfunctionof the Englishdepartmentat DTCC is to teach
communicationskills,althoughwe do offer a few literaturecourses. Our
programbegins with developmentaland remedialinstructionin a laboratory
setting. TechnicalReportWriting,RE 123, is the most advancedwritingcourse
in the program. It was supposedlydevelopedto allow technologystudentsto
apply the principlesof good writingand the genres of effectivetechnical
communicationto specificassignmentsin their major fieldsof study. In
practice,this was not always the case. Moreover,some of the problems inherent
in our technicalwritingcourse are sharedby other colleges and universities
across the country (referencei).
When I began teachingtechnicalwriting, the coursewas offeredby the
Englishdepartmentwith relativelylittle input from the technicalfacultyor
from employers. Studentsusuallyenrolledduring their second or third quarter
at the college, beforethey developeda solid grasp of their disciplines.
Classeswere large--upto 24 students--andheterogeneous-studentsfrom a wide
varietyof technologieswere scheduledtogetherin the same class. In an
effort to meet the needs of disciplinesas diverseas accounting,data proc-
essing,secretarialand human services,our assignmentshad to be quite
general. Although Studentswere encouragedto apply what they learnedabout
the modes and genres of technicalcommunicationto their major fields,in
practice,they were frequentlyat a loss to do so. Moreover,while technical
facultywere asked to advise studentsabout topicsand approaches,their gen-
uine involvementwas limitedand, frankly,not very helpful. Some did not
believethat first-yearstudentshad learnedenough technicalinformationto
write "worthwhile"reports. Others,with fifteenand eighteen-hourcourse
loads,were too busy to be botheredwithwhat they viewed as additionalwork.
The end resultwas that when I read my students'papers, I grew increas-
ingly convincedthat I was spendingmore time evaluatingtheir assignments
than they had spent composingthem. Candid conversationswith a number of
studentsconfirmedmy suspicions. Many simplydid not believethat good
communicationskills would be importantin their choice of careers. Even
those who accepteda major role for writingskills in the world of work ranked
the need to learn these skills a low priorityas comparedwith their need to
learn technicalinformation. Some of our most able technicalstudentswere
not motivatedto spend the time, energy and effort needed for sustained
improvementin their communicationskills.
At the same time, I noticedthat studentswho performedwell in technical
writingfrequentlydemonstratedat least some of the followingcharacteristics:
(i) Successfulstudentswere usuallysecond year students,close to
graduation. They had delayedtaking technicalwritinguntil
they had developeda sure sense of their disciplineand could
use the course for professionaldevelopment.
(2) Successfulstudentswere frequentlyenrolled in a technical
writingclass that was largelyhomogeneousor had a group of
studentsfrom the same technology. These studentswere able
to consultwith each other and make recommendationsabout
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specificapproaches.
(3) Successfulstudentswere often enrolledconcurrentlyin practicum
technologycoursesor employedin the work-a-dayworld where they
were requiredto completetechnicalwritingassignmentsfor eval-
uation by technicalinstructorsand/oremployers.
My interestin improvingour technicalwritingprogramled me to conduct
a needs assessmentsurveyof the communicationskillsrequiredof our graduates.
After interviewingscoresof employers,consultingwithtechnical facultyand
students,and enlistingtheir supportand cooperation,I recommendeda series
of changes. In particular,I proposedthat we move technicalwritingto the
secondyear in all technologyprogramsand that we establisha seriesof
interdisciplinarymodels.
My rationalefor recommendingan interdisciplinaryapproachcan be briefly
summarizedin the followingfour points:
(I) By using an interdisciplinaryapproachwe would transcendartifi-
cial barriersof curriculardesignand reinforceeach other in
the classroom. Problem-solvingwritingstrategiesapplieddirectly
to technicalsubjectscould help studentsincreasetheir under-
standingof their disciplinesand demonstratethat technical
competenceand communicativecompetencewere inseparable.
(2) By using an interdisciplinaryapproachwewould encouragestudents
to write for a complexaudience,one that more closelyapproximates
realitythan the usual classroomsituation. Studentswould learn
to make rhetoricalchoicesappropriateto communicatewith an
educatedlay-person (theEnglish instructor)while not over-
simplifyingor distortinginformationfor their technicalprofessors
(reference2).
(3) By using an interdisciplinaryapproachwe would allow studentsto
move beyond elementarylevelsand apply rhetoricalstrategiesto
technicallysophisticatedwork tasks becausethe technicalpro-
fessor would be availableas a resourceperson. This would
follow the recommendationsof theNCTE FinalReport qf theCommittee
on Colle_e En@lishfor Sclentlficand TechnlcalStudentsthat
studentsbe given opportunitiesto work with complicatedscientific
data and that "theperson gradingthe reportmust know the subject
thoroughlyin orderto evaluatecriticallythe scientificwriting"
(reference3).
(4) By using an interdisciplinaryapproach,we would be helping to
fosterhigh interest,motivationand achievementon the part of
students. Assignmentsrequiredin the writingclassroomwould
no longer be viewed as irrelevantor burdensomebecause students
would be applyingcommunicationskills to immediatetasks in
their technicaldisciplines.
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Once I convincedmy colleaguesof the need for change in the technical
writingcourse,a mechanismfor implementinginterdisciplinaryapproaches
was needed. Successfulinterdisciplinarymodels had been describedin the
literaturebut they seemedto requireextensivechanges to ongoingprograms.
The developmentof tendemcoursesor the creationof joint facultyappoint-
ments, for example,made the implementationof an interdisciplinaryapproach
seem very complicatedindeed (reference4).
How: The Implementationof an Interdisci_linar[
Approachat DTCC
During the winter of 1978, the dental hygienefacultyagreed to partici-
pate in a pilot project. We decidedto try a tailoredapproachto technical
writing. The assignmentsfor one sectionof TechnicalReport Writingwere
modified to meet the goals and objectivesof the advancedtechnicalcourse,
CommunityDental Health. As we developedour interdisciplinarymodel, we
integratedthe materialsof two courses,but kept the coursesdistinctand
separate. Studentsregisteredfor both courses,attendedclass for both
courses,and receivedgrades for both courses. This procedureeliminated
red tape, budgethassles and administrativeinterference,especiallyin the
initialstagesof our project. It also had anotheradvantage. Becauseboth
teachersand both courseshad equal status,I participatedfully in the
planningand developmentof all assignments.
Before the quarterbegan and periodicallyduring the quarter,I met
with the dental hygienefacultyto plan and coordinateefforts. In Community
DentalHealth, the instructortaughta rudimentaryknowledgeof biostatistics
and epidemiology. In TechnicalReport Writing,I helped studentsmaster the
strategiesand forms requiredto communicatethis technicalknowledgewith
clarityand precision. Our approachgave studentsthe benefitof an inter-
disciplinarycoursewithin minimumdisruptionof currentpractices. To
implementour integratedstrategies,we had studentswork on one major project
in both their dental and Englishcourses. For eleven weeks, they planneda
programdesignedto solve a dentalhealth problem in the community. Assign-
ments for both coursesculminatedin a comprehensivefinal report.
To understandfully the methodologyof our course integrationand our
success in tailoringtechnicalwriting to suit the goals and objectivesof
the dental hygienecourse,it's helpful to understandthe purposeof the
CommunityDental Health course. DentalPublic Health_as definedby the
AmericanDentalAssociation,is "the scienceand art of preventingand
controllingdental diseaseand promotingdental health throughorganized
communityefforts" (reference5). At DelawareTechnicaland Community
College!studentsfocus oneducational preventivedental programsworking
with groups such as the indigentr children,teenagers,seniorcitizensand
the handicapped. Studentsenroll in the courseone quarterbefore graduation
when they have attainedextensiveclinicalexperienceand a professional
orientation. They know that a clear understandingof communitydental health
is necessaryfor graduationF for state board certificationand for long-range
career goals.
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The subjectmatter and courseplan of CommunityDentalHealth are ideal
for an effective,reality-orientedwritingcourse (thisis true for many job-
relatedcourses in communitycollegeprograms). Studentsare requiredto
researcha plan, conducta survey and recommenda programto solve a dental
problem in the local community.This requiresthe practicalapplicationof
the forms and strategiesof technicalwriting. Becausestudentswork with the
public,governmentagencies,privateorganizations,and variousdental profes-
sionals,they test their communicationskills "underfire" in the real world.
If they do not communicateclearlyand forcefullywhen composingrequests,
constructingquestionnairesor formulatingproposals,they suffer realistic
consequencesand have difficultycompletingtheir projectson schedule.
The followingcourse schedulerevealshow integratedstrategiesworked
in the writing classroom. In TechnicalReportWriting, the schedulewas
pragmatic. It was designedto facilitatethe specifictasks studentsneeded
to accomplish,as these tasks arose. Three formalpapers were requiredduring
the quarter: a literaturereview,a proposalmemorandumand a final report.
In addition,twelve smallerassignments,mostly completedin class, contributed
to the final report. Topics covered includedconventionaltechnicalwriting
subjects: communicationmodels,principlesof good writing, forms,visuals,
businessletters,informaland formalreports. The coursewas taughtusing a





Brief memos for varyingaudiences;assignmentdevelopsbackground
materialon communicationmodels and proceduresfor rhetorical
analysis.
Unit II LibraryResearch
Literaturereviewof a contemporary,communitydental health
problem.
Unit III ProcessDescriptionsand Instructions
Step-by-stepprocedures and instructions for carrying Out dental
activities.
Unit IV ProposalMemorandum
Proposalto conductepidemiologicalsurveyor study to measure the




Lettersneeded for survey or study; lettersof transmittalfor
final report.
Unit VI Questionnaires
Questionnairesfocusingupon dental issueunder study.
Unit VII Visuals
Charts, tables,graphs and illustrationsneeded to convey data
discoveredin surveyor study.
Unit VIII Clear CommunicationPrinciples
Workshop activitiesdesigned to improvethe efficiencyand
effectivenessof prose; topics includethe use of active
verbs, simplesentences,readabilityformulas,etc.
Unit IX Abstracts
Descriptiveand informativeabstractsof final reportand selected
dental articles.
Unit X Resumes
Resumes focusingupon expertiseas dental professionals.
Unit XI Final Report
Programplan andevaluation to solve a contemporarydental
healthproblem in the local community;reportculminatesand
incorporateswork of the entirequarter.
Some of the dental healthproblemsstudentsexaminedduring the quarter
included: the effectof children'sTV advertisingon the carbohydratecon-
sumptionof low-incomechildren;the need for a hypertensioncontinuing
educationprogramfor dentalprofessionals;nutritionalprograms at senior
centers;the efficiencyof a largerhandledtoothbrushon plaque removal;a
study of gingivalinflammationand periodontaldiseaseamong institutionalized
teenagers. The Dental HygieneDepartmentinstructedstudentson the biostat-
isticaltechniquesneeded to quantifydata and prepared studentsto deal with
base-linedata, means,medians, standarddeviationsand the like. I helped
them to communicatewhat they proposedto do in clear English.
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So What: The Resultsof Our Interdisciplinary
Technica!WritingCourse
The assignmentsof TechnicalReportWritingand CommunityDental Health
culminatedin a comprehensivefinal report. It was submittedto Englishand
dental hygienefacultyfor evaluation. The final reportwas expectedto be
clear, well-organizedand effectivelywrittenas would be the case in any
technicalwritingcourse. In addition, becauseof the interdisciplinary
approach,the report'scontentswere expectedto be valid, verifiableand
replicableas would be expectedof a reportcomposed in the scientificcom-
munity.
We believethat the interdisciplinaryapproachhelped our studentstrans-
cend artificialbarrierscreatedby curriculardesign. They learnedwriting
strategiesin the contextof their professionaldevelopment(reference6).
Enrollingin the course after they had acquiredsubstantialtechnicalexpertise,
practicalexperienceand adequateverbal skills,these studentsused Technical
Report Writing for career preparation. They producedtechnicallysophisticated
assignments. It is well to rememberthat in many two-yearcollegesand vo-
cationalprograms,the student'sconcentrationin technicalcoursesdoes not
differ significantlyfrom a major'sconcentrationin technicalcoursesat a
four-yearcollege. In the case of DentalHygiene students,for example,some
four-yearprogramsdiffer from our two-yearprogramonly in that they offer
additionalcourses in the arts and sciences (reference7).
As we implementedthe collaborativeapproach,we found that our instruc-
tional roles shiftedfrom lecturersor dispensersof knowledgeto learning
facilitatorswho encouragedour studentsto make their own discoveries.
Studentsused us as technicalandwritingconsultantswho were availableto
aid them in the complexprojectof designinga communitydentalprogram. We
are convincedthat by integratingour coursematerial,we helped our students
produce reportsfar superiorto anythingthey could have done on their own or
with one of us in isolation. We believethat the interdisciplinaryapproach
contributedto studentinterest,motivation,achievementand numerousstudents
expressedsatisfactionabout learningwriting in a contextthey deemed sig-
nificant.
The successof the pilot projecthas encouragedus to expand our program.
We plan to develop interdisciplinarycoursesfor severalother technologies
offeredat the college. We believethat interdisciplinarytechnicalwriting
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DESIGNING MINORS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS
Richard W. Ferguson
Department of Rhetoric
University of Minnesota, St. Paul
This paper describes the process our departmenthas gone through to
establish a minor in technical communication for technical students at our
university. At the Same time, I want to touch on certain problems that this
process has brought to light.
Our department offers a major in technical communication, and we now
have about sixty majors. But the vast majority of the students the department
serves are technical people in animal science, fisheries, horticulture, food
science, nutrition, forest resources, and some engineers. When the subject of
establishing a minor in technical communication first emerged about two years
ago, the head of our department formed a committee to look into the possibili-
ties and the problems. As is true of most committees, ours began by fanta-
sizing about all the good that would flow from establishing a minor. Foremost,
of course, was the prospect of an increased headcount for the department. We
envisioned 50 to i00 students signing up for a minor in technical communication
during the first year. We imagined that this surge in numbers in our courses
would reenforee our position in the college and in the university. In a period
of shrinking financial support, our growth as a department would be a powerful
signal to the central administration that we are clear thinkers and bold plan-
ners, true exponents of supply-side academics.
As our committee sobered, however, we began to anticipate some of the
problems that the introduction of a minor might bring. Even if half the number
of students we envisioned elected a minor in technical communication, this in-
crease might put a severe strain on some of our upper division courses, and
it seemed unlikely that money for new teaching positions would be made avail-
able to us. There was never any doubt in our minds, however, that a minor in
technical communication would serve a need. We had all heard and read the
words of the people who hire our technical graduates: The people we hire are
technically competent, but they can't write or speak effectively. In sum,
they can't communicate.
AS our committee circled the problem we finally got to the point where we
should have begun. We realized we had not asked some basic questions:
1. Do our students want a minor in technical communication to
be made available to them?
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2. If so, what kind of minor do they want?
3. Would they elect such a minor if it were available?
4. Do the teachers and advisors in the technical department
we serve want a minor in technical communication to be
available to their students?
5. If so, what kind of minor?
6. If a minor were available, would they advise their students
to elect it?
The Survey
When we realized we had failed to consult our constituents on the matter,
we decided to survey them to get their opinions. But survey them about what?
So far we had nothing for them to consider. To solve this problem we asked
the members of our department to design and to submit to the committee some
proposed minors in technical communication. From these submissions we sorted
out two basic designs which were very similar. One design we labeled Minor
in Technical Communication. The other we labeled Minor in Technical Writing.
A third design was submitted by people interested in efficient reading, effec-
tive listening, and interpersonal communication. They called their design a
Minor in Receptive Communication.
These were the three designs we included in the surveys we put together
for our technical students and the technical faculty. We wrote a brief
rationale for each design and added three response items. We asked each
student to rank the options in terms of their potential value to majors in
the student's technical field. We asked them to answer these questions:
i. If you were to elect one of these minors, which one would you elect?
2. If given the opportunity to elect one of these minors, will you do it?
We asked the technical faculty to rank each option in terms Of its potential
value to undergraduate majors in the technical departments, and to answer these
questions:
i. If you were to adivse one of your students to elect one of these
minors, which one would you recommend?
2. If given the opportunity to recommend one of these minors, will
you do it?
The student survey was completed by i00 upper-division students in the
colleges of Forestry, Agriculture and Home Economics who were at the time
enrolled in our courses in professional and technical writing. The faculty
surveys were sent to all departments of the College of Agriculture. We
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received replies from 35 faculty representing i0 departments. These replies
were important to us because, on the average, the 35 faculty who replied
advise 21 undergraduate students apiece. Without getting bogged down in the
statistics, here are some numbers we found significant: 92% of the faculty
who responded said that given the opportunfty they would recommend to their
advisees that they enroll in one of these minors. Of the i00 students who
responded, 48% indicated that given the opportunity they would elect one of
these minors. Several faculty, of course, added the caveat that any recom-
mendations they made would depend upon the career interests and goals of the
individual students, and several students pointed out that because they were
already juniors and seniors it was too late to consider one of these minors.
But our committee was primarily interested in determining interest and atti-
tudes rather than potential headcount. Faulty as the study was in many ways,
it gave us enough information to recognize that a minor in technical communi-
cation, whatever its final form, would receive strong support from both stu-
dents and faculty--more support, perhaps, than our department was prepared to
handle.
Program Design
Our major in technical communication combines prescription and free choice
and, we believe, provides a balance of the practical and the theoretical. The
internship requirement provides for practical experiences in the so-called
real world. We believe the program puts a balanced emphasis on the communi-
cation arts--the written, the spoken, and the visual. As we tried to formulate
a design for a minor in technical communication, however, we were forced to
consider some obvious but basic questions. We think we know what a major in
technical communication is, but what is a minor? Is it an incomplete major?
Is it a shorter but more focused major? Should a minor be conceived of as a
mosaic, a pattern of individual courses pieced together to serve the technical
career goals of individual students? Or would a selected core of required
courses provide communication skills that will transfer across the technical
professions? Would it be better to offer one minor or two distinctly differ-
ent minors? We have not answered any of these questions with finality. Our
committee finished its deliberations and submitted a proposed Minor in Tech-
nical Communication to the college assembly for approval. The new program
will go into effect in September, 1981. This is that minor:
Required Basic Communication
Freshman Communication I and II
Public Speaking
Professional Writing or Scientific and Technical Writing
In addition to these basic communication requirements, the minor in technical
communication shall consist of 30-32 quarter credits, divided as follows:
Required Courses: (20 credits)
Principles of Human Communication
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Scientific and Technical Graphics
Scientific and Technical Presentations
Interviewing
Publications Editing
Optional Courses - Group A The student will choose 2 courses from







Professional Writing orScientific and Technical Writing
Managerial Communication
Writing Modules (2 credits each)
Writing for Publication
Optional Courses - Grou_ B The student will choose 1 course from
the courses listed below:
Humanities: Modern Thought and the Enlightenment
Humanities: The Industrial Revolution
Humanities: The Age of Darwin
We decided to include a 20 credit core of required courses bec_ise our
experience has been that our students generally _re more comfortable with
a measure of prescription. The options in Group A provide the students with
some choices to make that will reflect their individual interests. The Group
B options reflect our belief that students who major in technical areas
should have some historical knowledge of the impact of science and tech_
nology upon the world in which they live.
As I said at the beginning of this discussion, the process we went
through to define and to establish a minor in technical communication has
exposed problems we have not here-to-fore had to confront. But that process
has given some insight into how to stay in touch with those problems as our
continuous assessment of our minor proceeds. Our goal, after all, is to
serve the needs and interests of the students without compromising our own.
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The Ohio State University
Wooster,Ohio
INTRODUCTION
In order to understand how our technical writing program is set up, I feel
you need to have some general background concerning the Agricultural Technical
Institute (ATI) which is located in Wooster, Ohio. The Institute is a two-year
agricultural college, an administrative unit of The Ohio State University College
of Agriculture. ATI opened in 1972 with a beginning class of 198 and is now in
its ninth year with an enrollment of about 760. We offer an associate of applied
science degree in seventeen technologies, ranging from a traditional dairy science
program to a less traditional beekeepingprogram.
Our student body is diverse, with students from large urban areas and small
rural areas; most are from Ohio, though some are from other states and even
other countries. Most of the student body is 18-20 years of age and unmarried;
of the 766 students, 509 are male and 257 are female. About 33% of the incoming
class is placed in a developmental communication skills programand about 50% is
placed in a developmental math program. Less than ten percent of our students
transfer to bacculaureate-granting institutions.
ATlhas four academic divisions under which the seventeen technologies fall,
and one academic division, General Studies, under which support courses fall.





























Technical Writing courses are taught in the Communication Skills area, an
arm of the General Studies Division. Howwe unified these technicalwriting
courses with industry is the topic of today's presentation.
The objectives of the Institute, as set forth in our bulletin, include that
of offering a college-level program in selected agricultural technologies so that
our graduates possess occupational competence in their technologies. This goal
of occupational competence posed a challenge to those of us teachingtechnical
writing. Traditional courses of instruction in technical writing have not been
directed to agriculturally based two year colleges. If we were to help fulfill
the objectives of the Institute, we had to offer a technical writlng program
demonstrably based upon the writlngtasks of the students' occupations.
Our original technical writing course had already been in existence since
the school opened, but it became clear that it was not fulfilling the individual
needs of the students in the technologies or the needs of the students in the
industries once they graduated. Each technology at ATI has an advisory committee
composed of eight to fifteen people inactual industry positions including farm
operations. The members, according to ATI requirements, are persons who are rec-
ognized by their industry as prominent and successful with a thorough understand-
ing of their total industry needs, challenges and trends. An important point of
the committee's formation is utilization of the advice and counsel of such a com-
mittee once its members have been brought together. The advisory committees meet
separately at least annually to review their programs and make recommendations to
the technology coordinators in order to strengthen theprogram they represent.
Courses are added, revised and deleted quite often as a result of industry input.
I felt the best place to start in our attempt to unite with industry was to go
directly to industry. I got in touch with each member of each advisory commit-
tee. Letters went out requesting examples of actual writingthey required of
their employees, if they were managers, or were required of themselves, whether
managers or employees. Many of our advisory committee members run farm opera-
tions as well as private businesses, some work in government Extension Offices,
or in Soil Conservation District Offices, still others do research or run bee-
keeping operations, while yet others work in fertilizer or grain and feed opera-
tions. Our letters, therefore, went out to over 200 people in all major industry
areas of agriculture requesting their comments on what they saw as the need for
our English courses to incorporate.
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I read and scrutinizedall the responsesand the actual examplesthey sent.
The resultwas the revisionof one technicalwriting courseand the creationof a
secondwriting course. Studentsin most technologieshave a choice;they may
take TII3 (AppendixA), our original,revisedcourse,or TII4 (AppendixB), our
new technicalwriting course.
I would like to presentthe two coursestoday so you can furthersee how we
unifiedindustries'ideaswith our techni_alwriti_g courses. I'd like to begin
by describingTechnicalWriting TII3 (AppendixA).
TECHNICALWRITING
Business lettersseemedto be the one constantin every advisorycommittee
members' response,in fact, writing lettersseemed to be the major type of writ-
ing needed in every area represented. The student,however,must write letters
specificto his/her technology,so that a studentin the crops curriculummust deal
with lettersof sales, complaint,inquiry,and so on, as they pertain to crop
production. The studentsare asked to go to their technologycoordinatorfor
actual situationsif they need suggestions. The time spent on letterwriting is
comparativelyshort in this coursefor althoughall industriesindicatedthe need
for business communications,some stressedother areas as well. The studentswho
will now take this courseare in curriculumswhere advisorypeople indicatedneed
for some researchand many types of reports. The syllabusindicatesseven types
of reports--theprocess report,the proposal,the progressreport,the research
paper, the technicaldefinition,the summary,and the abstract. All these areas
are coveredin all sectionsof Tll3 but all studentsare not required to do all
reports. A studentin the Research curriculum,for instance,might be required
to write a researchpaper and a progressreport,for those are two types of re-
ports commonlyneeded in that industry. Studentsin the animal curriculumsmight
be required to write a processreport,a progressreport and/or a proposal as
those three are needed in their fields. For example,a process reportwould be
used for explaininghow an animal is to be vaccinatedor how artlficalinsemina-
tion is to be done, a progressreportwould be used to keep recordson a partic-
ular animal or project on the farm, and a proposalmight well be used to apply
for a loanfrom a bank if an individualis expandinghis or her farm,operatlo_.
The major difficultyinvolvedin this "unification"with industry occurswhen
our technicalwriting sectionsare multi-curriculumclasses. This is indeed a
more difficultbut not impossibletask for the instructor. The instructormust
deal with studentson an individualand small group basis. Appendix C indicates
a syllabusused in one of my TII3 TechnicalWriting courses.
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
Our second course, Tll4 Business CommunicatiOnS (AppendixB), is a direct
off-shootof the advisorycommitteestudy. The needs of many of our students
would still not be met with our initialcourse,even as revised. Businesscom-
munication,an occupationalcommunicationscourse,is set up as a less tradi-
tional technicalwriting course. There isa much greater emphasison letter
writing in this course. Students in the Soil and Water program,for example,if
employedby a Soil and Water ConservationDistrictwill spend a good deal of time
corresponding. The sectionincludes,as you can see, afar more detailedlist of
types of correspondence-informalas well as formal.
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Several advisory committees indicated the need for filling out fo_ms, as
evidenced by the material received from the Ohio Grain, Feed and Fertilizer
Association, Inc., to name just one. Forms suggested included order blanks and
work schedules. Again, as the quarter begins, an instructor has to see what cur-
riculums are represented and then organize for individualized instruction, work-
ing with the technical coordinators and collecting materials from industry. The
section dealing with meetings arose from the call by some advisory committee mem-
bers for the need to organize and take part in such organlzations as Farm Bureau.
Included in this area might be written announcements for meetings.
Still other responses, those from the horse curriculum, floriculture, turf
and wood products just to name a few, called for brochure and newsletter publi-
cations as well as media ads and news articles. (A syllabus for TI!4, Winter
1981, is presented in Appendlx D).
Most responses stressed the need for communications in general. One gentle-
man, a farmer, called to express his hope that writing, that speaking, that deal-
ing with employers and employees be a major part of the English program. He was
calling, he said, because he had few communciation skills, didn't feel qualified
enough to write me a letter and had, indeed, been hampered by the lack of such
skills. Such testimony, I might add, is invaluable in motivating students.
The final topic covered in the course is the report. Many advisory commit-
tees mentioned the need for progress reports and proposals, though not major
research papers, process reports or summaries and abstracts. Horse students,
turf students, soil and water curriculum students, to name a few, according to
advisory committee responses, indicated the need for progress reports for animal
progress or project progress; proposals were indicated as well for drainage con-
struction on golf courses and farm land or for enlarging existing facilities.
One report of this nanure, then, is incorporated in this course. The two types
are discussedand the students,dependingon their technology,chose one. There-
fore, in a class of £5, theremay be two types of reportsbeing written at the
same time.
CONCLUSION
William F. Funderbunk, in a paper delivered at the Conference on Technical
Writing, 1978 at Southern lllinols Unlversity, In Carbondale, said, "Educators
can better prepare their students for jobs in industry if they a_tually seek the
advice and counsel of people from industry, Working together, they can study the
needs of industry andplan courses and programs that help to meet these needs."
Our two courses are not perfectly divided. Some students who will take TII3
will miss out on some material they might need that is covered in Tll4, and visa
versa. But certainly_since I undertook the study, I feel ATI has moved forward,
as Mr. Funderbunk suggested. With the revision of our original course and the
introduction of a new one, we at ATI are better meeting the needs of our students






A. Title: Technical Reporting
B. Credit: 3 hours
C. Periods Per Week: 3 cl
D. Prerequisites: Old TI01, New TI01 and TI02 or Till
Not open to students with TI03 credit
II. COURSE DESCRIPTION
Training and practical writing for industry, business, and research with
emphasis On special requirements and techniques for the technical report.
III. COURSE OBJECTIVES
The student should be able to:
i. demonstrate in writing a working knowledge of the English language;
2. demonstrate the ability to writetactful, effective business letters
in conventional formats;
3. graphically represent the information contained in technical reports
and papers;
4. demonstrate a knowledge of how to find information in the library, how
to pre-write reports, how to evaluate information, and how to present
information in conventional report formats.
IV. COURSE CONTENT
A. Reporting Information
i. Importance of communication
2. Definitionand role of technical writing
3. Audience analysis
B. Effective Business Communication











b. Meetings, interviews, etc.
2. Notetaking




D. Presenting Technical Information






2. Techniques of Exposition
a. Mechanical elements
b. Stylistic elements
3. Illustrating Technical Reports
a. Usefulness of visual aids
b. Occasion for use
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS TECHNOLOGY TII4
COURSE DESCRIPTION
I. COURSE ORGANIZATION
A. Title: Business Communication
B. Credits: 3 hours
C. Distribution of class time: 3 cl
D. Prerequisite: Till or TI01 and TI02
II. COURSE DESCRIPTION
Training and practical skills for business writing with an emphasis on
specific requirements and techniques for all occupational communications.
III. COURSE OBJECTIVES
The student should be able to:
i. demonstrate in writing and speakinga working knowledge of the English
language;
2. demonstrate an ability to research, evaluate, organize and present
material for various types of written and oral communications (aside
from letters) needed in an occupational setting;
3. effectively write various types of personal and business letters using
English and conventional formats;
4. prepare visual materials found in occupationalcommunications.
IV. COURSE CONTENT
A. Importance of Occupational Communications







C. Business Letter Writing
i. Formats
a. Parts of a letter
b. Layouts
c. Envelopes
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OfficeHours: MWF, 9-10, 12-1
Class Meeting:MWF, Ii a.m., Room 212
CourseDescription:
This courseis designedto help you achievemore confidencein extracting,
evaluating,and synthesizinginformation;you will need to have a working
knowledgeof materialsin the library (ATI,OARDC, OSU interlibraryloan
facilities,Wayne County Public Library,the Collegeof Wooster, etc.). The
course is a course in the processesof writing specifictypes of papers,
many of which you may be calledupon to completefor other coursesat ATI as
well as in the years to come; the emphasiswill be upon clear, concise,
accurate,conventional,appropriatematerialson a worthwhilesubjectof
interestOR technicalfield as specifiedin the assignment. Technicalwrit-
ing is wri-_tencommunicationusing specificvocabulary (language)for a
specificaudienceon a particularoccasion.
Course Objectives:
To successfullycompletethe course a studentshouldbe able to do the fol-
lowing:I) show throughhis/herwork an acceptableknowledgeof the English
language;2) demonstratethe abilityto write specifictypes of letters
using conventionalstyle and form; 3) demonstratean abilityto prepare,
research,and write technicalreportsin a logical,well-thought-outmanner;
and 4) show the abilityto use and interpretgraphicelementsin technical
reports.
Texts: TechnicalEnglish, 3rd Edition,Pickett & Laster, 1980.
Dictionary(paperbackwill do)
Materials:Folder(s)for papers
8½ x ii" non-spiralledpaper
Notes:
i. You are expectedto prepareand presentyour own materialsand to acknowl-
edge your indebtednessto others. Plagiarists(cheaters)face an E grade
in the course,possible dismissalfrom the University,and/or a note on the
permanentrecord.
2. As a generalrule, exams may not be made up. Arrange to completework be-
fore absence. In any event, see the instructorbefore the next class
period.
3. You do not need to typeyour papers. However,legibilityand neatnessare
essentialfor a passinggrade. Please use pen for all major assignments.
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4. Attendance is expected. Field trips are excusable, but y__are responsible
for all work covered in and out of class. A paper will receive a 5 point
penalty for each day late; it may not be turned in later than 5 days after
its due date.
5. Exams will be based on textbook readings and lecture notes; lectures may
cover extra material than what is found in the text; text material will not
always be covered in the lecture; thus, you are required to read the text-
book.
6. A report may be written simultaneously for this course and for another
course, but previously done work is not acceptable.
7. This course (TII3, Summer, 1980) has been set up in conjunction with Dr.
Borton's Animal Tech 225, Livestock Disease Prevention. If you are not
taking that course, another report may be substituted for the research
paper.
8. All papers will be collected on the last day, of the quarter.
9. This course is set up for lectures and work sessions. There will be many
work days for individualized help. I will announce those ahead of time.
The important point is to keep the lines of communication open. Ask ques-
tions, come to my office, see me in class--but don't assume--check it out!
Grading Scale: 90-100 = A 74-76 = C
87- 89 = B+ 70-73 = C-
84- 86 = B 67-69 = D+
80- 83 = B- 60-66 = D
77- 79 = C+ 59-below = E
Tentative Grade Weights:
Letters 20% (200 points)
Definition 10% (i00 points)
Summary 10% (i00 points)
fProcess/Device
Choose One _Progress 20% (200 poSnts)
_Proposal
Research/Disease 10% (i00 points)
Exams 30% (300 points)
Total 100% (i000 points)
Tentative Schedule:
Week Text Subject Assignment
June 23,Part III Introduction to Technical Writing Text - Ch. 9
25,27 Ch. 9 Principles of essay writing Research disease paper
Obstaclesto good technical writing
Factual vs. personal writing
Library Orientation
June 30 Ch. 9 Research paper techniques Work on research paper,
July 2,4 Due July Ii
Plan Sheet #i (p. 387)
Plan Sheet #2 (p. 389)
Plan Sheet #3 (p. 391)
Plan Sheet #4 (p. 393)
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Week Tex_____!t Subject Assignment
July 7, Ch. 7 Business Letters Letters - Due July 25
9,11 Ch. 8 Proposals & Progress Reports Health plan outline
Due August i
July 21,Ch. 3 Definition Written definition in
23,25 Catch-up class - Due July 23
ReturnExam Letters Due July 25
July 28,Ch. ii Visuals Outline - Health Plan
30
Aug. i Ch. 8 Reports Due August i
Ch. 6 Summaries
Aug. 4 Ch. i Process/device papers Summary in class, Aug. 4
6,8 Ch. 2 Work on Health Plan
Aug. ll,Ch, i Visuals Work on Health Plan paper
13,15 Ch. 2 Due August 25
Prepare visual for
process/devlce report
Aug. 18, EXAM II
20,22 Work on Health Plan








OfficeHours: M-W-F By appointment;T-R 9-12, 1-2:30
Class Meeting:M-W-F 12, room 075
CourseDescription:
This course is designedfor trainingin practicalskills for businesswrit-




The studentshould be able to:
I. demonstratein writing and speakinga workingknowledgeof the English
language;
2. demonstratean abilityto research,evaluate,organizeand present
material for various types of writtenand oral communicationsneeded
in an occupationalsetting;
3. effectivelywrite various types of personaland businesslettersusing
standard Englishand conventionalformat;
4. preparevisual materialsfound in occupationalcommunications.
Text: Principlesand Techniquesof EffectiveBusinessCommunication,
Krey and RetzlerPaperbackDictionary
Materials: Folder(s)for papers;Theme paper
Notes:
i. You are expectedto prepareand presentyour own materialsand to acknowl-
edge your indebtednessto others. Plagiarists(cheaters)face an E grade
in the course,possibledismissalfrom the University,and/or a note on the
permanentrecord.
2. As a generalrule, exams may not be made up. Arrange to completework
before absence. In any event, see the Instructorbefore the next class
period.
3. You do not need to type your papers. However, legibilityand neatnessare
essentialfor a passinggrade. Please use pen for all major assignments.
4. Attendanceis expected. Field trips are excusable,but you are responsible
for all work coveredin and out of class. A paper will receivea 5 point
penalty for each day late; litmay not be turnedin later than 5 days after
its due date. If you know ahead of time an assignmentwill be late, see
the instructorbefore the due date.
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5. Exams will be based on textbook readingsand lecture notes; lectures may
cover extra material than what is found in the text; text material will not
always be covered in the lecture; thus,_ you are required to read the text-
book. '
6. A report may be written simultaneously for this course and for another course,
but previously done work is not acceptable.
7. All papers will be collected on the last day of the quarter.
8. This course is set up for lectures and work sessions. There will be many
work days for individualized help. I will announce those ahead of time.
The important point is to keep the lines of communication open. Ask ques-
tions, come to my office, see me in class--but don't assume--check it out_!
Grading Scale: 90-100 A 74-76 C
87" 89 B+ 70-73 C-
84- 86 B 67-69 D+
80- 83 B- 60-66 D






Oral Assignments, Classwork 15%
Exams (Including final) 30%
Tentative Schedule:
Jan. 5 Introduction to Course Ch. l, 2, 3, 4




Jan. 12 Letters Ch. 5, 6, 7, i0, ii, 12, 13
Jan. 19 Letters Same as above
Jan. 26 Letters Ch. 9
Memos (Due Feb. 4)
EXAM I - January 30
Feb. 2 Introduction of Proposal/ Ch. 14










Mar. 2 Work on Proposal/Progress
Employer/Employee
Communication - evaluative reports
(upward, downward, horizontal)
Mar. 9 Employer/Employee Communications
(Due Mar. ii)








THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Roger E. Masse
Department of English
College of Arts and Sciences
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico 880013
Welcome to this session on the composing process in technical
communication. I am Roger Masse. I teach technical writing at New Mexico State
University. In my classes, I have been beginning the semester's work with dis-
cussions of students' composing processes and with methods to improve those
processes.
Because of my success with the composing processes in these beginning
classes, I read with particular interest the papers that the panel members have
prepared for the session. The papers provide valuable information on the theory
and application of the composing process in technical communication. They pro-
vide me with ideas and techniques that I can use in my teaching and research.
I think they will do the same for you. The panel members will provide you with
a theoretical view of the composing process in technical communication, a re-
port on a study of the composing process of engineers, some implications of
composing research for the teaching and research of technical communication,
and an interpretation of the processes in technical communication as creative
experience.
Begin with the theory of the composing process in technical communication.
This theoretical view will be explained by Jean Lutz of Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. Jean has studied at Old Dominion and RPI and has taught at RPI.
Jean has done quite a bit of work in rhetoric and technical communication and
uses thatbackground to build a theory of the composing process in technical
communication.
ABSTRACT FOR JEAN LUTZVS "A THEORETICAL VIEW OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION"
Jean Lutz of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute provides a theorectical
basis for understanding the composing process in technical communication. As
she theorizes about the technical communicator's role in composing, Lutz
applies a problem-solving, process-based writing model to three rhetorical
features of technical communication. First, Lutz reviews the relationships
between rhetoric and technical communication in terms of both beginning with a
proposition, both relying on form, and both fitting text to audience. Then, to
explain how these features are used in a composing process, Lutz adapts the
Flower-Hayes writing model of planning, translating, and reviewing to the
special features of technical communication. Lutz's model includes contex-
tualization of the °rhetorical task or thinking and planning the text to
accomplish specificintentions, translation or selecting and arranging facts and
words for presentation to specific audiences, and revision or retracing planning
and translating as the writer not only edits but also compares created text to
constantly discovered goals. (RM)
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A THEORETICAL VIEW OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
Jean A. Lutz




Rhetorical features, such as analyzing audience and
purpose before beginning to write, are essential to effective
communication. They provide a place for writers to begin and
help to close the gap between writers and their readers. I',am
going to ask you now, however, to consider applying a problem-
solving, process-based model of writing to representative
features of technical communication. This view provides an
added psychological dimension to these traditional rhetorical
features and gives me a basis to theorize about the technical
communicator's active role in composing technical discourse. In
this paper, I will review selected rhetorical features of
technical communication; then, by looking at them from the
writer's point of view, I will speculate about how writers go
beyond these features and, in the process of composing, design
more effective communication.
Rhetorical Features of Technical Communication
In reviewing the important relationship between rhetoric
and technical communication, we find that the two were not
always thought to have anything in common. S. M. Halloran has
explained the bases on which science has, since Aristotle's
time, been separated from rhetoric: I)A metaphor of special
_, or places, relegated science to a special sort of
argument before a special sort of audience; and 2)Reality-base_
science had to be devoid of any merely figurative language.
Halloran concludes, however (and he is supported in his argument
by historians and other rhetoricians), that science and rhetoric
have important areas of overlap. "Science," he says,
"necessarily involves rhetoric" inasmuch as it involves the
character or ethos of the communicator and the spirit he shares
with others in his discipline.
Given that we accept technical and scientific
communication as rhetorical, such a perspective emphasizes the
relationship between author, reader, and text: I) rhetorical and
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technical communication both begin with a proposition; 2) both
rely on form as an important part of subject matter; and 3) both
tailor text to suit audience.
Each speaker of classical rhetoric presumably began the
construction of an argument with a proposition. Whether rhetors
were engaging in legal, deliberative, or ceremonial speaking,
they generally began with a thesis and then gathered evidence to
support whatever they were defending, prosecuting, praising, or
blaming. They only had to find ways to argue convincingly
enough so that an audience would accept their proposition too.
The modern writer of technical and scientific
communication is in a similar rhetorical position because a
great deal of a technical communicator's process of invention
goes on before he or she writes. An experiment has been
conducted or a design has has been developed before the
scientist or engineer sits down to write. In one sense, then,
these writers, like the classical rhetoricians, begin with their
propositions in mind.
A second area of overlap between classical rhetoric and
technical writing is an emphasis on form as an important part of
subject matter. Classical rhetorical theory provided numerous
patterns for arranging material and presenting it to an
audience. The rhetor had a sort of rhetorical grab-bag out of
which he could choose a form that was appropriate for his
argument and audience.
Like the classical rhetorician, today's technical
communicators have letter formats, formal and informal report
designs, and other comparable forms from which they may choose
to suit a particular rhetorical situation. They have, in other
words, a conventional design for presenting information to a
reader.
A final, and obvious, common area between rhetoric and
technical communication is an emphasis on the listener and
reader. In classical times, rhetoricians devoted a great
proportion of their energy to audience analysis: one-third of
Aristotle's Rhetoric concerned how to win arguments and
influence audiences.
Technical communication shares classical rhetoric's
concern for analyzing one's audience and for tailoring the text
to suit its needs. Textbooks by Houp and Pearsall, Pearsall and
Cunningham, and Mathes and Stevenson, for example, emphasize the
importance of communicators' knowing and writing to audience
needs. Presenting the precise information that a reader needs
with precisely the order and clarity that a reader's cognitive
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structure expects are some of the reasons which justify this
concern. As mentioned earlier, Halloran and others have
described the technical communicators' concern with having their
discourse appeal to and be accepted by the technical and
scientific community. If the engineers and scientists fail to
assess their audiences properly and fail to write with an
accurate understanding of audience needs in mind, their
communications will be much less likely to succeed.
A proposition, a format, and a perspective on audience
provide significant momentum for beginning to write, for they
offer worthwhile and necessary constraints to writers beginning
to formulate ideas. They also describe features that every
finished piece of technical communication should have.
Often, however, these features seem to be imposed from the
outside; knowing that they do and should exist does not tell us
much about the internal problem-solving activities that
technical communicators may go through to achieve them in their
finished products.
Current composition research, however, offers a
theoretical perspective on how these features may be produced, a
perspective which I believe may increase our understanding of
the technical communicator's own active role in composing.
Theoretical Background for Process-Based View of Technical
Communication
As a theoretical foundation for a process-based view of
technical communication, let's turn to the Flower/Hayes Writing
Model. (See Figure I.) This model, which proposes a problem-
solving approach to writing, divides the actual writing process
into three major sub-processes: planning, translating, and
reviewing. The portion of the model which describes planning
includes input from long-term memory and from a perception of
the writing assignment, two other components of the model which
require writers to check their knowledge of topic, audience, and
writing plans (the contents of long-term memory), and to
interpret and define their specific writing assignment: what the
topic, audience, and motivating cues require. Theoretically,
these aspects of planning not only stimulate writing, but they
are believed to interact with the writing process to influence
translating decisions as the writer continues to write. This
major process of planning itself includes three other important
subprocesses: generating (retrieving information from long-term
memory); organizing (structuring what has been generated); and
goal setting (a sub-process which stimulates the writing process
and may be redefined as writing continues-- writers begin their
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Figure i. Structure of the Writing Model
WritlngFrom Hayes and Flower, "Uncovering Cognitive Processes in " "
to change as writers generate new ideas as part of the writing
process and thus form new goals based on new ideas). Of the
other two major sub-processes of the writing process, the
translating process uses the input from planning to produce
another aspect of the model, the text produced so far_ and the
reviewing process-- including reading and editing--consists of
reading and changing the text produced by the translating
process. All of these processes take place under the continuing
supervision of the internal monitor of the writer, an element
which directs the writer's attention among all the processes
represented in the model. The interrelationship between the
parts of the model is significant: The writer's goals in the
writing process are not static. Though the writer may begin
with a perception of the writing assignment in mind, this
perception may change as the writing continues. Writers may
simply redefine the assignment task as they are able to
determine more closely than when they began writing what they
want their communication to do. Since the writing process is
quite complex, it requires not only that the writer review the
pertinent data in long-term memory and coordinate this aspect of
the model with its other aspects ; the process also requires that
the writer continually measure all aspects of text, from word to
whole text level, against continually evolving goals for
writing.
I believe this process-based, problem-solving model of
writing can be applied to representative rhetorical features of
technical communication. I have labeled, after the elements of
the writing model described by Flower and Hayes, the elements I
wish to discuss contextualization of the rhetorical task,
translation, and revision.
A Process-Based View of Technical Communication
Contextualization of the Rhetorical Task-- In a special
sense, technical communicators begin with their proposition in
mind. For instance, if the purpose of their research has been
to investigate the feasibility of extracting benzene from a
waste stream in a chemical plant, they have an answer to this
problem in mind when they begin to write.
But discovery for technical communicators does not
necessarily end when they attain the results of their research.
The thinking and planning processes of writers continue as they
transform what Vygotsky called "a saturated sense" of what the
writer intends into syntactically articulated speec_
representative of meaning and intelligible to others.
Specifically, the thinking processes of technical communicators
continue as they discover, through writing, how they intend for
their results to be acted upon and also as they write a
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communication designed to achieve these intentions. The
problem-solving nature of this discovery process is implied in
Designing Technical Reports, by J. C. Mathes and Dwight
Stevenson : "When you (as an engineer) write reports, . . .you
must think in terms of the concrete needs of specific persons in
the organization and of the various effects the report will have
in the organization. You must design your report to affect the
organizational system in ways that you intend."- This kind of
analysis goes beyond designating audience and purpose at the
outset of writing and merely presenting the results of one's
research; it requires continuous goal-directed thinking about
the context for these results.
In an essay entitled "A Cognitive Process Theory of
Writing," Flower and Hayes note that "Writers frequently reduc_
large sets of constraints to a radically simplified problem."-
Technical communicators who believe their job is merely to
identify the outcome of research and transfer results from their
own heads into someone else's may be oversimplifying their
rhetorical problem. Instead,they need to figure out how they
want their audience to act on these results, a complicated
problem and solution which may only evolve as they write. Since
these goals are not likely to be fully formed at the outset of
writing, writers may have to coordinate the features of their
texts to accomplish their goals as they write.
Translation--A second implication of a process-based model
for technical communicators involves translation or the
selection and organization of facts and their representation in
natural language. While rhetoricians have stressed the idea
that rhetoric and science are persuasive and invo].ve a
manifestation of an author's character in a text, they have been
less specific about how this process may unfold. A problem-
solving approach to this issue means that writers select and
shape facts for presentation to an audience, not all at once at
the beginning of the writing process, but continuously as the
process evolves in time.
First, writers, even technical writers, choose facts fo__[r
their audiences. A scientist reporting the discovery of a new
drug to regenerate spinal tissue or a manager reporting an
accident on a loading dock cannot and will not usually report
all of the facts involved in these incidents. As they evolve
high level goals for their communication, they will choose only
those facts which substantiate their chosen positions.
The dimension that a process view of composing adds is
that the relevancy of facts is not determined by the facts
themselves, but by the goals established by authors as they
write. Choosing facts becomes a sub-process of goal-setting and
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organizing because a high level goal for writing enables a
writer to search for and choose subordinate information which
will reinforce the goal. This means that as a writer's goals
evolve and change, the facts selected and their order of
presentation may also change.
Complementary to choosing and arranging facts is choosing
words to present them. A process view of how the use of natural
language affects composing in technical communication is implied
by David Hamilton in a 1978 article in College English: "Writing
is the way by which the scientist comes to know his work most
fully; it is his most thorough way of understanding what he
does. I am not arguing that the scientist is without
understanding before he writes. Obviously, he already knows a
great deal. But by writing, the scientist formulates _is
knowledge more thoroughly and forms coherence out of pieces."
This quotation emphasizes the evolutionary nature that I
suspect exists in the technical writing process. It suggests
-_ that while technical writers have, in the form of facts, much of
what they want to say in mind before they write, seeing these
same ideas in natural language may help them understand more
fully what these facts add up to. Because of this fuller
understanding, writers may have to revise the language they have
chosen for presenting their facts. Hamilton notes, "Writing
brings forth nuances, subtleties, and connections as more
abbreviated notation cannot."
Revision-- A third and final problem-solving activity that
technical writers may go through is reviewing and revising.
Textbook directives about this process generally indicate that
it is often narrowly thought of as the third stage in a linear
process, a mopping-up and correction procedure applied
externally after all creative composing has taken place. A
process theory of revision, however, stresses the importance of
writers' retracing planning and translating to develop what they
want to say. Any fresh insight gained as writers view their
texts may take them to any part of the writing model. They may
re:_:mber something stored in long-term memory that they had not
recalled before; they may see more clearly what their audience
and exigency require; they may be able to specify more clearly
what their purpose should be and how they should choose and
present their facts. As they develop and set clearer goals,
writers will adjust their content accordingly. And, as they
gain perceptual distance from their text, shifting to the role
of reader, they may see how facts have been presented and how
they may be interpreted--or misinterpreted. In short, writers
compare what they have created with their constantly shifting
goals. They adjust both until they can be reasonably satisfied
that they have produced a suitable goal and a suitable product
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to match that goal. Revising and editing in technical
communication, so often thought of as fixing up, should
preferably be thought of as a necessary process of refocusing
and reformulation to define and satisfy the optimum rhetorical
problem in light of a re-perception of the text, the problem,
and its effect on a reader.
An added note--a problem-solving perspective on technical
communication may make our jobs as teachers and editors more
worthwhile. In both roles, we undertake the task of correcting
someone else's prose. If, however, we correct only the
grammatical and lexical errors, without regard for the other
factors in the writing model, we have done only a minimal job in
helping others to write more effectively. We have confined
ourselves to an analysis of the text, which is afterall, only
one part of the complex activity of writing. To increase our
own effectiveness, and finally the effectiveness of our
students, we must demand a clear statement of an author's
rhetorical goals. If we, and an author, do not understand the .
goal for his or her communication, then we cannot adequately
evaluate contextulization, or choice of facts, or presentation
of facts or the process of revision--we are limited in what we
can do to make a communication optimally effective.
I have reviewed shared aspects of rhetoric and technical
communication and have suggested that these are vital features
of the communication process. They describe what every reader
of technical communication expects, and they suggest important
guidelines for beginning the writing process. But descriptions
and prescriptions are not enough. To understand more about the
complexities of constructing technical information, I have
applied a process-based model of writing to selected features of
technical communication. I believe that such a view helps us
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One way to test the theory explained by Jean Lutz has been developed by
Bonny Stalnaker of Renssaelar Polytechnic Institute. Bonnie has studied at
Auburn University and RPI and has taught technical communication and rhetoric at
both places. Bonny is currently working on a study of the influence of audience
and purpose on the composing processes of engineers. In her paper, she will
provide you with a preliminary report of her study.
ABSTRACT FOR BONNY STALNAKER'S "A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCES OF AUDIENCE AND
PURPOSE ON THE COMPOSING PROCESSES OF ENGINEERS"
Bonnie Stalnaker of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute provides a preliminary
report on her study of the composing processes of engineers. Stalnaker dis-
cusses the purpose of the study to determine how audience and purpose influence
the composing processes of writers in work environments. Stalnaker explains
that the study concentrates on the choices writers make, especially in terms of
how writers' perceptions of audience and purpose influence these choices. After
an overview of her study, Stalnaker reviews related research on the composing
process. She discusses the Flower-Hayes research on skilled writers, who show
concern for audience and who shape discourse accordingly; the Bechtel research
on skilled writers, who separate creating discourse from editing writing; the
Perl research on unskilled writers, who error hunt from the beginning of com-
posing; and other research on cognitiveabilities demonstrated in writing.
Stalnaker predicts that skilled writers develop skills and abilities to
coordinate skills at will. Stalnaker's method to study the composing processes
of professional engineers includes a modified version of Flower's protocol
analysis, codingbehavior based on Perl's work, and follow-up interviews. The
results of her study will be presented in future articles. (RM)
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A Case Study of the Influences of Audience and Purpose On the
Composing Processes of an Engineer
Bonny J. Stalnaker




We academics often assume that teachers know best how to
write and how to communicate effectively. We prescribe rules
and methods and techniques and heuristics for our students and
sometimes even test the effectiveness of them. We evaluate what
our students write according to some often ill-defined criteria.
We perform exploratory studies of what our students do when they
write or compose--their composing processes. Although such
studies have indeed described and compared composing processes
of these writers, they tell us nothing about what goes on
outside the classroom or education research laboratory. As a
result, we have analyzed only writing that is a product of
classroom teaching, classroom assignments, and classroom
evaluation, and that's a very _rrow perspective on the nature
and uses of written co_unication. We need to find out about
what goes on when people write on the job. This paper is a
preliminary report on a study I am conducting of composing
processes of engineers, managers, and scientists. The paper
begins with an overview of the study, then briefly reviews
related literature, outllnes my research design, and reports on
preliminary findings.
Overview of Studz
Because lots of effective communication goes on outside
the classroom, I have been conducting a study of what these
folks do--of their composing processes on the job. I want to
find out how audience and purpose influence their composing
processes as they write their own letters and memos in their
work environment. Specifically, I want to examine their
cognitive processes and physical behaviors to find out what
factors influence the evolution of a piece of writing, in
particular how the factors of audience and purpose enter into
the process.
I want to look at the choices a writer makes during
composing--in his/her head and on paper. By choices, I mean the
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points of decision that arise; thus I include the junctions in
the flow of words at which the writer picks one word or sentence
order or discourse organization over another. I want to know
how the writer's awareness and perception of audience and
purpose influence these choices and the relative time, in a
linear view of composing, at which their influence occurs.
When people write, they demonstrate the behavior of moving
an implement--pen, pencil, typewriter keys, or electric
impulse--across a surface--paper or cathode ray screen. While
this writing may be purposeful behavior of some sort--doodling
or sketching--it may not be purposeful for communication. When
communication is the aim, people must transfer cognitive
activity--thinking--into physical activity--writing--through a
process called composing. The process of transferring
information back and forth between brain and paper is highly
complex, and, as Flower and Hayes explain, writers review and
reshape their goals through the physical activity of writing and
rereading what has been written.
Previous Research on Composing.Process
Research has shown some general differences in composing
processes of skilled and unskilled writers. As Flower and
Hayes report, skilled writers are crafty_ they represent the
writing task differently, put it in their own terms. They
approach the writing situation with a great deal of concern for
audience and purpose and shape discourse accordingly. Unskilled
writers, on the other hand, if they demonstrate audience
awareness at all, have difficulty transforming discourse to suit
the needs of audience.
Skilled and unskilled writers differ in their views of the
process as well. As Lutz has already mentioned, skilled writers
are much more likely to view composing as a process through
which discourse evolves through several drafts, while unskilled
writers see one draft with cosmetic editing as the entire
process. As a result, skilled writers demonstrate more
inclination to get their ideas down in some form early in the
process and to focus on organization with relatively little
concern for mechanical and grammatical correctness. This
doesn't mean that they ignore the conventions of standard
written English, but tha_ they worry about editing for these
conventions later. Bechtel_ found that skilled writers can
separate creating discourse from copyediting. But unskilled
writers, as Perl- points out, usually edit--or error-hunt--fro____m
th___ebeginning of composing and do so often at the expense of
losing the flow of ideas. This concern with correctness seems
to be the guiding principle in their approach to the entire
task.
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Other researchers have examined how the development of
cognitive abilities affects writing skills in different age
groups. Much of this Eesearch is an outgrowth og the work of
Piaget (see Phillips ), who theorized that development occurs
roughly in stages; for example, children, as they reach
adolescence, learn to express their ideas from the perspective
of an other. We also find evidence for acquisition of cognitive
skills on a more focused level: studies of h_w children
coordinate pieces of information (e.g., Scardamalia_) show that
abilities may be divided into levels according to complexity of
coordination achieved.
This study of the influences of audience and purpose on
composing processes of writers in professional situations is
designed to build upon existing knowledge of composing in
classroom situations. We know with some degree of certainty
that skilled writers represent their writing tasks more
precisely than unskilled writers. We suspect that they have
developed a hierarchically organized system of cognitive
processes which helps them to handle the complexities of
composing. Using this hierarchy of subsystems, writers may
shift their attention from one concern to another as they refine
the words and ideas they are trying to communicate. Constraints
such as their perceptions of audience and purpose assist writers
in channeling their ideas and composing into coherent discourse.
In this way they not only respond to the rhetorical situation,
as Bitzer° suggests, but they use the situation to guide their
task, as Consigny s_ggests. Thus, a writer uses thoughts and
words, as Vygotsky says, to work back and forth between paper
and mind to establish relationships among ideas. The success
with which a writer handles composing, then, may depend on
his/her ability to perceive the demands of the rhetorical
situation and to manipulate cognitive processes and physical
behavior to meet these demands. The characteristic way in which
he/she meets the demands of composing is style.
Design of This Studx
I want to find out about only a portion of this cognitive
processing by examining how audience and purpose influence
writers. To find out about this relationship, I have studied
subjects who are professionals educated as engineers who have
jobs with management responsibilities. To make the situation as
realistic as possible, I have asked the subjects to compose
aloud as they write two pieces of discourse--each approximately
300 to 500 words long--in the normal course of their work.
I have used a combination of methods to study their
composing processes: composing aloud, coding behavior, and
follow-up interviews with subjects.
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Composing aloud consisted of asking a subject to talk
through the composing process while writing. Data thus included
a written history of composing from beginning to end of the
process--includlng all changes and drafts of the sample
discourse.
Using the writing sample and the tape, I coded behaviors
(such as writing, talking, writing and talking, pausing, and
changing) on a time line at intervals of 15 seconds and noted
choices considered during composing.
Because composing aloud omits some details of composing, I
have conducted follow-up interviews to seek further information:
description of kinds of writing done on the job, situation of
sample discourse, and writer's goals in the samples. Another
part of the interview is fashioned after a technique developed
by Goswami and Odell working under an NIE grant and described by
Odell in a talk given at the 1980 Modern Language Association.
Their research method, used to investigate the composing
processes of working professionals in public agencies, relies on
post facto interviews with writers. After analyzing the
writer's previous work to find recurring patterns of words, tone
and structure, the investigator prepares a version of the
writer's most recent product with options inserted at various
points. In the interview, the writer is asked whether he/she
would be willing to change what he/she has written to one of the
proposed alternatives, all of which are known to be "real"
options for that writer since they have appeared in his/her
earlier writings. From the writer's responses in the interview,
the investigator infers the manner in which he/she represents to
him or herself the problem addressed.
Results of Research on RD
The following discussion of one subject in this study is
an analysis of the results obtained using the investigative
techniques described above. This discussion includes details of
his job, writing tasks, and general composing behaviors; his
sample discourse; and the influences of rhetorical situation on
his composing.
Job_____,Writing Tasks, and General Composing Behaviors
RD is the Manager of Advanced Electrical Engineering in a
major manufacturing firm in the Northeast. During the interview
he reported that the writing he does consists of three kinds:
(I) memos that report his analysis of technical data on the
firm's products to managers in other departments who have asked
his assistance; (2) annual employee performance evaluations, to
his supervisor, that support his recommendations for firing and
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raises; and (3) employee recommendations, to his supervisor, for
awards. His writing samples for this study fall into the first
category.
According to the Capes, RD begins his composing with
comments about the situation he is writing for and quickly
begins talking and writing. He works through an entire draft
pausing for only five to ten seconds at a time and making only a
few diction changes. The pauses usually come between sentences
when he is deciding how to proceed. When he does have trouble
getting his thoughts focused and clear within a paragraph, he
usually rereads the previous phrase once or twice and then moves
valiantly forward.
Between drafts he went through the processes of rereading
and rethinking without recording these processes. When he
begins a second draft, he usually refines the word choice and
condenses the information in the first paragraph. The other
changes are primarily organizational: he adds or reworks topic
sentences and rearranges facts for greater coherence. He also
elaborates central points in the body of the discourse.
Sample I
Rhetorical Situation
The rhetorical situation in this memo is a typical example
of a technical memo reporting data analysis to a manager in
another department. The exigence involves the reader, a manager
from Design Engineering, who had been asked a technical question
by a marketing representative fielding a customer inquiry.
Because the design department did not have the expertise to
perform the analysis, the reader asked RD to help.
The reader is a manager on the same level as RD, one whom
RD communicates with approximately two to three times per week
orally and twice a month in writing. Noteworthy results of
tests RD has run warrant a routine written report to the
inquirer in another department or subsection. Ordinarily, the
reader uses RD's memo to form a response to the customer. When
asked during the interview whether the customer receives his
memo directly, RD replied, "If I knew it was going to the
customer, I'd have said it in a different way--twisted around
the facts."
RD's goal in this memo, which also provides a constraint,
was to pass on the results as quickly as possible. Because the
reader's question was spurred more by curiosity than necessity,
RD primarily wanted to "get the memo out of the in-basket !"
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Composing Process
As is typical for him, RD begins talking and writing with
very little recorded planning and, according to his interview
comments, no unrecorded planning. After writing the opening two
paragraphs, he comments about his audience: "I want to let Chris
[reader] make sense out of what I want to talk about." He
writes the entire first draft in 16 I/2 minutes. He then
explains that he will approach the second draft in this way: "I
will cut pieces out and regroup the comments I've made to make
it [draft] flow more naturally. I will say the same thing but
in different words."
The second draft takes 12 minutes. He pauses more
frequently to reread clauses and phrases to change word choice.
At the end of this draft he says he "has most of the pieces.
Now I will look at the words and find gross errors and have it
typed." He records none of this changing on tape.
Sample 2
Rhetorical Situation
RD describes the rhetorical situation of this memo as
"political." It is a typical example of a written confirmation
of an oral agreement. The reader is ranked one level higher
than RD and works in a different sub-section of the same
department. The reader has complained to RD about stringent
quality control requirements and has asked that they be relaxed.
RD has agreed to conduct tests on the problem to determine
whether his group can justify relaxing the requirements. The
memo responds to this exigence by explaining the plan for
testing and analyzing data.
During the interview RD reported that he wanted to
accomplish three things in this memo: (I) try to get along with
the reader; (2) provide his view of the background of the
problem; and (3) explain what RD's sub-section cares about and
how far they can bend their priorities. Although this memo is
routine, it does include an additional constraint related to
audience. RD explained that because the reader is new to his
job RD provided more detail on background of the problem than he
would have done with a similar request from more experienced
section managers.
Composing Process
RD begins composing aloud by briefly explaining that this
memo is primarily political; everyone involved knows the
agreement, but the memo will function to record that agreement
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when RD has moved to his new job. After 30 seconds he starts
talking and writing and continues through two-thirds of the memo
hardly pausing to catch his breath. After 7 minutes 45 seconds,
he stops to tell me again that this memo is political and that
the results of the testing will determine action on the
requirements. The first draft takes 19 minutes 20 seconds to
write.
RD chose not to record comments while reworking the draft.
His plan is to "correct sentence by sentence or add a comment or
make it more intelligible." He will explain changes in the
margin if they "aren't intuitively obvious."
Influence of Rhetorical Situation on Composing
For RD, audience and purpose are extremely important
factors in composing. He seems to have stored in memory a
general problem representation for handling writing tasks like
those in these samples. The range of complexity in these
situations varies only a little--the reader is different in
personality or experience, but the role of the reader remains
virtually the same. The exigence and constraints also offer
little variation. As a result, RD can use this well-developed
schema as a mechanism for discovering what information from the
data he needs to report and for controlling the way in which he
reports it.
His representation of audience and purpose do not change
noticeably during composing. The one exception is in the first
draft because of new information acquired during composing. One
of the changes he made between drafts was to remove a sentence
after conversing with someone on the telephone; he said the
change was for political reasons. Although he referred only
infrequently to audience and purpose while composing aloud, he
repeatedly commented on their influence during our interview,
both as he answered questions about the nature of his writing
tasks and as he responded to the alternative words and phrases I
supplied for his memos.
He clearly uses his perception of his reader and his
purpose in combination to guide his selection of details,
arrangement of details, his tone setting in the opening and
closing, and the extent of his reworking. In both memos,
arrangement was very direct; he reported results and procedures
in sequence because he was communicating technical information
to readers knowiedgable in the field. To some extent the
purpose dictated choice of details--select details of results
that answer the reader's questions. But especially in the
second memo, audience was a factor--a new man on the job needs
extra specified background about what questions the tests will
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help answer.
The influence of audience and purpose on tone is
particularly interesting. RD's finished version of the first
memo begins
This note is in response to your letter of February 11,
1981 asking me to analyze the combustible gas-in-oil
results taken on three of your EW1175 potential
transformers.
Because the memo reports that results show nothing "unusual or
alarming," I offered this alternative:
I am glad to report that I see nothing of major concern in
the combustible gas-in-oil results as reported in your
letter of February 11, 1981.
RD was quick to reject that alternative because his reader
"wouldn't have read the rest of the memo!" Since RD feels that
the reader asked for the analysis out of curiosity, he certainly
wants the reader to read his report!
The close of this memo also demonstrates awareness of
audience :
I would like to see the data on the next several units as
it becomes available.
The alternative:
Please send me the data on the next several units. . .
Again RD was quick to reject the alternative because it is not
appropriate for the reader: "He has a big ego and doesn't like
for anyone to tell him what to do. So I just say that I'd be
interested."
Purpose more than audience seems to guide his decisions
about reworking drafts. He reports that the process of draft-
quickly, clean-up-and-clarify, and send-to-typist is his usual
procedure for technical memos. When offered alternative verbs
that suggested more precise and less colloquial choices, he was
willing to make the changes: ,'That'sme, the Missouri farm boy.
You can see that I don't worry too much about some details of
language." But he is less willing to change adjectives because
they were apparently chosen with greater care: the tapes show
that he stops to consider them while composing. He rejected the
alternatives because they did not capture the meaning he
intended.
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This concern for a particular part of speech does not
occur with any subject except RD. An explanation for this
phenomenon may lie in the notion that technical writing tends
toward nominalization--a large proportion of meaning is carried
in nouns while verbs tend to be weak. If such were the case,
then adjectives modifying nouns would be more central to meaning
than adverbs modifying verbs. RD's commitment could be
interpreted as evidence for that notion.
Using his stored problem representations, RD begins
composing with many choices related to both audience and purpose
already made. Many of the detailed choices that remain occur as
he is generating the first draft. The adjectives, which he
considers so important, get attention immediately at the time of
generating. Other changes--related to syntax and conventions of
language--take place during subsequent drafts and final editing.
These results suggest that a strong sense of audience and
purpose are essential for planning_ and producing effective
discourse. In the case of this writer, these factors are what
he uses to guide composing from beginning to end, and without
them--as in the situation of handling his new Job--he says, "I
don't know what to write!" If further research supports this
evidence, then we must adapt our teaching accordingly by helping
our students learn to represent their rhetorical problems to
guide composing. When we find out more about how people
accomplish writing tasks to transact the day-to-day affairs
outside classrooms, we should have a better idea of what makes
for effective composing processes that do more than simply get
one through a classroom assignment or a required course. Then
we will be able to design methods and assignments that lead
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The work of Jean in theory and Bonny in her specific study suggests several
implications for technical communication teaching and research. Carol Hughes,
who teaches organizational and business communication at State University of New
York, Buffalo, will provide you with some of those implications for our teaching
and researching.
ABSTRACT FOR CAROL HUGHES' "PROCESS-BASED PEDAGOGY AND PROCESS RESEARCH:
IMPLICATIONS OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION"
Applying theories of composing to technical communication, Carol Hughes of
State University of New York--Buffalo discusses pedagogical activities for using
the composing process in the classroom and topics for researching the composing
process in technical communication. Hughes explains teaching guidelines for
applying composing processes in the classroom. Under contextualization, she
suggests specification of rhetorical situations in writing assignments by re-
quiring students to provide statements of topic, audience, and purpose. Under
translation, she suggests using Bradford and Whitburn's idea of having students
discover intended audiences by examining several documents prepared on one topic
and written by the same author. She suggests also having students write for a
specific audience through choosing and arranging facts to suit that audience.
Under revision, she suggests requiring students to review each other's writing
to evaluate the extent to which the writing satisfies the needs of audience and
purpose and thus to make students do more in revision than just edit. In the
second half of her paper, Hughes explains the need for theory to guide research
in the composing processes of technical communicators. After explaining the
dangers of narrative studies and sequential models, Hughes suggests uncovering
basic composing processes in terms of who writers in technical communication
are and what writers are doing in technical communication. Using Odell, Cooper,
and Courts' approach to research on composing, Hughes then indicates that
researchers need to examine what writer characteristics matter to persons com-
municating technical information, what relationship purpose has to audience in
technical communication, how writers approach the different forms of technical
communication, when composing skills in technical communication can be taught,
how writers of the same genre can be evaluated, and how a writer's work in
different forms can be assessed. (RM)
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Process-Based Pedagogy and Process-Based Research: Implications
of Composing for Technical Communication
Carol E. Hughes
Department of Communication
State University of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York
The other speakers in this session have presented a case
for a view of technical communication which goes one step beyond
rhetorical perspectives, which emphasize the importance of
audience and text and their interactions with the writer's
intentions. Their contention is that stressing the rhetorical
nature of scientific and technical communication--although it
has provided understanding of the nature of the role of
technical discourse--does not provide a rich enough foundation
for (I) explaining the steps writers actually go through in
producing text and (2) generating research questions.
In applying theories of composing to technical
communication, as Stalnaker has noted, we must treat separately
the problems of pedagogy and research. I intend to do that.
First, I will discuss several specific classroom activities
currently being used by teachers of technical communication, and
relate them to the elements of the composing process described
by Lutz. Then I will address the question of how to generate
research from the issues raised here today, and from research
questions already raised in the literature.
I. Process-Based Pedagogy
In presenting my ideas to you, I anticipate a difficulty
analogous to one discussed by some of the very people involved
in developing composition theory: How do you take a continuous
process and, while remembering that it's continuous, break it
down into manageable pieces? My challenge is not unlike that
facing you as writing teachers; I want to offer some guidelines
for applying a process-- not for achieving a specific product.
Assuming that we can teach students to apply general
principles throughout the composing process, we can also learn
to apply general principles throughout the process of pedagogy.
The light at the end of my tunnel, however, is the hope inspired
by the very people who raised the question of how to apply a
process las a pedagogical point of departure. For example,
Kinneavy reminds us that writing requires many skills--and
coordinating those skills is no mean feat, especially for
inexperienced writers. Nevertheless, he reassures us, a sense
of purpose can be taught simultaneously with th_ separate skills
necessary for producing discourse. And Flower has constructed
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a landmark textbook based on the principle that students can
learn to be effective writers if they can (1)achieve a sense of
how to see things from their readers' points of view and
(2)develop the ability to provide a hierarchical structure for a
set of propositions.
I will now describe some of the tacks currently being
taken in the technical writing classroom and relate them to
Lutz's three elements of composing.
I.I Lutz's Elements
Here are Lutz's elements, stated briefly, in my terms:
I. Contextualization--drawing boundaries for who is the
audience and what they will be told;
2. Translation--organizing, making logical connections,
and creating the meanings necessary to convey the
intended message to the audience; and
3. Revision--checking and rechecking to be sure that
nothing has interfered with translation, and that
nothing violates the exigencies of contextualization.
1.2 Contextualization
One guideline for designing assignments is to require
specification of a rhetorical situation. Although we may
sometimes provide these details, we must also require students
to specify who they are talking to and what they are trying to
accomplish. How else will they become adept at seeing context
for themselves?
For example, we can ask students to provide statements of
topic, audience, and purpose early in a course, for their own
use in several assignments. Some may resist the system,
claiming that they cannot respond to a vague assignment--they
are saying, as I see it, that they cannot develop context for
themselves, even if they have a topic which interests them. One
option that's always available is sending them out on an
information-gathering expedition. Send them to reference
librarians, newspapers, government agencies, corporate public
relations departments--you name it--and see if they can't come
up with a burning issue of relevance for a specific audience.
Once you sell students on this type of assignment, you
have one big advantage--they are likely to be highly committed
to their projects and therefore are more likely than usual to do
their best work. And you know that they have--at least once--
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gone through the contextualizing process.
1.3 Translation
I would like to approach this part of the composing
process both backward and forward.
First, the backward approach: Bradford and Whitburn3 have
an article on audience analysis forthcoming in The Technical
Writin_ Teacher in which they describe an excellent assignment.
Groups of students are asked to analyze the opening paragraphs
from several documents prepared on one topic for different
audiences. Students are to analyze the techniques, and the
qualities of writing, that signal who the intended audiences
are. In the end, the students find out that each of the
articles was written by the same author and for different
journals. Students learn how the same information can be
manipulated for five very different audiences, and they see the
product of composing; then they try to recreate parts of the
process.
We can also approach translation from the front end--that
is, by asking students to do it themselves. In the old days
before the birth of rhetoric in the clothing of technical
communication, we might have assigned something like this:
"Describe a mechanism that you use in a freshman laboratory
course." We can amend that assignment, however, to this:
"Describe a mechanism that you use in a freshman lab course so
that someone who has never operated it could do so."
The students can then choose and arrange their
presentations of the multitude of facts they have to suit the
audience and purpose specified. Note that we are making
progress toward using the processes of composing in discrete
steps; we are not requiring students to apply all of the
components simultaneously--yet.
1.4 Revision
I'll move now to some possibilities for assignments
designed to help students polish their revising strategies. But
first, I'd like to emphasize what I mean by revision: as Lutz
has said, revision is an integral part of the process of
composing, not an activity that takes place after composing is
finished. Specifically, what I am talking about is techniques
by which students may use the composing process to help
themselves refine their writing--at an_ and all t_mes during t_e
process. Studies of revision (Sommers_; BridwellJ; and Perl )
show that students try to revise by correcting errors--they put
bandaids on sentences or phrases to guard against losing points
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for mechanical and grammatical disasters. But we want them to
review their prose from the standpoint of their own goals with
respect to audience and purpose--and also edit for errors.
One sure-fire way of doing this is to have them comment on
each other's papers and evaluate the extent to which the papers
satisfy the needs of the audience and purpose--of course, we are
always working with papers which have attached a description of
audience and purpose. Second, we can have students use the
class as an intended audience. Again, we are requiring audience
analysis--students must exchange information about each other so
that they can get a fair picture of the class's background and
prior knowledge. Using this background, we may ask the students
to write persuasive and informative documents ; exchange them;
and see how successful they were at both analy_ing their
audience and writing to fulfill the needs of the audience.
I know an instructor at one school who begins technical
writing courses by requiring students first to write directions
to some out-of-the-way place on campus, and then to follow other
people's directions to that place. The assignment is a good
introduction to the weakness in the assertion, "It sounds good
to me."
1.5 General Guidelines for Process Pedagogy
To summarize, I will restate the principles these
assignments are intended to address and to instill in students.
First, the contextualization assignments--asking students to
provide their own audience and purpose--should be used with the
guiding principle that students must be able to create goals
from the information at hand, and from even the most vague
requirements for a project.
Second, when you dish out an assignment designed to offer
practice in translation, remember that we want students to see
how organization, logical connections, and meanings work
together to make a document accessible to its intended readers.
Don't allow them to become waylaid by trivial details--they can
correct spelling and punctuation later. Work with them until
they understand the types of options available to any writer
even before a word is committed to paper.
Finally, when you emphasize revisiol , lon't present it as
a final step at the end of the road, designed to wipe away
smudges. Revision is not copyediting. Any alteration to text--
at any point in time--constitutes revision; and no decision to
alter text should be done without consideration of its effect on
interpretation by intended readers.
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2. Process-Based Research
Now I place you and myself--as researchers--in the same
boat with the students we are trying to reach with our process-
based pedagogy. We have all read articles that are lucid and
reasonable calls for research on composing. But often these
articles omit something we teachers of composition are requiring
of our students. That is, they do not always ask: What are our
goals? What are our objectives? What are the questions we need
to ask? What are the questions to which we must have answers?
What is the bare minimum for which we will settle?
In other words, what kind of theory should guide our
research? What standards must our studies meet, and what
information must they provide? The literature on problem-
solving and decision making tells us that we need alternatives
an__ddobjectives before we can choose among the options available
to us.
Toward that end, I want to address some general issues
surrounding research into the composing process in technical
communication. First, I will review some of the limitations
imposed by the nature of the subject under study. Then I will
borrow some "unanswered questions" from composition research and
interpret them in the light of the special tasks of the
technical communicator.
2.1 Limitations
Sondra Perl7 has explained one dilemma facing composing
research, which applies equally to technical documents.
Experimental work done in the past has not--by and large--
provided us with the rich constructs we need to describe the
phenomena under investigation. As a matter of fact, a lot of
the experimental work done in the Past can't even help us to
identify the phenomena we are interested in understanding. As a
result, many of us are now moving toward case studies, or
detailed investigations of the writing processes of very small
numbers of people. These studies provide rich narratives and
detailed protocols of people's experiences during composing, and
only through such studies can we come up with psychologically
real constructs to guide future inquiry. As Perl notes,
however, we need to make another theoretical maneuver--from
narrative results to controlled studies. That is, we need to
discern in our narrative material recurring patterns and _
generally applicable constructs so that we may use them to build
theory. Only with generally applicable theory can we derive
testable propositions for research and generate applications for
use in both pedagogy and practice. We must balance the benefits
of generality against those of specificity.
4]7
A further limitation, already alluded to in the earlier
discussion of pedagogy, is the threat of sequential models.
Linear stage models have a way of creeping in, even in spite of
the most well-intentioned assumptions and premises. It is
possible--as Flower and Hayes demonstrate --to use graphic
representations of a process, without reverting to a sequential
model. But once a process has been broken down into discrete
elements, its inventors have moved one step closer to a stage
model, where the steps are assumed to be sequential and isolable
in time. We must fight the temptation to order temporally the
models we construct.
2.2 Unanswered Questions
Most composition theorists would agree that, in general,
the main thrust of our inquiry should be to uncover ,,basic
processes" in composing. In this session, we are moving toward
an approach limited to technical communication which addresses
this general question from the standpoint of the writer. But
what is it about the writer and his standpoint which matters to
technical communication? What more can we say? I will speak to
two questions: (I) Who is the writer? (2)What is the writer
doing?
2.2.1 Who is the writer?
We talk about "interactions"--for example, among writer,
text, and situation. In this case, then, before we bandy about
propositions about the ways in which writer, text, and situation
interact, we must be more specific about what we mean by
"writer." Stalnaker has made this point already in her research
into the composing processes of professional writers. How will
her results compare to results of studies using students at
various levels of development and in various situational
contexts?
We have means for describing and defining components of
text and of situation. But what must we consider about any
writer? Must we consider age, sex, or vocabulary? Should we
apply some measure of development, or administer beforehand some
task to gauge each subject's writing abilities? If so, which
abilities must we consider? To focus on technical
communication--do the same writer characteristics matter to a
person communicating technical information? Should we
concentrate on organizational skills, for instance, and omit for
now any reference to the use of figurative language?
2.2.2 What is the writer doing?
Odell, Cooper, and Courts9 have provided an extensive list
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of unanswered question in composition research, which they
divide into four sections: questions about the composing
process, questions about published writing, questions about
writing done at different age levels, and questions about
eliciting and assessing writing performance. I would like to
make a brief pass at each of these in an attempt to sketch an
agenda for technical communication per s_ee.
One of the big questions related to the composing process
is, What is the role of purpose? Lutz Has sketched for you some
of the connections between classical rhetoric and composition
theory, underlining the importance of a sense of purpose in
technical communication. In her own discussion, and in the
discussion of other composition theorists--purpose with respect
to audience is but one of many goals guiding the author. What
then is the relative importance of purpose? When will--or
should--goals about_ one's image or goals about proper
terminology override goals about the actions one desires from
one's audience? Stalnaker addresses this question with her
concern for what guides the choices a writer makes and how
audience and purpose influence composing.
Under questions about published writing, we may consider
the difficulties of categorizing texts. The forms used in
technical communication may help us to develop generic divisions
for technical communication. But what shall we do with them?
What can we ask about how writers approach--or ought to
approach--composition based on different forms of technical
communication?
I have alluded briefly to questions related to writing
done at different age levels. At what ages or levels of
development can we expect people to handle not just the
complexes of skills necessary for all writing, but also those
especially required by technical communication? Given that most
technical communication requires specialized knowledge of a
subject, when do we begin teaching the forms of technical
communication to students? When will they be able to use them?
And how will we be able to figure this out?
Finally, questions about eliciting and assessing writing
performance: does type of discourse differentiate among writers?
Will a writer be "good" at one type, but not at another? If so,
based on my discussion, the implications for technical
communication are profound. The questions for research could be
based on development of generic divisions of technical
communication--possibly based on existing forms--and would be
designed to explore qualitative differences among different
writers in the same genre and among each writer's work in
different genres.
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Most importantly, all of these research topics must be
applied to more than just students--to many situations outside
the classroom where writing is being done. So maybe we need
more than articles and research based on descriptive studies.
We need cooperation and brainstorming among theorists and
researchers to try to develop some sense of direction--so that a
theoretical foundation may be laid for fruitful research to
develop more fruitful pedagogy.
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Vivienne Hertz, our last speaker, will provide a further view of the com-
posing processes in technical communication. Vivienne has studied at Illinois
State and Southern Illinois University and currently teaches technical writing
and commercial graphics at Southern Illinois University. Vivienne is also one
of SIU's School of Technical Careers Flying Faculty; that is, she flies to mili-
tary bases in the South and West to teach technical communication. In her
paper, Vivienne will explain her view of the composing process in technical
communication as creative experience.
ABSTRACT FOR VIVIENNE HERTZ'S "THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION"
Vivienne Hertz of Southern lllinois University considers some of the forces
that students experience in technical communications. Reporting on a survey of
teachers in technical writing, Hertz suggests how teachers can use elements in
report writing to enhance the process of writing. The survey dealt with ques-
tions related to problem solving, paper evaluations, and individualizing
instruction. Hertz suggests that teachers recognize (i) that because students
want to succeed, teachers must create an environment that makes success possi-
ble, (2) that peer group activity can play an important role in helping students
respond to writing assignments, and (3) that relevant assignments will encourage
growth in abilities and help motivate students' interests in writing projects.(RM)
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THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Vivienne Lucas Hertz, Ph.D.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
As a teacher of technical communications with some thirteen years invest-
ed in an experiential rite of passage, I have some observations to share. As
a researcher, concerned with inferences that can be drawn from classroom
encounters to direct planning for future courses and curricula, I hope to pre-
sent some findings that you might find of value. You don't have to agree with
the conclusions, but for awhile let's consider some of the forces that cause
students to experience increasing success in technical communications. In
this communal effort, we must also acknowledge the mirror images--those forces
that cause students to fail or, worse yet, cause them to decline to partici-
pate because of fear of failure.
These observations come from working with increasingly diverse groups of
students--often those once presumed to dislike written communications or
thought to have little chance of success with any kind of writing, much less
sophisticated reporting. Our course planning no longer centers on traditional
eighteen or nineteen year olds who come straight from high school to college,
already committed to a career choice from which they will not deviate during
the four years required for a bachelor's degree. Our increasingly diverse
classes find the traditional Joe or Jane College sitting next to someone's
mother, grandfather, or pen pal from another continent. The campus classroom
also may be geographically located in a shopping center, on a military base,
or in the professor's office. We are indeed in a period of change; we must
recognize diversity in our students, must become flexible in planning cur-
ricula, but not "water down" the expectations for students to leave our
courses more skilled that they were upon entering.
This discussion will not stress research other than to describe the theo-
retical construct under which the exercises operate and to share briefly some
results from a 1977 survey distributed to a random sample of teachers of tech-
nical writing. The survey was part of a large study, in fact, my doctoral
dissertation,to developmaterials that did not stress prescriptiveformats,
that did draw on diverse elements in report writing to enhance the _rocess of
writing. Implicit in this conceptwas that as individualswe have differing
learningstyles as well as differingways to processinformation. Particular-
ly appealingwas the experientialapproachbeing advocatedby some industrial
pyschologists. Kolb'sModel of the Learning/ProblemSolving Process,based on
Kurt Lewin's earlier conceptualizationof the individual's llfe space,
described the four stage process as starting with concrete experiences.
Kolb's model has gained increasingacceptancein industry,and in counseling
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strategies to use with clients of learning resources centers. Professor Sean
Boyle of the University of London has done related studies with adult students.
Concrete Experiences
Testing Implications Observations and




Kolb's Model of the Learnlng/Problem Solving Process
Another observation worth making at this point is that Piaget's theory of
developmental reasonlng--so attractive in science teachlng--is similar but it
presents the distinctions between the concrete and the abstract as part of a
maturity contlnuum--one that correlates with the individual's intelligence.
The key then to the thinking behind this theory of learning being advocated as
a theory of teaching is that we try to emphasize different from more than
better than. Also we need to create an awareness in the individual of ways to
increase inventiveness, productivity, and not the least--self-confldence in
hls/her own ability to do well.
The survey mentioned earlier was distributed at a technical writing ses-
sion of the Four C's (College Conference on Composition and Communication) in
Kansas City, March 1977). Part I of the survey surveyed areas of agreement/
disagreement related to problem solving, paper evaluation, and individualizing
instruction. The first set of statements included:
I. Teaching technical writing through problem solving should be done.
2. Self-assessment is a viable part of a student's progress in a tech-
nical writing course.
3. Each piece of writing the student does should be graded by the
instructor.
4. Cognltlve-fleld theory, as defined in the proposed guidelines, is a
logical theoretical base around which to develop a technical writing
course.
5. Some parts of the technical writing course could be converted to
self-instructlon.
6. Problem raising is a legitimate concern in technical writing.
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7. It is possible to individualize instruction with larger groups of
students.
8. Technical writing can stimulate technicians or technical students to
expanded insights.
9. Different goals for different students are possible in college level
courses.
10. Technical writing is by nature a prescriptive course.
The table below shows the range of responses to nine of these statements.
Pertinent to this discussion is the agreement that we are about the business
of raising problems, even trying to solve them, and hoping all the time that
we increase students' awareness--expand their views of their world--or
envlronment--or self. One might also add that we are suspicious of psycholog-
ical "claptrap" evenwhen we agree with the theory.
IDENTIFCATION OF SELECTED ATTITUDES/PRACTICES
Strongly Strongly
Item N Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree
Percentage of Responses
Problem Raising 31 38.7 58.1 .........
Problem Solving 32 53.1 40.6 .........
Expanded Insights 32 75.0 21.9 .........
iCognltive-fleld 29 6.9 20.7 .........
Differing Goals 32 56.3 34.4 6.3 3.1 ---
Self-Assessment 31 38.7 48.4 9.7 3.2 ---
Grading by the
Instructor 32 28.1 15.6 6.3 34.4 15.6
Self-instruction 32 25.0 53.1 9.4 9.4 3.1
Individualizing
for Large Groups 32 34.4 37.5 21.9 --- 6.3
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The main statement about which there was disagreement was the need for
the instructor to grade each piece of writing that the student produces.
Those who had taught more than ten years were much more reluctant to share the
responsibility than those who had taught fewer years. We are divided in our
perceptions of the nature of the course. Half of the respondents, strongly
agreed or agreed that technical writing is a prescriptive course, another
twelve and one-half percent were undecided, while the remaining thirty-seven
and one-half percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed.
It doesn't matter that we teachers don't agree whether technical writing
courses are prescriptive or not. Some elemets are prescriptive; some are not.
Prescribed formats avoid placing obstacles in the reader's way. We plan for
their expectations and smooth the path for an expeditious journey. On the
other hand, at times creative experiments with standard formats produce effi-
cient, pleasing results. Look how graphics have moved into an integral role
in so many sets of instructions. Consider how more efficient information map-
ping is for troubleshooting. Skim reading such charts allows readers to
select only the information germane to their problems.
What then should concern us in contemplating the composing process? Many
diverse elements, but for now, let's consider recognizing that:
i. Students want to succeed. We need to create an environment that
helps make success possible.
2. Peer group activity often can play an important role in helping some
students who might not respond through lecture or individual study.
3. Relevant assignments, or simulations students perceive as relevant,
will encourage growth in abilities and help motivate students'
interest in writing projects.
Students want to do well. What can we do to help them? First of all, we
need to recognize forces that serve to push and pull, drive and restrain them.
Many of the technical students that enroll in our classes have not done well
in previous English classes in high school--or even in college. But they are
skilled in ways that many of us are not. They may have better hand and eye
coordination; they may have more analytical minds that can help them in shop
situations, with design problems, and even in communicating technical informa-
tion orally to supervisors or peers. But they may lack confidence in more
formal situations or they may dread writing reports. The theoretical model on
the next page depicts some driving and restraining forces.
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THEORETICAL MODEL: FIELD OF FORCES,
THE INDIVIDUAL AND TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS
DRIVING FORCES
Knowledgeable
Wants to About Technical Motivated as
Succeed Equipment and Improvement
Processes Apparent
Hopes for
a Good Grade Successful in
[ Dealiig with
Likes the "Strokes" People Gains Insight
of Positive Feedback Into Writing
I as a Skills
or Task Goal
r ' l T lKnowledge ofPrevious FailureOr Negative Evaluation Inexperienced Unaware of Influencein Locating of Layout and OCherLack of Information Externals
Confidence Regards Writing
as a Chore to be History of
Avoided Difficulties:




Adapted from Kurt Lewin's Field of Forces
(From A D_namic Theory of Personality, Selected Papers, 1935)
We can help them if we:
I. Discuss with students some of the barriers--real or imaglned--that
hinder their writing efforts. Go beyond the grammatical concerns, problems
with spelling. Start to eXplore time management, work habits. Often I start
classes, especially with adult students when I send the reading assignment
prior to the first class meeting, by asking students to write an introductory
memorandum outlining their personal goals for the course. Responses often
reflect work habits, attitudes, and expectations,
"I hope to remove my mental block towards writing."
"My major problem is being too lazy to read the information I need. If I
develop skills in information gathering, I should be able to produce
better work."
"All I want to get is an A."
Even more perceptive responses come when you ask for anonymous statements.
2. Start directing their critical skills into the current subject
matter of their intended fields. Having even a cursory knowledgeof issues
related to their major helps in developinghandoutsplanned for their special-
ty. Several of the self-assessmentsheets that proved useful with the above
suggestionsare attachedto this paper.
3. Let students experiencesuccess early in the course. One exercise
that I have used for the past severalsemestersis to involveoral communica-
tions as the basis for their first paper. Three studentsvolunteerto teach
the class somethingthey consider we would find interestingor somethingthat
we should learn how to do. These students teach us through demonstrations,
sets of directions,or through answering questionsposed by the class. The
writing assignmentis for the rest of the class to write a set of directions
based on one of the reports. These directionswould be intendedto instruct
someonehow to performthe processwithouthavingheard the oral presentation.
The papers, for the most part, have been well written--notreally too dif-
flcult to write. Topics that worked well were "How to Select a Used Car"
(tips from an automotivestudent), "How to Save a Person from Choking,"(from
a licensedEMT), "How to Dry Mount Photographsfor Less Than $2," even "How to
Break a Thick Board with Your Hand." With such activities,the studentswho
takes notes well, asks the right questions, can write coherent papers. Of
course,the verbal skills of the speakersaffect the contentand its organiza-
tion.
Peer _roup enterprisecan help in waTs that supplementwhat the instruc-
tor is hoping to make clear. It can also not work well when class members
think that they are being asked to critiquepeers' work to make qualityjudg-
ments that will affect grades. Dividing the class into editorialcommittees
and charging each group with a particular task--layout, completeness,
unanswered questions,even grammarand spelling--will succeedif the writing
is returned directly t_ students to allow them to incorporatesuggestions
prior to a grade evaluation. A word of warningis in order. Too much
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ity to those who may offer misleading or even incorrect advice works against
the effectiveness of the exercise
One exercise that has been of value in helping students produce coherent,
logically developed outlines involves the class as a group. The c%_ss helps
select a topic for a research report that all might choose to devel6p. As an
in-class activity all class members develop an outline independently according
to their perspective of a logical format for organizing the report. After a
given amount of time, names are drawn randomly for three people to put their
outlines on the board, and for three others to serve as judges who will deter-
mine the winner of these three outlines. First of all, the judges read the
three outlines and write down the order of their choices independently. Then
the author of the outline presents it to the Judges and the class, answering
any questions from either group. Then the judges orally, in front of the
class, come to a unanimous choice of their preferred outline. This competi-
tive interaction can help to show how concepts of exact audiences and purposes
for the report can affect the individual's conceptual organization.
The preceding exercise came about almost spontaneously with a class of
adult students. It seemed to break a policy that I have tried to maintain
throughout teaching--not to criticize a person's writing in front of others,
especially the entire class. Strangely enough, this exercise takes on a more
positive dimension. Sometimes the judges have changed from their original
choices after hearing the oral defense, That process leads into the need for
answering some of their questions by revising wording in the outline. The
random selection of both participants and judges makes the process have an
aura of fairness. And, the outlines that students have written in planning
their own reports have been much better than those written in other classes
that did not participate in this activity.
Making assisnments relevant_ allowin$ students opportunities for creative
problem solvin$, and then plannin$ for ways to offer assistance or help them
move towards increased confidence in their skills--aren't these valid objec-
tives for us as we look at the composing process? I would like for all my
students to receive A's from the course--but I know they won't. But it is not
an unrealistic objective to hope that they leave the class with increased
writing skills and a growing awareness of the diverse elements that bond
together the process of composition.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT THE PROCESS OF REPORT WRITING
Some people think they do not write well and dislike report writing.
Others f_nd it a real challengeand enjoy meeting its demands. The rest of us
fall somewherein betweendependingon the reason for the reportand the pres-
sures of our other commitments. One can wonder how much the processof writ-
ing affects the end product and our attitude towards the task. Why not ask
yourselfthese questions:
I. Given a choice, I prefer to
Write.
Phone.
Talk directly to the person with whom I am communicating.
2. Directedto write a report, I usually
Think about it for severaldays, and then get started.
Get to work immediately so it can be finished as soon as
possible.
Put if off as long as possible.
3. My compositionprocessgoes like this
A satisfactoryreport writtenin a single draft.
Three or four reviseddrafts before I'm satisfied.
Draft,edit, revise.







5. For reports with which I am extremely careful
I do all the editing.
I ask a colleagueto read them over.
__ My secretarycan be dependedupon to catch all errors.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT THE PROCESS OF REPORT WRITING
One final question you might ask yourself:
When I complete a report, I feel
If you are interested in how others approach the process of report writ-
ing, you would enjoy reading H. J. Tichy's discussion of writing from the
standpoint of the stages involved. Her discussion is summarized on the next
page in terms of four steps: Plan, Write, Cool, Revise. The last step, she
calls "purposeful revision" that contains five necessary steps itself.
i. Ask two questions--
a, Does this paper contain all the material that my reader needs?
b. How much material can I remove without interfering with my
reader's understanding and needs?
2. Strive for clarity--
a. Rephrase ambiguous expressions even though you think that the
reader will know what is meant. "A reader should never be
given the opportunity to think, 'Well, I know what you mean to
say because I know what you ought to be saying, but you haven't
said it.' As soon as a reader must supply what a writer
intended to say, the writer has failed." (13)
b. Know how to choose the best word for your meaning, how to make
sentences clear, and how to construct paragraphs that develop
the meaning helpfully and clearly.
3. Correct the writing. Think in this reading in terms of errors.
4. Strenuously attempt to reduce the number of words.
5. Attempt to develop a better style, advanced work, in this final
revision.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT THE PROFESSIONAL PERSON
m,,,
An example of decisions which face people on their jobs can be seen with
dental technicians and the choices they must make to advocate or fight against
denturlsm, a growing movement in the United States. Denturlsm is the practice
of a technician dealing directly with a patient who needs dentures. The den-
tist serves a lesser role in the process, with the public paying less and the
technician recelvng more for his services than he does currently. Obviously,
there are divisive attitudes toward this movement.
Some consider denturlsm simply as "bootlegging" done by the unethical.
Others view it as the movement of the future. People entering the field and
those currently working in it are going to be forced to take sldes--to make a
reasoned and ethical decision of their own stand.
All professions are subject to changes of one sort or another. Think how
deregulation of the airlines has affected and will affect the job of the air-
port manager, how microprocessors have affected the entire electronics indus-
try.
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + . + + + + + . + + + + + + + + + + + + +
What are some of the currentissues in the field in which you are working




If there are no divisive issues,what then do people in your field dis-




If you drew a blank on these questions,do you know where you would find
some of the answers? Can you name at least three professional journals that





Our respondent, Carolyn Miller, has published many articles on rhetoric and
technical communication, has actively participated in many committees of ATTW
and at many writing conventions, and still finds time to teach at North Carolina
State University. Carolyn has also just been appointed to the CCC Editorial
Board. The panel members could not have asked for a more qualified respondent.
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THE COMPOSING PROCESS IN TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION:
RESPONSE TO THE PANEL
Carolyn R. Miller
Department of English
North Carolina State University
I must confess that when I was asked to serve as respondent to a 4C's
panel on the composing process in technical communication, I dissembled.
Aloud, I said, "Sure, I'd be glad to." To myself, I said, "I wonder why any-
body thinks the composing process in technical writing is different from the
composing process anywhere else." It's an issue about which I have a general
concern as I watch, for example, the trends of publication in the journals,
the development of interest groups and program areas at meetings such as this,
the pattern of administration in my own department. Is technical writing so
different--and if it is, is that good or bad for it? Is it a second-class
endeavor or an area of particular opportunity?
I haven't resolved these issues, but the papers I've heard here have
helped me understand them somewhat more clearly. Bonny Stalnaker refers us
to the familiar distinction between classroom writing and real-world stuff.
I'm beginning to realize more about the import of this distinction: it repre-
sents some crucial differences between just plain composition and technical
writing. It seems to me that this distinction rests on two factors, both of
which are potentially significant for the kind of work these papers are dis-
cussing. The first factor is the age or experience of the writers involved--
let me just call it the maturity of the writer as a writer. The second is the
nature of what Jean Lutz calls the "contextualization of the rhetorical task,"
or that complex others call the rhetorical situation.
In classroom writing, or what some call "academic discourse," the writer
is, by definition, a novice at writing, and in the typical freshman composi-
tion class he or she is usually, still, just barely an adult. In technical or
professional writing, the writer plays some social role other than "student,"
does his or her writing by virtue of that role, and thinks of himself or her-
self as a functioning adult. Possibly, one way to distinguish composition and
technical writing is developmentally, in terms of the experience, skills, and
identity that a person acquires as he or she grows up, both socially and rhe-
torically. In this sense, the composing process in technical communication
would be one version of a mature composing process.
The second difference has to do with what we recognize as the artificial-
ity of the rhetorical situation in classroom writing. The professional engi-
neers that Stalnaker is studying are immersed in rhetorical situations that
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press in on them with deadlines, personal ambitions, managers, and company
traditions. But typically freshmen in a composition class have no very help-
ful sense of exigence and a reader who is not really a rhetorical audience.
For this reason, they tend to produce prose that, as a recent essay in Fresh-
man En$1ish News has argued, is largely epideictic--a reaffirmation of the
teacher's knowledge and power and of the disciplinary premises the student is
struggling to learn. The technical writing class seems to lie between the
composition course and the professional writing situation. As Carol Hughes
has suggested, the best teaching of technical writing attempts to provide for
the student (or asks him or her to find) a context that simulates that of the
professional. Vivienne Hertz gives some examples of how to help students
learn to manage aspects of the writing process.
The question I come to is whether the classroom can be a legitimate rhe-
torical situation: how can it best be used in teaching an activity that ulti-
mately must take situation or context into account? For example, can writing
better be taught in a class that is not about writing--would that situation
help provide more usable senses of audience and purpose? The writing-across-
the-curriculum movement suggests that some people believe this is the case.
How can a student best acquire a generalizable notion of context? In composi-
tion classes should we be explicitly imparting high-level rules--of genre,
strategy, social roles? If so, how? Or, is the teaching of low-level rules,
the kind that seem naturally to preoccupy the amateur writer, more appropriate
for the composition student, since the beginner's long-term memory is not so
rich a source of input for dealing with higher-level issues?
Although this session has not answered these questions for me, it has
raised them and helped me to articulate them. Ultimately, the premise of this
session is more sound than I first thought, for by beginning with the real
stuff--with real writers and their tasks--rather than with the paradigmatic
college sophomore, we are bound to learn more about the way people write and
what it is we want students to achieve.
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The 4C's session on "Ethos in Technical Discourse: Theory and
Practice," through its speakers and the audience discussion following
the presentations, got into three areas not often discussed in technical
writing--the application of ethics by th_ technical writer, the teaching
of ethics in a technical writing class, and the ethics of students in
technical writing classes. What follows is a summary of the points of view
expressed after the papers were presented.
It was generally agreed that the technical writer should exercise an
ethical point of view when developing a paper involving problems such as
the environment or affecting the general quality of life, although there
was a realization that the deciding factors invluencing a decision might
well be out of the hands of the technical writer. There was a feeling,
however, that a student writer should be encouraged to develop a viewpoint
in his writing that will incorporate not only the specific criteria that
may be set by the employer of the writer but also the wider values of
society. It was pointed out that many government-funded projects have
explicit criteria derived from ethical concerns about the environment and
safety, concerns sometimes in conflict with those of private enterprise.
The technical writer may well become involved in one of these conflicts
because he may have to write the justification for a course of action that
might be viewed by those outside his employing organization as unethical.
At the very least, then, the writer should have some background in the
ethical concerns of earlier times and of present concerns.
There were differing opinions as to where, and even if, such background
should be given to the technical writing student. Some in the audience
thought that a technical writer should be required to take philosophy or
ethics courses as part of their curriculum and pointed out that such was
still done in universities and colleges retaining rigorous liberal arts
requirements. Others felt that, while it might not be possible to require
a separate course to teach ethics, that the subject was important enough
that the technical writing teacher should spend some time during the course
of instruction in familiarizing the student with the concerns of ethics,
since it was unsure that he would get that information elsewhere in a
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fairly technical curriculum. And, finally, some in the audience ques-
tioned whether one could "teach" ethics at all.
This last point led to some more careful definitions of what was meant
by teaching ethics. It was agreed that one could not teach a person to be
ethical; rather, one could teach a student how ethics have been formulated,
defined, and applied in earlier times and at the present time. This infor-
mation would then be available for use personally and professionally and
should better both the writers' understanding and application. But it was
pointed out that all too often students in technical writing classes,
despite what the teacher may have said about ethics as a whole or the ex-
pected ethical behavior in the class itself, sometimes engage in unethical
practices, the most disturbing being the Plagiarism of material from other
students and from published sources.
It was generally agreed that this last problem is fairly common and
very difficult to solve. The teacher cannot be versed in all of the pos-
sible source material that technical writing students from many different
fields will have available to them; class size and work loads usually pre-
vent supervision so close that Plagiarism is impossible; and lectures and
courses on ethics cannot insure that all students will then act ethically
in the classroom.
Teachers are understandably reluctant to spend time formulating
methods of preventing unethical behavior or even having to explain what
acceptable ethical behavior is; but it would seem from the papers presented
in this session and from the following discussion that such time would
certainly not be wasted. In fact, more attention to ethics should result
in more capable technical writers and more pleasant technical writing
classes.
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At the 1980 CCCC technical writing sessions, Elizabeth Thebeaux
delivered a paper entitled "Let's Not Ruin Technical Writing Too:" In
it she argued that technical writing must try to reach three objectives:
i) to make a student aware of the relationship between good commumication
skills and success within an organization, 2 ) to familiarize the student
with different kinds of writing that he or she might be expected to do
in an organization, and 3) to teach the student how to use language
effectively, for whatever purpose, or how "to write with clout." Her
objection to the approach used by some English teachers of technical
writing was their attempt to assimilate the course into the humanities
curriculum. Specifically, she says: "I cannot see that our goal is to
enculturate students or improve their ethical self-awareness• Our goal
• . is to prepare the student to write for the world of work."l
I agree with her view. This paper resulted from the question that
followed her presentation. "What about Three Mile Island?," one individual
wanted to know. Initially, I thought, "Well, what about it?" What became
clear in the ensuing discussion was the good-hearted but sometimes wrong-
headed assumptions that some of us traditionally-trained humanities
types make. Yes, we and our colleagues in technical departments should
be concerned with our own ethical behavior; and, yes, we should do what
is reasonable to convey a sense of ethical responsibility in our students.
I leave the question, "What is reasonable?," for later consideration.
My concern is to raise and attempt to answer some questions about
the purpose of a basic technical writing course in an English department,
the assumptions we may make about our technical faculty and students and
about members of business and industry, and the proper forum for extended
consideration of ethics in technological areas. Since my teaching ex-
perience in technical writing has been restricted to engineering students,
my discussion must emphasize that discipline.
I have already indicated that I feel that a basic technical writing
course, especially a one-semester course, should concentrate on skills•
The impetus for such a course at Kansas State University came from the
College of Engineering's recognition that our undergraduates were deficient
in their writing ability. They want that deficiency corrected, and they
have closely monitored our course to assure themselves that we are meeting
their needs. To put it crassly, political reality demands that if the
English department wants the significant additional head count, we had
better produce a satisfactory result for them• For me and the rest of our
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staff that is not an ethical problem because there is great satisfaction
in seeing perceptible writing improvement in our students.
When I spoke with members of our engineering faculty about the topic
of this paper, I got varied reactions to the basic question. Those faculty
members expressed concern about engineering ethics. Some argued that they
had to discuss ethical issues in connection with their major field (especially
those in nuclear engineering). One professor said he had no objection to
having us require one paper on an ethical problem, but he made it clear
that the engineering college had its own course in ethics. They did not need
another. I then turned to the instructor for that course--a respected,
outspoken, full professor near retirement. His course is a colloquium
for juniors, an elective, in which members of various departments across
the campus address ethical issues in engineering. While this man was far
stronger than most of his colleagues in suggesting that his college was
not sufficiently stressing the engineer's social responsibility, he (along
with the others) felt that the English department's technical writing course
was not an appropriate forum for remedying the lack of emphasis. They were
consistent in urging us to do what we can do better--teach these students
how to write the kinds of documents they will be expected to write on their
jobs.
On the issue of our assumptions about our technical colleagues and
students and about members of business and industry, I sometimes think we
English teachers wrongfully adopt a holier-than-thou attitude. The reasons
for those assumptions are not hard to find. There are engineering faculty
and students who have narrow-minded interests and tunnel vision. For them,
it seems to us, the world is a great mechanism to be fiddled with and tuned
up wherever possible. Everything of importance can be solved with the
right set of equations and a sufficiently powerful calculator or computer.
However, we have all met the technical professional or student who has real
interest in and knowledge about music, painting, drama, and/or literature.
Three of the best students in my English Bible course were engineers--
two students and one faculty member. In each case they were intelligent,
diligent, inquisitive, responsive and, to a person, effective writers.
If we ask how many of our bretheren in English can claim comparable compe-
tence and interest in mathematical, scientific, or other technical fields,
I suspect we would not find very large numbers. My point is, at least in part,
that we should be careful about assuming 6hat our technical counterparts
are ignorant of and insensitive to humanistic endeavors--in particular
to questions of ethics.
The other part of my point concerns the attitude that many of us have
probably had, at least on occasion, about business and industry people.
We may assume that profit at any cost is the guiding principle. We find
reinforcement for that assumption in cases more or less widely publicized.
Nuclear energy is but one area. We might also consider questmons ol
various kinds of pollution--industrial pollution of waterways, chemical
waste pollution (especially in the Love Canal incident), visual pollution
resulting from the strip mining of coal. There are fears about the possible
consequences of genetic research and manipulation. There are engineering
design flaws that cause injury and death--witness Ford Motor Company's legal
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battles over the Pinto's gas tank design or the crash of the DC-10 over
Windsor, Ontario that resulted from a poorly designed cargo door locking
mechanism. There are cases of individuals being demoted in or fired from
their jobs because they "blew the whistle" on corporate or agency waste
or danger to the public.
Surely, one does not condone such practices. Nonetheless, what I have
called our holier-thau-thou attitude may deserve further consideration.
I do not consider myself isolated in an academic ivory tower, but neither
am I responsible for very many risk/benefit assessments or life/death
decisions. As do many of us, I would like to have affordable electrical
power for my all-electric house. I do not have to decide whether that power
will be generated from petroleum, coal or nuclear energy. I would also like
to have a comfortable, reliable, fuel efficient, safe car that is affordable,
but I do not have to decide whether an extra three hundred dollar manufacturing
cost for increased safety features will put that automobile at a competitive
disadvantage on the market. I would like to think that if I knew that a
company for which I worked knowingly put out a product hazardous to the
public safety I would blow the whistle after exhausting company channels
with no positive results, but I do not have to confront the likelihood of
having to penalize my family financially or the possibility of being black-
balled withinmy profession. I can afford to take the high road, and so can
most fellow academics.
What I h_pe comes through this series of examples is an increased
awareness among us for the difficult demands put upon technical people by
all of us. Many of our students and some of our colleagues from other
disciplines (even humanities-oriented ones) see us as walking antiquities
burrowing into such esoterica as "Chaucer's Blue Period" (as one of our
former history-based associate deans described some of our research) and
as being oblivious to real life, science, and technology. We, on the other
hafid,seem sometimes to make black and white judgments of good and bad
based upon scanty information about reported unethical practices.
Another member of our engineering faculty who responded to my paper
topic asked, "Is it ethical to pass judgment on a complex technical issue
if one does not have all the facts pertaining to that issue?" At first, this
sounds like the typical response of the technocrat trying to keep uninitiated
laymen out of his area of specialization. But soon after that conversation,
I read the book Divided Loyalties: Whistle-Blowing at BART (Bay Area Rapid
Transit) in the Purdue University Series in Science, Technology, and
Human Values. In brief, this 397 page book deals with three engineers who
were fired from their jobs at BART. The ostensible reason was that they
"blew the whistle" on their superiors because those superiors refused to take
action against Westinghouse for faulty and unsafe design of the computer
system used for controlling station stops and train braking in general.
This firing eventually involved three levels of professional engineering
societies and a court case. Rather than attempting to recount the voluminous
details, I will quote from one paragraph of the conclusion in which the
four authors decided not to leave the reader "to tease the critical ethical
and pragmatic issues out of this complex narrative, to make his own judgments
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about right and wrong and to distribute praise and blame as he saw fit."
They say:
It would have required only a mildly selective arrangement of
verifiable information to demonstrate that the Board of Directors
l_f BART] was a hard working, well-informed, disinterested band
of dedicated citizens, committed totally to the successful comple-
tion of a project of great public interest--or that they we.re
a group of relatively ignorant functionaries serving narrow and
parochial interests, who permitted themselves to be gulled into
irresponsible indolence or reckless action by unscrupulous manage-
ment and self-serving employees. It would have been equally easy--
and convincing--to demonstrate that the three engineers were martyrs
to the cause of public safety .... Or, on the contrary, to show
that the engineers were limited and narrow specialists, goaded by
a combination of technical arrogance, overweening ambition, and
naivete bordering on obtuseness to engage in acts of treachery
which threatened to destroy the acknowledged and applauded
esprit of the BART organization.2
This is what the authors could have done, but they did not. Reading
Divided Loyalties pointed out to me the differences between watching or
listening to three-minute broadcast news reports or reading brief news-
paper or magazine accounts of such an episode and reading a detailed
narrative account with accompanying documents. Reading the book illustrated
that even with "all the facts" in hand and careful assimilation, organization,
and analysis--it is still extremely difficult to choose the good guys in
a complex situation in which unethical behavior might belong to any or
all of the involved parties,
I would further suggest that we should be aware that professional
engineering societies do have codes of ethics and committees on ethics
or boards of ethical review. We might well familiarize ourselves with their
concerns and operations. Two publications might be of interest for that
information: l) the report on the Conference on Engineering Ethics held
on May 18-19, 1975, co-sponsored by seven engTneering societ_and
2) Ethical Problems in Engineering.4 Ethical Problems . . . deals with
four major areas: l_-codes and comments, 2) abstract cases in Engineering
Ethics, 3)actual cases in Engineering Ethics, and 4) Engineers' Responsi-
bilities to society: servants or guardians. Together, the three last-
mentioned publications demonstrate that engineers are concerned with ethics,
they have mechanisms for dealing with alleged violations of ethics, and
that some of the ethical issues require a combination of extensive research,
technical expertise, and an understanding of human behavior.
Thus far I have suggested directly or indirectly that technical
writing teachers in English departments should concentrate on making the
basic course a skills course, that engineering faculty, students, and
professional engineering societies are concerned with ethical issues, and
that some English teachers, well-intentioned though they are, may not have
sufficient information to make ethical judgments on questions of ethics
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in technical areas. I would suggest that we can and should urge our students
to be honest in all areas of their writing and that they be honest in
their treatment of technical data. We might also structure one writing
assignment to incorporate the issue of technical ethics. But I raise
another question that sometimes nags me. To what extent do we feel the
compulsion to concentrate on extended discussion of ethics in our own
profession, among our own undergraduate majors? I cannot answer that
question, but my suspicion is that we do precious little more in our own
area than do our technical colleagues in theirs. If this is so, we seem
to be applying a double standard.
I would like to conclude on a more positive note. If we feel
strongly about the need to sensitize our students 1o the need for ethical
behavior in a technological society, let us consider what might be a
more appropriate forum for doing that. Many colleges and universities
offer one or more courses in that area. The ideal context in my estimation
involves a team-taught course using combinations of faculty in the sciences,
engineering, philosophy, histQry, religious studies, and/or English.
The student clientele should be fairly evenly divided between technical
and humanities majors. This would allow multiple teaching perspectives
and a variety of concerns, questions, and views from students. I know of
one such course at Ohio University that was funded by a National Endowment
for the Humanities/National Science Foundation grant. Anyone interested
in existing courses of that kind should refer5to the Ethics and Values
in Science and Technology Resource Directory.
I have not intended to suggest that teachers of basic technical
writing courses in English departments are wrong to be concerned with
wanting their students to be able to make responsible decisions or that
other English teachers are as ill-prepared as I often feel to instruct
them on how to do that. I do feel very strongly that there must be more
interchange between technical and humanities areas if we are to make
intelligent judgments about many of society's problems. However, I feel
equally strongly that we do a disservice to ourselves, our students, and
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INTRODUCTION
The very existence Of this panel on ethos in technical communication holds
special significance.Ill It provides yet another indication of a paradigmatic
shift in rhetorical studies away from a Formalist model with its emphasis on
the text and its attendant de-emphasis of the roles of the emitter and receiver
in communication.J2] Such a truncated communication model is perfectly con-
sistent with the tenets of its underlying epistemology, logical positivism--
namely, the view that truth is embodied in an objective reality and knowledge
is independent of the observer.J3] Within such an epistemology, ethos clearly
has a minimal role; in the Formalist ideal, in fact, the authorial voice is
absent from technical discourse.
With the discrediting of logical positivism and the subsequent emergence
of a post-Formalist theory of communication, knowledge is seen as consensual,
and transactional, in nature.J4] Thus knowledge is created, and not found in an
objective reality. Concommitantly, there has been a discrediting of the notion
of the absence of an authorial voice in technical discourse. In particular, two
divergent views of ethos appear in the literature. According to one view, the
long-suppressed authorial personality should now be encouraged to emerge.J5]
According to the second view, the alleged absence of an authorial voice in the
Formalist model is in itself seen as simply a persona--a persona conveying
notions of objectivity_ impersonality, and detachment--in other words, a per-
sona denying persona.J6]
These two views of the appropriate voice in technical discourse are
roughly polar and establish an ethical spectrum ranging from the very particu-
lar to the very general. Neither of these spectral extremes is seen here, in
itself, as a viable view of ethos for technical discourse. The first view,
advocating a personalistic ethos, is not viable chiefly because it is a vestige
of the discredited logical positivism, its reappearance in a transformed ver-
sion. Specifically, the personalist notion of the individual stems from logi-
cal positivism in psychology, which entails the belief that people have
existences in themselves, independent of the context in general and of the
observer in particular. Post-positivistic man, on the other hand, is rela-
tional in nature; his identity is a social creation rather than an ontological
given.J7] In short, he is sociological, rather than psychological, in nature.
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The viability of the second post-Formalist view of an ethos appropriate to
technical discourse is limited because the ethos presented is overly general.
We are told, for example, that the scientific persona in technical discourse
conveys such characteristics as objectivity, impersonality, and detachment.
Generally, this is the persona model used for treating ethos in the classroom.
[8] But even a cursory examination of student writing confirms the enormous
difficulty students have in applying this model to produce a convincing profes-
sional persona in technical discourse. Apparently, then, this notion of an
idealized, universalistic persona cannot do justice to the pluralisms of aims,
communities, and contexts of technical discourses. Here, we consider a
pedagogical approach to persona which more directly addresses many of the stu-
dents' difficulties.
We believe that the difficulties of many students originate with miscon-
ceptions of the professional role they are about to undertake. This paper is
concerned with such misconceptions, with representative student problems in
projecting an effective professional persona in technical discourse, and with a
theoretic for a relevant pedagogy. Not surprisingly, role theory serves as the
basic descriptive tool in our analysis. We focus on the role of the practicing
engineer--the role engineering students will fill typically after graduat-
ing.J9] Thus, we largely exclude from direct examination the role of the
engineering researcher, or of the engineering academic. We draw on our experi-
ence with a senior-level course in technical and professional communication
within a college of engineering. The objective of that course is to train
engineering students specialized in a variety of fields to write professional
reports which are instrumentally useful for diverse audiences in large organi-
zations.
STUDENT MISMANAGEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL ROLES
Much of the difficulty students experience in mastering the professional
engineering role stems from a reluctance to abandon the role they are long
accustomed to playing, that of engineering student. For there are radical
differences between the two roles--differences which lie largely in the nature
of the audience, purpose and problems addressed by students and by profession-
als.[10] That is, students write for a single, authoritative audience--the
professor--to exhibit a mastery of subject matter. They tend to treat problems
which are tutorial in nature--that is, preformulated and formal, or context-
impoverished, problems with predetermined solutions. Professionals, on the
other hand, write for multiple, diverse audiences--some more knowledgeable than
they, some less_ Moreover, they write largely for instrumental rather than
merely exhibitory purposes; that is, their primary goal is to accomplish some-
thing for the organization to which they belong. Unlike students, they tend to
treat problems which are open-ended and ill-defined, occur in a rich context,
and are amenable only to provisional solution. Consider, for example, a stu-
dent and a professional reporting on the topic of transistors. A typical stu-
dent report might be a term paper delineating the general properties of
transistors of various types to exhibit mastery of the subject to a circuits
professor--an expert on the topic. On the other hand, a typical professional
report might argue that a change from one type of transistor to another type in
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the output stage of an audio amplifier would eliminate reported operating
failures in manufactured units. In addition to technical experts, his audience
would include budget, procurement, production, and customer-relations person-
nel. Given the enormous disparity between typical student and professional
reports, as well as the student's relative inexperience with the latter, it is
not surprising that a "student persona" persists in students' attempts to simu-
late professional discourse.
But students project not only the persona of a student in attempting to
simulate professional discourse, they also project at times the persona of
their professor. That they should do so is understandable: attempting to mani-
fest the authoritativeness associated with engineering practice, and lacking
direct role models, students frequently emulate the most relevant authority
figure in their experiences--the technical professor. The resultant discourse
manifests the authoritative ex-cathedra voice exemplified in textbooks and used
to indoctrinate students in current disciplinary paradigms. Such doctrinal
discourse is, however, too theoretical, reductionistic, and general to serve in
professional reporting to peers, much less to superiors. Consider the follow-
ing extract from a report written by a student assuming the role of an engineer
working for a trucking company. His company is considering switching from the
40-foot truck trailers in use to double-bottom 27-foot truck trailers. His
audience includes engineers, financial experts, and managers.
Profit Margin
Following is a study of how the profit margin of a company is
determined.
A company's profit margin is related to the efficiency of its
operation. The profit margin of the company will increase with a
decrease in operating cost. Since the number of trips required to
haul the freight is reduced with the use of the 27-ft. unit, the
operating costs are reduced.
The cost per trip is constant at $80 for our company. Table 4




40-ft unit 27-ft unit
Cost (S/day) 19,840 14,720
The daily cost of operation is found by multiplying the number of
required trips by the cost per trip. The 27-ft units provide a sav-
ing of $5120 per day. Therefore, the 27-ft units will increase pro-
fits.
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Note the presence of two dissonant voices in this cost-analysis section of the
report--the professorial voice and a voice more appropriate for a practicing
engineer. The voice heard in the beginning of the example is clearly profes-
sorial. It is this voice which expresses the initial concern for very general
theoretical issues--in this case, how the "profit margin of a company" is
determined. The tone is doctrinal, or tutorial; the inscribed--author/reader
relation is that of teacher to student. Such a tone is especially unfortunate
since the primary audience formally addressed is a financial expert, the Head
of the company's Finance Department, who will probably not appreciate the lec-
ture in elementary economics. The authorial voice begins to modulate in the
second paragraph with a reference to a specific company--"the company"; the
modulation to a professional voice is essentially completed in the third para-
graph with the reference to "our company."[11] While the writer's degree of
naivete is somewhat unusual, his problem is not. Similar problems with role
management are endemic in student reports.
The previous discussion dealt with manifestations in professional
discourse of role mismanagement induced by the inappropriate assumption of ves-
tigial roles from academia. But what can we say about students' direct percep-
tions of the professional role they are about to undertake? Students generally
suffer from an overly narrow conception of the role of the practicing engineer.
They do not conceive the engineer as concerned with problems of organizational
consequence in their full complexity; rather, they see the engineer as the
mechanical implementor of preconceived solutions to narrowly defined problems.
Their reports therefore show an indisposition to draw conclusions, to reach for
implications; rather, they exhibit an undue preoccupation with data and pro-
cedural details. In short, students see the role of the engineer as closely
akin to that of a technician.
At other times, the students' conception of the engineer's role is too
broad, and their reports reveal encroachments on other professional roles--for
example, those of law or medicine. In particular, their reports frequently
offer judgments in areas in which engineers do not have professional expertise.
An illustration might be helpful here. One of our engineering students
reported simulated work for an architectural firm concerned with the following
problem: The firm was in the process of designing a high-rise building when it
was discovered that the planned structure would shadow a solar-energy collec-
tion system in use on an adjacent building. The job of the professional
engineer would have been to determine the degree of shadowing and its engineer-
ing implications. The student, however, transgressed role boundaries in his
report by extending his opinion to the legal implications of the degree of sha-
dowing found, including an assessment that no legal liability was entailed --
all this ostensibly without recourse to legal opinion. In another case--a case
where role boundaries are somewhat less distinct--an engineering student advo-
cated adoption of a monitoring system using electrodes attached to human sub-
jects. In his report, he made an unequivocal claim of safety for the system--a
claim which encompasses an area of judgment reserved to medical expertise and
hence a claim he would not be entitled to make as an engineer.
As the preceding example suggests, professional roles are not always
clearly bounded, or circumscribed. Moreover, the problematic of role manage-
ment deepens when roles overlap. To cite an instance based on the excerpt from
a student report presented earlier: Cost considerations are of concern to both
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the engineer and the financial expert. But such considerations are the primary
concern of the financial expert, whereas costs are only one (albeit very impor-
tant) consideration for the engineer. Somehow, engineering discourse must con-
vey the impression of exercising judgment in financial matters while showing
proper deference to financial expertise. Stated in the jargon of role theory,
the discourse of the engineer must evidence partial role identification without
role transgression. Such skillful role manipulation is not easy for the
experienced engineering practitioner, much less for the engineering student.
EVOLUTION OF PROFESSIONAL ROLES
In the analysis thus far, we have focussed on the role of the practicing
engineer as defined by the norms and conventions underlying the profession at a
given moment. But obviously roles ultimately receive their informing spirit,
validation, and sanction from a broader cultural context. And as the culture
evolves, roles inevitably change. It is even possible, with evolution of cul-
tural needs and norms, for the sanction of a given professional role to be
withdrawn. Clearly, the synchronic perspective of our earlier discussion of
the engineering role should be supplemented by a diachronic perspective.
Though comprehensive treatment of the evolution of the engineer's role is
clearly beyond the scope of this paper, we should note the mounting challenge
to the privileging of science and technology. The reasons for the challenge
are numerous, but technological fiascoes such as those involving DDT, Agent
Orange, the DC-IO, and the Pinto have clearly added impetus. More generally,
there has been a deepening concern for the implications of many engineering
developments--implications such as environmental impact, consumer abuses, and
resource dissipation. The privileging of science and technology is being chal-
lenged on an epistemological level as well. With the demise mentioned earlier
of the logical positivisti_ model underlying science and technology, they are
no longer deemed privileged ways of knowing in the society at large.J12] In
fact, the hegemony of science and technology in our culture may be ending.
IMPLICATIONS
This admittedly sketchy diachronic analysis yields important implications
for the role of the engineer and, ultimately, for the teacher of technical
writing. In effect, the role of the engineer as traditionally conceived must
be expanded as he is increasingly required not only to formulate and solve
problems in a broad social context, but also to follow through by "selling" the
proposed solutions in the public forum. In "selling" proposed solutions to
problems, the engineer can no longer project the persona of an ex-cathedra,
privileged source. The engineer's voice is now merely one among many compet-
ing, and conflicting, voices. And he will be forced to accept a reduced
authority in his expanded role. He must enter an arena of competing episte-
mologies where reality is not a donn_ to which he has privileged access, but is
a negotiated transaction. Admittedly, the uncontested hegemony of science and
technology fostered the illusion that the engineering role has some intrinsic
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existence in itself. But such a hypostasization of the engineering role is, to
,, i 1,
use Michel Foucault's term, an artificial decoupage • That is, as a single
discursive unit, a role ultimately cannot be detached from the great number of
conditions that override and determine its belonging to the main body. J13] Role
has no existential identity; it is rather, a mediated effect. We note, in
passing, our own hypostasization of role which, though useful, is ultimately
artificial.
The implications for the teacher of technical writing of the on-going evo-
lution in the professional engineer's role are great. The provisional and
transactional nature of professional roles must be recognized by both engineer-
ing students and their instructors. Thus, students cannot be prepared simply
to fill roles as conceived at a given juncture in history. They must be
prepared both to adapt to evolving roles, and to participate actively in creat-
ing those roles. Students must be prepared to draw on a considerable reper-
toire of roles in dealing with the different contexts they will face as profes-
sionals practicing in a world of competing epistemologies. As preparation for
suchprofessional role performances, students need aid in abandoning the notion
of ultimate or lasting victories in favor of mediated, even compromised, reso-
lutions. Put briefly: The engineer in the future will not always win. The
importance of ethos is enormously enhanced in the new scheme of things.
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The belief that writing must be a central concern of every discipline is
now widely held at the University of Michigan. One outcome of this belief is
the recognition that students need more help understanding how to write for
disciplines that are as unlike as, for instance, chemistry and art history.
Studies are now underway to investigate and describe specialized language and
writing tasks used in these disciplines and others.
Another outcome of the movement to teach writing across the curriculum is
a realization that academic writing is very different from non-academic writing
and that students can benefit from learning how to communicate with audiences
other than teachers. Studies of uses of writing outside schools are being
undertaken to address this issue. Research and testing of course materials
for non-academic writing can help faculty incorporate composing tasks that
prepare students to write for different audiences and purposes into their
classes.
A number of assumptions underlying purposes for composing tasks are being
re-examined. The assumption this paper questions is one that could be tested
in writing courses within many disciplines: Traditionally, assignments linking
expository writing and creative writing do not exist in a single course;
however, a division of these two composing processes throughout a student's
education as a writer may have adverse effects.
With the emergence of writing across the curriculum programs, teachers
across disciplines are sharing observations about students' writing; they
complain that student texts lack creative engagement with topics and that
students, are, on the whole, uninspired, cliche-ridden, and dull writers. A
list of teachers' complaints usually contains some or many of these items:
Lack of involvement with or commitment to an idea, incorrect and uninteresting
sequencing of arguments, misleading or ineffective transitional cues, stereo-
typical examples, inappropriate repetitions, failures to amplify or clarify.
Such objections are frequently reduced to one statement: "Students can't
think." Perhaps thinking is confused with representing ideas well.
Why don't students spend more time "thinking" in academic writing situa-
tions? There are some understandable causes for students' failure to present
ideas interestingly. Most academic writing never requires students to pre-
sent their own ideas in any original way--academic writing assignments are
likely to resemble textbook exercises. Therefore, students rarely venture
beyond conventional formulas for writing. Their audience for writing is a
tester; students have no motivation to write "interestingly." Questions about
reader engagement aren't relevant when the writer's purpose is to discuss
something that a reader already knows about the subject.
A steady diet of writing solely to demonstrate performance for a more
expert audience takes its toll. Teachers act bored with student writing and
students leave school with the impression that they write boringly and that
all composition is academic/expository and unimaginative; real world writing
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tasks which often require persuasion and imagination remain foreign to stud-
ents.
Students who write for purposes other than demonstrating facts begin to
learn about real writing situations. The best way for me to illustrate this
is by referring to a seminar I teach, in which students produce videotapes to
be viewed by a general audience.
At the beginning of the seminar, many of my students know little about
video as a medium they could themselves communicate through, so I allow time
for students to practice using the equipment which is bulky but not compli-
cated to operate. At first the simple mechanics of video-taping absorbs
our attention but within a few hours students have sufficient training to try
their hands at a short personal documentary of two or three minutes duration.
Comparing cinema techniques used in these brief documentaries within the
class helps students see a range of choices available to each writer/producer.
After the initial tapes have been produced and discussed, each student begins
planning an individual project which requires script writing. Writing, tap-
ing, acting, editing, and discussion by each class member continues for
several weeks; each person has sole responsibility for all work needed to
produce her or his videotape outside of class.
Students are given deadlines for stages of development they must follow
during the course. Experience with beginning video writers and producers has
taught me to require a five-stage schedule which includes exact deadlines.
The five-stage model I use is as follows: (i) preliminary proposal to be pre-
sented to the class for comments; (2) preliminary Script; (3) working script
with pre-production notes; (4) actual production and editing; and (5) personal
written critique of the production. An individual final critique requires
students to concentrate on the total impression their production has made upon
their audience.
The five stages of production have exact deadlines for completion. In an
eight-week period, I allow one week for the developing and writing of an idea
into a proposal, two weeks for writing a preliminary script and the finish-
ing of all pre-production plans, three weeks for a working script to be pre-
pared and the shooting of it to be completed, and finally, two weeks for
editing, applying titles, and writ%ng the final summary. Fixed deadlines are
essential and these time requirements are reasonable. Students who consis-
tently miss deadlines have an exhausting rush at the end. Because the
finished videotape is to be no more than five minutes in length, I feel
comfortable requiring that all work be completed outside course meetings.
Writing, rewriting, preparing to shoot, shooting, mixed sound, editing, re-
editing, applying titles are ongoing through the semester, while, simultan-
eously, other work is proceeding in class.
Students look forward to an end-of-term showing of their videotapes for
an outside audience. At Michigan I call this event the F. Stop Fitzgerald
Video Festival. The development of the videotapes is essentially a creative
process; however, the tapes demonstrate that the exposition of scripts and
the creative presentation of ideas are complimentary considerations.
The most successful videotapes are effective because of attention to
purpose and subject and audience. For example in a preliminary proposal a
student named Mike stated: "Through the use of mime I am going to present a
videotape which will educate children between the ages of six and twelve
about some of the basic _first aid techniques the Red Cross recommends." The
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class projects were to be for this group instructional video documents. Stud-
ents became teachers via video.
At first, Mike planned to present three examples of baSic first aid
problems; he voluntarily reduced his lengthy preliminary script to a single
instructional objective and paid careful attention to audience. In the notes
accompanying hisworking script Mike noted: "The video, although educational,
will hold the attention of the younger children because it will be on their
level; the unusual interest of mime will keep older children captivated." He
spent time rehearsing actors, establishing narrative flow and sequencing
information before he began shooting.
Mike's final analysis of the production indicates his engagement with
audience; "I failed to put in the titles of the actors and me as producer and
director of the show. These were all on slides I had in my coat pocket. I
cared about this error the least of all. Peopl e liked itS"
Few of the students in my course plan to write professionally for tele-
vision. However, all requirements for class members are the same; students
combine creativity and expository writing; in fact, most of the students write
and re-write their scripts many more times than I require. Their motivation
to capture and hold their audience's attention is very great. Many students
say that this is the first time they experienced strong responses to their
writing. Sometimes that response surprised them, and they cared a great deal
about communicating.
My point is, finally, that students were writing with more care than they
ever had before because the fullest range of creative and expository talents




SOME APPLICATIONSOF THE NEW RHETORICTO THE TEACHING
OF TECHNICALWRITING:




KennethBurke,in his Rhetoricof Motives,saysthatanyway of living
and thinkingis reducibleto termsof an idea:
an idea that will be "creative"in the sense that anyone
who grasps it will embody it or representit in any mode
of action he may choose. The idea, or underlyingprinci-
ple, must be approachedby him throughthe sensory images
of his culturalscene. But until he intuitivelygrasps
the principleof such an imaginalclutter,he cannot be
profoundlycreative,so far as the genius of that "idea"
is concerned. For to be profoundlyrepresentativeof a
culture,he will not imitateits mere insignia,but the
principlebehind the orderingof those insignia.(p. 137)
I begin with this particularpassagebecauseit suggeststo me a way of talk-
ing about a long-standingargumentagainstprescriptiveapproachesto the
teachingof technicalwriting. When we teach the conventionsof technical
discourse,we are, in Burke'sterms, teachingour studentsthe insigniaof a
way of livingand thinking: a languageagreed upon by a communityof pro-
fessionalsfor a specificpurpose. But, as the argumentwould continue,if
we want our studentstO be "profoundlycreative"representativesof that com-
munity,we have to do more than teach them to merely imitatethose conventions.
We have to invitethem to look for and use the generatingprinciplesbehind
the conventionsas well. For those of us who teach technicalwriting, that
means teachingour studentsnot just to identifyand imitatethe productsof
technicaldiscourse,but to help them grasp those principleswhich will allow
them to "act" rhetorically.
Giventhisargument,many teachers,dissatisfiedwith theproductmodel's
emphasison a prescriptiveapproachto writing,havelookedto pedagogical
applicationsof recentrhetoricaltheoryto providea differentkindof advice,
onewhichoffersheuristicsinsteadof rules. And so, Burke'spentadhas been
usedto analyzerhetoricalsituationsand articlesin professionaljournals.
Young,Becker,and Pike'sgridhas beenusedto analyzea mechanismby viewing
it as a particle,wave,or field. And problem-solvingstrategiesdevisedby
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Larson or by Flower and Hayes have been offered as ways to define problems
for feasibility reports and proposals. By giving students a systematic and
yet non-prescriptive way of analyzing material, problems to be solved, or
audiences to be addressed, such techniques suggest a way to help students
break away from the mere imitation of "insignia." By reintroducing the art of
invention into technical writing, heuristics seem to be one way to help stu-
dents grasp the rhetorical principles behind the products they create.
But as appealing as the concept of heuristics is, I have never been able
to apply them in the ways l've described without feeling I still have not
addressed one of my central concerns about teaching the conventions of tech-
nical discourse. Whether I present technical writing as either a matter of
following the rules for the production of a well-made artifact or as a heuris-
tically-enabled process of problem-solving, such advice does not always he!p
my students recognize the importance of language itself. Using Young, Becker,
and Pike's grid can help my students recover a great deal of information about
their subject, but the focus of their investigation is still on the thing or
problem "out there" they are trying to analyze. When they are through with
their analysis, they have yet to work with the language they will use to write
about that thing or problem. And the language students choose to use will
finally transform the thing invention seeksto discover, whether they are
writing something as overtly persuasive as a proposal or as studiedly objec-
tive as a technical report.
The way in which language transforms material is often slighted in text-
book treatments of language as well. As Carolyn Miller has argued, the typical
textbook implies a traditional "window pane theory of language," the notion
of the ideal technical language as essentiallya non-interfering vehicle for
the presentation of the facts (ref. I). Such a view, she argues, is incon-
sistent with a new epistemology held by most philosophers of science--and, I
would add, by many critics and rhetoricians such as I. A. Richards and Kenneth
Burke--thatsee material reality as mediated by our symbolic representations
of it. Facts and the theories based on them, then, are seen as essentially
humanconstructs made of symbols--language in its broadest sense.
On the basis of this way of knowing, all technical and scientific dis-
course is fundamentally rhetorical; as Mich--ae-IHalloran has argued as well:
What the scientist concerns himself with is not so much
things as symbols, and there are thus alternative scien-
tific accountings for a given slice of reality. The test
of a given scientific schema is as much the degree to
which it wins the agreement of scientists as the degree
to which it coincides with physical reality. (ref. 2)
For me, however, the point is not whether the writers of technical writing
textbooks deny this particular rhetorical view of language. Rather, what con-
cerns me is that their usual way of talking about language does not seem to
help students to see that clarity, objectivity, and impersonality are conven-
tions of a particular kind of discourse--conventions chosen for and occasion-
ally altered by the particular needs and purposes of human beings in a given
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rhetorical situation. Theproblem of this way of talking is that students--or
mine at least--misunderstand such advice to mean that language is unimportant--
at best a simple matter of lexical orsyntactical manipulation designed only
to allow their various readers a clearer view of the facts. They miss the
idea behind the insignia: that the conventions serve a rhetorical purpose.
What I am suggesting here is not that the advice given by textbooks is
wrong or that we should throw out the concept of heuristics. Nor do I want
to suggest that the facts themselves are notcrucial to good technical writing.
Instead, I would argue that if we want to apply rhetorical theory to the teach-
ing of technical writing, then we could begin by broadening the principle of
heuristics to include one of the most potentially powerful concepts some of
that theory has to offer: language itself as a way of knowing. It is this
view of language Susanne Langer invokes when she says:
In a sense, language is conception, and conception is
the frame of perception; or, as Sapir has put it,
"Language is heuristic.,.in that its forms predetermine
for us certain modes of observation and interpretation .... "
The fact is that our primary world of reality is a ver-
bal one. (Philosophy in a New Key, pp. 125-126-)-
For students, the potential power of such a concept lies in its ability
to suggest to them, through the way we apply it, that the reports and articles
they write are, finally, a kind of self-expression, a way to define a self as
a professional member of a language community. Without this awareness, few
students seem able to find much of value in the activity of writing.
Last year, in my introductory course in technical writing, I received a
student proposal requesting permission to do a feasibility study on the pros-
pects of opening an arcade in the campus area. Under a heading labeled
"Qualifications and Scope," the student had written a sentence which captures
the tone of the proposal in general: "Being a self-proclaimed connoisseur of
pinball, I can appreciate the usefulness of the game." Another student began
her proposal to continue research on the licensing of translators with the
following sentence: "It is noteworthy that terminology largely accounts for
the development of national languages in the recent period, in particular the
expansion of their lexical composition."
One way of describing what is wrong with these sentences is to say that,
giventheir particular contexts, the first is not objective or impersonal
enough and the second is not clear. I could also say each indicates the
writer's failure to analyze audience carefully enough beforehand. Perhaps.
But the problem of rhetorical stance in both cases is one which I would argue
can be addressed as well by focusing on how their language choice has trans-
formed their original purpose: to convince the reader not only that a problem
exists, but that they have the authority to solve it as well.
In these particular proposals, the pinball "connoisseur" sees authority
as essentially a matter of asserting it exists and in a language that, in its
idiosyncratic expression, actually denies the Professional authority it claims
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to assert. In choosingsuch language,the writer createsan unbelievableau-
dience as well, one which respectsassertionswithoutproof and is charmedby
naivet_. The secondwriter seeks her authorityin the oppositedirection,by
effacingherselfcompletelyand speakingin the voice of the institution,the
jargon of the professionaltranslator. In doing so, she impliesan audience
of insidersor, even more unlikely,a lay audienceeasily impressedby tech-
nical display.
The purposebehind using a focus on languagefor such problemswould not
be to impart rules or providemore devicesfor analyzingdata. Nor would it
be to teach theory itself. Instead,the goal would be to help students learn
to see their languageobjectivelyand to see that there are optionalways of
naming and presentingtheir factualmaterial,material they tend to assume
"presentsitself." Such an approachis not easy since seeing languagein this
way is an abilitythat apparentlyhad to develop; it is an abilityfew of my
studentshave been able to learnby memorizingrules about audienceand style.
Consequently,'a focus on languageas heuristicwould place a great deal
of emphasison readingand discussingstudentwork inclass. For students to
begin to locate themselvesbetweenpurely idiosyncraticand purely institution-
al rhetoricalchoices,they must hear the voicesother students have adopted.
And to see that the languagethey use will limit how much they and their readers
can finally know about their material,they need to see optiona!ways of defin-
ingproblems and organizingthem throughlanguage. Thus, a report or even a
descriptionof a mechanismcould be approachedin terms of the individual
rhetoricthe studenthas adoptedand then comparedto the choicesmade by
others in his or her class, operatingunder similarconstraintsof audience,
form, and purpose. Each piece of writingcould be discussed,finally,as one
possibleway of constructingthe rhetoricalsituation,an act of interpretation
among several,some inevitablymore effectivethan others,but none which is
The Answer,The Way to addressthe problem. Writing,using this approach,
would necessarilybecomemore an exploratoryact than the reproductionof a
model.
We can use such an approachto help teach invention,then, by having stu-
dents write exploratorydraftsof their materialand critiquewhat the language
impliesuntil they can reach more effectiveformulations. By focusingon their
language,studentscan begin to see how defininga rhetoricalproblem in a
certain languagecan force them into limitedConceptionsof their materialand
stereotypedviews of themselvesand their audience. (A problemwe see, for
example,when studentstry to write instructionsfor a generalaudienceby
turningthe readersinto cartooncharacterswith low I.Q.'s.) For the pinball
connoisseurand the languagetranslator,I would begin, then, byasking them
what it meant, given the contextof their proposals,to talk the way they did.
By discoveringthe implicationssuch languagechoices have for their audiences
and the authoritythe writers are seeking,both can begin to turn against their
respectiveidiosyncraticand institutionalchoicesto locate themselvesbetween
the two until they can create a stancewhich will sacrificeneitherthe personal
nor the professional.
We can approacharrangementby gettingstudentstosee headingsand the
forms themselvesas verbal reflectionsof their own thoughtin process,not as
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empty slots to be filled--a problem encouraged, I think, by asking students to
do all their thinking prior to writing itself. Instead, we could invite stu-
dents to see language as something which helps us to reason by allowing us to
arrange thingsspatially. By writing first and then using the forms to adjust
what they have written, students may begin to break out of the mindless use of
outlines. Applying headings and subheadings at a secondary stage can help them
to see how form can place restraints on what they have written, but also how
what they have written can, in part, determine the form.
Finally, we can teach style, not as a matter of just presenting the ma-
terial as clearly, objectively, and impersonally as possible, but as a larger
rhetorical concept: style as I have been describing it here--as an act of
self-expression within the constraints of a particular language community.
"1_hu_,student texts can be read not simply as vehicles for transferring infor-
mation, but, in Burke's terms, as personal "acts upon a scene," acts which re-
quire different language choices because they occur in different rhetorical
situations.
I realize that in describing such an approach I have not given you much
in the way of "how to." Much of this paper has grown out of a personal need
to find a new theoretical basis for my own course. But as I think now about
what I might do for assignments next semester, I turn automatically to ways of
complicating handbook advice about technical and professional writing. I may
ask my students to write two letters of application for jobs of their choice,
one using textbook form and correct grammar, but using the phony language we
all know as letterese. Then I might have them do another version, this time
using the IBnguage of an ideal self they.would'like to present to an employer.
Finally, I would ask them to write a third piece in which they define, on the
basis of what they have written, what they understand good professional writing
to be. Later on, I might have them write two process analyses, one for a jour-
nal read by professionals in their field and one for a manual written for lay-
men. Following that work, I might ask them, also on the basisof what they
have written, to define again the nature of good professional writing, now in
light of the constraints of different rhetorical situations.
But such assignments are only one teacher's way of approaching a concept
the power of which resides in its ability to takemany forms. Instead, I would
argue, rather, for the value of a principle--an idea behind the insignia of
personal teaching technique. That idea is based on the initial assumption that
authority in technical writing comes as much from the language the writer
chooses to use as it does from his facts. While helpful, perhaps, before writ-
ing, heuristics as they are generally used seem to place that authority outside
the realm of language altogether and place it in the device itself. And the
product model strips that authority of its essentially rhetorical nature.
So l'm led to a second assumption: that one way of teaching students to
develop authority in their writing is to help them develop a critical method,
a method which, in the social context of the classroom, allows them to evaluate
their own language choices. Teaching such a method may not be, finally, a
matter of "giving advice" at all, but rather a matter of demonstration. If
that is the case, then perhaps one of the best ways a teacher can apply the new
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rhetoricis by enactinga rhetoricalmethod of inquiryinto languageuse and by
posingwriting tasks thatwill invite the studentto do the same. By focusing
on how each studenthas chosen to create his subject, his image of himself,and
his audience,and by consideringalternativeformulationsin language,we would
be teachingour studentsthe insigniaof the cultural scene, the conventionsof
a languagecommunity. But we would also be giving them a method of grasping
the principlebehind such insignia: that technicallanguageis not just a mat-
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During the past year, I have noticed a recurrent ad that appears in The
Wall Street Journal announcing a two-day technical writing workshop for pro-
fessionals in business and technology. The ad invites "those who must communi-
cate technical information" to attend the sessions. I am sure this expensive,
tax deductible workshop draws participants from corporate headquarters and
research laboratories: people acutely aware that their professional advance-
ment depends on their ability to communicate effectively. This brief workshop
moves from city to city promising to increase awareness of what distinguishes
good technical writing and to show how to achieve it. The ad implies that
personal fulfillment, greater job staisfaction, and even job security can be
attained through the course.
Despite the advertising hyperbole, the ad focuses attention on the real
need for effective communication in the fields of business and technology.
This traveling workshop as well as similar university extension classes and
in-house educational programs exist because of the growing realization that
communication training enhances every professional's performance. These
courses are responses to the on-the-job need for improved communication skills.
Although the inability to prepare effective correspondence, proposals, and
reports does not always preclude communication, it does undermine productivity.
During our current economic uncertainties, this can be a costly handicap. The
continuing ad in The Wall Street Journal affirms the fact that many people
outside the university realize this and want to improve their writing skills.
NEED FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
This recognition of the need for effective communication is also reflected
on campuses across the country in the increased demand for business and techni-
cal communication courses and the subsequent proliferation of these classes.
Students may perceive what Andrews and Koester document in a recent survey
(1979) to determine the professional shortcomings of entry-level accountants in
C.P.A. firms, corporations, and government agencies.l Supervisors identified
nonnumerical report writing as the most significant problem area. Asking the
membership of most professional societies to describe the deficiencies of
college graduates recently hired would elicit responses similar to that re-
ported in the Andrews/Koester study.
Employer feedback as well as classroom experiences have alerted colleagues
in the colleges of business, science, and engineering to the need for students
to have more extensive training in written communication than received in basic
composition courses. Many of these faculty members encourage the development
of business andtechnical communication programs that meet the practical needs
of career-oriented students. In addition, these upper division courses help
demonstrate a department's and an institution's concern that their graduates
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develop proficiency in writing. This visible and verifiable commitment to
improving communication skills aids is dispelling the public fear that college
graduates may be unable to express themselves effectively.
Besides being popular among upperclassmen, these courses also have the
potential to attract men and women from off campus who, like their counterparts
attending a brief training workshop, seek to develop and refine their job
skills. The expectations of this complex adult audience preclude technical
communication courses from becoming revamped, intensified versions of freshman
composition or having a remedial focus. The maturity of the clientele for
these courses must be reflected in their intent and their design if they are
to succeed. In this learning situation, the traditional methods of teaching
adolescents how to write become inappropriate. More than years separate the
adult writer from the adolescent writer. Experience sharpens both an indi-
vidual's perspective of himself and his needs.
THE ADULT WRITER
Consultants who specialize in communication training for professionals
in business and technology recognize the adult's heightened awareness and
impatience when designing their workshops. Because their success depends on
their ability to appeal to an audience, these instructors must quickly and
consistently show workshop participants how the presented information is rele-
vant for their successful job performance. Initially they do this by assid-
uously striving to give their short courses the appearance of being more than
rehashes of business English and composition classes. Perhaps the continuing
popularity of Rudolf Flesch's self-help book The Art of Readable writing, and
the communication workships it spawned, stems from his belief that people
realize the formal rhetorical training received during adolescence is inade-
quate for the demands of professional life. He attributes his audience's
aversion to writing to uncertainty about how to create persuasive and mean-
ingful prose.
This confusion breeds frustration and anxiety, emotions that can undermine
self-confidence. In order to increase the adult's sense of rhetorical control
and subsequently his confidence, Flesch minimizes! the difficulties inherent in
communicating effectively. Unfortunately, this attempt at reeducation in-
creases confidence by making the task of writing efficiently look deceptively
easy. Flesch's advice may even instill unwarranted self-confidence. By
advising his inexperienced audience to "learn to write the way you talk...
and unlearn the rules you were taught in school, ''2 he attempts to make them
feel unrestrained. However, technical communication, like all disciplines,
requires self-restraint.
Flesch's directions are appealing because they sound easy, look like fun,
and require little concentration. The ArtofReadable Writing, like the lit-
erature advertising technical communication workshops, implies that the
barriers preventing writers from successfully expressing themselves are the
misinformation learned and inapplicable advice received in composition courses.
People who accept these assumptions may achieve a personally satisfying form
of self-expression, but seldom will they achieve effective communication.
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Transcription of speech, except when used to recreate dialogue, never
sounds natural on paper. Naturalness, that aesthetically pleasing sonic
quality, demands that we choose our words more carefully than we do in con-
versation. Its presence may pass undetected, but its absence is always
noticed. Aristotle emphasizes in The Rhetoric that "naturalness is persuasive,
artificiality is the contrary."3 This important quality contributes to the
overall effect that skilled writers strive to achieve.
Of course disregarding rules learned in school may be emotionally satis-
fying, but most are conventions. Few writers with professional responsibil-
ities can ignore these rules of the game. These men and women have neither
the rhetorical knowledge that would allow them to disregard rules selectively
nor the skill that would allow them to compensate effectively. Those who fail
to conform to the conventions of grammar, spelling, and organization risk draw-
ing attention away from the presented information. Instead, the focus may
shift to the inadequacies of the presentation, seriously undermining credibil-
ity.
A UNIQUE FORM OF COMMUNICATION
Despite Rudolph Flesch'e assertions, writing done by professionals in
business and technology is a uniquely difficult form of communication that
demands conformity to conventions and simultaneoulsy encourages individuality.
Imagination rather than blind compliance distinguishes effective correspon-
dance, proposals, and reports. This fact becomes apparent to anyone who
attempts to teach the discipline of technical communication conscientiously
or to master it. No formulas exist that guarantee the success of either
effort. Both require understanding of the communication process and skill.
Writing must be learned: people are not born with this facility. Although
colleagues in alldisciplines encourage efforts to develop this skill, many
mistakenly assume that every member of a faculty possesses an innate ability
to teach effective communication. A recent article in theChrOnical of Higher
Education helps demonstrate the pervasiveness of this myth. This report sum-
marizes the American Association of Higher Education's project to determine
the retraining needs of mid-career faculty whose disciplines experience declin-
ing enrollments. Listen to the project director describe a hypothetical but
possible retraining scenario. "If history enrollments are declining and the
college needs teachers for technical writing, the administration may develo_
a seminar and ask faculty members if they are willing to teach classes ....,,4
Let's alter this scenario slightly. If the demand for American history
or even Shakespeare began to grow rapidly and significantly, would anyone
suggest offering colleagues from other disciplines a seminar sothat they
could teach the overflow? I am sure that history and English departments and
the clienteles they serve would want instructors to have more than cursory
knowledge of what they teach. Cosmetic retraining seldom creates an effective
teacher. The implication that it provides adequate preparation for teaching
technical communication reveals a common but inaccurate perception of this
complex discipline.
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Through their promotional literature, consultants specializing in communi-
cation training, and even educators who retrain faculty, may inadvertently
contribute to this misconception. Ubiquitous ads emphasize the ease with
which technical communication can be mastered. Despite this claim, a brief
seminar or workshop can only provide an informative overview of the craft--no
more than a superficial introduction. Short course participants, like The Art
of Readable Writing's readers, may receive assurances that the challenges of
the discipline can be successfully met, but increased confidence without a cor-
responding increase in the comprehension of the principlesthat underlie effec-
tive communication does not improve skill. This understanding must be shared
by those who want to create successful communication and those who want to
help others learn go do it.
Professionals in business and technology must know how to do more than
merely use language correctly: they must learn to use it effectively. Corres-
pondence, proposals, and reports are more than error-free forms of self-
expression. Each must be designed for a specific purpose and audience.
Mature writers have the demanding responsibility of being both architect and
builder. They devise a plan and carry it through. Rhetorical training that
oversimplifies the writing process for these adults does them a disservice.
They must realize than any successful form of expression requires forethought
and complete concentration, a stressful combination. Rarely is writing a
relaxing experience, unless done solely for personal entertainment.
THE CHALLENGE
The psycho!ogist Masanao Toda succinctly defines the difficult challenge
shared by adult writers in his description of communication as "a mixed pro-
cess of control and observation. From the viewpoint of the sender, the sender
is transmitting information for the purpose of controlling the state of the mind
of the receiver. From the viewpoint of the receiver, the receiver is receiving
information for the purpose of correctly representing the state of mind of the
se_der_! 'Sf Skilled writers transmit information, but, in addition, they also
strive to create an impression. These senders, or communicators, control the
receiver's perception of their minds. All communication efforts can affect
either positively or negatively an audience's response to the message and the
sender. Achieving the control necessary to elicit the desired positive re-
action requires self-discipline, an attribute not easily developed.
The emphasis on the Conscious presentation of persona, or public self,
distinguishes courses in technical communication from traditional undergrad-
uate composition classes. Although the creation of any meaningful form of
written communication is an act requiring solitude, the end products of tech-
nical communication, correspondence, proposals, and reports, become public.
Professionals in business and technology and those preparing for careers in
these areas quickly recognize this fact and see their work as a reflection of
themselves. The writer's public self stems from the auth0rial presence, an
image conveyed through an organizational strategy, diction, and syntax.
Ignoring this realistic need to present the self deprives adult writers
of the opportunity to develop the rhetorical skills that will permit them to
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performsuccessfullyintheir professionallives. These men and women, unlike
adolescentslearning to write, do not discovertheir subject,their ideas, or
even themselvesas theywrite. The processof discoveryoccurs throughthe
gatheringand analysisof data. For these adultswriting is a processof
efficientlypresentingtheir informationand themselvesin a pleasingand pro-
fessionalmanner. They design their work toaccomplish a specifictask and
satisfyan actual audience. Achievingthese goals requiresthe ability to
analyzeand adapt to audience.
Socio!ogistArnold Larson'sdescriptionof language'sversatilityillumi-
nates the importanceof adaptationin technicalcommunication: "In our society
we speak as we live--accordingto our roles. Our roles are many, and the ways
we use speechare as numerous...Andeach of these roles requiresa different
use of language is the role player is with it.''6 Being "with it" means having
the abilityto adapt to changingsituations. In writing this is impossible
unlessthe writer understandslanguage'spliablerole in communicationand can
use it imaginatively. These are the goals of the effectivetechnicalcommuni-
cation course. They are achievedonly througharduousstudenteffort and a
knowledgeableinstructor'sfeedback.
Technicalcommunicationshifts the writer's attentionfrom himself to his
audience. His task is to solve the rhetoricalproblemof effectivelypresent-
ing both his informationand himself. In addition,this challengeprovides
insightsinto the complexityof the communicationprocess. This expansionof
perspectivehelps clarifythe fact that meaningfulexpressionis a conscious
act, requiringforethoughtand skill. This increasedunderstandingpermits
adult writers to begin realisticallyassessingthe difficultiesinherentin
the writingprocessand to recognizetheir sole responsibilityfor its results.
Rhetoricaldevelopment,like emotionalgrowth,is impossiblewithout the
abilityto confront,to interpret,and to evaluatethe needs of each situation
as it arises. Despiteclaims to the contrary,these are difficultsteps to
master and to teach.
Technical communication is more than simply reporting factual information.
Failure to recognize this is a disservice to those who seek to learn the craft
and those who teach them.
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Applying Selected New Rhetorical
Strategies to Teaching Professional and
Technical Writing
James M. DeGeorge
Department of English and Journalism
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, Pennsylvania 15705
The New Rhetoric of the last ten years has produced a number of
concepts which were intended primarily for the introductory composition
classroom. While we may assume that these ideas are applicable at all levels
of composition, teachers of technical and professional writing* have
generally not been as enthusiastic about these recent developments as other
teachers of composition. The reason, I think, is that professional writing
teachers are not convinced that the new rherorical strategies are partic-
ularly relevant to their pedagogical aims. In this paper I wish to make
the case that some of these new strategies can indeed be modified to
achieve the very specific aims of the professional writing instructor.
Two of these, which I treat in this paper, are Sentence Combining and
Heuristic Schemes of Invention.
As we know from the work of Hunt, Mellon, O'Hare and many others,
sentence combining has helped inexperienced writers achieve more mature
and complex prose than they might have in more traditional forms of
instruction. But we do not usually think of sentence combining as a
technique appropriate for more advanced and experienced students like those
who usually take professional writing courses. In addition the aims of a
number of sentence combining advocates--complexity and maturity measured
by sentence and clause length--do not seem to be the criteria which most
professional writing teachers hold up for imitation.
But if we replace these somewhat vague aims of general sentence
combining with more sharply focused goals appropriate for professional
writing classes, we find that sentence combining can be a very helpful
technique indeed. The goals are fairly clear and unambiguous. Since the
aim of professional writing is to communicate information in a straight-
forward manner as quickly and as efficiently as possible, the goals of
sentence combining in the professional writing context are to help students
learn to write highly readable sentences densely packed with information.
The length and complexity of these may vary, but in any case these
sentences wil_ have a high readability index as measured by readability
theorists, and they will contain a high ratio of information to number of
words, however that is measured.
*From this point on, I will use the term professional writing to refer to the
kinds of writing done in business, technical and professional areas.
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Let me examine the meaning of readability and high information
density before suggesting some ways of designing sentence combining
exercises to achieve these professionalwriting goals.
High information density is a function of sentence structure as well
as semantic specificity and concretion. Short sentences are not usually
the most efficient because they necessitate redundancy of a needless sort.
As everyone knows, sentence combining makes it possible to eliminate words
and retain meaning without any loss. On the surface at least, sentence
combining automatically tends to produce higher density of information.
So by its very nature, it would seem, sentence combining can result in
higher information density. And thus necessarily it would seem to
achieve the aims of professional writing instruction. But ithere is another
factor to be considered. High information density by itself is not enough
to insure good professional writing. Tension has to be maintained between
the information _ensity i_ a sentence and the readability of the structure
of a sentence. In other words, one can pack bits of information into a
sentence effectively if the sentence is easily comprehensible because of its
structure. High information density must be combined with easily readable
sentence structure.
Readability can be defined in at least two ways. The first definition
comes from reading theorists such as Flesch, Gunning, Klare and others.
Second there is what I call readability of the marketplace, readability
standards established in those publications which compete for a large
readership on the basis of accuracy and efficiency of information. Research
journals, stock advisories, financial reports, technical publications,
technical analyses and reports, etc. depend not only on accuracy_but
efficiency in a world where reading time is at a premium. In these terms,
wide readership means high readability. De facto the sentence patterning
_nd other stylistic qualities in these publications furnish models for
imitation because they work in the marketplace.
Both kinds of readability can form bases for sentence combining
exercises. The logic is this: if readability measurements can tell us'
which syntactical, patterns are more readable than others, then we can devise
sentence combining exercises which will help students produce highly readable
sentence patterns and combinations of patterns.
First, let us examine the information which comes from traditional
readability research. Even though readability formulae are mathematically
precise, there is not absolute agreement about their meaning. Nonetheless
there is sufficient consensus among theorists so that we can evaluate some
sentence patterns as more readable than others. These sentence patterns
can be identified by collating the conclusions of a number of reading
theorists, linguists, and well-regarded, well-read writers of composition
texts.
Syntactically the two most important readability factors are sentence
length and sentence pattern. The reading formulae of Gunning, Flesch, and
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Klare assert that longer sentences are harder to read than short ones, and
that there is a sentence length appropriate for the reading skill of a
particular audience (Klare, 1977). Houp and Pearsall, in their popular
Technical Report Writing, venture that there is an average sentence length
which technical writers as a general norm should aim for (Houp and Pearsall,
1980). Walker Gibson, in Tough, Sweet and Stuffy, (1966) feels that clause
length is also important. He suggests that subordinate clause length should
not exceed ten words and that the proportionate length of subordinate clauses
should not be more than a third of the total sentence length. Houp and
Pearsall (1980) cite Francis Christens en's valuable but limited early
research which found that 95% of the sentences sampled followed either the
pattern Subject Verb Object (Complement) or Short Adverbal plus Subject Verb
Object (Complement). Further, he found that the pattern SVO(C) without
initial modifier occurred with about 75% frequency. Of the sentences counted,
about 23% contained a short left-branch or initial or prepositional phrases.
Left-branch modifiers occur before the subject; right-branch after the object
or complement. The left-branch infinitive or participial phrase occurred
only 1.2% of the time. The subject of the sentences sampled was delayed
until after the verb in only .3% of the cases. This early research estab-
lished the idea that patterns could indeed be observed in easily compre-
hensible prose and that the patterns are probably a factor in the readability
of that prose.
More recently psycholinguists have verified that left-branched complex
sentences are more difficult to remember than right-branched complex
sentences (Clark and Clark, 1968). Embedding a clause at the beginning or
in the middle of a sentence makes that sentence harder to understand than
placing the clause in the right branch position (Miller and Isard, 1964;
Schwartz, Sparkman, and Deese, 1970).
Embedded element at beginning:
Tha____tw__ear___epreparedis something he knows.
Embedded element in right branch position:
He knows that we are prepared.
Embedded element centrally placed:
The equipment, meeting all strict specifications of the
engineers, performed verywell.
Embedded element in right branch position:
The equipment performed well, meeting all strict specifications
of the engineers.
While single center-of-the-sentence embedding of clauses can be fairly
easily handled by the reader, readability drops dramatically with additional
center embeddings (Larkin and Burns, 1970).
Briefly other findings are that negative sentences are less compre-
hensible than positive versions (Wason, 1961). Relative clauses are
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easier to understand when the relative pronoun is not deleted (Hakes and
Cairns, 1970). The active voice is easier to comprehend than the passive
voice (Klare, 1977). Sentences with nominalizations in the subject position
are more difficult to process cognitively than sentences with subjects which
are the agents of the action of the verb (Coleman, 1954; Williams, 1979).
From this brief look at readability research, we can pull together
a number of generalizations which can suggest ideas for creating sentence
combining exercises for professional writers.
The basic sentence pattern that can be used most of the time can be
represented schematically as follows:
LB S V 0 (C) RB
frequent phrasal and clausal
adverbial modification placed here
modification more often than in other
Positions.
Central embedding should be kept to single embedding. Active affirmative
sentences should be chosen over passive or negative forms. To look at this
pattern another way, predication should be kept straightforward, relat±v_y
short, and the added commentary or qualifying information should be put in
the right-branch position as frequently as possible. (If this conclusion
seems prescriptive, to be writing by number, so to speak, it is good to
recall that one of the great stylistic achievements of the Renaissance was
the variety achieved within the fixed sonnet form.)
If we can, as I have suggested, define readability, especially
syntactic readability, in terms of stylistic features, then logically the
next step is to use that information to design sentence combining exercises
which will help professional writing students produce highly readable,
efficient sentences high in information density. The purpose of this paper
is, however, not to produce those exercises but to suggest how that might
be done.
First of all, to achieve high information density, sentences have to
he combined to reduce the total number of words and at the sam_ time the
combined sentences have to follow the patterns I have generalized in previous
paragraphs. Students can first be taught to economize words by using such
combining strategies as the relative clause, participial and infinitive
phrases, appositives and absolutes. Then exercises could call for Percent -
ages and types of combinations in various positions of the sentence, right
and left-branch, single central embedding can be called for. We could
imagine,_ for instance an exercise calling for a mixture of left-branch
adverbial modification in twenty percent of the sentences, right-branch
relative clause modification in forty percent of the sentences, and parti-
cipial right-branch modification in thirty percent of the sentences. The
instructions could be as specific as the teacher considers appropriate, or
.±.
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they canbe approximate such as this:
"Combine the following kernals into a passage in which there
are no more than five left-branch modifiers of more than five
words each. Try to achieve a heavy proportion of right-branch
modification, using any of the four combining strategies which
we have practiced."
At this point, one might be asking: Where do the short kernal
sentences in the exercises come from? Presently there is no sentence
combining text for professional writers.* Until such time as a text
appears, instructors will have to brush up their transformational grammar
skills, examine the current sentence combining texts, and create the
exercises themselves.
Let me get back tothe kinds of exercises that can be devised.
Students can be asked to combine kernals in a variety of ways and to
compare the relative readability of left-branch and right,branch modifi-
cation; to similarly compare the readability of single central embedding
with that of multiple embedding; to compare phrasal modification to
clausal, and so forth.
Additionally, kernals with nominalizations could be rewritten in
combinations so that the nominalizations are detransformed into the
structures they originally came from. Abstract words in the kernals could
be replaced with more concrete words. Passive constructions in the kernals
could be changed into active ones.
These are exercises based upon traditional readability criteria.
But I have suggested another kind, readability of the marketplace. It too
can provide a basis for sentence combining exercises. Marketplace reada-
bility assumes that the most readable sentence patterning is found in
widely read publications which vie for an audience in the marketplace of
readers. How can we determine what this sentence patterning is and how
can we get students to imitate it?
The answer is provided by a technique of stylistic analysis which
has been created by Patrick Hartwell, Professor of English at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania. Basically Hartwell's method begins with a
stylistic worksheet which identifies key features that define a particular
style. It does this in quantitative terms, in numbers and percentages.
Once the student has used the sheet to get a stylistic fix on the writing
he/she wishes to imitate, the next step is to replicate the numbers and
percentages in his/her own writing. The duplicated features will result
in the same kind of readability as found in the original, assuming that
the student's writing has the same semantic readability as the original.
*Colleagues of mine--Richard Ray, Gary 01SOn--and I are working on such




i. Number of words
2. Number of Sentences
3. Words per Sentence (i _ 2) %
4. Number of T-Units
5. Words per T-Unit (i 9 4)
6. T-Units per Sentence (4 - 2) %
PRED ICAT ION
7. Number of Finite _erbs
8. Number Agent Subjects
9. % Agent Subjects (8 _- 7)
I0. Number of to be as Main Verb
(am, are, is, was, were)
ii. % to b-_-as Main Verb _0 ' 7) %
DICTION
12. Number of Polysyllabic Words
13. % Polysyllabic Words (12 - i) %
MODIFICATION
14. Number of Words in Free Modification
15. % of Words in Free Modification (14 _ i) %
16. Number of LB Free Modifiers
17. Words in LB Free Modification
18. Avg. Length of LB Free Modifiers (17 " 16)
19. Number of Embedded Free Modifiers
20. Words in Embedded Free Modifiers
21. Avg. Length of Embedded Free
Modifiers (20 - 19)
22. Number of RB Free Modifiers
23. Words in RB Free Modification
24. Avg. Length of RB Free
Modifiers (23 .'-22)
Stylistic features can be added to or deleted from the sheet to fit
the needs of the students using it, and to help the instructor focus
directly on whatever he/she wants to emphasize.
At this point we need to see the connection between the stylistic
worksheet and sentence combining exercises. The worksheet pinpoints the
features which produce readability in the models which we have chosen.
With that quantitative information as a base, we can then devise sentence
combining exercises to help students imitate the original, and produce the
kinds of readable sentences in the original. In other words, the instructor
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begins with a piece of widely-read and well-regarded writing-'the kind found
in Fortune, Science, The Wall Street Journal, The Scientific American--
analyzes it using a stylistic instrument, then devises sentence combining
exercises to produce features found in the original. One of the advantages
of this system is that if there are stylistic differences which distinguish
one type of professional writing from another, then the style sheet allows
the instructor to devise sentence combining exercises which will help the
student imitate the distinguishing features of the original.
On the basis of the style sheet, the instructor can design exercises
that call for sentences of a certain average length; students can be
directed to produce a certain percentage of agent subjects, a certain
percentage of words in free modification, a certain percentage of right and
left branch modifiers, and so on, using any and all of the features on the
sheet as guides for sentence combining exercises.
Sentence combining, then, can be a very specific and useful tool
for professional writing teachers if it can be targeted to produce
qualities which are essential to professional writing.
The second topic from contemporary rhetoric which has special appli-
cability for the professional writing classroom is invention. Invention
is not new, but some of the heuristic schemes developed recently are. Many
of them propose to help the inexperienced writer find subject matter to
write_• about. But the professional writer does not often need that kind of
help. For the professional writer, the topic is well defined by the task
in front of him/her. What the professional writer often needs is a guide
to help him/her figure out a way to come to a written solution to a certain
problem. In short, the professional writer needs a problem solving
heuristic scheme.
I will briefly mention and discuss a few invention devices which
serve this special need of the professional writer. The first, and one of
the best short heuristic devices, is Mathes and Stevenson's three part
intellectual strategy fully explained in their text Designing the Technical
Report! (1976). It instructs the writer first to formulate the problem
which his/her organization has asMed the writer to deal with; second it
asks the writer to state the technical or specific tasks which the writer
is asked to perform; and third it directs the writer to formulate the
instrumental purpose of the document which is to be written. This scheme
clarifies the task for the writer and helps him/her arrive at a written
solution to the problem.
Linda Flower's Problem Solvin_ Strategies for Writing (1981)
helps the writer discover strategies or intellectual routines which have
been identified by cognitive psychologists. Although designed to help
students unlock memory, this heuristic also leads the writer to see that
writing can be approached as a problem to be solved and is amenable to
mental routines used to solve other problems.
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One final example of a problem solving heuristic which is specif-
ically applicable to professional writing is a cultural heuristic derived
from anthropologist, Edward Hall (1959). It differs from the others
mentioned in that it emphasizes subject matter categories rather than intel-
lectual strategies.
Hall has defined ten primary message systems which in effect are
cultural subject matter categories covering possibly all topics and all
channels by which humans communicate. These are primary in that they have
roots in biology. Before I define them briefly, let me point out if these
categories in fact cover all human topics, then they might provide perspec-
tives through which to view any problem so that no angle is overlQoked in
an attempt to find a solution. The ten primary message systems can be
defined as follows:
i. Interaction is the reactability of all living substance to
stimulus. The most basic form of interaction is the reaction
of a cell to stimulus. A more complex form is reaction to
language by human beings.
2. Association involves forming of groups and the resulting
rank or status which follows from grouping. The grouping can
be vertical and hierarchical or horizontal and egalitarian.
3. Subsistence is the process of obtaining whatever is
necessary to maintain life. It involves micro and macro
economic systems from primitive agriculture to sophis-
ticated technological-industrical economics.
4. Bisexuality is the system by which society assigns cultural
roles which differentiate male and female. It is society's
indication of a desire to polarize some aspects of sexual
behavior. (This widespread cultural differentiation is of
course being challenged in some ways by feminist movement.
5. Territoriality is the system which involves location,
orientation, and boundaries in space, personal and otherwise.
6. Temporality is the system which concerns time, timing, and
rhythmic occurrence. It involves past, present, future, and
change.
7. Learning is the intake of data in order to respond to or
ignore the environment.
8. Play is a pleasure-giving experimentation with the envi_
ronment in regularized (by rules) or non-regularized
patterns. It is testing the possibilities in the environment.
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9. Defense is the system involving any activity which wards
off harm or danger.
i0. Exploitation is the system by which man uses things in the
environment to serve his purposes.
The ten PMS categories Can become a problem solving heuristic if
they are converted into questions with which to probe the problem. (DeGeorge,
1980). Each question provides a way to view the problem from one of the
primary categories of human behavior. Theoretically then the problem
should be covered from all angles. The questions are as follows:
i. Is communication or interaction or stimulus/response a
factor in the problem? What interaction in the organization
is involved?
2. How is grouping or ranking or status involved in the problem?
In what way is ranking or association involved in the
organization?
3. How does subsistence or the acquiring of goods, necessities,
profits, wealth, capital, etc., figure into the problem? Is
the subsistence of the organization involved? How?
4. Is sexual differentiation between male and female a factor
in the problem? Is sexual differentiation in the organi-
zation involved?
5. Is territority of boundary or place or space, literally or
figuratively a factor in this problem? Is the territor-
iality or physical environment of the organization involved?
6. What factor does time play in the problem? Change? How
are patterns or cycles of events involved in the problem?
How does time involve the organization?
7. In what way is learning a factor in the problem? What is to
be learned? How can it be taught? Is learning in the orga,
niza%ion involved?
8. Is play or testing or experimenting a factor in this problem?
How is play or testing out the possibilities a factor for
the organization?
9. Is defense and against what or whom a factor in the problem?
Is the defense of the organization involved? How?
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i0. What persons or things in the environment can be bene-
ficially exploited or used to solve the problem? What
resources of the organization can be exploited beneficially?
In .all questions the organization mentioned is, of course, the one which
provides the context for the problems.
The purpose of this paper has been to suggest that some of the
New Rhetorical concepts can have special application for instruction in
professional writing. In particular sentence combining and problem solving
heuristics can be not only useful for teachers of professional writing, but
can become very precise tools to achieve very precise objectives.
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THE COMPUTER, THE MANAGER, AND THE TEACHER OF WRITING
N. Alex Stedman, III
Southwest Texas State University
Although he is totally unaware of it, the teacher of writing in English
departments is facing what seems to be an unholy convergence with managerial
written communications and the computer-based electronic office. The latter
may seem at best to be an exotic term, and at worst a dark, ill-defined threat
to the existence of English teachers. We may see it as a foreboding juggernaut
encrusted with silicon chips that is out to do in what is left of our humanis-
tic academe--our own private Darth Vader who holds aloft a blazing sword of
software, with which he threatens to lop off our literature-worshipping heads
with a single swipe. We hold that writing properly carried out should be done
at worst with a typewriter (preferably on rag content paper); better still on
parchment with a quill pen. In any event, it should not be in arcane typefaces
blooming in ghostly images on computer terminals.
But whether we like it or not, the action is in business, engineering, and
computers. Virtually every news or business magazine has devoted a large sec-
tion or an entire issue to the so-called reindustrialization of America; Presi-
dent Reagan's entire tax program is calculated to support such a renaissance.
Let us assume that business, government, and the people in general join in such
an effort as I think that we must. Then the thrust of education and training
must be toward business, engineering, and the supporting sciences.
With the continuing slide in enrollment in English departments and the
burgeoning enrollment in business and engineering schools, most of us sit sali-
vating on the sidelines wondering how we can get in on the action. And as a
part of that process of wondering, we speculate what--if any--concessions that
we must make as the price of admission to get aboard that gravy train. Re-
member thatmost of us have rather rigidly maintained that if the student can
write about literature, he or she can write about anything. In essence, we
the expert leave the extrapolation to the inexpert. I am not here to argue
either post hoc or cause and affect; but I do argue that the sickening slide in
enrollment continues--and we are at least party to sending into industry and
Business young men and women who do not have the necessary ability to write and
speak.
A study published in the Spring 1980 issue of Human Resource Management
brought out that both the deans of business schools and personnel executives in
industry considered that B-schools were doing "'fairly well' in meeting the
needs of the business sector," but they saw areas in need of improvement.
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Those areas were these:
---Higher, more selective standards for admissions.
---More interaction and meaningful dialogue among faculty, students,
and business leaders.
---Morebasic liberal arts courses in the curriculum.
---More emphasis on analyzingand solving problems.
---More emphasis on developing oral and written communlcationskills.
---More emphasis on the application of theory and learned skills to
practical business problems.
Now English departments cannot fill all of those vacuums, but I think that
we can do more than you realize--and I will---dealwith that later. The impor-
tant thing is that these six current needs have been def±ned after surveys of
current employees by higher level executives, especially in personnel divisions.
In other words, the needs of potential students that you may be faced with
teaching how to communicate adequately will very likely be those listed just
above.
But before you rush into some business, lance down and at full gallop,
you must realize that teaching lower and middle management is somewhat different
from teaching college students. I don't mean to be patronizing, but there are
some differences that could easily escape you. Writing in business is _uch
more specialized than even that writing that is taught in business writing
courses: we have not the fogglest notion which company in whlch industry will
engage one of our accounting graduates, so we must pretty much stay in the
middle of the fairway. Worse still, students later to enter management, fin-
ance, marketing, personnel work, and others will have their own particular
writing needs--even if they were going to the same company (which they are
not).
And the intra-industry variations are not inconsequential. Each company is
the product of s_aPing by the industry that it is in and by the people that it
employs, many of whom have come from competitors. For instance, I was employed
by Container Corporation of America, St. Regis Paper Company, and Inland Con-
tainer Corporation. All produced corrugated paper boxes used to ship a wide
variety of other products; all competed in the Southwest and other parts of the
country--and by all rights, all should have done things the same way and shared
the same philosophies.
But they did not. All looked at me through different ends of the tele-
scope, andmy second and third acculturations were evenmore trying than the
first. You may have been subjected to similar sorts of cultural shock as you
have moved--from one campus to another, encountering s_nioracademlclans with
different horizons and administrators differently lamebrained.
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As a university is shaped by its faculty and staff, its students, its
location and environment, its mission, its competition, and its heritage, so is
a corporationshaped similarly. Each is different, and communication within
and without is different. Many of the differences are counterproductive, and a
company may be slowly strangling from writing and speech that is ineffective or
information transmission that is imperfect. We as writing teachers cannot deal
directly with the latter, but we do need to be aware of what is available on
the market now, as well as what is expected to be available in the very near
future. And we certainly can deal with the former: ineffective writing and
speech.
First, realizewhat sort Of writing instructionyoung submanagers with
BBA's are likely to have receivedin the past few years. They receivedat most
universities_one or two semestersof freshmancomposition--maybe.In that all
of the jobs have been in business the past few years,B-schoolshave attracted
a high percentageof the bright,energetic,aggressivestudents. And those
bright students,in many cases,receivedadvancedstandingin compositionor
placed out of it completely. Their GPA's and their SAT's and ACT's do not mean
that all of them can write; they just mean that they are bright: the chances
are reasonablyhigh that they never wrote a single,solitarypaper in high
school. All are requiredto take businesscommunicationsin their junioryear,
but classeshere (as at most schools,I suspect)run to forty or more. Here,
as at the Universityof Texas at Austin, the businessschool has 25 percent of
the total number of students,but they have I0 percentof the faculty. So the
studentsdon't get to write as many letters,memoranda,reports,and proposals
as they would if the classeswere 25 or less. Hence the_studentsgo forth to
do battle in industrywith the slenderestof writingcredentials. Most of
them are well-tralnedtechnicallyin accounting,computerinformationsystems,
marketing,and finance,but in the main, they just have not had sufficient
opportunityto put their thoughtsinto writing.
Second, I think that it is imperative that we examine what is bearing down
on us as well as the business community. Because of automation and other manu-
facturing efficiencies, the workforce in industry has been slowly shifting
from the manufacturing plant into the office. In fact, in industry as a whole,
over 50 percent of the workforce is now in the office, and the shift is still
continuing. And most of these people, whether by means of computer terminals,
word processors, or dictating machines linked to secretaries, are having to
write--and write in great quantity. Some companies seek rather costly ways
out out of the predicament. Some months ago, I spent the afternoon talking
with the vice president of a local manufacturing firm about on-site classes
of several descriptions. When I asked his about the writing capabilities of
his engineers, he rather airily dismissed the problem. He said, "Oh, none of
our engineers can write, so we Just hire English majors as secretaries." It
would seem to me that that is winning the battle but losing the war. Reason-
ably competent secretaries are demanding (and getting) $14,000 and upwards in
Austin and probably more in more highly industrialized cities--even if they do
not have a near-degree or better in English. Worse still, such a policy seems
to me to be on collision course with the developing electronic office.
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I do not think that many of us are equipped to visualize what is almost
certain to happen in written communications in the next five to ten years. A
friend of mine in the math department who does not generally lean towards
hyperbole said that he expects the microcomputer to have more effect on our
civilization than the whole of the Industrial Revolution. Already such firms
as Xerox and Datapoint have ready for installation complete electronic office
systems that combine data processing, word processing, electronic data trans-
mission, electronic rather than carbon-copy files, and communications manage-
ment. For example, carbon copies of letters and memoranda will be replaced by
electronic impulses stored on discs. They will not be available for retrieval
filed in a folder in a filing cabinet under just a single heading, but they
will be available under almost any number of "headings."
Let's say that that you are trying to locate the "copy" of a letter you
wrote in May 1981. You have forgotten the name Of the company, and all that
you remember of the person's name is that his first one was Frank. Further,
you remember that the subject matter was brass high-pressure steam valves.
Actually, that is more than enough for the search system developed by Data-
point. All you must do is sit down to the terminal, type in May 1981, Frank,
brass, high-pressure, steam, and valves, and the computer will search the en-
tire data base for letters written in May 1981 that had all of those words in
them. All you will have to do is visually sort through the very few that are
presented on your terminal cathode ray tube (CRT). Then, if you like, you
can print out a copy of the letter on a nearby printer. Today, with our paper
files, you would have to remember the name of the company that Frank worked
for, or you would be in deep trouble. Even if you did, your secretary would
have to dig the copy from the files. If it had been written in preceding
years, you or your secretary would have to go out to a storage room, lift down
a heavy transfer case, extract the copy, and replace the case. Then when you
wanted to refile the copy, you would have to repeat the whole process.
Or let's say that you are a marketing representative who has just checked
the hotel a thousand miles from your home office. You have picked up some in-
formation that your office badly needs. You merely plug in your personal ter-
minal (litis about the same size and weight of a portable typewriter), connect
your room phone to the terminal "interface," dial the office number, type the
message to the proper person, and the memo is immediately printed by the
_rinter nearest that person's desk. Or it can be held in storage until that
person tomorrow morning "asks" the terminal what messages he has received
overnight. In either case, he has the information at 8 AM tomorrow morning.
Thus the constantly worsening national mail situation of slowing deliveries
and increasing costs is solved by what amounts to an in-house delivery system
that extends nationwide. Mail may be accumulated in electronic storage during
the workday, dumped into the telephone or satellite transmission system during
the early hours of the morning when transmission rates are extremely cheap,
and then printed out in the proper offices all over the nation by 8 AM the
next morning. Or our salesman can get copies of the latest price lists, de-
livery schedules, production changes, etc. without having to resort to scrib-
bling down figures from a telephone conversation.
Raw data can be entered into the information system where it can be
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analyzed statistically, and the findings can be printed out or displayed on
CRT's alphanumerically or in a wide variety of color graphics for examination
by people who are engaged in an electronic conference in Hong Kong, Basle,
Stuttgart, Capetown, Dallas, Tel Avlv--and even San Marcos. A group of people
would be talking in writing to one another--without benefit of secretaries to
correct the spelling and mushy syntax of executives and engineers. All will
have to be able to express their thoughts via keyboard quickly and accurately,
or the advantage of the electronic conference would be lost.
Let us just say that the executive or the engineer has a secretary for
most of his typing. If he has the ability to edit his own dictation effec-
tively, then he has significant advantage over that person who must wait for
his secretary get his amended thoughts into unfractured syntax. So the person
who can write, as well as operate a word processor, has the capability of do-
ing major surgery on his material and then get on to other matters.
The advances in hardware are coming on the market so rapidly that one must
consult with manufacturers almost daily to stay current with the market. For
example, Xerox introduced its Ethernet system, which is capable of linking all
the electronic equipment in an office regardless of who manufactured it. Then
it introduced a microprocessor that is said to be more flexible b_t less ex-
pensive than the TRS-80 Model III or the Apple II computers. Further, with
certain additions, it can take on word processing capabilities--and be under
the price of the competing Wang. I believe that one thing is clear: as the
hardware gets cheaper, lighter, and more flexible, more and more opportunity
will be available for the manager or engineer to do more and more of his own
writing. And the secretary/grammarian will slowly join the dinosaur. Or even
more likely: the inarticulate manager will join the dinosaur, and the secre-
tary/grammarian will take his job!
A potential teacher of writing in business must realize that at present
there is a very wide range in the levels of office automation among the thou-
sands of American businesses. Probably most at present are limited to account-
ing and business records computers and Selectric typewriters. But many have
moved into word processors or the so-called intelligent typewriters. These
range from little more than self-correcting units to processors that will allow
deletions, additions, corrections, reconfigurations in layout, changes in for-
mat,and other editing of a wide variety--all without retyping.
The race for the electronic office market is just really started, with
almost every manufacturer already in or preparing to enter the race. The soft-
ware (the instructions by which the computers operate) is!iprobably the worst
bottleneck in the conversion at present, so many top executives are a bit wary
about leaping into an electronic setup that is improperly programmed. But leap
he must eventually; as was mentioned above, over half of the workforce is now
in offices, and the nember is increasing. Further, management has suddenly
realized that industry has invested over eight times as much per capita in the
plant as they have in the office. So automation in the office is not a matter
of "if" but instead "when."
So if the teacher of writing goes into one of America's corporation, he
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must expect to find the communication system at almost any level of sophistica-
tion. Many of you may find that the secretary is the best writer in the office
--and she is at the bottom of the totem pole and the only one who is not on a
career track. However, that situation cannot continue for long, for at least
two reasons. First, business is having an awful time getting secretaries who
can translate strangled jargon and twisted syntax produced by engineersand
systems analysts into something that resembles English. So the price of arti-
culate secretaries is being bid up in the marketplace. And second, and as a
consequence of the first, the cost of a secretary to handle even the simplest
writing is reducing the cost advantage of the electronic office. So a certain
amount of the keyboarding is going to have to be taken overby the manager him-
self, especially for short memos and calling up information from the computer-
ized files. Hence the manager who can write simply and clearly--and can mech-
anically do the writing himself--will find less impediment as he seeks to move
up the managerial ladder. Y0ur job, as teacher of people already in position,
will be to determine where the company is with respect to office automation,
and prepare them for what is already there or inevitably approaching.
Insofar as some of the shortcomings of business schools mentioned in Human
Resources Management are concerned, they fall outside of the province of this
paper. True, most BBA's and engineers do not get enough humanities, but I have
a notion that most of us would say that they really need three hours of what I
wrote my thesis on. However, three more hours of anything may not be the an-
swer. We in the humanities, in spite of our love and respect of rhetoric, just
may not be communicating with these youngsters. We just may not be getting
through to them that they come to college for two reasons: to learn how to
make a living, and to learn how to live. I suspect that most of us miss the
target on the latter.
Oral communications may seem not to be our bailiwick either, but that may
be a copout. If we condemn the B-school faculty for not requiring enough writ-
ing from their students to keep their skills sharpened, then the speech depart-
ment is perfectly within its rights to do the same to us. Hence in a new
course that I am opening in report and technical writing, I shall require an
oral presentation of a written proposal that the class must grade as to its
effectiveness. I know that oral as well as written presentations are a problem
for industry. A senior vice president of a computer manufacturing firm once
told me that he had watched a succession of bring young people come before the
executive committee with ideas or proposals that they wanted the committee to
back. He said that he suspected that many of the ideas had a great deal of
merit, but those presenting many of them did such miserable jobs that the pres-
ident often interrupted and excused them before they completed their presenta-
tions.
Problem solving can be our bailiwick. For example, if someone comes run-
ing in howling that the billing department is all screwed up, the manager
should not pick up a club and head for the billing department. Its being
screwed up is most likely a symptom and not a root problem. In most of our
writing courses, we probably do not stress isolating and defining a problem
nearly as much as we should. Read Barry Commoner's book, The Poverty of
Power, which has been lauded by reviewers as being one of the most comprehen-
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sible of treatises of recent years. His approach throughout is to isolate a
problem, define it, and give an example. When he examines a problem, you may
not agree with his treatment, but you understand what he is talking about.
Each spring, I teach a second-half freshman composition course to Just business
majors who must deal with situations drawn from a casebook. I require them to
take the case apart, locate the core problem, determine all possible solutions,
pick what seems to be the best, and then prove to me why it is. I think that
the approach is valid,because managers spend most of their time solving prob-
lems. In fact, if there were no problems, there would be precious few managers
drawing substantial salaries.
Now how does the professor of rhetoric or composition translate all of
this into a class or seminar? First, there is going to have to be some prep-
aration on your part. Go to one of the manufacturers or to his local sales
office and get a Better overview of the state of the art than I have been able
to give you here. I Would suggest Datapoint, IBM, Xerox, or Wang. Don't be
backward about asking for demonstrations and explanations, as what I suggest
here has to do with our actually pretraining our students to function better on
their equipment when they graduate and go to work. For example, Datapoint and
IBM have me an entire morning of each of their time, with the help of a total
of eight people. And there was only me.
Then go to whoever in your math or computer science or computer informa-
tion systems department is Best staying abreast of developments in hardware and
software, and then pick his or her brains. Audit or squat in a course that
deals with an overview of computers. You don't need to know programming it-
self, but you do need to know the potential (and limitation_ of mainframes,
minicomputers, microcomputers, and word processors. And you need to know how
to talk to a programmer.
Then go to your prospect firm and see if they have a treatahle problem.
And while you are at it, start as high up the ladder as possible. A general
manager or chief executive officer can see problems, and he moves and shakes.
Besides, it is often suicidal to have to try to go over the head of your
original contact later; managers can often Be as pettish as deans and provosts.
Insofar as the particulars of writing itself, I think that there are cer-
tain universals: simple, clear, and direct writing is effective anywhere.
And most people in rather esoteric environments--whetherin Business orin
academe,-usually feel driven to unconsciously indulge in what a psychologist
friendof mine called penis-waving: they just have to show:everyone else that
they belong to the group. So they spray specialized jargon and clotted syntax
around like a randy tomcat. One of the hardest jobs that you will encounter
will be to convince businessmen that simple language is the best: more people
can understand it. The shorter the word or the sentence or the Paragraph, the
better. Maximum comprehension by thereaderwhile he is quickly scanning is
a major goal, as the reader has only one commodity to sell: his time. The
best possible memorandum is one that is so Clear that the reader cannot mis-
understand it even if he wants to. In literature, writing is generally the
end; in business, it is only the means to an end--generally tomove people to
do something that they do not want to do.
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Look for individual corporate style, but leave it alone unless it inter-
feres with effective communication. Some of it has its roots with someone far
up the corporate ladder--the chairman of the board or his wife or his mistress.
It is often like the picture of the wretchedly plain little girl whose face is
all over the carton. She turns out to be the sainted aunt of the president,
and the company is stuck with her, regardless of how many sales her gargoyle
face kills. So if some trite phrases and construction just have to exist,
just work around them--and use them as infrequently as possible. Do the same
with industrial jargon. It can be extremely effective and economical IF every-
one addressed in the memo or letter knows exactly what the jargon words mean.
Besides, jargon serves to agglutinate people within a company or an industry.
Now as to methods of teaching. I am firmly convinced that you should
limit classes (if you have them) certainly to a corporation, and preferably to
a division or a large department. If the people come from one area within a
corporation, they will talk much more readily about communications, problems
that they have, and they will bring in all sorts of actual examples of bad
writing, most of it current. Such a situation gives you hands-on experience
in examining and treating real writing problems that are impossible for you to
duplicate. Also, you get to talk about the dynamics of why and to whom some-
thing was written to begin with. That can be crucial in any discussion of
writing.
Should there be classes at all? If the general manager insists, do so:
most people end up liking what they asked for. However, I have found that many
classes scheduled for middle management are not consistently attended enough
for them to be as effective as I desired them to Be. The people are too often
in Stockholm or Dublin or Rome or London or Tokyo or New York or Bug Tussle or
God knows where, and you find.yourself having a problem with continuity. Most
managers just cannot be available for classes at a particular time for even a
couple of months.
Workshops, in my experience, are a lot of fun if you have a lot of flash
and pizazz. But you had better grab your money and run with it, because I have
never seen one in which anyone learned very much about writing; there is just
not enough time.
Although I have not tried it as extensively as I should like to have a
firm judgment, I believe that the system that works best for most instructors
in most industrial firms is for them to function as a sort of in-house grammar-
ian. Use short classes--twenty minutes or so--to set forth points that all
need to consider. But for most of the Contact and instruction, set up a day
each week during which you drop around and visit each "student" for fifteen
minutes or so, and examine and critique all that that person has written that
particular week. You and your student will be dealing with how he has solved
actual problems that he has encountered, and there is just not a better envi-
ronment in which to teach anyone to write!
But there is a benefit to you as a teacher that is easy to overlook. Any
experience that you can gain in industry will be ahsolutel F priceless in your
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regular classes back on the campus_ I have found that business, engineering ,
and science majors can be reachedmuch more easilyif you can bring in non-
campus business experiences of your own--even if they are not from exactly the
right work environment. Most of us have a difficult time teaching writing
just because we have not had much or any business or industrial experience. So
your getting off-campus may very well enrich you in two ways.
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English teachers more andmore face two choices: to teach technical
writing or not to teach,at all. While the choices may seem bleak to those who
have never taught technical w_!t!ng but who do want to teach, the decision to
switch (whether _oluntary or forced) requires certain changes. These include
retraining and rethinking to make the transition from literary scholar to
technical communicator. This paper outlines the steps toward such a change,
the end result producing a transformed English teacher with all the skills of
one's literary background put to good practical use in the technical fields.
TNTRODUCTION
While attending a recent seminar for teachers of technical writing, I be-
came aware of the phenomenon I had already been contemplating for some time:
the rift in the profession between teachers with technical backgrounds and
teachers with literary backgrounds. Once again the question arises: Can the
twain never meet? Much, of course, has been written on the subject but ap-
parently not enough to settle the question, which continues to be argued with
increasing vigor on several fronts (ref. 1).
As a "lit jock" (ref. 2) who teaches technical writing at an engineering
college, I feel certain pressures from those in the scientific and technical
fields to "account" for my exiStence. If one can take solace in numbers, I am
able to derive a certain comfort in the knowledge that my situation is not
unique, but is experienced by many of my colleagues throughout the country, and
will be shared by still more as two-year and four-year institutions continue to
add technical writing courses to their curricula. With such a rapid expansion
of the technical writing curriculum nationwide come several questions: Why are
technical writing courses becoming so popular? Who is going to teach them?
And what must a teacher's credentials be? The answers to these questions form
the basis of this article.
THE POPULARITY OF TECHNICAL WRITING COURSES
Among the many reasons for the marked increase in technical writing
courses on the college level are the following:
1. Today's scientific, technological, and technical students, the future
leaders of tomorrow's technological movement, must have the ability to communi-
cate their knowledge and expertise, both to theirpeers and others. Their em-
ployers repeatedly stress the need for such skills and seek employees who
possess them. Therefore, technical writing courses must be a part of any
scientific curriculum.
2. If scientists must be able to communicate effectively with their peers
and others, who is going to communicate the scientists' knowledge to the user?
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Enter the technical writer, whose Job must be to translate high!y complex _a-
terial for general consumption by large numbers. Thus, t_chni¢_l writing
coursesare being developed for him, and the number Qf c0_m_n_ca%$ons_majors
increases as the demand increases.
3. That takes care of two specialized groups, but what aho_t the English
major? Their number has been diminishing rapidly over the past decade as the
need for greater specificity and accountability _have becomethe requirements
of an increasingly expensive college education. Technical w_iting skills lend
practical application to an otherwise humanistic pursuit of Great Works and
allow the English major to continue study in his chosen field while adding a
marketable dimension to his degree.
THE TECHNICAL WRITING TEACHER
Few, if any, would quibble with the correctness and even desirability of
scientists or engineers or technologists teaching technical writing to scien-
tists or engineers or technologists if they have a firm grasp of writing
skills, grammar, and usage. There are, of course, excellent teachers possess-
ing such skills; but not many. More often such individuals find happiness
(and higher salaries) in the fields of science or engineering or technology.
Likewise, if they hold degrees in technical writing, they are likely to be em-
ployed by industry or government, notby academia.
So that leaves the English teacher, who, with his or her traditional de-
gree in literature and/or composition, is usually regarded with suspicion by
the scientific sphere. It also leaves the English teacher because he or she
is already on Campus teaching courses for which there is a lesser and lesser
demand. Granted, the English teacher's degree in literature or composition
does not automatically qualify him or her to teach technical writing; but a
"lit jock" does bring certain strengths to the teaching of technical writing,
and the weaknesses can be removed through education and exposure to the techni-
cal and scientific environment.
THE ENGLISH TEACHER'S STRENGTHS
He knows good writing when he sees it, he knows how to produce it, and
he knows how to communicate the techniques to others. He also knows intimately
the rules of grammar, punctuation, spelling_ and syntax. He understands the
methods of organization and development, and he can convey these to others.
He knows the value of editing as a crucial step in the development of the prod-
uct. He also knows how to analyze his audience and to deliver the message
appropriate to that audience. How does he know these things? By the nature
of his studies and his teaching, he has read, and continues to read, a lot,
and he has written, and generally continues to write, a lot. Most of his
writing has undergone his own personal scrutiny as well as the scrutiny of
others. Suchskills apply clearly to technical writing.
Additionally, the English teacher can provide a sounding board for his
students. As he is not $ikely to possess their intimate knowledge of technical
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or scientific material, he is in an excellent position to Judge whether they
communicate their information in a format that the lay re%der can understand.
He then becomes a real member of the audience most technical communication must
reach. Yet, with all the things the English teacher does know and with all the
skills he does possess, he has a number of important gaps in his background
that he must fill if he is to be his mos_ effective as a teacher of technical
Writing.
THE ENGLISH TEACHER IS WEAKNESSES
He does not know technical language. He is unfamiliar with the d_ily
dialogue between scientists or engineers. He is often equally without knowl-
edge of graphics. He may also have trouble with the evaluation and interpre-
tation of data or with the normal functions of a calculator that most engineers
know by rote. He may be unfamiliar with the computer or word processor and he
may never have known, or cannot remember, chemistry or physics. Yet his stu-
dents are likely to be writing in these disciplines, and he may feel unable to
evaluate their efforts.
In response to such admitted weaknesses, one must first dispel the notion
that the technical writing teacher needs to know everything about everything
technical. He does not, any more than a teacher of literature has to to know
everything about everything literary. The day of the "Renaissance scholar" in
any discipline is over, and whilethere are many who bemoan its passing, most
have come to accept the limitations of specialization. Nonetheless, the teach-
er of technical writing does need to know something about some things technical.
In other words, as Joe Rice put it recently, "He needs to get his hands dirty"
(ref. 3). And that means exposing oneself to the discipline of technology to
get a grasp of its language and style. This may for many require a certain
degree of retraining, which becomes an ongoing process of metamorphosis or
transformation.
THE PROCESS OF METAMORPHOSIS
Change is gradual and continual, involving a number of options:
1. Audit courses in the field of science or technology. At Southern Tech,
where I teach, I've already completed Building Materials, Specifications Writ-
ing for Archit'ects,the History of Industrial Engineering Technology, Digital
Fundamentals, Plant Tours, and a computer course in BASIC. At the same time,
I'm receiving training on a word processor. This kind of instruction does not
make me an expert in the various fields, but it does allow me to communicate
with my students and to understand their reports by giving me the language
and scope of their disciplines.
2. Invite professors from the technical areas to read student reports
for technical content and to suggest a letter grade. A number of schools ad-
vocate such an approach, while others recommend an even closer role between
the technical and English departments by structuring team teaching efforts of
this type.
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3. Attend professional meetings and joinprofession$1organiz_tions.
Become active on the local level in the groupa that support t_chn$c_$ writing.
These include the Society for Technica_ Communication(!STC),ith_ AasDcSat$on
of Teachers of Technical Writing (ATTW], The Conference onCo_lege Composition
and Communication (4 C's), and the Nodern L_nguaga As_ociation[(_LA_which now
includes sessions on technical writing. !f _our area does not have a local
STC chapter, then get together with other interested people and form one. The
Atlanta chapter was defunct two _e_rs ago hut was revital!lzedby interested
people, myself included. W_ now_h_vea strongly.committed group of technical
writers and teachers of technical writing, and in our monthly meetings we dis-
cuss topics of general interest, exchange _anuals, examine graphics, and,
equally important, get to know others in our profession to swap ideas, papers,
contacts , and more. You can do the same.
4. Read textbooks. Your school prohably already has a text for technical
writing, and you'll of course read that. But don't stop there. Collect other
texts and read them cover to cover. One text may be great on proposals, an-
other great on graphics, and a third great on audience analysis. Cull ideas
from all of these texts to add to your class notes and keep abreast of the
latest trends in the field. Also order publications from NCTE like The
Teaching of Technical Writing. which is a wide-ranging collection of essays
originally published elsewhere, or the forthcoming technical writing casebook,
which is being published by ATTW and which will include case problems for
classroom use.
5. Attend one of the technical writing institutes. There are a growing
number to choose from, at such places as Rensselaer Polytechnic University
(Troy, New York), University of Washington (Seattle), Rice University (Houston,
Texas), the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), and Old Dominion University
(Norfolk, Virginia). There you'll learn first hand about the variety and
scope of technical communication, the latest developments, and the work being
done by others.
6. Become a communications consultant. Go to local business and in-
dustry and offer your skills for in-house training in technical writing or for
technical editing. Investigate the possibility of a summer job as a technical
writer. Not only will you be providing a much-needed service for business,
but you willtake valuable and vital information back to the classroom with
you in the fall.
7. Consider a continuing education course for the community on report
writing or business writing and structure it with broad-based appeal for sec-
retaries as well as managers.
All such kinds of exposure will increase your understanding of the field of
technical writing and make your classes more meaningful to your students.
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THE TRANSFORMATION
"Literary types" can _ead useful, productive li_es a_ techn$¢al writing
teachers. They can bring a humanizing influence to the technological disci-
plines and sharpen student awarenessof Writing skills by demonstrating the
ways in which to make writing work in _n organized, clear, concise, and correct
manner. All that is required is a_illingness to undergo a transfermat!on, a
new orientation to the business that English teachers have been doing all
along: communicating. And, at therlsk of waxing poetic and being accused
of remaining an unreformed "lit Jock," I'd like to conclude with this thought.
The joy in teaching technical writing lies in its extreme practicality and
immediate application. Our students will assuredly be asked to use what we
teach them. The better they use what we can give them, the better they will
be at what they do, the better the rest of us will understand and be able to
use what they produce, and the better the world will work as a result.
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Rhetoric teachers often impute to engineering students a technical
expertise in the treatment of problems addressed by professionals. This
imputation has led to two general pedagogical tactics. The first amounts to a
denial of responsibility for assessing the professional caliber of a student's
treatment of a technical problem. Technical issues are seen as the domain of
the technical student or his technical instructor, not of the rhetoric
instructor. This particular version of territoriality is consistent with the
historical emphasis in textbooks and pedagogical literature on mechanical, or
formal, aspects of writing.Ill Moreover, these territorial bounds have not
shifted greatly in recent years, even while pedagogical concern has broadened
to encompass such issues as audience and purpose.J2]
The second pedagogical tactic goes even further and turns a supposed
defect--the rhetoric instructor's lack of technical expertise--into a virtue:
The teacher and student interchange roles to allow an avid communication
specialist to be instructed in the mysteries of the technical problem and its
solution. Such deference to technical expertise has led to the suggestion that
students "be asked to instruct the teacher." [3] Another call for such role
reversal is expressed thusly:
As teachers of technical writing, we cannot expect to be more
knowledgeable in our students' subject area than they have a
responsibility to be. Thus we can and should hold them responsible
for actually educating us in their disciplines. The realization that
they are expected to know more than the teacher who reads their work
may be unnerving to some, but it may well be the most important
education we can provide them. [4]
Such deference to student technical expertise is disturbing for two reasons.
First, the belief that the student is more knowledgeable than the instructor is
valid only on one level-,the level of subject matter, or of surface
textualization of the technical materials. On a more meaningful level--the
level of deep, or paradigmatic, structure--the student is often not an expert
and the rhetoric instructor is, or should be. Second, the undifferentiated
belief in the student's technical expertise leads, in our view, to an
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unfortunate emphasis on the academic, or textbook, approach to problems. Such
emphasis may address the needs of an overwhelmed rhetoric teacher but does not
address the central problem of the student attempting to simulate professional
performance. In fact, the crux of the student's problem is to distinguish the
academic treatments of textbook problems, which dominate classroom experience,
from the profoundly different professional treatments of problems typically
addressed by engineers. A pedagogy based on reversal of educational roles thus
reinforces the commitment to academic treatments of problems whereas the
student should be undertaking problems, and treatments, of a more professional
ilk.
Academic vs. Professional Problems
What, then, are the differences between the textbook problems given to
students and the problems addressed by professionals? According to Thomas S,
Kuhn,
...textbooks do not describe the sorts of problems that the
professional may be asked to solve and the variety of techniques
available for their solution. Rather, these books exhibit concrete
problem solutions that the profession has come to accept as
paradigms, and they then ask the student, either with a pencil and
paper or in the laboratory, to solve for himself problems very
closely related in both method and substance to those which the
textbook or the accompanying lecture has led him. [5]
Though Kuhn is speaking of _ textbooks, his distinction between academic
and professional problems is equally applicable in engineering. The distinction
is confirmed, for example, by engineering educator Jay W. Forrester of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. According to Forrester:
[The engineer] must identify the significant and critical problems,
but in his education, problems have been predetermined and assigned.
He must develop the judgment to know what solutions to problems are
possible, but in school the problems encountered are known to have
answers. He should be excited by new and unsolved challenges, but for
20 years he has lived in an educational system where he knows he is
repeating the work of last year's students. [6]
In short, both Kuhn and Forrester recognize, in broad terms, a radical
difference between academic and professional problems. A more analytical
contrast of the two types of problems is presented in the following table:
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Table i
Comparative Features of Academic and Professional Problems
















Solutions _homogeneous, mathematically lheterogeneous
itractable i
I I
Jpre-determined, unequivocal Iprovisional, multiple
I I
Thus, on the one hand, the problem addressed by the student has been pre-
formulated and fully specified; the unequivocal answer required is obtained
using a mathematical procedure which has just been introduced in the classroom.
On the other hand, the problem addressed by the engineer is often ill-defined
and is delineated along with various prospective solutions only through diverse
engineering activities. The engineer then chooses among these provisional
solutions on the basis of comparative evaluation of projected cost and
effectiveness; in effect, tradeoffs are made to accomplish the most cost-
effective solution.
Dissociation of Academic and Professional Spheres
The enormous disparity between academic and professional problems is
symptomatic of the long-standing dissociation of the academic and professional
spheres of engineering. Surveying the history of engineering in the United
States, Lawrence P. Grayson notes:
Almost from its beginning engineering education in the United States
was in all essential aspects a form of collegiate education,
instituted and directed by educators, rather than practitioners. It
was firmly established before the profession organized itself, with
curricula in the various branches of engineering being taught and
degrees offered, before the corresponding professional societies were
formed. As a result, engineering education did not evolve from
apprenticeship training and only slowly replaced it, gaining the
support of practitioners with considerable struggle .... These
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beginnings were directly opposite to the manner in which education
for the legal, medical and dental professions developed in the United
States, as they evolved out of apprenticeship on a purely practical
and technical plane, with none of the general qualities of collegiate
education. [7]
Grayson is speaking of the origins of engineering education for the older
specializations such as civil engineering--an education which, though not
professionally based, was nonetheless technically rather than scientifically
based. On the other hand, engineering education for some younger
specializations, such as electrical or chemical engineering, was originally
scientifically rather than technically based, and the dissociation of "the
professional" and "the academic" was even more pronounced. Admittedly,
educations in the electrical and chemical specializations evolved from their
scientific origins toward a technical base. However, this evolution was halted
in the post-World War II and post-Sputnik eras which saw, in fact, an
increasing commitment to the pure sciences in engineering curricula. The
incursion of pure science into the curriculum occurred at the expense of the
technical component; the professional component remained virtually absent.
In the modern era, science courses predominate in the first two years of
engineering curricula and a strong scientific coloration persists into the last
two years of undergraduate study. Moreover, these scientifically oriented
curricula have increasingly been taught by a faculty with a science-oriented
education and little if any professional engineering experience. As the Goals
Report of the ASEE notes: "Young men are entering faculty careers with doctoral
degrees but with little if any experience in the practice of engineering." [8]
The significance for students of having instructors with little or no
professional engineering experience is summarized by Eric A. Walker: "There are
engineers who graduate with little or no exposure to engineering because they
have not studied with teachers who are engineers." [9]
What are the implications, for the rhetoric instructor, of having
engineering students trained in a discipline dissociated from a professional
base at its very origins, enrolled in a science-oriented curriculum, and taught
by technical instructors lacking professional experience? One implication seems
clear: Rhetoric instructors should not consider engineering students experts in
the articulation and treatment of typical problems addressed by professionals,
In the remainder of this paper, we further substantiate this assertion on the
basis of our experience with a course in technical and professional
communication. We discuss typical student difficulties in the selection and
treatment of technical problems in simulated professional reports. Based on
results obtained with questionnaires and in-depth interviews, these
difficulties are traced to the use of academic materials as sources.
Representative case histories are used to illustrate typical pitfalls in
adapting academic source materials. We close with a few suggestions on the
handling of the technical problem by rhetoric instructors.
T_E _ TRE _ILF!f_
We are involved in a senior-level, multi-sectioned course in technical and
professional communication in the College of Engineering of the University of
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Michigan. The course objective is to train engineering students specialized in
a wide variety of fields to write professional reports which are instrumentally
useful for diverse audiences in organizations. Course assignments entail the
generation of technical communications in which problems are formulated, and
solutions advocated, for such audiences. The course is officially restricted to
students who have had professional experience or who have taken, or are
concurrently enrolled in, project or design courses. Theoretically, such
students should have no difficulty in fulfilling the assignments; in fact,
however, most of our students have great difficulty in properly selecting,
articulating and treating appropriate problems.[10] Why?
In search of answers to this question, questionnaires and follow-up in-
depth interviews were used over a two-year period among approximately 200
students. Three conclusions emerged: First, many students in the course have
not had project or design coursework, much less professional experience.
Second, most students have major difficulties in adapting their selected source
materials to meet the requirements of professional engineering reports. Third,
these difficulties occur mainly because students attempt to adapt materials of
an academic nature. Lacking ready access to professional report materials, most
students turn--somewhat understandably--to materials at hand, that is, to
materials in their academic environment. Yet, as we have shown earlier, these
materials usually differ profoundly from professional materials in both the
nature and treatment of the technical problems addressed. Not surprisingly,
then, the adaptation usually poses great difficulties. Typical student
difficulties are portrayed in the following case histories.
Case Histories
Case _I. Lacking professional experience, Laura K. understandably turned
to the most readily available materials--in this case, to a term paper written
for a course in integrated-circuit technology and based on textbook materials.
She therefore wrote a report, ostensibly at her supervisor's request,
summarizing the procedural steps for manufacturing integrated circuits using
several different technologies. Like the term paper itself, the report showed
the characteristic preoccupation of students with subject matter, and was
largely pre-engineering in nature. Though the materials earned an "A" grade as
an engineering term paper, the report based on these materials was less
successful. The response of an actual organization would surely have been: "How
does this affect us?" or "Why should we know about this?" In fact,
authorization of an investment to produce an organization report on so
gratuitous a "problem" is unlikely. On the other hand, a report might be
authorized to answer a question such ass Can changes in fabrication procedure
increase the productivity of our manufacturing division and thereby increase
profits? This question in fact provided the basis for a later, more successful
version of the report. However, lack of sufficient quantitative data became a
serious difficulty when she attempted to address a specific organizational
problem. Thus, though some deficiencies were remedied in the initial adaptation
of the term paper, new ones arose when the treatment of a meaningful problem
was attemptedz Clearly, Laura lacked such critical information as costs and
yields under both the "old" procedure and the "new" procedure advocated in the
report. Her solution, not uncommon in such cases, was to invent missing data
slanted in the interests of rhetorical effectiveness--an exercise of highly
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dubious educational worth.
Such scenarios are common among students who, lacking any sort of
professional experience, turn for working materials to lecture notes,
textbooks, or their counterparts in professional journals, i.e., the tutorial
article. The difficulties of Laura K. are representative: They were shared by
Peter B. who wrote a report describing the architecture of a large-scale
computer system based on lecture materials provided in a computer course; they
were shared, equally, by David M. whose report discussed the general merits of
high-voltage DC transmission based on a tutorial article in _pectrum, a journal
of electrical engineering.
Case _ i. Like Laura K., Jeff R. attempted (some years ago) to base a
professional report on an academic source--in his case, a tutorial article in
Spectrum comparing the general features of smoke and heat detectors. Unlike
Laura, however, Jeff initially contrived meaningful organizational and
technical problems: The construction company for which he "worked" had seen a
possible need, on the grounds of increased safety and marketability, for
installing household fire-warning systems in homes then under construction.
Jeff's task was to assess the need and, if deemed appropriate, to specify the
hardware to be installed. This is a very plausible engineering problem;
however, the execution of the task, as described in his report, was largely
ineffective. His basic difficulty was improper selectivity: He failed to raise
critical issues, raised others which should not have been debated, and treated
still others in insufficient detail. As a result, many of his decisions seemed
arbitrary and the report was unconvincing. For example, failure to recognize
the relevance of building and occupancy codes was a serious technical omission
which ultimately impaired the rhetorical effectiveness of his report. In fact,
the code requirements provided the one incontestable argument for installing
household fire-warning systems. An organization _ approve the
recommendation that household fire-warning systems be installed on the grounds
of humanitarian concern and possible enhanced buyer appeal of the homes; it
would certainly approve an installation which was a precondition for their
sale. The failure to acknowledge requirements of operant codes led Jeff to
consider issues which need not have been raised: His fairly lengthy discussion
of the merits of smoke, as opposed to heat, detectors was relatively
persuasive, though somewhat beside the point since the codes required the
inclusion of smoke detectors. A more general characteristic of the report was a
lack of sufficient detail. In consequence, his report recommended installing a
system which seemed arbitraryin many respects:in the choicesof ionization,
rather than photoelectric,smoke-detector units; of battery-powered, rather
than line-powered,units; of five units to protecta three-bedroomhome; of the
placement of the units; and, indeed, of the unit specified rather than one of
the competitive units available.
But Jeff is not alone. His major pitfall, arbitrariness, is shared by many
students: For example, inadequate treatment of cost factors is endemic in
student reports. Unfortunately, a lack of sufficient detail is easier to
diagnose than to correct. In Jeff's case an extended effort would have been
needed to acquire the information needed to deal effectively with the issues
involved. Choosing a smoke-detector unit for installation would certainly have
entailed a comparative study of the specifications of commercially available
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units. Accumulating a list of manufacturers, preparing letters of inquiry, and
waiting for responses would have taken several weeks. Clearly, the total time
and effort •required for information acquisition can become disprQportionate in
a course on technical communication.
The above case histories portray representative problems encountered by
students who, though lacking professional experience, are nevertheless asked to
simulate professional treatment of a technical problem. As we have seen, many
of these problems can be traced to the nature of•the sources often used--
textbooks, lecture notes, laboratory reports, tutorial articles.
SUGGESTIONS
Based on the foregoing analysis of student difficulties in articulating
and treating technical problems, a number of suggestions can be made to help
teachers of technical communication deal more effectively with the issue of
professionalism. These suggestions range from general speculations on the
nature and placement of professional communication courses in curricula to
specific heuristics for evaluating the treatment of the technical problem by
the student, What follows, then, is a series of suggestions with comments.
Course Design
_=_i: Consider introducing students to professional problems
and treatments in a communication course offered _ in their
academic programs.
Comment: We have found the case an effective means for confronting
inexperienced students with a set of carefully metered demands to analyze,
solve and report a "real-life" engineering problem within an organfzation.[ll]
The case problem chosen should be "real', of general interest to engineering
students, and of circumscribed difficulty.J12] Case materials should probably
be chosen with the cooperation of a technical faculty member or a practicing
engineer.
i: Consider deferring a course in professional
communication until late in the student's program, that is, until the
senior year.
Comment: Such deferral, widely advocated in the literature, has several
advantages.J13] First, more students will have had some sort of "professional"
experience;certainly more will have taken either project or design courses--
courses traditionally viewed as bridging the gap between "the academic" and
"the professional.- Second, regardless of the degree of exposure to
professionalism, seniorswill at least have more expertise with the technical
subject matter of their engineering specializations. Third, seniors who are
about to join the professional work force are understandably more motivated to
acquire the communication skills needed by professionals.
_: Whether you decided to introduce your students to
professional communication early or late in their program, design
your course to bridge the gap between "the academic" and "the
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professional" as that gap exists at your institution.
Comment: Consider both where your students are going to and where they are
coming from. The nature and treatment of academic and professional problems
have been characterized here in general terms. Beyond this, we recommend
learning more about the standards and conventions your students will have to
meet as professionals.[14] Equally important is the need to understand the
degree to which _ students have been introduced to principles of
professionalism in their course work.[15] Clearly, answers to questions such as
the following are helpful: For which engineering specializations, if any, is
there a project- or design- course requirement at your school? Which of your
students have had organizational experience through, for example, co-operative
or summer programs? What pedagogical concessions need, and can, be made in the
light of the backgrounds of students in an individual class?J16] In summary,
profiles are needed for your engineering students in general, by
specialization, and by individual class.
Report Evaluation
_._._I_: In reading reports, assume responsibility for assessing
the degree of professionalism manifested in the articulation and
treatment of technical problems by students. As a corollary, dontt
let students relinquish responsibility for simulating treatment of
appropriate problems at a professional level.
Comment: Do not assume the student is an expert in the articulation and
treatment of problems addressed by professionals. Students may have mastered
technical subject matter, but not the treatment of professional problems.
Lacking such mastery, students attempt at times to persist in treating problems
in the academic mode, e.g., by imputing to a supervisor the assignment of an
inappropriate task. Consider as suspect, then, any task assignment of the
general form: "My boss asked me to [perform a sub-professional, or pre-
professional, task].-
_: In examining reports, focus primarily at the level of
underlying deep structure, or of disciplinary paradigms, rather than
at the level of surface textualization of the material presented.
Comment: Be aware of the conventions underlying various discourse types in
academic and professional writing. Armed only with a knowledge of the
appropriate structural paradigm, the rhetoric teacher--however unfamiliar with
the surface textualization of a given report, be it op amps or strain gages--
can readily detect many serious flaws. Consider, for example, the structural
paradigm for a problem-solving organizational report, which has the following
elements: statement of the problem, methodology, results, conclusions,
recommendations, and implications for the organization (i.e., cost, benefits,
future actions required). A teacher familiar with this paradigm is able to
question the omission of an element, such as recommendations, from a problem-
solving organizational report. But both teacher and student can gain additional
insight by comparing the paradigmatic elements of such an organizational report
with their counterparts in the appropriate academic discourse genre--especially
since, as we have shown, students tend to turn to such sources. Such a
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comparison is made in Table 2, using the student laboratory report as the
academic discourse genre.
Table 2
Comparison of the structural paradigms for a student laboratory
report and a professional problem-solving organizational report.
I Student Lab. Report I Professional Report
I I
Technical Problemlacademic Iprofessional
Methodology lhighlighted fde-emphasized, if standard
Results [emphasized Idetails appended
Conclusions lemphasized, but narrowlemphasized
Recommendations lomitted lemphasized
Implications lomitted lemphasized
In the case under discussion, recommendations may well have been omitted
because they are not ordinarily called for in a student laboratory report.
Table 2 illustrates, then, one example of the level at which you should be not
only reading reports but also characterizing discourse types for your students.
We are not advocating here an attempt to master the subject matter of, say, an
electronic-circuits text or a dynamometer user manual.[17] We are advocating,
rather, familiarization with the structural paradigms underlying discourse
genres such as textbooks and user manuals.
_ Be aware that the norms underlying various engineering
paradigms evolve, and try to keep up with changing conventions.
Comment: An example might be helpful here. The traditional professional design
paradigm includes the following elements: function, cost, manufacturability,
and marketability. Note, however, that traditional design education focusses
largely on function. Following the method of Suggestion 5--detection of
possible student errors through a comparison of academic and professional
paradigms--we are led to expect, and indeed find, imbalances in student
treatments of the four elements of the professional paradigm. But more relevant
to our present point, this paradigm isevolving. Specifically, the addition of
safety to the traditional design paradigm is increasingly regarded as
mandatory.[18] Moreover, because this design criterion is just beginning to be
recognized in engineering education, one expects its omission to be the rule
rather than the exception in student writing. Trends such as energy and
resource conservation, and environment protection, are inducing further
evolution of the professional design paradigm.
_Zz Dontt accept arbitrariness--a characteristic of the
treatment of formal academic problems--at any level of a professional
report.
Comment: Earlier, we noted that while academic problems are abstract, idealized
and general, professional problems are concrete, "real," and specific. Thus,
while a circuit may "_perate at 300°K" in a textbook discussion, qualification
is required in a professional description. The qualifications required in
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professional treatments of a problem often take the form of ranges. In the
example just cited, specification of an operating temperature range would be
required, e.g., 300+2°K. Similarly, the provisional, multiple nature of
solutions to professional problems should lead you to challenge any solution
deemed, in effect, unique. Remember that you need not know the correct answers
to ask the right questions.
In the above suggestions, and in the paper as a whole, we have tended to
treat engineering in the broad sense as _ conceived. But, as we noted
in the case of evolving design criteria, norms change and the conventions for
the engineering profession are neither monolithic nor static.J19] Nor are they
ever fully realized in any given instance: The claim has been made, for
example, that many of today's engineers are working at sub-professional
levels.[20] How does the rhetoric instructor accommodate the statistically
significant group of students who may have this destiny? Or to treat the other
side of the coin, in effect, a certain number of educators--including
ourselves--are calling for a new engineering professionalism.[21] Jay Forrester
calls, for example, for a renaissance figure who "should act as the interface
between technology, economics, organization, and politics."[22] What should be
the rhetoric instructor's role in producing this new engineer? Whatever choices
are made, pedagogical decisions have moral implications. And those decisions
should be conscious and responsible.
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Alex Stedman,s paper "learning how to Teach Business Executives to
Write" enumerated the skills English teachers can offer future business
executives. Stedman recommended undergraduate students take more basic
liberal arts courses to learn more communication and analytical skills. The
manager who can write clearly and effectively will rise in the corporate
structure, he asserted. He also stressed problem-solving as a skill that
intersects composition, business writing, and the liberal arts.
Tom warren's "Help for the New Teacher of Technical Writing" provided an
extensive and generous bibliography that ans_.ersthese questions: What is
technical writing? and How does technical writing differ from composition?
Carol Barnum's "The Metamorphasis of the English Prof: From Literary
Scholar to Technical Communicator" argued that a literary background is an
excellent resource for teaching business and technical communication. The
English professor's skills are valuable and marketable to the technician,
manager, and scientist. Barnum offered a number of ways for the English
teacher to work with people in technical fields and thereby become more
professional about teaching writing for those fields.
Ben Barton's paper, "The Nature and Treatment of Technical Engineering
Problems," suggested that writing teachers use discourse theory to bridge
the gap between the prcfessional engineer and the academic engineer. The
technical writing teacher, Barton said, can teach professional expertise to
engineering students better than engineering professors who do not have
practical and professional experience in preparing reports.
EVALUATION
The general value of this session was in its promise to instruct the
new technical writing teacher in getting started. The papers addressed this
topic, and, generally, they were appropriately simple, direct, and clear.
They all gave prac%ical advice on the conversion from teaching literary
writing to teaching technical and business writing.
Despite the practical advice, the papers seemed to assess their
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audience somewhat incorrectly. Each paper, and most other papers at the
4 C's session on technical writing, frequently assumed that the audience was
made up of reformed literary types, people with degrees in literature, who,
having seen the errors in their ways, were prepared to convert from literature
to more practical and marketable interests, namely technical writing. The
plea was made repeatedly here, and in other 4 C's technical writing sessions,
for English teachers to turn away from literature in their teaching.
Unquestionably, many Englishteachers possess the skills to teach
technical writing. Abandoning the humanities, however, is not the answer to
educating students, including those preparing for careers in science,
engineering, and business. An unspoken but real controversy about what
belongs in the curriculum of today,s students lay beneath the assumptions of
this session. The technical writing teacher, whether new in this field or an
old hand, needs to hear more discussion about the relationship between
technical fields and the humanities, whose analytical and evaluative thinking
can teach future technicians as well as liberal arts majors.
Perhaps this issue is a mere matter of tone. None the less, most
technical writing teachers have degrees in literature and many, I suspect,
are teaching technical writing because they believe their values as well as
their experience pertain to these practical fields. The audience for this
session and for other sessions on techwriting could well include composition
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Using Sentence Combining in Technical Writing Classes
M. Rosner and T. Paul
Iowa State University
Technical writing students have trouble learning technical style. And it's
no wonder. As a discipline, we cannot fully agree on a definition of the term,
and our textbooks' abstractions about what we do agree do little to help
students who have not written since freshman composition. They cannot learn to
write by following a series of abstractions, no matter how common-sensical they
may seem. Students can, however, learn with writing practice. Sentence-
combining exercises can give them this practice.
Unfortunately, few teachers use sentence combining in technical writing
classes. First, they find that available sentence-combining exercises, those
found in freshman texts, are inappropriate for their advanced students who want
to write about their expertise, not about hamburgers or the Cincinnati Reds.
Second, they fear that sentence combining will simply teach students to write
longer (not better) sentences. Our own experience with asking juniors and
seniors to combine kernels of specialized (i.e., technical) information, how-
ever, indicates that the process can be helpful in several ways: it gives
students regular writing practice; it can teach the logic of sentence structure,
sentence editing, and punctuation; paragraph development and organization; and
rhetorical stance. If technical writing students learn as well as the freshman
practitioners of sentence,combining, we can hope for significant and long-range
increases in their writing quality.
What follows describes typical sentence, paragraph, and discourse level
sentence-combining exercises using material appropriate for technical writers.
All examples deal with agronomy, but we believe that these kinds of exercises
can teach effective technical prose to writers in other disciplines as well.
We realize the inventing, editing, and organizing skills taught through sentence
combining can be taught by other means. Nevertheless, we urge technical writing
teachers to consider this procedure which has worked with freshmen so well.
SENTENCES
Used regularly throughout the term, sentence-level exercises can demon-
strate at least four important things: how parts of the sentence work together,
how a message can be expressed in different structures, how structure and
meaning are related, and how material is often (but not always) better focussed
when it is in a single sentence rather than in several overlapping ones. Our
exercises are based on those found in The Writer's Options, 1 but contain special-
ized information. Like that text, during the quarter we explain a series of
syntactic structures--c0ordinati0n, for instance--and show when it can be used
effectively (to indicate items of equal importance, as lists) and how it is
punctuated (commas vs. semi-colons). Our students then work through an exercise
that requires them to combine sets of sentences in imitation Of the structure
and to share their combinations. An excerpt follows:
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Combine the information in each of the following sets of sentences
by using a coordinate structure.
i. The major corn endosperm mutants can be divided into three
classes.
One class consists of corn mutants now in use.
Potentially useful corn mutants are members of a second class.
Another class consists of corn mutants that have no know use.
2. Some potatoes are not grown commercially.
These are the Abnaki, Bellisle, and Cascade.
The Hudson and the Snowchip also fall into this category.
Students may also be asked to evaluate how effectively a writer has used the
structure; i.e., whether it reinforces sentence content. Another typical
exercise on coordination:
What items are coordinated in the following sentences. (Find the
coordinating word.) Are they similar enough to deserve coordi-
nation?
i. The tall fescue clone, designated 80-1, had yellow-green leaf
color and had been selected for resistance to Puccinia coronata
and Helminthosporium spp.
2. Although a highly resistant fescue line served as maternal parent,
a high percentage of CI progenies...was susceptible to disease
and therefore, susceptible plants failed to survive the winter.
Finally, they create original sentences incorporating the structure. With these
short, regular exercises, students learn to analyze sentences carefully, to
consider the relationship between form and meaning, and to practice sentence
variety, modification, and punctuation. And because they share "answers" to the
various writing problems, they become more aware of the possibilities of writing.
In spite of sentence-combining's apparent emphasis on sentence length, we
all know that long sentences are not necessarily good sentences. A series of
decombining exercises can help students see why a particular structure is un-
focused and how it can be improved. These exercises ask them, first, to break
up a sentence into smaller pieces of information and to decide which of the
pieces are most important, which less important, which unimportant. They then
eliminate repetition, revise for mechanics, and choose structures that are
clearer (and usually shorter) than the original:
The following sentence is not as clear as it could be. Break
it into smaller sentences, decide what you want to empahsize, and
organize your material into one or more sentences.
i. Considering only fresh vegetable use since 1970, the most
important development is that the pattern of declining use
•has been checked, and there has been a slight upward movement
each year since 1973.
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--This generalization will concern the use of fresh vegetables
_since 1970.
--The use of fresh vegetables is no longer declining.
--The use of fresh vegetables has slightly increased each year
since 1973.
Possible revision: Since 1970, the use of fresh vegetables has
stopped declining; in fact, since 1973, it has slightly increased
each year.
Students notice that the revision has reduced the 33-word original to 20 words.
Early in the term at least, we have to point out that it also eliminates the
dangling modifier and tightens the coordination.
PARAGP_PHS
As the sentence-level exercises demonstrate, sentence combining shows a
writer how to make a point and how to subordinate material to it. Paragraphs
function similarly. Given a list of kernel sentences, students can choose a
focus for a paragraph, select appropriate details to maintain that focus, and
combine those details to edit and to emphasize. An alternative is the more
directed assignment below:
Use the details from the list below to construct a well-organized
paragraph that describes how the Moduleponics system operates.
You may have to change the order of the details.
i. Moduleponics is a system based on hydroponics.
2. Hydroponics is a system that grows plants in water, not in soil.
3. Air is pumped into the reservoir.
4. The growing tube is filled with plastic gravel.
5. The second pipe is parallel to the growing tube.
6. The growing tube is 18 inches off the ground.
7. The air forces the nutrients into the growing chamber.
8. The second pipe is fed by an air supply line.
9. A second pipe is below the growing tube.
i0. Moduleponics consists of a growing tube.
ii. The nutrients feed the plants.
12. The second pipe is a reservoir for the nutrient solution.
13. Hydorponics can be very expensive.
POSSIBLE PARAGRAPH:
Moduleponics is a system based on hydroponics, which grows plants
in water, not in soil. Moduleponics consists of a growing tube
filled with plastic gravel. It is 18 inches off the ground. A
second pipe, below it, is parallel to it. The pipe, a reservoir
for the nutrient solution, is fed by an air supply line. The
air is pumped into the reservoir, forcing the nutrients into
the growing chamber. These nutrients feed the plants.
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This exercise will help students recognize what belongs in a paragraph (most of
them easily eliminate point 13) and consider order. Exchanging paragraphs, they
learn how different structures can present thesame data, and how structure
affects emphasis and meaning. For those who need help organizing material with-
in the paragraph once they've decided it belongs, the Christensen system of
analysis, 2 which--like sentence-combining--relates structure and meaning, can
teach paragraph organization and development. Students who revise according
to the Christensen model can create paragraphs like the one below, one that is
more effective than the earlier version because items that are equally important
are phrased similarly:
Like hydroponics, moduleponics is a system that grows plants in
water, not in soil. This system consists of three parts. First
is a growing tube 18 inches off the ground. It is filled with
gravel. Second, parallel to and below the growing tube, is a pipe.
It is a reservoir for the nutrient solution. Third is an air
supply line which pumps air into the reservoir, forcing the
nutrients into the growing chamber. These nutrients feed the
plants.
Finally, sentence-combining can give students practice in translating infor-
mation for different, already-defined audiences. This cannot, of course,
replace work in audience analysis, but it can give them the opportunity to gain
skills in adaptation of tone, data, vocabulary, even sentence structure, once
the reader has been defined:
Below you will find a series of details. Study them. Then choose
the details that would be appropriite for the reader of Wallace's
Farmer, aimed at practicing midwest farmers. Translate those de-
tails into the languagethey will understand.
Abnaki is a round-white potato which is not widely produced commer-
cially.
Bellisle and Snowchip are two other round-white types.
Bellisle and Snowchip are also not widely produced for the commer-
cially market.
Nampa and Targhee are long russet types.
Nampa and Targhee are not widely produced for commercial purposes.
Butte is another russet potato.
Butte was released in 1977.
Butte has not had widespread commercial testing.
Butte's commercial market potential is not known.
Bison is a red skin variety.
Bison has performed well in several studies.
Bison might be the most promising potato for commerical use.
POSSIBLE REVISION:
Uncertain about what potato crop to plant this year? Don't
grow Bellisle, Abnaki, Snowchip, Nampa or Targhee. They won't
sell. Butte is chancy. It hasn't proven itself. Bison, a
red skin, is your best bet.
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This conscious attention to the reader is something all of our technical writing
students have to learn. Practicing these transformations, even in these
artificial contexts, can help them develop the writing skills they need.
TECHNICAL FORMS
Sentence-combining exercises can also give students experience manipulating
the unique forms of technical writing. This section describes assignments with
proposals, progress reports, and sections of the technical report.
A proposal offers a service to the reader. Students, however, frequently
have difficulty adopting a successful service attitude. In trYing to be honest,
they tend to concentrate on what they cannot do; at times, they raise such
serious objections that they call into question the entire proposal. Discus-
sions of responses to exercises like the following, which reinforce editing and
organizing skills encouraged by the earlier sentence-level material, can show
them how to acknowledge unfavorable information tactfully.
Reorganize the following set of sentences into the opening of a
proposal. Although you should include all relevant data, be sure
to emphasize only selling points,
i. This is a preliminary study.
2. The results will necessarily be tentative.
3. Further tests will be required.
4. This study covers only a per_dd of two weeks.
5. This study deals with only one kind of corn.
6. This corn is Shrunken-2.
7. Shrunken-2 has a high sugar content.
8. Shrunken-2 has low water,soluble polysaccharide (WSP) content.
9. No exact data on germination rates of Shrunken-2 exist.
i0. It may have problems in poor germination.
ii. These problems may occur in laboratory tests.
12. Shrunken-2 is popular among home and market growers.
These details can, of course, be organized in different ways; the advantages of
the versions students offer should be discussed. One possible statement, for
instance, follows:
Although Shrunken-2 is popular among home and market growers, no
exact data on its germination rates exist. This preliminary study
will examine germination rates of this corn hybrid in laboratory
tests over two weeks. Since Shrunken-2, which is high in sugar and
low in water-soluble polysaccharide (WSP), may not germinate well
under laboratory conditions, the results of the study will neces-
sarily be tentative. Further tests will be required.
This revision has several virtues. The writer begins by explaining the need for
the study. She then plays down potential weaknesses in the project: the fact
that the data will be collected over a short period is presented neutrally; the
possible difficulty with germination rates is subordinated; negative words like
"problems in poor germination" are eliminated. Exercises like this teach
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students--through analyses and comparisons of their own controlled writings--
various ways to minimize both familiar and negative information. The infor-
mation about the sugar and WSP content, the distinguishing features of the
hybrid, can also lead to a discussion of intended audience: how can the writer
develop the proposal for the audience she hasdefined,implicitly.
Similar assignments can demonstrate ways of organizing material in larger
contexts. Kernel sentences like the following from a progress report can be
provided.
Study the following. Decide what information you want to emphasize
and then organige it into a short progress report. Add any addi-
tional information you consider essential. Be prepared to defend
your choice of organizational pattern and additions.
I. This is the first progress report.
2. It covers the period from January 1 tO March 15.
3. It reports on the evaluation of the effect of vestigial glume
character on tassel length and on pollenproduction.
4. Wisconsin sweet corn inbreeds were the plants studied.
5. Twenty sets were planted.
6. Twenty sets of normal corn were also planted.
7. Tassels were bagged andsealed for pollen.
8. Pollen volume was measured.
9. Glume length was measured.
i0. Pollen ranged from .65 to 15.95 ml./tassel for Vg inbreeds.
ii. Pollen averaged 2.99 ml. for the Vg inbreeds.
12. Pollen averaged 20 ml. for normal corn plants.
13. Tassel glume length ranged from .65 to 5.20 ml. for Vg inbreeds.
14. Tassel glume length averaged 3.76 fro the Vg inbreeds.
15. Tassel glume length averaged 11.93 for normal plants.
16. Neither the pollen volume nor glume length varied significantly
in the normal plants.
Most students recognize that the first four sentences, along with missing infor-
mation about the authorization of the proposal, can comprise a transitional
introduction. But the rest of the material, the "Work Completed," can be organ-
ized in several ways. Unfortunately, many inexperienced writers are unaware of
the possibilities; sharing the results of the exercise can make them more aware.
The writer who wishes to emphasize the products measured should recognize this
pattern:
Preparation: Twenty sets of Wisconsin sweet corn inbreeds
were planted; tassels were bagged and
sealed for pollen. Twenty sets of
normal corn were treatea slmiiariy.
Measurement:
Pollen For Vg inbreeds, pollen ranged from .65 to 15.95
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ml./tassel. It averaged 2.99 ml. For normal
corn plants, pollen averaged 20 ml.
Tassel Glume _or Vg inbreeds, tassel glume length ranged from
Length .65 to 5.20 ml. It averaged 3.76 ml. For normal
corn plants, length averaged 11.93.
The writer who wants to emphasize differences between the inbreed and the normal
corn plants should consider this variation:
Preparation: Same
Measurement:
Vg Inbreeds Pollen ranged from .65 ml. to 15.95 ml./tassel.
It averaged 2.99 ml. Tassel glume length ranged
from .65 to 5.20 ml. It averaged 3.76 ml.
Normal Corn Very little variation. Pollen averaged 20 ml.
Tassel glume length averaged 11.93 ml.
And so on. Whatever the choice , discussions of the options help students to
recognize relationships between material and organization, and to practice _hose
relationships in these exercises and their own writing.
Other students have difficulty distinguishing elements of the technical
report. Since the descriptive abstractand conclusion, for example, often con-
tain some of the same material, inexperienced technical writers tend to repeat
the information verbatim. Exercises that focus on material likely to be repeat-
ed can help them practice tailoring information, choosing and arranging details
according to various formal requirements, Sentences like the following can be
furnished:
i. This document reports the measure of pH levels of soil growing
corn seedlings.
2. This document reports the measure of phosphate levels of soil
growing corn seedlings.
3. The corn seedlings were grown for eleven days.
4. The corn seedlings were grown in two plots, Plot M and Plot R.
5. Both plots were fertilized with monocalcium phosphate.
6. Plot R was treated with nitrous oxide.
7. Rhizocylinder solutions were obtained from both plots.
8. The solutions were obtained by centrifugal filtrations.
9. The solutions were analyzed for pH.
i0. The solutions were analyzed for phosphate.
ii. The pH levels of both plots measured 4.6.
12. The phosphate level of Plot R was less than the level of Plot M.
13. Nitrous oxide increased corn root growth.
14. Corn roots absorb phosphates.
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The descriptive abstract is little more than a list of topics covered in
tNe report, and students who write an abstract have to practice discretion:
what must they include? what can they exclude? Since the abstract should be
brief, they have to edit carefully. Since it should be coherent, they need to
work on paragraphing, a most troublesome requirement for them here. After some
practice, they can write abstracts like this:
This report identifies pH levels and phosphate levels of soil
growing corn seedlings for eleven days. The soil was fertilized
by monocalcium phosphate, but one plot was also treated with
nitrous oxide. This report discusses reasons for the decreased
phosphate levels in the oxidized plot.
A conclusion drawn from the same kernel sentences can force students to recon-
nize differences between it and the abstract. The following combination
presents the investigative results specifically and in diminishing order of
importance.
This report on the pH and phosphate levels of soils growing
corn seedlings reveals the following:
i. The phosphate levels of the soil treated by nitrous oxide
was less than the level of the untreated plot.
2. Nitrous oxide increased corn seedlings' root growth. These
roots rapidly absorb phosphate.
3. The pH levels of both plots were 4.6.
Again, this is not the 0nly possible order of information (since order depends
on audience) or organization of a conclusion; students can increase their
available writing options by sharing and comparing their own variations.
Exercises like these demonstrate that sentence combining can work effec-
tively within a technical writing course. Using the language and structures of
the technical disciplines, we can create material that will speak to our
students' interests. More important, because it demonstrates and inculcates
principles of analysis and revision, sentence combining can show our students
how to become writers who communicate intended meanings to intended readers--
in a "technical style" they have defined (and refined) through use.
NOTES
iDonald Daiker, Andrew Kerek, Max Morenberg, The Writer's Options (New
York, Harper and Row, 1979).
2Francis Christensen and Bonniejean Christensen, A New Rhetoric (New
York, Harper and Row, 1976), 142-164. An additional benefit of this system is
that it lets students see where to expand points: a paragraph with a series
















Recent research and publications have supported the
significant role that audience plays, both in delineating the
compositioh model and in defining particular types of discourse.
Audience analysis is an inherent and essential component of
technical communication. In this paper, we discuss several
techniques for teaching audience analysis that have proven
successful in a course for engineering students.
INTRODUCTION
Cicero - an early proponent of audience analysis -
suggested that an introduction should render the audience
attentive, receptive, and docile. Rather than rendering the
audience docile, we choose to rile a little.
We begin by admitting that sometimes (only sometimes) we
feel sorry for students. On the one hand, we ask them to write
better - and we measure that "better" by the syntactic maturity
of their writing - the length of their T-units and the extent
of their vocabularies. On the other hand, we ask them to write
better, and we measure that "better" by the readability of
their writing - using measures that reward short sentences and
words of few syllables. 1 For the student who endures in writing,
this must be confusing.
By the same token, some of us teach audience awareness,
some of us teach audience analysis or audience adaptation or
reader accommodation - or we teach no audience at all. This
too might be confusing.
Recent research and publications by Miller, Kinneavy, and
Flower and Hayes, and others have supported the significant
role that audience plays, both in delineating the co_position
model and in defining particular types of discourse. _ An
awareness of audience is - or should be - an inherent component
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of any communication situation. In the field of technical
communication, the study of audience has evolved into a kind
of specialization - a specialization which is becoming
increasingly abstracted from its roots and its purpose.
At this point, it is important to note that audience analysis
and audience awareness are not synonymous nor equivalent terms,
_ithough many people tend to use them as such. Being aware of
an audience is necessary for any kind of writing that can be
called transactional. Audience analysis is the task of defining
who is the audience for a particmlar piece of writing and
determining those characteristics of the audience which will
constrain the writer and affect the reception of the message.
When an engineer writes a letter, he is aware of an audience
because he is writing the letter to be read. When he writes
that letter directly to his boss, he is aware of a particular
audience. When he begins to think of his boss's reaction to
the letter, her frame of reference, her preference for arrange-
ment, her predisposition to the subject, the engineer is
engaging in the process of audience analysis. That analysis
certainly ensures audience awareness, and when it becomes part of
that awareness, it establishes further constraints on the
writing - affecting choice of organization, invention, style,
revision, and format presentation throughout the writing process.
Much of the current literature on the composing process
suggests that an awareness of audience may be one of several
possible valid distinctions between the "unskilled" and the
"skilled" writer. According to Nystrand, for example,
learning to write may be seen as an experiment in which the
writer "inquires less into the nature of the topic and more
,3into the nature of the reader's reactions to marks on a page.
We suspect that for the experienced writer a large portion of
the time spent in recursive activity in writing is focused on
incorporating audience analysis. Shaughnessy, Kroll, Britton
and others indicate that this is not the case for the student
writer. _ While the experienced writer capitalizes on the
internalization of audience, the student writem usually does
not, nor do they have the experience, understanding, or tools
to do so. The inexperienced professional or technical writer
may also find it difficult to internalize an appropriate
audience for any given situation.
DEVELOP_NT_-,OF TECHNIQUES
In 1976, Triton College designed a course which combined
an introduction to engineering course and a freshman rhetoric
course. Students are introduced to both the engineering
profession and its communication techniques. Since that time,
the course has been team-taught by an engineering instructor
and an English instructor. Subsequently, many of these techniques
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were used with seniors enrolled in a Technical and Professional
Communications course at R.P.I. Our experience with these
students indicates that learning techniques of audience analysis
can assist students in achieving a mature style - a style that
shows the tension produced when a text is written to be read and
understood.
Techniques of audience analysis help the student to interna-
lize an audience, to adopt the role of the reader. If the audience
is indeed always a fiction, then analysis provides ways in which
the abstract and general concept of audience can be made more
concrete. With the tools of audience analysis, students learn to
define the rhetorical situation. Rather than facing an assignment
as if it were some great guessing game with the odds agin' them,
they recognize that certain audiences dictate certain constraints.
Students who recognize, for example, that a given technical
format is a convention which has evolved because of its
appropriateness to the subject, to the audience, and to the
purpose, are more likely to use and adapt the formats than be
paralyzed by them. For the technical student, the audience is
the consumer, and market analysis makes sense in producing even
a written product.
This characterizes the way we approached teaching audience
analysis. We wanted students to
i. be aware of an audience,
2. analyze the audience, and
3. accommodate the audience.
That objective is the foundation of each assignment in the course.
Consequently, we chose not to use a "cookbook" approach.
Handing a sheet of paper with questions on age and education and
technical background of the audience did not seem to be enough.
As we continued working with this concept, however, we were
able to employ a number of techniques.
PROCEDURES
First, we attempt to demonstrate that there is a reader and
that the reader always has certain expectations. Many students,
for example, have never considered the predictability of the
English language. As soon as a writer puts the word "The" on
a piece of paper, the writer is restricted as to what word or
type of word he can put after. In a similar way, the reader,
who has come to rely on predictability for efficient reading,
also anticipates a certain type of word to follow. Grammar
and usage can also be discussed as part of this predictability.
We found that an effective parallel can be drawn between this
and the student's interaction with a computer. As a reader, the
computer is often demanding and rigid in its expectations; if it
does not get what the system is programmed to expect, it will
stop and print an error message, in many cases noting that it
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had received something other than what had been expected.
Secondly, as evaluators, we changed our approach. In a
team-taught course, the student must deal with two readers - the
expert in content and the expert in writing. For many students,
the trick to learning how to write is learning how to write to
an English instructor - a frequently maligned, often misunderstood,
stereotypical creature who is seen as having little relationship
to the real world. In a technical writing course, students should
learn immediately that they have an audience of at least two:
the defined audience and the English teacher (or critical editor).
Every assignment a student writes should be labelled with a
defined audience, such as the supervisor, concerned layperson, or
an expert in the field. The instructor, practicing a little
disassociating, participates in the _iction by responding in a
dual role: as the fictive reader (What? This doesn't follow_)
and as the expert in writing (The organization here would improve
if you used transitions.).
Another way to prove that readers do have expectations and
to allow students to discover ways of accommodating readers is
simply to turn the class into "real readers." During the semester
selections from student writing can be clozed (every fifth word
deleted) and distributed to the class. The students then attempt
to predict which words would accurately fill in the blanksl these
results can then be compared to the original. Instructors should
also develop in-class exercises which require students to write
a process paper or set of instructions on subjects of equal
complexity and expertise. Mini-erector sets, Lincoln logs, and
simple processes have been used successfully for this type of
exercise. The student writes a description of how to build
somethingl during the next class, the students exchange descrip-
tions and attempt to recreate the original design, deliberately
misinterpreting when possible.
Finally, the true complexity of writing to an audience is
most accurately established with the technical report assignment.
Reader accommodation is especially crucial to a good formal
report which addresses a variety of readers who have discrete
and, sometimes, conflicting concerns. An engineer's report may
address peers_ project supervisors_ sales, manufacturing,
accounting, and management divisions; experts and laypersons.
The writer must analyze which sections will interest which
readers and then strike a balance in the writing among the
various readers. For this assignment, we require that students
i. Identify all potential or significant
reade rs
2. Determine their positions and attitudes
relative to the writer_
3. Decide the effects the sections of the
report should have on each audience_
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4. Choose (and make a case for) specific
strategies and appeals.
This process is repeated for the oral presentations.
C0NCLUS IONS
When we think of audience analysis, we typically think of the
type of analysis that considers the audience's technical knowledge,
education level, reading level, interest, and motivation. These
are useful bits of information only in so far as they help to
make the audience seem more concrete and as they can be translated
into specific techniques and approaches within the writing.
From this knowledge, students can extract the necessary informa-
tion to effectively communicate with the audience.
Earlier we mentioned that audience analysis has become a
specialization abstrac_ed from its roots and its purpose. As
teachers of the technical student, we need to ensure that analysis
contributes to the writing process - and does not reduce it. We
need to avoid a tendency to analyze audiences in terms of level,
noted by Miller, "as though we are concerned with how tall they
have to be to look out of our window."_
Finding methods which will truly analyze the relationship
between the reader and the writer is not an easy task. The
methods are not laid out in any prescriptions, cookbooks, or
word processing systems. It is essential, however, for the
teacher to recognize that the techniques of audience analysis
construct an internalized audience for the student writer, and
that the process can be taught, through demonstration, discovery,
analogy, and analysis.
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Janet Emig's 1971 study, The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders, spurred an
interest in the writing process: how writers compose rather than simply what they
compose. However, a survey of current literature indicates that little has been
published on the composing processes of technical writers. Perhaps we have assumed
that technical writers compose as other writers do. In order to test this assumption, we
conducted the research on which we base this study.
Assessing the Literature
Our first step was to review the literature on the composing process. This
literature examines writers from a diversity of disciplines and does not focus upon
students or professionals in the pure or applied sciences. From this review, we
delineated three areas of general agreement:
I. The composing process is made up of several stages.
For the purposes of discussion, the composing process may be segmented, although
researchers differ on the number and names of these stages. Emig delineated
seven: pre-writing (from the awareness of stimuli in the environment to the first
words put on paper); planning (a setting of parameters); starting; composing;
reformulation (correcting, revising, or rewriting); stopping; contemplating the
product.(1) However, a simpler model designed by Gordon Rohman is more
commonly used: pre-writing, writing, and re-writing.(2)
2. The composing process is reflexive.
Though the writing process may be segmented for discussion purposes, it is in fact
reflexive and non-linear. That is, the stages overlap, and may occur and recur at
any point. Both Sondra Perl (3) and Sharon Pianko (4) have documented these
facts in their studies of writers at the college level. Perl (5) has termed this
reflexivity "shuttling," where the writer works backward as well as forward,
returning to "substrands" of the writing process in order to compose additional
material. Nancy Sommers (6) has also stressed the non-linearity of the composing
process in her studies of revision: rewriting can and does occur at any point in the
writing process.
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3. The composing process may be mastered by means of strategies.
Experienced writers have a range of techniques, or strategies, to assist them in
planning, writing and revising their rough drafts. Therefore, their composing
processes are well-developed and effective. Sharon Crowley (7) has stressed this
latter fact in her comparison of inexperienced and experienced writers.
Inexperienced writers do not pre-plan; they also tend to write their products
straight through and revise little beyond changes in mechanics. Experienced
writers, on the other hand, have well-defined composing processes.
In theirstudiesof problem-solving,Linda Flower and 3ohn Hayes (8)have
concentrated specificallyon writers' strategies,which provide alternative
discovery procedures to the trial-and-errormethods inexperienced writers
frequentlyuse. Flower and Hayes have discoveredthat good writersconstantly
redefinetheiraudience and assignment while composing. They alsoconsidertheir
goals,how they wish to affect thisaudience. Flower (9)has then delineated
techniques which these successful writers use to "solve" the problem of
composing.
CollectingtheData
Our second step was to collectdata on the way technicalwriterscompose, and
relateour findingsto these three areas of agreement. We used questionnairesand
interviewsto gather informationfrom a broad sample,surveyingseventy writersin all:
technicalwritingstudents,studentsworking part-timeinindustry,universityprofessors,
and engineersand researchersworking full-timeinindustry.The disciplinesrepresented
by these seventy writersincludedcivil,chemical,agricultural,geological,mechanical,
electricaland petroleum engineering,chemistry,hydrology,geology and biology. The
writers working full or part-time in industry were employed by firms producing
hardware, firms performing consultingservicesand firms performing research. No
technicaleditorsor professionalwriterswere surveyed,only technicians,engineers,and
researcherswhose jobsinvolvedcomposing reports.
Interpretingthe Results
Our third step was to interpret the results of our survey in terms of the areas of
agreement delineated above.
I. The Composing ProcessisMade Up of SeveralStages.
Our study shows that the technical writer does have a composing process of
several stages, similar to that of other writers.
We have used Rohman's model to discussthesestages: pre-writing,writing,
re-writing. Of the technicalwriterssurveyed,all seventy indicatedthat they
engaged in some form of distinctlypre-writingand re-writingactivity,in addition
to theirwritingstages. The amount of time spent in allthree stagesand their
distinctseparationvaried greatly,however, and depended on two factors:the
projectedlengthof the document beingwrittenand the form of that document.
If the writer knew that the final product would be long, ten pages or more,
he or she spent more time on pre-writing and re-writing activities and separated
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the stages of the composing process more distinctly. On the other hand, if the
writer knew that the final product would be short, he or she spent less time on the
stages and also distinguished among them less sharply.
For example, one experienced writer said that, when composing a short
letter, he often thought for a minute or two, mentally noting the main points to be
covered and perhaps "came up" with a full sentence to be used in the draft. His
pre-writing stage, then, was very brief and tended to merge with the writing
itself. After composing the letter, his re-writing activity consisted only of
reading through the secretary's typed draft. When preparing a lengthy proposal,
however, this same writer had pre=writing and re=writing stages which were
divided into several sub=stages and were clearly separated from composing thefirst draft of the document.
The secondfactor,form,particularlyaffectedthelengthofthepre-writing
and re-writingstages.Iftheform were flexible(e.g.,the journalarticleor the
proposal),more activitytook placein thesestages. Ifthe form were highly
structured(e.g.,theprogressreport),lessactivitytookplace.
2. The Composing Process is Reflexive.
The composing process of technical writers is reflexive and non=linear, as is
that of other writers. We found several indications of this reflexivity.
First) as Emig (lO) has discussed for others, the writing stage itself is a time
of generation for technical writers too. Virtually all writers surveyed indicated
that they frequently discovered and added information while composing=-content
which they had not intended to use and perhaps had not fully articulated. In fact,
one chemical engineering professor said he always wrote the conclusion section of
a paper or journal article last because he was never sure until he had composed
other sections precisely what he wished to conclude, despite finishing his technical
work and constructing extensive pre=writing plans. This generative aspect of the
writing stage) which involved selecting content and setting parameters for the
product==traditionally two pre=writing activities--illustrates the reflexive nature
of the composing process: pre-writing acts recur in the writing stage.
Second, pre=writing plans reappear as criteria guiding the re=writing stage.
The seventy writers surveyed all performed traditional revisionary activities of
adding, rearranging, substituting and deleting material, both during and after
composing. Their criteria in terms of content were completeness and proper
emphasis of the data, and their procedure was most often a testing process where
the writer compared the information included in the draft with the needs of the
audience and the purpose of the document. Audience and purpose) as we will
discuss) are two primary considerations in the pre=writing stage, which reappear
as aids in re=writing.
In addition, all seventy writers said they examined their drafts for logical
progression. When checking for logical progression, only a few writers said they
referred directly to ordering techniques, another primary component of the pre=
writing stage. However, this examining activity itself indicates the
internalization of those ordering techniques and another recurrence of pre-writing
aids as criteria for re-writing. Thus these writers engage in the process Perl has
called "shuttling," again an indication of reflexivity in composing.
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Third, writing and re-writing merge with editing, which also ends the writing
process. For most writers surveyed, the re-writing of long documents in
particular had several sub-stages: the document was examined as a whole and
revised; it was examined section by section or paragraph by paragraph and revised;
it was examined sentence by sentence and revised. These actions, however, could
occur at any point in the composing process. For example, one writer said he
frequently reread a previous paragraph or even the entire piece he had composed
to date before continuing to write. He then added, reordered, substituted and
deleted material and performed editorial operations while composing; his first
draft was frequently his last. This merging of writing, re=writing and editing
again reveals the reflexive nature of the composing process.
However, editing also ends that process. Although the writers surveyed did
not clearly delineate the content or the succession of the sub-stages involved in
re-writing) most indicated that they corrected grammar and usage in the
sentence=by=sentence reading.
3. The Composing Process May be Mastered by Means of Strategies.
Our survey indicates that the most experienced technical writers have a
range of strategies which they use at each stage in the composing process, to help
them master writing.
Pre-Writing. We have classified strategies used in the pre-writing stage into two
groups: first=order and second-order. First=order strategies apply to composing in
general, regardless of the specific communication situation giving rise to the
document. These first=order strategies include analyzing the audience, analyzing
the purpose of the document, and consulting the "classic" forms of technical
writing. Second-order strategies apply to the "classic" form once it has been
chosen, and include the use of an ordering device to structure the material.
Only the least experienced writers did not reflect on who would read the
document and what its purpose was before beginning to compose. The most
experienced writers considered these questions, as well as the form they would
select. This first=order strategy, however, was frequently implied rather than
consciously articulated. For example) writers would discuss the major and minor
emphases of a document or refer to the "parts" they intended to include in a
specific report, indicating in this way a consideration of form.
All seventy writers except one used some type of written technique to order
the material they had gathered for their communication tasks. For most, this
written technique was an outline though the degree of formality and complexity
varied. For example, the most experienced writers began by listing ideas for
inclusion in the draft, after which they sought logical relationships among items in
the lists and shaped them into more formal outlines. Virtually all the writers said
they then used these outlines as guides in the writing stage. In fact, one
interviewee's outline was often so complete he would simply write it out in
continuous sentences as his rough draft.
Writers did not, however, limit themselves to one organizational pattern in
this pre=writing stage. Instead they often considered several patterns before
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deciding on a final form. Two such writers mentioned making three or four
different outlines in a given reporting situation, then choosing the most effective
among them.
Although the list) expanded to an outline, was the most common ordering
device used, writers also mentioned utilizing diagrams when describing systems, or
a combination of diagrams and flow charts when describing processes, indicating
the form-specific nature of this second-order strategy.
The pre-writing stage we have delineated resembles that described in the
literature. However, the technical writer's pre-writing stage does differ from the
pre-writing stages of other writers in one significant way: generation of material.
Researchers on the composing process frequently emphasize searching for new
knowledge (l l), "inventing" content (12), or choosing a topic (13) as the writer's
first pre-writing step. Thus strategies for invention are important pre-writing
aids.
None of our interviewees considered searching for or inventing knowledge or
choosing a topic in pre-writing or anywhere else in the composing process.
Instead, most viewed pre-writing as a time to select and organize material
collected prior to the communication task in their technical inquiry. This
difference is probably due to what 3ames Souther has called the "situational" (14)
nature of most technical writing, where the writer is assigned a topic or one is
dictated by an organizational problem he or she has explored , an exploration which
also provides the content for composing.
Because the technical writers interviewed generally do not face the
problems of generating content or delineating a specific topic and intent from a
broader subject area, their pre-writing stages were more deliberate than that
described in the literature. Again, the technical writer's pre-writing steps involve
setting parameters for a specific communication task: selecting and ordering
content rather than generating it. These activities give the stage its deliberate
cast, which is also reflected in the specific strategies used to order: the list and
the outline. Technical writers find these strategies useful because of the nature
of technical forms, which tend to be more prescriptive than forms used in other
writing situations and structured on logical rather than associative or emotional
principles.
Re-Writing. Strategies used in the re-writing stage are all first-order because
they apply regardless of the specific communication situation. This re-writing can
and does occur throughout the composing process and proceeds on three levels:
content, form and style.
In terms of content, technical writers return to their audience and purpose
analyses as checks when revising for inclusiveness and proper emphasis of content.
In terms of form, technical writers tend to revise from larger units to
smaller, solving major structural problems before proceeding to the paragraph or
sentence level. Logical progression of the draft is the major criterion guiding this
revision, which proceeds by checking the actual pre-writing outline or more
frequently an internalization of that outline.
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In terms of style, technical writers make stylistic changes during composing)
often after considering audience needs, but they also edit when the draft is
complete.
The re-writing stage we have delineated also tends to be more deliberate
than that of other writers described in the literature. The technical writer's
audience, purpose and form are set by his or her technical task. The parameters
guiding the technical writer's revision are thus more clearly defined than is the
case with other writers. The technical writer's major criteria for revision=-
inclusiveness and proper emphasis of the contents of the draft, and logical
progression--can be met because the revisionary task itself is clearer.
DefiningtheImplications.
The seventy technical writers we surveyed all engage in a composing process
similar to that of other writers, with strategies to master it at each point. The
differences we found do not concern the process itself) but the deliberate cast or
character of the stages and the well-defined nature of the strategies used.
We feel that this information has several important pedagogical
implications:
1. Composing as process ought to be taught.
In addition to the data we have presented) we have found that most experienced
technical writers understand the nature of composing, the process involved and
the steps used. Our students must also understand composing as process if they
are to write well.
2. Strategies to master writing ought to be delineated.
The successful technical writers we surveyed have a range of writing strategies at
their disposal. Our students must also be given these tools) in order to master
composing.
3. The distinctive nature of the technical writer's composing process and
writing strategies ought to be presented.
Technical composition does differ from composing in other fields, as our study
indicates. The composing process is more deliberate and strategies more clearly
defined, audience, purpose and form guide planning, writing and revising. The
situational nature of writing also influences composing. These distinctions help
define the nature of technical writing) and thus they too ought to be taught.
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HOW EXAMINING PEDAGOGY IN TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES
CAN ENHANCE TECHNICAL WRITING INSTRUCTION
Gary B. Blank
North Carolina State University
SUMMARY
Because technical writing courses generally reside in English departments,
technical writing teachers often lack perspective concerning students' writing
outside English courses. Because teaching methods used by professors in tech-
nical disciplines often determine the extent of students' writing development,
understanding these methods is a prime need of writing teachers. Working
closely with these professors provides the writing instructor with knowledge of
their teaching methods while providing opportunities to modify these methods to
enhance writing development. Moreover, such interaction enhances the writing
teacher's knowledge of technical subject matter. The teacher thus gains cred-
ibility in the eyes of both students and faculty with whom he/she works.
Rising demand for technical writing courses calls upon English departments
to offer additional sections, a situation for which most departments are unpre-
pared, being heavy laden with literature specialists. At North Carolina State
University, and I suspect elsewhere, continual outside recruitment of experi-
enced technical writing teachers to staff these classes is infeasible, which
means teachers having mostly humanities backgrounds and inclinations find them-
selves preparing to teach technical writing. At North Carolina State, we held
a week long workshop to train recruits, offering them a rather intensive over-
view of methods and materials used by our existing technical writing staff.
We now have, as a result, a larger pool of instructors to share ever increasing
class loads. Nationwide, in some fashion this process is repeated, either for-
mally or informally; thus the ranks of new technical writing teachers swell.
But in this solution to one problem lies another: faculty with primarily
humanities backgrounds often don't know very much about what technical students
do in their disciplines. Coming from literary study, from teaching freshman _
composition or literature survey courses, and from a writing tradition mainly
humanities based, these new technical writing teachers usually have limited
experience with technical subjects and even less experience with technical and
scientific report writing. To teach technical writing courses, they have the
guidance provided by excellent literature on the subject. (I refer especially
to Cunningham and Estrin's The Teaching of Technical Writing, published by NCTE
in 1975.) And they can peruse an array of technical writing textbooks to learn
what to require of students. But discovering the types of work science and
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technical students do and the types of writing that professors require in
technical courses demands exploration outside the normal range of an English
instructor's experience.
Indications are that such exploration is needed and that when occuring it
is highly beneficial. Writing across the curriculum programs evidence the
need for two-way information exchange about writing instruction and the set-
ting of clear rhetorical objectives uniformly applied. Terri Paul and Mary
Rosner, studying style in agriculture journals, concluded that '_e have to
learn more about the writing of the professions our students will enter if we
want to teach them technical writing." I heartily agree, based on my experi-
ences with forestry and engineering students in programs designed to insert
technical writing instruction into their technical courses. Further, I can-
not think of a more convenient or necessary place to examine the contexts and
particulars of technical writing as it occurs than in the technical courses
students take. Between the ideals we and the textbooks teach and the actual-
ities of technical situations, critical differences exist. Some of these dif-
ferencesare never more evident than in the assignments required by technical
subject professors and prepared by their students. Biases color professors'
expectations, traditions govern their reactions to right and wrong in report
writing. Various limitations constrain how writing gets evaluated and what
kind of information students receive about their communication--its success or
failure and reasons for either. Discovering these characteristics of tech-
nical pedagogy, I think, becomes essential if we want to understand how what
we teach integrates with writing practice elsewhere in the university and,
ultimately, in professional contexts. Obviously such discovery can especially
benefit those new recruits lacking the breadth of technical experience to find
comfort in their new roles as technical writing teachers.
Initially, and practically, we have to acknowledge the significance of
the writing or lack ofwriting done in technical curricula. Undeniably, the
way professors in technical disciplines treat student writing can have greater
effect on how students write than do writing courses. Students, after all,
spend far more time in technical studies. Usually professorial indifference
or concern toward writing induces student indifference or concern. Professors'
attitudes can either underline communication's importance to the subject or
ignore its role. The more we in English departments know about what occurs in
technical courses, how professors treat writing in Forestry 405-406, Electrical
Engineering 202, Civil Engineering 342, etc., the better able we will be to
enhance students' writing development. In fact, we can begin cooperating with
technical faculty in a better unified effort to produce competent professional
communicators.
We have to look, I think, at some general practices, examining misconcep-
tions they can engender that we have to counteract as best we can. We should
look at the variety of ways professors make assignments and what kinds of
skills students must bring to their report writing. We can then examine what
concepts and practices students should transfer or modify when they enter writ-
ing situations. In addition, we can see several important benefits to us as
technical writing teachers in our own classes.
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Perhaps the most problematic characteristic of how technical faculty treat
student writing has to be inconsistency. Some professors are nigglers harping
on what amount to fairly insignificant details of usage, while failing to
address the larger issues of organization and coherence. Some professors seem
blind to any student writing problems. Some professors labor over students'
papers, giving comprehensive comments and spending more time on the paper than
the student did. Such inconsistency leads to confusion, with students trying
to guess at how much the professor cares rather than working at some consistent
level of competence.
Nigglers have pet peeves and place undue emphasis on their own preferences
for word choices or subtle points of grammar drilled into them by some past
writing teacher. Nigglers, for instance, might know that splitting infinitives
is wrong and be able to distinguish between who and whom, but they may be so
caught up with such matters that they miss the larger proble_ of disorganiza-
tion that plagues the student. Professors blind to student writing problems
allow everything to get by, treating the poorly written paper the same or bet-
ter than the well written paper depending on technical correctness. Such blind-
ness can lead to reliance on formulaic lab report formats that provide technical
answers in what amount to fill-in-the-blank exercises, for which students pro-
vide numbers, equations, and the like but never have to articulate substantive
ideas. Confronted with nigglers on the one hand and the blind professors on
the other, students begin to discredit professors' concerns altogether. The
conscientious professor who makes accurate and directive conunents is perceived
as an oddity, someone to be appeased but not really taken seriously.
Inconsistency also extends to who does the paper grading--the professor or
graduate assistants. In large classes with multiple lab sections, assistants
perform the grading tasks, with or without close professorial supervision.
Like professors, graduate students have varied abilities with the language.
Because of their second-class status, graduat e students may not have or may not
assume the authority to make needed rhetorical and grammatical comments, but
this is hardly consistent. In fact in my experience, I know of several grad-
uate students, good writers themselves, who provide thorough coverage to writ-
ing problems. Unfortunately, however, their authority gets questioned by stu-
dents who balk at being evaluated for more than technical correctness. At
North Carolina State, moreover, where nearly half the engineering graduate
assistants are foreign nationals, whose English competence in many cases
remains minimal, theproblems of grading students' writing quality are exten-
sive, and the arguments that ensue between graders and students can be quite
destructive.
Inconsistency can also affect the very styles students are required to
present in their writing. Academic styles, the full-blown discourse so often
evident in journals and texts might be appealing to one professor and totally
wrong for another. How is the studentto know except by trial and error?
Overall, professors seem to prefer a plain style that says what it has to say
without adornment, that supplies the most information with the least fuss.
But the degree of simplicity remains hazy, especially when students sense that
the simple statement lacks prestige and proper force. In some part, the prob-
lem here stems from the types of writing often examinedand taught in English
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composition and literature classes. Significantly, though, students required
to read and use technical literature will begin to emulate what they read'and,
without being told to do otherwise, begin to write, though less successfully,
like the published authors. While such a result could be good, more often
than not it is bad. I think we have to sound out the technical professors
whose students we teach and establish a concensus about what expectations are
going to exist.
We should also know more than we do about the types of reports students
write for other courses and the types of problems they have to solve to write
those reports. Just as inconsistencies among professors can affect students'
perceptions of what writing is, the types of reports they prepare will affect
their perceptions of how to approach the writing process. They are going to
write laboratory reports quite differently from how they write term papers.
Without any knowledge or without correct knowledge, we are doomed to act with
a set of assumptions based on our own limited experience with scientific and
technological processes. I grant that we c_n provide a valuable service as
uninformed readers outside the technical context and thus serve as an audience
for whom students must prepare to write. But I think we can serve this func-
tion just as well after looking into the nature of the technical problems and
more closely than we have at reports that will derive from them. As teachers
shaping students' writing experience, I think we have some responsibility for
sensing when the material is right technically. More importantly, though, we
can better guide students toward correct report procedures when we have a mod-
icum of experience with the technical subject matter. We can ask the signifi-
cant questions that have to be asked as the student explores the writing pro-
cess. Further, we can better understand the stages of report compilation that
precede the actual drafting. Insights into the land management planning pro-
cess, fo_ instance, will help us teach forestry students why Certain informa-
tion goes in appendices rather than the body of a management plan, or why
transitions in these reports are so essential.
On a more specific level, if we have the practical experience, we can draw
attention to the pitfalls that prove most irksome to technical professors. We
can highlight the small points that proofreading and careful revision will mon-
itor, so that students will give credence to the impact such errors can have.
Understanding some of the terminology and recognizing the symbols used by elec-
trical engineers can help us emphasize the need for accuracy in design project
papers. The capital K and lower case k, for example, denote quite different
things (Kelvin and kilo respectively) and are not interchangeable. Though we
can argue that such details are not the writing teacher's responsibility, being
able to note such distinctions makes us decidely better report evaluators. In
this regard, we can reinforce or counteract some of the evaluation practices
that we know exist outside the rigors of a writing course, making students
aware of the consistent and idiosyncratic concerns report readers will have.
In general, though we have to make the effort to identify such characteristics
by making more frequent contact with technical professors than has generally
been the practice. The question, of course, is how.
Writing across the ,curriculum programs are providing some opportunity, a
much needed chance for mutual discussion and learning. At North Carolina State
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we have established, at the invitation of the Schools of Forestry and Engineer-
ing, programs specifically designed to bring writing instruction into technical
classrooms as part of normal course activity. A variety of approaches allow us
to work closely with faculty members who require written reports. Sitting down
with them, we are able to establish mutual expectations and identify the most
crucial areas for instruction. In a course I team teach with a forestry pro-
fessor, we have substantially revised the scope of the land management planning
paper students must prepare their last semester. Over the three years we have
worked together, our shared experience has led to changes in the way we make the
assignment and evaluate the reports. Once submitted as a whole at the end of
the semester, the plans are now submitted in parts, to be evaluated and sent
back for revisions. Bill and I have learned from each other and have modified
our approaches accordingly.
With engineering faculty, workshops and consultations have led to changes
in assignment types, our emphasis being on giving students realistic situations,
wherein they might be required to submit a construction site evaluation or act
as consultants to contractors requiring specific lab analyses of soil samples.
Classroom presentations allow us, as writing consultants, to enter the class-
room and supplement what the professor has said about a paper assignment with
specific information concerning the preferred style in which it should be writ-
ten. Simultaneously, working with students individually allows us to see the
results of our efforts and diagnose the types of problems that need further
attention in future presentations. At every turn we are able to examine faculty
expectations and make suggestions as to how these expectations might be altered
or made clearer.
In our present situation at North Carolina State, we have a fairly formal
structure for doing what I am advocating, but I think that any technical writ-
ing teacher with the gumption can learn the ropes and explore writing done in
the technical disciplines. Paying attention to what students are interested in
and asking them what types of writing they have to do elsewhere indicate where
to begin an exploration. Following up these probes by informal contacts with
technical faculty will fill in the gaps.
The benefits of such explorations are easily discernible when the techni-
cal writing teacher puts this newfound knowledge to work. For one thing, cred-
ibility in the classroom increases. Students who lose interest in the abstrac-
tions of technical writing instruction pay attention if the person up front
cites examples that strike close to experience or quotes a particularly well
known professor's desires. Students begin to identify the relevance of the
message. Then, too, they respond to the teacher who exhibits a real interest
in their subject area and who can speak accurately about its intricasies, who
at least recognizes the technical terminology and can distinguish it from the
jargon. Students greatly appreciate the outsider who can see their problem
and can provide a sounding board that helps them find a workable approach to
solve it. The teacher who can help them identify the audiences they will need
to address does them a real service and can act credibly as that audience when
the time for report evaluation comes. In fact, the whole range of teaching
activities we engage in the technical writing course will be enhanced by
informed teachers who examine methods and problems that exist in the real con-
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ABSTRACT:
Analogies are used implicitly or explicitly as heuristic pro-
cedures for exploring problems, formulating hypotheses, and gener-
ating discourse in the arts and the sciences. All of the problem-
solving strategies that are commonly used across the disciplines
are conceptual models or constructs which operate by means of anal-
ogy. By understanding and teaching the problem-solving strategies
common to rhetoric and communication courses and by encouraging our
students to use the problem-solving strategies that they learn in
their own disciplines as heuristic probes to generate the content of
their discourse, we can teach them transfer skills while forging an
important theoretical linkbetween the conceptual Strategies and
theoretical models used in the pure and applied sciences, the hum-
anities and composition theory. The purpose of this paper is to
identify the composing models which operate by means of analogy, to
discuss the importance of analogical acts in the prewriting stage
of the composing process, and to explore the relations between anal-
ogical acts and concept formation.
ANALOGICAL ACTS AS CONCEPTUAL STRATEGIES
Writing serves learning uniquely because writing
as process-and-product possesses a cluster of
attributes that correspond uniquely to certain
powerful learning strategies.
--Janet Emig
As teachers and communicators, we all use analogic forms as
aids in solving problems and in processing data. Proportional anal-
ogies, figurative analogies, archetypes, constructs, metaphors,
similes and physical, theoretical and interpretative models are all
examples of analogic forms.- These forms help us to discover and
to communicate what we know effectively and economically to others.
A prime reason for the effectiveness of analogic forms as conceptual
strategies is that they demand an active--or better yet, interactive--
response from the audience. Just as the writer discovers the analogic
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relations between the subject under investigation and the analogy used
to explore it, the audience must rediscover these relations. Our
initial cognitive response to a novel analogy is a "synthetic" or
"holistic" one: It consists of a novel act of recognition or an illum-
inating perception of similarity between the analogues. After this
initial act of recognition, we call upon our analytical skills to
"unpack" the meaning of the analogy and to determine if what initially
rang true for us will indeed withstand closer scrutiny. To a degree,
this shift from synthesis to analysis and back again is a matter of
foregrounding and backgrounding. W. H. Leatherdale describes this
process in The Role of Analogy, Model and Metaphor in Science when
he states that sometimes one and sometimes another of the analogic
relations is brought into focus or juxtaposed with this or that other
relation: ". . . sometimes crystallizing out only to dissolve again,,2
under the pressure of discordant facts drawn from other areas ....
Our higher level cognitive skills of synthesis and analysis are
called into play when we read the following ad that an elite women's
apparel shop placed in the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra's program notes:
"As Bach is to the fugue; as Mozart is to the divestimento; as Beeth-
oven is to the symphony; so is Peck & Peck to women's clothing.
Classical." The relationships set up by this proportional analogy
suggest a sense of style, quality and an ambience which go far beyond 3
stating that Peck & Peck specializes in classical clothing for women.
Besides using analogic forms as persuasive and heuristic strate-
gies in advertising, creative analogies serve a very practical inform-
ative function in science and engineering. Scientists have long used
analogic forms such as the solar system model of atomic structure and
the billiard ball model of gas molecules to guide their research and
to serve as pedagogical tools. Electrical engineers have also borrowed
the language and concepts from a familiar area of knowledge to explore
the unfamiliar when they use the language of hydraulics (i.e., the
pressure and flow of liquids) to explain voltage and amperage. As
these examples illustrate, one of the primary uses of analogic forms
for problem-solvers and communicators is to help them to grasp diffi-
cult concepts easily by using the familiar as a probe to explore the
unknown. Since the analogy that we "import" from a different, more
familiar domain to explore the unknown has its laws and properties
already well worked out, it provides us with a useful set of categories
and attributes that can be used systematically to investigate the
subject or problem under consideration. Considering the value of
analogic forms as conceptual strategies and discovery procedures, the
purpose of this paper is to answer two questions concerning the function
of analogic forms: (i) How does the use of analogic forms across the
disciplines compare with our use of analogy in teaching composition?




Any history of thought might begin and end with
the statement that man is an analogical animal.
--S. Buchanan
Analogic forms serve the same descriptive, explanatory and pre-
dictive functions in composing that they do in other disciplines.
The analogic forms we use in composing help us to arrange information
into meaningful patterns and help us to generate or invent the con-
tent of discourse. Whenever we use or teach structural or inventional
heuristics, we are using analogic forms. In this section of the
paper, we will identify thr analogic forms we use in teaching writing
and explore how they function in generating discourse.
The composing strategies or heuristic procedures that we teach
in composition classroom operate _analogically, that is, they set up
an analogical rather than a logical relationship between the composing
strategy and the resulting discourse. There are two basic types of
composing strategies that we teach: (i) structural models, which
function primarily to generate the form of discourse, and (2) inven_
tional models, which are used to generate the content of discourse.
Structural Models
Teachers of journalism and technical and professional writing rely
very heavily on structural models. These models usually consist of
formats or outlines identifying the parts of a discourse and indicating
how to sequence the information. Different structural models are used
for generating the arrangement patterns for different types of dis-
course such as the inverted pyramid model for arranging news articles
or the causal analysis format for arranging the discussion in trouble-
shooting reports. Other structural models would include formats for
proposals, progress reports and technical memoranda, various types of
business correspondence and technical articles. The primary function
of structural models is to aid writers in organizing raw data into
particular types of written communication. We could schematize the
application of structural models to raw data in the following way:
Topic or Problem + Structural Model ___ Discourse
(raw data) (to select, de-
select and
arange data)
i.e. ,mass of data structural outline the actual
resulting from a + for a technical _ technical
technical inves ti- memorandum memorandum
gation
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In the case of structural models, the analogic form they illustrate
is the direct, proportional analogy. The proportional analogy identifies
and explains the formal or structural similarities between the model and
the discourse. Since these similarities can be inferred from direct sense
experience or from ordinary perception, the structural models make use of
what philosophers call "first order properties of direct relation ''5 and
set up almost a i:i relationship between the model and the discourse. An
example of a structural model in science which operates via a proportional
analogy is wing : bird :: fin : fish. The relations between the bird's
wing and the fish's fin can be easily determined by examining the form and
function of these anatomical parts. In composition models, however, the
similarities between the structural model and the discourse are even more
flexible. When we analyze the discourse into its component parts, the
structural model used to generate it becomes apparent. The "purpose state-
ment model" and the following purpose statement taken from Mathes and
Stevenson's Designing Technical Reports6serve to illustrate the analogical
relations between structural models and the discourse:
Purpose Statement Model Discourse
i. Problem and context Symmetrically spiraled curves accommodate
the natural driving path of the motorist.
When properly designed, these curves pro-
duce a more comfortable and safer ride.
However, engineers have hesitated to use
these curves because of the difficulty in
2. Assignment or technical calculating them. Consequently, the sym-
tasks metrically spiraled curve program was
designed and written to quickly compute
3. Rhetorical purpose the basic characteristics of the curve.
This memo explainshow to arrange the
necessarydata on computercards so that
highway engineerscan use the symmetrically
spiraledcurve programto design a curve
(p. 26).
By comparing the model with the sample discourse, we find that the
structural model sets up a functional relationship with the discourse.
The model describes and explains the arrangement of the information by
outlining the component parts of an effective purpose statement. To
evaluate a purpose statement that has been previously written or to generate
a new statement, we can use the model as a guide and checklist. Used as
a guide, the model serves a predictive function, predicting the form of
other successful purpose statements.
Since we are dealing with direct relations between the parts of the
model and the discourse under consideration, we are easily tempted to
teach structural models prescriptively. However, the model is a theo-
retical construct and its relations to the discourse are analogous rather
than logical. Because they posit analogous relations with the discourse,
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the structural models can only be considered guides to reason or sug-
gested arrangement patterns. In other words, they provide us with
heuristic procedures rather than with algorithms.
InventionalModels
Inventional models also operate by means of analogy, but the ana-
logical relations posited here are resemblances of relations rather than
direct relations of first order properties. Some inventional models,
like Rohman and Wlecke's prewriting models, instruct the writer to invent
his or her own "suitable analogies" for exploring a problem or topic. 7
In other instances, the writer is presented with specific generative ana-
logies such as the particle-wave-field analogy (drawn from physics) used
in tagmemic invention or the dramatistic analogy used in Burke's Pentad. 8
The writer is then instructed to apply these creative analogies as
perspectives for exploring problems and for generating the content of
discourse.
Most inventional models operate by means of esoteric and creative
analogies imported from another domain of our experience. These creative
analogies must have, as it were, "a life of their own," independent from
those properties we are using them to explain. When we employ creative
analogies to invent discourse, we import both the analogy and all of its
associations from that other domain. The imported analogy together with
its complex system of associations provides us with a familiar set of
categories and assumptions that we can use as perspectives to aid us in
exploring, describing and explaining the "topic analogue," or problem
under investigation. We could schematize the application of inventional
models to a problem under investigation in the following way:
Topic or Problem + Inventional Model






Raw Data, Structural Models
Novel Insights, + (to select, deselect _-_ Discourse
Unique perspectives and arrange data)
As this process diagram illustrates, the inventional models are
employed prior to and at a different level than the structural models.
Instead of setting up a proportional relationship between the model
and the discourse (as the structural models do), the inventional models
are another step removed. The relationship they set up with the discourse
is more abstract and esoteric. The inventional models establish a direct
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relationship with the writer's cognitive processes (i.e., with his
perceptual skills, problem-solving skills, learning skills and verbal
skills). In this way, the inventional models guide reason and stimulate
intuition to aid the writer in discovering the content of discourse.
To explain the relationship between the inventional models and
the writer's cognitive processes, we must explore the process of ana-
logical thinking itself. When the writer applies an inventional model
(or creative analogy) to a topic analogue, he is performing what Leatherdale
calls an "analogical act. ''9 An analogical act consists of a novel act of
recognition followed by an examination of the features and properties of
the topic under investigation from the perspective of similar features in
the inventional model. The analogous relations between these two sets of
features can be classified as "positive," "negative" or questionable
("neutral") analogues. IO The following diagram depicts what occurs during
analogical thinking:
Topic or Problem + Inventional Model --_> Analogical Act
under investigation (recognition of novel
similarities leading
i.e., (atomic structure) + (solar system _ -> to positive, negative
model) and neutral analogues)
We can explain this process by describing what occurred when Niels
Bohr discovered the structural similarities between solar systems and
atoms. Bohr used what he already knew about the structure of the solar
system as an analogy for relating the isolated facts and speculation then
current about the atom. Since the properties of the solar system were
directly observable, well worked out and easy to extend and generalize
about, he used them as an imported analogy to make the strange and unknown
familiar. After his initial illuminating perception of the similarity in
structure between solar systems and atoms, Bohr had to work out the im-
plications of these resemblances by identifying and analyzing the positive,
negative and neutral analogues generated by this analogical act. When he
compared, for example, the solar system's large central sun orbited by
planets with the atom's large nucleus orbited by electrons, he identified
a positive analogue. The discrepancies in size and physical composition
between the solar system and the atom were identified as negative analogues--
or areas where the analogy breaks down. Useful creative analogies should
enable the investigator not only to identify and explain obvious positive
and negative analogues, but also to predict novel similarities based on
properties or relations that he has not yet used or that were less apparent
initially.
The prediction of new relations, suggested by the imported analogy
attest to the heuristic value of the model. For example, since Bohr
knew that there is a force called gravity holding the planets in their
orbits around the sun, he was led to postulate an analogous force
(electrical charges) holding electrons in their orbits around the nucleus.
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Such novel prediction, based on the known properties of the model serve
as heuristic probes to guide research systematically, rather than hap-
hazardly. The postulated relations are considered "neutral analogues"
until, after testing and verification, they can be included as part of
either the positive or negative analogues. The usefulness of the inventional
model as a conceptual strategy for extending knowledge and discovering new
knowledge can be evaluated by the quality of its predictive power or its
ability to guide research successfully over time.
Although our discussion of the solar system model of atomic structure
is far from complete, it has illustrated that inventional models, operating
by means of creative analogies, systematically direct the writer's pro-
blem exploration by providing unique perspectives on the problem. The
model helps the writer to generate useful data by identifying positive and
negative analogues. The questionable or neutral analogues resulting from
analogical thinking can aid the writer in forming preliminary hypotheses.
As the solar system model demonstrates, the epistemic value of the model
is often found in its neutral analogues: while the positive and negative
analogues extend our knowledge about the problem, the neutral analogues
raise questions which may lead to the discovery of new knowledge. The
raw data, novel insights and unique perspectives generated by applying
inventional models to puzzling problems enable writers to discover features
properties and relations which reformulate their knowledge about the world.
Both the structural and the inventional models, therefore, serve as con-
ceptual strategies in problem-solving and communication situations. The
question remaining to be answered is: How does the analogical thinking
which occurs whenever we apply composing models relate to concept formation
and to learning in general?
III
As philosophy grows more abstract, we think increasingly
by means of metaphors that we profess no___t.ttobe relying
on. --I. A. Richards
Janet Emig argues brilliantly in "Writing as a Mode of Learning"
that writing is a _mode of learning because of its unique and
immediate form of feedback and reinforcement. The information from the
process of writing".., is immediately and visibly available as that
portion of the product already written. The importance for learning of
a product in a familiar and available medium for immediate, literal
(that is, visual) re-scanning and review cannot . . . be overstated." ii
Emig concludes by stating that the process and product of writing share
many features with successful learning strategies, and she proceeds to
enumerate four of these shared features in her article. Our discussion
of the function of composing models in teaching writing and the relationship
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of these models to cognitive strategies identifies yet another corre-
spondence between writing and learning: the use of analogical thinking
as a cognitive strategy for discovering knowledge.
In more poetic terms, Nietzsche recognized the relationship of
analogical thinking to discovering knowledge when he described the
acquisition of language as a metaphoric (or analogic) process:
A nerve stimulus, first transformed into a percept!
First metaphor! The percept again copied into a sound!
Second metaphor! And each time he (man) leaps completely
out of one sphere right into the midst of an entirely
different one .... What therefore is truth? A mobile
army of metaphors, metonymies, anthropomorphisms: in
short a sum of human relations which became poetically
and rhetorically intensified, metamorphosed, adorned,
and after long usage seem to a nation fixed, canonic
and binding; truths are illusions of which one has
forgotten that they are illusions; worn out metaphors
which have become powerless to affect the senses; coins
which have their obverse effaced and now are no longer
of account as coins but merely as metal. 12
Nietzsche's analysis of the relationship of language to knowledge
(truth) leads us to a view of man as an "analogical animal." Man
does not deal with ultimate reality--the Thing-in-Itself. "The Thing-
in-Itself (pure truth, according to Nietzsche) is . . . quite incompre-
hensible to the creator of language and not worth making any great endeavor
to obtain. He designates only the relations of things to men and for their
expression he calls to his help the most daring metaphors. ''13 Nietzsche
agrees, then, that we are incapable of perceiving Reality. Instead, we
create in our minds our own realities, as best we can, based on our capacities
to receive and process sensory data and our perceptions concerning that data.
In this way, we invent our own realities.
The process of inventing reality is aided by analogical thinking at
a very basic level of cognition. When we are faced with a totally new
problem or situation, our minds do not know how to recognize or explore
the unknown because we have no pre-programmed classification system by
which to organize our perceptions. Our ability to perceive something is
a learned ability, and we come to recognize and understand the unknown by
comparin_ it to knowledge patterns with which we are already familiar.
This search for resemblances between the unknown and the familiar is the
crux of all analogical thinking. The pre-programmed or familiar models or
procedures which we apply to unknowns in life enable us to discover class-
ification systems to order the positive, negative and neutral analogues
between a topic analogue (or problem) and the imported analogy and to make
them intelligible. There is a basic correspondence, then, between the
analogical thinking employed in successful learning and analogical thinking
as a composing strategy.
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The importance of analogical thinking to composition and communi-
cation stems from its heuristic and epistemic attributes. To explain
the epistemic function of analogical thinking, we must understand the
memory and logic functions of the brain. The memory function stores
information that has been selectively received and selectively translated
with structure, meaning and value added to it. The logic function, on
the Other hand, compares incoming data to stored information and uses
this comparison as a basis for determining how to interpret and respond
to new data. We can only evaluate new ideas or opinions by comparing
them with the ideas and opinions we already have. The more ideas and
opinions we become familiar with, the greater is our basis for comparison
and for understanding even more. Literally, learning increases our
14
ability to learn more.
The sensory stimulation that we note and respond to becomes processed
information. As we evaluate this processed information, we send ourselves
internal feedback. It is by the process of getting internal and external
feedback on already processed information that we learn. In writing, also,
as Emig maintains, the unique and immediate processing of feedback from
the portion of the product completed leads to a unique form of learning.
Analogical thinking, operating as part of the "logic" function of
the brain, enables us to compare problematic data and unknowns to stored
information and to use this comparison as a basis for determining how to
interpret and to respond to new data. We could summarize the role of
analogical thinking in concept formation and, correspondingly, in the
composing process, by noting that analogical thinking involves the per-
ception of novel insights and resemblances. The classification and
systematic exploration of these insights, guided by the structure of the
imported analogy, brings our problem-solving skills to bear on the data.
As we process both internal and external feedback that we get from com-
paring the unknown with the familiar stored information, we learn. When
we attempt to communicate what we have learned in the process, we also
involve our verbal skills. To communicate our perceptions, we sometimes
even borrow the language of the imported analogy (such as hydraulics) to
talk about the topic analogue (electricity) until we either create a new
set of terms and concepts (like voltage and amperage) to represent our
new knowledge or until we extend the meaning of the old terms (pressure
and flow). Therefore, by teaching analogical acts as conceptual strat-
egies for exploring problems and generating the form and content of
discourse, we are forging another link between learning and writing to
support our contention that writing is a unique mode of learning.
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LITERATURE AND THE TEACHING OF TECHNICAL WRITING
Russell Rutter
Coordinator of Technical Writing
Illinois State University at Normal
As the number of sections of technical writing increases at both
two-year and four-year colleges and universities, more teachers
originally trained to teach literature must prepare to teach technical
writing. For nearly a decade the Association of Teachers of Technical
Writing has given high priority to this preparation of new teachers,
and John A. Walter, upon completing his tenure as president of the
Association, asserted that "helping conventionally trained teachers of
English make the transition to becoming teachers of technical writing"
must be given priority in the decade to come. (ref. I)
It has been suggested from time to time that literature, especially
the surface features of poetry, can be used to illustrate the principles
of good technical writing. A noted technical writer, perhaps building
on the commonplace assertion that whoever can read poetry well aloud can
write a good technical report, remarks that "we can learn much from
poetry--short words and short sentences. Some people say that technical
writing is too jerky with short sentences. Look at poetry. It's not
jerky." (ref. 2) A recent essay explains how a teacher can use William
Carlos Williams' "The Red Wheelbarrow" to demonstrate that purpose governs
choice of words and, conversely, that language must be adapted to purpose.
(ref. 3) And of course there is John S. Harris' minor classic, "Metaphor
in Technical Writing." In this article Professor Harris notes that
metaphor is peculiar not just to poetry but to language itself, concluding
that all language is by nature metaphorical and thus poetical. (ref. 4)
By and large, though, Harris' line of thought remains undeveloped and
references to poetry and metaphor in the teaching of technical writing
remain scattered and unsystematic. The conventionally trained English
" teacher preparing to teach technical writing for the first time is apt to
conclude from the literature on the subject that what Robert Frost some-
where called a "proper poetical education" is only slightly and superfici-
ally useful in this new endeavor.
Other factors impel the new teacher to this conclusion. Faced with
students who use unfamiliar facts and concepts and who write papers full
of formidable-looking graphs, charts, tables, equations, diagrams, and
terminology, the new teacher is scarcely at leisure to contemplate or
speculate upon the relationships between literature and the various types
of technical papers and reports. Such a teacher, psychologically on the
defensive, can be forgiven for deciding without conscious ratiocination
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that the high ground of literary training must be abandoned in favor of
some safe bunker. Yet this is the wrong decision because it does not
explore the ways in which previously acquired literary training prepares
one to teach technical writing--as it certainly does. It forgets that
what great authors have said about writing can be of value to students
of science and technology. It ignores the demonstrable similarity
between the act of creating a poem and the act of creating a good report.
It also ignores the fact that scientific and technical people have
remarked on this similarity--and used essentially poetic processes in
their discoveries. In short, it postulates an adversary relationship
where in fact there exists a common bond.
The idea is pervasive that, whereas literature addresses matters of
imagination, science and technology address matters of fact. Closely
allied with this concept of fact is the term most often used with reference
to sense, a hallmark of scientific method. Moreover, objectivity is cited
often by humanists in both its favorable and pejorative senses. Thus the
new teacher of technical writing should reconsider this concept of fact
from his vantage point as a language specialist. It is significant that
the concept of fact, in its common sense of "verifiable and reproducible
datum of experience," did not originate, according to the Oxford English
Dictionary, until the seventeenth century. That is, before the seventeenth
century there was no term to describe data that is defined without reference
to readers or hearers. Then, of course, as now, a person could observe
impartially, but the concept of depersonalized reporting of events as if
they had occurred in a vacuum was simply unthinkable. No value could have
been attached to it and no need imagined for it.
One might ask whether the concept lurks behind some other words. The
answer seems to be "no." Written annals preserving records haphazardly for
posterity were subsumed under the rubric "received material." History, now
often defined as a concatenation of facts, as "objective," was then conceived
of as a narration valuable not for fidelity to fact (there was no such con-
cept) but rather for its power to teach readers and hearers by examply how to
live well. William Caxton, for instance, told readers of his edition of
Ranulph Higden's universal history or Po!ychronic0 n (1482) that
History may be described thus. History is the perpetual
conservatrice and also cotidian witness of good deeds,
bad deeds, great acts, and triumphal victories of all
manner of people.
He contrasts history with "the feigned fables of the poets" and illustrates
history by referring to the actions of Hercules. (ref. 5) Elsewhere, in his
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Jason (1477), he cites the actions of Saturn, Jupiter, Titan, and Perseus
for the same reason. Caxton followed the usage of his age, then, not
only in emphasizingthe moral dimension of history but also in blurring
the distinctions, already faint, between history and story, between what
moderns call fact and fiction. His reference to his own Recuyell of the
Histories of Troy (1474) as a "history" made up of "stories" anticipates
a statement like William Painter's that even the most lurid "stories" in
that Elizabethan best-seller, The Palace of Pleasure (1566), are "his-
tories" that include both good and bad actions so that the reader learns,
by contrasting the two types, to prefer the good. (ref. 6)
Any teacher with a literary training can multiply the examples given
above. The point, though, is clear: before the concept of fact came into
being, what was written was valued only if it pleased, edified, or per-
suaded a reader or hearer. But after that concept came into being,
literary people clung to the old doctrine because it was person-oriented.
Joseph Conrad was enunciating just this doctrine when he said that the
goal of writing "is, by the power of the written word, to make you hear,
to make you feel--it is, before all, to make you see. That--and no more,
and it is everything." (ref. 7)
Some teachers who are facing their first technical writing classes
may feel too beleaguered even to recall such apparently remote truths as
these. Others may feel that there is nothing profound in the idea that
writing, to be good, must move its audience or in the literary common-
place that good writing enables the reader to enjoy increased understand-
ing and heightened perception. What is commonplace to the literary teacher
is profound to many technically-oriented students, who, because they have
spent several years acquiring masses of specialized information, must
re-learn (or learn for the first time) these supposed commonplaces.
Nothing is more familiar to veteran teachers of technical writing than
student reports full of raw data and, because addressed to no one in
particular, useful to no one in particular. New teachers of technical
writing, like the veterans, develop in their students the ability to
write for readers only be recalling the perspective they gained from the
study of literature and imparting it to those students. Conventionally
trained teachers of English become teachers of technical writing by learning
how to impart to a new group of students what their study of literature has
taught them, never by ignoring, forgetting, abandoning, or repressing it.
The technical writer who understands the importance of addressing an
audience will grasp quickly the importance of selecting material judiciously
and shaping it to the information needs of the audience. Designing reports,
like designing anything else, is an imaginative act. Any teacher who has
studied the great authors can at once call to mind the ideas about imagina-
tion and the poetic process that reading those authors has supplied him with.
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Because space is limited, one author, Wordsworth, must stand for many.
Wordsworth wrote in 1815 that "imagination . . . has no reference to
images that are merely a faithful copy, existing in the mind, of absent
external objects; but is a word of higher import, denoting operations
of the mind upon those objects .... " To be a poet, Wordsworth says,
one must have the powers of sensibility, invention, observation, and
description. One must further possess the power of reflection, "which
makes the Poet acquainted with the values of actions, images, thoughts,
and feelings; and assists the sensibility in perceiving their connection
with one another." To these powers must be added imagination and fancy
"to modify, to create, and to associate," and judgment "so that the less
shall not be sacrificed to the greater." (ref. 8)
Wordsworth is affirming that in composition the vital factor is
imaginative synthesis, not mere accumulation of facts. Imagination,
Wordsworth says, shapes facts into meaning "by conferring additional
properties upon an object, or abstracting from it some of those which
it actually possesses, . . . by consolidating numbers into unity, and
dissolving and separating unity into number." (ref. 8) Referring in a
technical writing class to Wordsworth or to theories of the imagination
is unnecessary and, because it would appear to students distracting and
pedantic, unwise as well. However, the teacher new to technical writing
soon discovers that major technical writing texts urge technical students
to acquire what is, in effect, a Wordsworthian approach to writing. Or,
to cite a different author, Sir Philip Sidney, they recognize that "the
skill of each artificer standeth in that idea or fore-conceit of the work,
and not in the work itself. And that the poet hath that idea is manifest .
• ." In this context it is significant that not surface features,
"rhyming and versing," but rather imaginative projection, "feigning
notable images of virtues, vices, or what else, with that delightful
teaching," is "the right describing note to know a poet by." (ref. 9)
Adapting the Sidneian definition to the technical writing classroom is
not difficult• While technical writers rarely feign images of virtue and
vice, Sidney's "what else" could include the technical writer's created
illusion, vital to all technical communication, that the raw facts of a
given experiment, investigation, or case happen somehow of themselves to
form a pattern. Behind this illusion, of course, is the technical writer,
by imagination shaping and sythesizing the inchoate stuff of experience
into reports designed to inform and enlighten an identified audience, and
thus by imagination engaging in a fundamentally poetic process. Science
and technology are far more poetic than some of their practitioners and,
ironically, most humanists seem to realize.
Against this extended application of literature to technical writing
it might seem easy to enlist Aristotle, the well-spring of much poetic and
rhetorical theory, to defend the narrower view of science. In the Posterior
Analytics Aristotle comments, "We suppose ourselves to possess unqualified
scientific knowledge of a thing . . . when we think that we know the cause
on which the fact depends, as the cause of that fact and no other, and,
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further, that the fact could not be other than it is" (71b). But
Aristotle did not formulate this description for a modern audience
or a modern frame of reference. Nor, as careful reading of the
entire Posterior Analytics makes clear, did he mean it to be cited,
as it occasionally is (ref. i0), in isolation. More to the point
is a statement like Albert Einstein's that in science there is a
strong dichotomy between sense data and theory: "The sense-experiences
are the given subject-matter. But the theory that shall interpret them
is man-made." (ref. ii) Einstein intends "man-made" in its full sense.
Citing Hume against Kant, Einstein asserts that "all concepts, even
those closest to experience, are from the point of view of logic, freely
chosen posits." Thinking, for Einstein, is what one might call a poetic
function, "essentially constructive and speculative." (ref. 12)
In the sphere of scientific discovery itself, Einstein contends,
even great scientists such as Ernst Mach were slow to recognize the
validity of atomic theory because they were victimized by a positivistic
philosophic prejudice, which "consists in the belief that facts can and
should yield scientific knowledge without free conceptual construction."
What really occurs, however, is that concepts, "through success and long
usage," cease to be recognized as concepts and begin to masquerade as part
of the data. (ref. 12) The reader may by now recognize that the concept
that brings pattern ot raw data is also the imaginative synthesis that
turns sense experience into poetry. Physics is poetry of matter.
All of this has led, quite properly, some distance from the technical
writing classroom. Quite properly, I say, because one must step back from
the day-to-day classroom procedure, which to any teacher can threaten to
become overwhelming, in order to recognize the common conceptual matrix in
which poetry, science, and technology are located. One must step back and
review (literally "see again") that Wordsworth's poetic "gleam, The light
that never was on sea or land" (ref. 13) makes poetry out of observation
just as Einstein's freely posited physical concepts have created modern
physics where otherwise only discrete sense impressions would have been.
Other scientists and technologist s have seen the imaginative and poetic
implications of their work. The great naturalist Louis Agassiz told his
students repeatedly that "facts are stupid things" unless they are coupled
to some general law. (ref. 14) John Smeaton, virtually the founder of
modern civil engineering, discovered the ideal design for a lighthouse by
imaginative analogy. Watching a great oak tree withstand a storm, he
decided to shape the Eddystone Lighthouse like the storm-resistant bole of
the oak tree. Robert McAdam created the road name for him only when he first
created a potent simile. A road, he reasoned, is not like a bridge that
supports traffic. Rather, it is like a roof that keeps the earth dry so that
the earth can support traffic. (ref. 15)
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It is, then, an illusion that teaching technical writing requires
faculties that a literary person does not possess. Of course teachers of
technical writing must neet their students half-way, respecting their
students' needs and subject matter. Further, they will wish to learn more
about the settings in which technical writing is done, become acquainted
with those who ask for and read technical reports, and keep up with the
professional literature on technical communication. Most of all, though,
they must remember that as humanists they have in their possession a vital
insight, that all communication is an imaginative projection of concepts
onto otherwise meaningless data to produce orderly, informative papers and
reports. Because literary training emphasizes the primacy of imagination
in methodizing nature to produce art, it is the best possible preparation
for teaching students of science and technology how to imagine audiences,
recognize and develop concepts, and select data so that the reports they
write will form coherent systems--so that their reports will make sense.
These students must free themselves from the dead weight of accumulated
fact by learning an essentially poetic process. If we believe in what we
ourselves have learned, and if we put aside the insularity that we some-
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RHETORIC AND THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR:




Developing a new course is both trying and exciting, particularly so
if the orientation of the course is outside one's field. What could my
field -- rhetoric -- contribute to a new Course for business administrators?
What follows here is an account of how rhetoric, which I take literally as
well as theoretically to be the adjusting of ideas to people and people
to ideas, can and should shape a course in written and spoken communication
outside traditional courses in English. I hope to account for the frustrat-
ing gaps that can occur between the planning and the realization of a
course as well as to delineate some presuppositions about fitting the world
of the student to the world of the course. This tailoring process parallels
what DorothyAugustine says a writer does when "he . . . fixes a frame for
his intention about the meaning of X so that it may adjust to the addressee's
'response'," (ref. i) a response based upon what he, the addresser, knows
about his subject and his intended audience. This in turn describes what
rhetoric has to do with course or curriculum development as well as with the
act of communicating.
I believe the principles I describe here are equally applicable in de-
vising and teaching other courses in writing. We teach -- that is, we get
students to practice and to explore -- the underlying principles, the "deep
structure," if you will, of a still loosely defined action called composing.
RHETORIC AND THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
What training in written and spoken communication is commonly available
to the student who intends to move into management after a formal academic
program? English lOland 102 striveto develop basic writing and research
skills to enable students to perform college level academic work. Business
Communications, Writing for the World of Work, Technical Writing, and simi-
larly titled courses introduce students with special interests to communi-
cation requirements in business, industry, and technology. But because some
of these courses place emphasis on special forms such as letters and reports,
they often do littleto introduce students to practical, career-oriented
writing situations. And none of these coursesiS significantly concerned
with the rhetoricalprocesses internal to an organization in which a student
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may seek or hold a job, processes which frequently determine how such an
organization functions on a day-to-day basis.
In order to understand the rhetorical processes of an organization, I
have looked to the field of management, a field which has application to
all organized activity. Management can be defined as an activity which per-
forms certain functions in order to acquire, allocate, and utilize both
physical resources and human effort to meet and accomplish a goal. The
typical management functions are planning, organizing, controlling, and ad-
ministering. While all management functions require extensive communica-
tion, the functions of planning, organizing, and controlling place heavy re-
liance upon abstract forms of communication. Accounting ledgers, budgets,
computer programs, engineering designs or mathematical models are examples.
Management administrative functions rely more upon written and spoken
communication; systems and procedures, job descriptions, purchasing specifi-
cations and public relations are examples. Since such communication is
highly structured, the emphasis in instruction should be on style, tone,
awareness of audience, and purpose -- not on form. Management administra-
tion offers an excellent vehicle for the development of an advanced course
in rhetoric combined with a survey of the administering functions of manage-
ment with which our graduates are apt to be concerned.
COURSE DEVELOPMENT: WRITING IN THE PROFESSIONS
in developing a course called "Writing in the Professions," (ieef.2)
a course intended to cut across several professions and serve a diverse
clientele, my first task was to select and study those functions of manage-
ment that deal with the communication needs of an organization. The second
was to find practical ways to relate those functionsto rhetorical principles.
Short of "hands-on" practical experience in business administration, I in-
vestigated the problem by reading textbooks in the field, talking with
management personnel in a number of areas, and gathering samples of writing
actually produced in organizations such as medical centers, heavy machinery
companies, computer software producers, and so on. I found abundant study
material, so my principal concern soon became the selection, development,
and arrangement of that material in preparation for teaching Writing in the
Professions.
Specifically, the areas I investigated were in public relations, mar-
keting, purchasing, finance, and personnel administration on the grounds
that a person in a middle-managementrole within an organization is, to
greater or lesser extent, involved in each of these areas of concern. As
my course took shape in the planning stages, specific "problems" that became
the framework for introducing rhetorical principles evolved: a public re-
lations problem, a marketing problem, a purchasing problem, a finance pro-
blem.
To illustrate: A management activity is personnel. A subordinate _act-
ivity, one that can be handled effectively in the classroom, is establishin_
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staffing policy and procedure. Students in Writing in the Professions could
study the Communication principles involved (purpose, voice, message, audi-
ence) and write a job description and personnel procedure that would be rep-
resentative of, say, a large medical center or a complex organization such as
General Motors. Actual job descriptions and statements of personnel policy
(hiring, firing, fringe benefits, vacations, etc.) could be brought into the
classroom both by the instructor and by students who have access to them for
our primary source of information -- ourtextbook, so to speak. For the
management activity purchasing, subordinate activity_, we could write
bid specifications for a product to be purchased in selected companies, us-
ually those in which students were actually employed . For the management
function publicrelations , subordinate activity consumer affairs, we could
write a report and press release explaining a defective product or service.
To make these writing activities as realistic as possible, we would try to
work with materials pertinent to local or state organizations based in our
region.
Basic to the course would be certain key concepts about the role of
individuals in organizations, about principles of upward,downward-lateral
communication, about interpersonal relationships and how to cultivate and
promote them, and about the nature of writing in organizations.
Actually, these concepts fit nicely with comparable ones from rhetoric
(and maybe they are the same, after all). For example, we recognize that a
rhetorical act involves a discourser (writer or speaker), an audience (reader
or listener), a context or "scene" in which communication takes place, a
purpose, and a code, as well as the meaning of the message itself. In a
business organization, the writers must think of themselves in management
roles: foremen, personnel directors, purchasing managers, head surgical
nurses. This is a difficult concept both to teach and to learn. The writer
writes according to a role, not as "I". Similarly, the writer must think
of readers as roles, so the audience becomes a supervisor, a manager of an-
other department, head of the division, a secretary, the stockroom super-
visor, president of the company, or a government agency hearing an argument
for legislation. Of course people occupy those roles; but the orientation
toward viewing both writer and audience in terms of roles is a crucial one.
The context of the communicative act may depend heavily upon the exi-
gencies of a situation or whether a company suffers from "crisis management"
approaches on a daily, weekly, or quarterly basis. It may depend upon the
degree of hostility between persons or departments over rank, salary dif-
ferences, and perquisites. Or the context may have much to do with time and
available resources to meet the demands of a government contract, with se-
curing cooperation from sub-contractors, or upon the company's ability to
perform.
Purpose becomes, for the writer in a management function, largely a
matter of securing action. The purpose of writing is to effect some action,
to persuade another to adopt a point of view or plan of action, to secure
"uptake" in the sense of the reader's recognizing the writer's intention
and then reacting to it, to effect purposeful change-- or all of these.
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The code or language, whether spoken or written, depends both upon the speak-
er/writer's ability to interact with others in order to do the job and upon
the choice of language most appropriate to getting the job done. Familiar
problems surface here. Knowing the audience and having the skill to address
audiences (the plural is significant) are two obvious ones. But the speaker
or writer must develop an awareness of and sensitivity to what language can
do as well. For example, "legaleze" can confuse, mislead, obscure at the
surface level. "Computereze" can confuse, mislead, upset, alienate a reader
who does not share the jargon, is not as technically oriented as the writer,
is not at the same level of administration as the writer, feels less well-
educated or knowledgeable, and so on. Finally, physical "presence" and body
language must be understood as important factors in analyzing and perfecting
spoken communication.
So. The course called Writing in the Professions began to take shape.
I would simPlY find those tasks of communication my research said middle-
management people would need to perform; then I woulddemonstrate how rhet-
orical schemes and principles of good writing or speaking matchthose tasks.
SimPle? Not so.
First, a splendid course might be, and probably has been, constructed
along the lines Ihad planned; but, I soon discovered, my plan would work
only for a largely homogeneous student group. Prospective business adminis-
trators, technical writers, science writers, journalists, lawyers -- each
makes up ideal student groups for whom designing and teaching a writin_ourse
would be a relatively easy task. However, these homogeneous groups -- stu-
dents with similar career objectives, similar professional training, similar
interests so far as occupations go, similar academic backgrounds -- did not
show up in my Writing in the Professions classes.
Who did? Two ladies who believed I would teach them to become instant
stars and get their clever articles published in Readers Digest; a sweet
young thing whoneeded to know how to write reports for a church group; a
talented middle-aged woman who had once run a small town newspaper nearly
single-handedly but who had had notraining in journalism; a manwho lobbies
for Native Americans; a court reporter who wants to study law; a woman who
works as legal aide helping poor people with divorce actions; a young man
who distributes a chemical spray device for self-defense; assorted under-
graduates (only one a business major); a head nurse on a surgical ward; and
a middle-management General Motors employee, Korean born, whose not-too-long-
range plans are to become General Manager of that corporation. There were
others -- all working toward BA degrees, some employed, some not, with wildly
varying backgrounds, ages ranging from 25 to 55. Each wanted something a
little different from the course. Each needed something different from the
course. Each came into the class with a respectable level of writing and
speaking skills -- no remedial problems there. But, as in any other writing
class, each student needed to improve communication skills in areas differ-
ent from other students. In short, what I got was a student population that
either had notread the course description or that thought_writing course
would cure all communication ills and prepare them esPecially for individual
careers.
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Now the problem was to adjust the course to the students in such a way
as to give them the basic writing practice they needed and to address some
of theaspects of writing in a profession. What needed to be done? Some of
my original plans were salvaged, but many had to be drastically changed.
The first significant problem to overcome was teaching students to de-
terminewho the writer is and what the writer's role is in an organization,
Most students had not thought of themselves as "roles." Thus the problem
was depersonalizing most of what they wrote, getting away from expressive
writing and focusing instead on audience uptake, on purpose, and on effec-
tive formatting of spoken and written messages. One way of getting at this
problem was to work with egocentric organization charts which specify the
audiences for one writer and one specific document. Students began to see
themselves in terms of roles, not names. Egocentric organization charts not
only force an analysis of roles and characteristics and tasks (job descrip-
tions, actually), but also bring out the diversity of audiences and their
lackof homogeneity. An exchange of job descriptions done orally in class,
a "gettingto know you" approach suggested by one of the students, turned
out to be the best activity we could have done early in the course because
our class is a workshop in which writers read, criticize, and react to each
others' work. Knowing the other students' occupations and interests and
backgrounds helped toestablish high morale, reassure individuals that their
skills were already high, and create the open atmosphere so vital to a writ-
ing workshop.
The second major task was to determine what members of the class do
write or present orally on present jobs, what reactions they get to the-_r
writing, who writes to them and what reactions are elicited, and to decide
as much as possible what specific problems in communication exist in their
immediate work situations. Writing job descriptions as a vehicle for get-
ting at this analysis was an eye-opener for many, for it helped them dis-
cover the differences between jobs as officially described or advertised
and the real jobs they performed. (Not a few decided they were overworked
and under-appreciated!) It also reinforced the concept of the writer writing
in a role within a complex organization.
A related task is that of determining what kinds of written and spoken
communication each student needed to produce for a future profession. Many
Writing in the Professions students were in the process of change, retooling
for a new career or preparing for a different direction in a present one.
We got at this problem by, again, examining and writing job descriptions, and
by interviewing people in a student's future field.
Because of the diversity in backgrounds these students brought to the
class, we had to learn and practice some key principles of writing that apply
generally, for any kind of writing, as well as specifically for writing in a
business organization: a law firm, the automobile industry, social services
agencies, government, private business, education, and the like. _Fur_her,
because the group was heterogenous, and because forms such as letters, con-
tracts, proposals, and memos are different from organization to organization,
we had to concentrate on effective writing rather than on forms. However,
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we did take a good, hard look at document design for ideas about effective
organization; theimpact of visual aids, the psychological effect of white
space, typeface, page placement, and so on, on the reader; and readability
at the sentence level.
Essential to effective writing in business organizations as elsewhere
is an understanding of audience, the role audience plays in determining or
shaping the language a writer chooses, the voice s/he projects, the atti-
tudes conveyed by voice and language, and the design of the written document
or the oral presentation. We used these ways to implement the study of
audiences, related to voice and language: the journal, business letters and
memos aimed at target audiences, report writing, and analysis of promotional
materials.
Journal writing is, not surprisingly, extremely difficult for many stu-
dents who have been away from regular undergraduate work for some time. But
the journal provides them a place for experimenting with editorials, plead-
ings, manifestoes, musings, analytical reports of articles from professional
journals, and so on. In business letter and memo writing, we specified and
varied the audiences: limited audiences, knowledgeable of the subject; anony-
mous audiences for documents to be kept in the files for lO years or more;
limited audiences, ignorant of the subject; and upward-downward-lateral aud-
iences. One exercise that promotes a real-life feeling for the collaborative
writing that goes on in business is group-writing a savings bond drive promo-
tional document or an argument for installing supermarket banking in neigh-
borhood stores. Report writing provides discipline by insisting strictly
on directness, succinctness, and thinking through a problem. Here we use
Larson's problem-solvingheuristic and Young, Becker, and Pike's tagmemic
grid as means of thinking through a writing problem or task. A specific
assignment for analyzing promotional materialsis to study and report on a
corporation's annual financial statement to its stockholders. A brief oral
discussion as a warm-up exercise helps students to prepare for a later formal
oral presentation and gives them an opportunity to explore the possibilities
in the subject. "I picked out this brochure on reading stockmarket reports
(Merrill Lynch) because _ts blue color caught my eye. I don't know'why.
I'm not especially interested in the subject, but I learned a lot from read-
ingit,, confessedone student. Asking why the blue caught her eye and what
effect it had on her led to a discussion of the psychological impact of color,
what blue symbolizes, how blue makes one feel, and so on. Her terms were
"Blue makesme feel secure and warm," which in turn led to her realization
of the purpose of the document's originators.
In all these endeavors we emphasized writing to the educated intelli-
gent reader, a concept that unifies the various disciplines and a concept
that gives writers not yet writing for a homogeneous, specified audience
an audience for which to write -- and an audience that includes themselves
and others in the class.
This leads me to the workshop format of the course. This format allows
for several important things: my introductory talks (not lectures); demon-
strations of a principle such as paragraph organization, features of sentence
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style, or parts of a business report; and peer criticism. The class makeup
includes people with different perspectives on writing and on work. However,
they are all motivated (motivation isnot a problem -- they've all perceived
the relationship between the ability to communicate effectively and job
success first hand; all recognize the value of learning to read, speak, and
write well; all know they have shortcomings and desire to "fix them"); all
are willing, even eager to provide feedback to each other (many have studied
the dynamics of group processes, worked with communitygroups, or organized
and led political campaigns). A companion.course called Business Communica-
tions works less well as a workshop precisely because the group is homogeneous,
less experiencedi less open to directcriticism from peers whose opinions
about thequality of writing are less highly regarded than those of the
teacher.
Related to peer criticism is the notion of developing the ability to
"code Switch." Just as speakers find it necessary to switch from informal
to formal codes or from non-standard to standard codes, so do writers find
it necessary to gear up their writing to suit a variety of contexts for
writing and audiences. Jargon, shop talk, and the various "-ezes" may or may
not have a place in a given communication. Students need to knowwhen they ....
do, _they do, and where they do -- or do not. Peer criticism in a workshop
setting gives students opportunities to learn how and when to switch codes.
The workshop approach alsoemphasizes the sound principle that writing
is a process. We consider'the written product that which growsout of work-
in-progress, and it is work-in-progress that we concentrate upon in our class
workshop sessions. Successive drafts that capitalize on pre-writing, writing,
and revision activities serve the student writer better than textbook exer-
cises which give an explanation or introduce a form and then direct students
to "write a letter to your supervisor asking for a pay raise" or "send bid
specifications to sub-contractors for plastic 5" toggle bolts to be delivered
by sun-up." Rather, we devise a problem (the need for plastic toggle bolts
or the need for more salary because there is another mouth to feed), plan an
appropriate avenue of approach for solving the problem (and that avenue may
not include writing), apply a variety of inventional strategies for generat-
Ing solutions, write and rewrite, talk and re-talk, draft and re-draft the
decided-upon product. The collaborative nature of a workshop helps writers
see strategies more rapidly, I believe, than they wou!d in isolated situations.
Sometimes this process leads to documents written by several writers,
simulating the joint or committee writing tasks commonly found in complex
business organizations. Sometimes the process leads to separate efforts;
but the dynamics of the workshop approach help to alleviate the problems of
writer's block, of having nothing to say about the subject, or of going off
on tangents and missing the point. Incidentally, members of the class have
been able to supply real problems for us to work on, problems that grow out
of their own work or interests or problems that are shared by the class as
members of a community. In the case of assignments that I devise for them,
they are free to alter them to suit their own work, and they do so freely.
Evaluating for that grade-that-has-to-be-there remains a problem; in order
to cope, I try to consider each piece of written or spoken "product" in
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light of the writer, the writer's needs, and evidence of the writer's effort
to improve (given minimal guidelines) as well ast_e effectiveness of the
essay, report, job description, or whatever. I a_o use an evaluation chart
similar to those used in some writing courses in _he College of Engineer-
ing's Department of Humanities, University of MiChigan-Ann Arbor, which
fellow students fill out. (ref. 3) But best of _ll, whenever possible, out-
side evaluators are asked to judge the effectiveness of a report Or pro-
posal. Outside evaluation works exceptionally we_l for the first assign-
ment, a job application cover letter and resume;/_or the analysis of a cor-
poration's an ual f_nanclal statement to stockhokaers; for oral presenta-
tions; and for the final project, an in-depth ih_estigative/persuasive report
on a subject of considerable significance to the_riter. If the content of
such a report is highly technical or outside a body of knowledge I can deal
with adequately, I believe it essential that someone else judge the accur-
acy of the technology involved or the probabilities of the writer's recom-
mendation or proposal. Outside evaluation lends_credibility both to me and
to the course, b_
k
A major concern is that of style and read_ility. We follow the prin-
ciples of sentence and paragraph rhetoric illusft_atedby Francis Christensen
and W. Ross Winterowd. (ref. 4) We look at th@t_waysin which paragraphs co.
here semantically. We consider the topic sentence, paragraph development
methods, making a point and raising issues as ways of developing paragraphs.
Some sentence combining has proved effective. _uch revision has proven even
more effective: moving from nominal to verbal iS_-_e, from passive to active
voice to produce jargon-free prose; defining t@_ms and organizing ideas.
We work with sentences that split agent and ac@_on, with sentences that fold
back upon themselves, with sentences that rambl@ without focusing on topics
or developing ideas about topics. _b
SUMMARY
TO summarize, I would say that the essential things to present to an
all-purpose course for potential business admlnlstrators are these:
First, business writing and speaking are essentially referential, per-
suasive first, informative second. Although discussion and explanation
build arguments, the act of informing alone presents problems in a complex
organization, for misunderstanding may ensue.
Second, writing for the business administrator is transactional in
nature -- a contract, if you will, between writer and reader. But this con-
tract need not be dull and lifeless or faceless. It can be enlivened with
wit and intelligence and style, what I prefer to call pzazz.
Third, forms inhibit the creative, exploratory nature of the composing
process. Better to leave standard forms to on-the-job training.
Fourth, students must move from the product-oriented paradigm of com-
posing to a process-oriented paradigm. In a product-oriented model, we dis-
cuss modes of discourse _narrative, descriptive, expository, persuasive).
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We go from word to sentence to paragraph development as they apply to arrange-
ment and style. We are concerned with correctness, with editing accuracy;
with organization of parts as they relate to wholes: thesis, support, refu-
tation, conclusion. But in the process-oriented paradigm we are concerned
with moving from process to product; With the aims of discourse; with modes
of discourseas means tot-he aims; with the s_--t'_sisof invention, arrange-
ment, and style to achieve effectiveness in communication.
Fifth, students need to adjust to the role of business administrator --
no matter how limited -- by running through the simulations of role-playing
or by capitalizing upon their actual roles in present employment. While not
all students who take a course like Writing in the Professions will go into
business or a profession such as law or dentistry, each is inescapably part
of a larger social, political, and economic complex. Understanding how to
become effective communicators within those complex organizations is ration-
ale enough for "Writing in the Professions."
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The need for effective technical writing has become more urgent than
ever before. Health, safety, and economic well-being depend on effective
technical writing by professionals in industry as well as government. An
effective test report in an automotive company can result in serious acci-
dents among the public at large; it can result in costly recalls that jeo-
pardize the economic health of the company as well. Effective technical
writing requires writers to master a series of cognitive skills, and these
form the objectives for our technical writing courses in industry as well
as in college. Management strongly supports these objectives, and relies
on teachers of technical writing to achieve them with their students and
employees.
I have learned from management, however, the need for an additional
objective in technical writing courses, an affective objective: the will-
ingness to assume responsibility for one's report. Ineffective technical
writing also can result from a writer's inability or unwillingness to assume
responsibility in a report.
A professional writing a technical report often must assume the respon-
sibility for the consequences of the report. This is a two-step process.
First, the professional must formulate the conclusions and recommendations
implicit in his or her technical analysis. Second, the professional must
ensure that these are acted upon as necessary. Although to do so requires
cognitive skills, assuming responsibility for a report primarily requires
the writer to be willing to do so. This is an affective objective that
should be introduced into technical writing courses in college and in indus-
try.
I first developed an awareness and appreciation of this need when work-
ing with the Manager of Truck Testing and Development at an automotive prov-
ing grounds. Even if we had enabled all of his engineers to express them-
selves clearly and concisely in the appropriate rhetorical structures and
formats and with the necessary technical material, it would not, it turned
out, have been sufficient. We also needed to enable them to assume respon-
sibility for their reports.
To this manager, assuming responsibility meant that his engineers must
have the willingness and ability to formulate conclusions and recommendations.
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That is, he wanted his engineers to report that:
"The durability characteristics of the GN83 brake package
are satisfactory" (a conclusion)
rather than that:
"The GN83 brake package passed the :DP488 durability test" (a result)
He furthermore wanted his engineers to report:
"Release the GN83 brake package for the 14200 ib GVW QR 600
models" (a recommendation)
The abilities to formulate conclusions and recommendations are cogni-
tive skills--and ones difficult to master--that we must teach professionals
on the job. To teach these cognitive skills, however, we also must develop
in professionals the willingness to assume responsibility: that is an
affective objective. Many professionals are reluctant to expose themselves,
and many assume that to do so itAto be unoSjeetive. Professionals, however,
should be taught to make judgments when the communication situation calls
for judgment. A test engineer who restricts herself to the statement, "the
GN83 brake package passed the DP448 durability test," forces a supervisor
or manager to interpret this result and formulate the organizationally rele-
vant conclusion. Yet, the test engineer usually is in the best position to
make those judgments. A result such as, "the brake package passed the
durability test," does not necessarily imply that the package is "satisfactory"
and should be "released." There have been situations where that has not been
so, and recalls have been required.
The professional, in addition, must ensure that appropriate action is
taken as well as be willing to make judgments. This is the second aspect of
assuming responsibility, and is a matter of an appreciation of a need, again
an affective objective.
The accident at Three Mile Island dramatically illustrates this need.
Simply put, Three Mile Island was a technical communication failure. On
September 24, 1977, an incident occured at the Davis-Besse nuclear plant that
was strikingly similar to the incident at Three Mile Island. The operators
mistakenly turned off the high pressure injection system and momentarily
uncovered the core. Fortunately, however, Davis-Besse was operating at only
10% of power. On November i, 1977, February 9, 1978, and February 16, 1978,
three memos were sent within Babcock and Wilcox (the contractor who supplied
the nuclear steam supply system for both Davis-Besse and Three Mile Island)
that asserted that unless instructions were changed, the core of a nuclear
plant could become uncovered and a meltdown become possible. This in fact
is exactly what happened at Three Mile Island. During the hearings of the
President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, Mr. Bert Dunn,
Manager of the Emergency Core Cooling Systems Section at Babcock and Wilcox,
who wrote the February 9 and 16, 1978, memos, said:
"Had my instructions been followed at TMI II, we would not have had
core damage; we would have had a minor incident."
Mr. Dunn recommended certain actions, but did not appreciate the need for
follow-through to ensure that action was taken.
On August 3, 1978, _r. Donald Hallman, Manager of the Plant Performance
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Services Section of Babcock and Wilcox, wrote a memo to Mr. Bruce Karrasch,
Manager of the Plant Integration Section at Babcock and Wilcox, to inform
him of Mr. Dunn's recommendations and that, hecause the Nuclear Service
Section had raised some questions, the recommendations had not been acted
upon--although Mr. Dunn's memos "suggest the possibility of uncovering the
core if present HPI [high pressure injection] policy is continued." Mr.
Karrasch in fact had been on the distribution list for Mr. Dunn's memos,
but testified about each that "my memory does not recall my reading the
memorandum or taking action on it." Mr. Karrasch, however, did remember
receiving Mr. Hallman's memo, but did "not recall reading it very carefully
at the time" and "thinking that they were rather routine questions." He
"placed a note on top of the memorandum to one of two people who report to
me in Plant Integration, with a message to him to please follow up on this
and take any action that you seem [sic] appropriate." Those persons were
Eric Swanson and Arthur McBride. Again:
MR. KANE: Do Mr. Swanson or Mr. McBride recall ever receiving
this memorandum of August 3, 1978, from you?
MR. KARRASCH: No, sir, they do not.
The August 3, 1978, memo from Mr. Hallman to Mr. Karrasch, in which Mr.
Hallman stated that action had not yet been taken on Mr. Dunn's recommenda-
tion, also has Mr. Dunn on the distribution list. Mr. Dunn, however, testi-
fied he didn't receive it:
COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Mr. Dunn, I'd just like to get something clear.
When did you first become aware of the Hallman memorandum? Was that
after Three Mile Island or earlier, the August memorandum?
MR. DUNN: That was after Three Mile Island.
On March 28, 1979, the operators at Three Mile Island failed to activate the
High Pressure Injection system in time; the core became uncovered and a par-
tial meltdown occured. On April 4 and April 17, 1979, Babcock and Wilcox
issued new instructions to the operators of its nuclear reactors. These
instructions were those recommended by Mr. Bert Dunn in his memos of February
9, 1978, and February 16, 1978. As Mr. Dunn himself testified, "Had my in-
structions been followed at TMI II, we would not have had core damage; we
would have had a minor incident."
Three Mile Island, then, was--perhaps primarily--a communication failure.
As the testimony suggests, this certainly was inadvertent. An examination of
the testimony and of the memoranda suggests that the communication failure
to a significant extent resulted because these professionals were unaware of
the need to ensure that appropriate action is taken. Throughout this year-and-
a-half period they assumed that action was being taken, but none bothered to
see that it was. Essentially, these professionals did not appreciate the need
for them to assume that responsibility. The testimony makes clear that, had
they appreciated that need, they not only would have been willing to do so,
they would have done so.
These examples therefore illustrate how teachers of technical writing
must establish affective objectives as well as skills objectives. They must
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teach their students to be aware of and to be willing to assume the respon-
sibility for their reports. Achieving this affective objective, in practice
and especially on the job, is a precondition for achieving the skills ob-
jectives we traditionally have emphasized in our technical writing courses.
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BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL WRITING IN THE TECHNICAL WORLD:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TEACHER AND CONSULTANT
Linwood E. Orange
Department of English
University of Southern Mississippi
The key word dealt with by our panel thismorningwas implications,
for the teacherand the consultant;and we can surely agree that our
speakerswere exceptionallyfaithfulto their task: ProfessorFerrill
in reviewingproblemsof communicationbetween technicaland non-technical
personneland specifyingsolutions;ProfessorDriskillin apprisingus of
an extra burden on the shouldersof the technicalwriter, that of stay-
ing clear of liabilitysuits; ProfessorSquiresin her sensible,forth-
right statementon being a successfulconsultant;and Ms Knight in speak-
ing of her experiencesin Houstonas an industrialtechnicalwriter. All
of these reportsshouldbe requiredreadingin our technicalwriting
courses.
The implicationsthat concern the consultant,the teacher,and the
productof our instruction,the technicalwriter,have been clearly
stated, and I do not believe that they need to be reiteratedby me at this
time. I would like to take a moment,however,to commentfurtheron one
of these reports, that of ProfessorDriskill (withapologiesto the
other panelists),and I do so becausethat report touchesmatters that
concernus professionallybeyond our immediatetopic of technicalwriting.
Times have changed. Not too long ago an Englishteacheror profes-
sor had, legallyspeaking,one of the safest jobs in the world. This
person had not one small care about the possibilityof_a lawsuitthat
might arise from some professionalact on his part, and had no reason to,
unlesshe or she_-respectivelyengagedin frequent,flagrant,and sordid
sexual activitieswith students.
Then the Congressof the United States enacteda law guaranteeinga
"rightto privacy,"and suddenly the teacherwas before the bar of justice
for the heinous crime of postinggrades and for maliciouslypassing
graded material "up the row" from studentto studentto recipient. At my
universitythe facultymemberswere solemnlycounseledthat when they
returnedgraded materialsto students,they should place each offending
document in a hermeticallysealed envelopeand presentit personally--
hand to hand -- to the student. To be really on the safe side, we were
told, we should print instructionson the envelopeadvisingthe student
to break the seal only in a very privateplace, such as the bathroom.
Far more chilling,professionalduties that we once performedwith
relativeimmunity (thoughnot with pleasure),such as servingon promo-
tion, tenure,and grade appealscommittees,have become legal minefields.
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My university'sGrade Appeal Councilhas retaineda legal counselorwho
is not only a practicinglawyerbut who has been approved to argue a
case before the SupremeCourt of the United States,a precautionthat is
really not too extremewhen we recall that not very long ago one of our
colleaguesin Georgiawas incarceratedfor decliningon the witness stand
to divulgehis secret ballot vote cast in a closed tenurecommitteemeet-
ing. Reluctantlyand a bit sadly last month I took out a hefty profes-
sional liabilityinsurancepolicy "just in case," an act that I would
have scoffedat ten years ago. Colleagueswere lined up behind me as I
did so.
And now ProfessorDriskillinformsus that the legal spectershover-
ing over the teachersare now haunting their students. Those whom we
enticedtobe Englishmajors, thosewhom we lovinglynurtured in advanced
compositionand technicalwriting courses, thosewhom we -- and I par-
ticularlymust cry "guilty"to this charge -- have stronglyencouraged
to seek careersoutsideof the classroom,especiallycareers in technical
writing,must now be warned that sometime,somewhere,perhapswhen they
least expect it, they may find themselvesfacinga candid jury.
But, alas, may not these jeopardizedgraduatescomplain,in turn,
"Who trainedme inadequately? Who sold me that line that technical
writing is a promisingcareer for Englishmajors? Who?" I do not know
about you, but I am glad that I have my insurancepolicy._ Get yours be-
fore the premiums go out of sight. And by the time we meet again next
year in San Francisco,do not be surprisedif every pen and pencil sold
in this countrycarriesthe followinglabel,placed there by order of the
AttorneyGeneral of the United States, "WARNING: Using this instrument
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WHY LIABILITY RATES A WARNING
When most people think of "product liability" they imagine consumer
products like "PAM" and hair dye, industrial and agricultural chemicals
such as xylene, propane, and malathion, and equipment such as tractors and
truck-lifts. In a product liability case the definition of "product" in-
cludes more than these easily imagined physical products. Product liability
decisions have pronounced defective a wide variety of product components:
brochures, catalogue data, price lists, advertising (both mail and period-
ical ads), care and use books, warranty cards and explanations, instruction
manuals, installation manuals, repair manuals, shipping and display tags,
labels, nameplates, decals, field assembly and/or installation services,
service and maintenance, and spare or replacement parts. Obviously, tech-
nical writers are involved in creating many of these product components.
Even this broader picture of what constitutes a "product" does not
show all the ways in which writers are involved in the prevention and de-
fense of product liability actions. In a key decision in the case of
Barker v. Lull Engineering (1978), the California Supreme Court made two
rulings, one of which has special significance for writers:
"Second, a product may alternatively be found defective in
design if the plaintiff demonstrates that a product's design
proximately caused his injury and the defendant fails to es-
tablish in light of the relevant factors, that on balance, the
benefits of the challenged design outweigh the risk of danger
inherent in such design." [emphasis added]
The court was explicit: the burden of proof is on the defendant company to
persuade the trier of fact that the merits of the design outweigh the risk.
As a result, all the documents generated during the products' life cycle--
design memos, design tests, clinical trials, trial use reports, letters,
proposals, etc.--take on an urgent relevance, because these documents are
likely to become the only available means of showing that the product was
not defectively designed. These documents will become the evidence that
the product underwent balanced and well-considered planning, development,
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testing, quality control, and field testing. Thus, technical writers who
prepare any of the attending pre-sale or post-sale documents and any techni-
cal specialists involved in product design, development and testing can be
drawn into the arena of product liability litigation.
The arena is getting bigger, fast. Product liabilitysuits in the
United States, which were being filed at the rate of about 50,000 per year
in the 1960's, increased during the 1970's to 500,000 a year, and may average
nearly a million per year in the early 1980's, according to alarmed estimators.
The Federal Government's Interagency Task Force on Product Liability concluded
after an 18-month study that these estimates were much too high and that only
60,000 to 70,000 actions went forward annually.
The precise number of cases is probably less significant than the soar-
ing costs of liability insurance. In 1978, manufacturers and retailers paid
an estimated $ 2.75 billion for product liability insurance, compared with
$ 1.13 billion in 1975. For some companies, insurance rates rose more than
200% in a single year. The panic price jumps by the insurance companies,
added to the costs of legal fees and claims,have created a crisis among manu-
facturers. Further, state supreme court judges changed several standards
by which cases are judged in a series of precedent-setting cases that have
encouraged the filing (and winning) of liability suits, which has in turn
driven up costs.
Although the majority of cases are still brought on the basis of a
defect in production, more and more cases are filed on the basis of "failure
to warn." Plaintiffs' attorneys see several advantages in basing cases on
the failure to warn or to give adequate instructions. The plaintiff often
can prove his case without the expense of expert testimony and without
preserving the physical evidence that is required in proving defects of
manufacture or design. Further, the jury is more easily able to grasp the
need for better warnings or directions than to understand the claimed
deficiency of a complex design or manufacturing process. The defendant
company can less frequently claim that the plaintiff had expert knowledge
and was therefore guilty of contributory negligence. Thus, with more cases
turning on "failure to warn,"technical writers will Be increasingly involved
in the prevention and defense of product liability claims.
As if the expanding number of cases were not threat enough, the duty
to warn has been expanded. For example, formerly it was held that a manu-
facturer or seller was not negligent if he failed to warn of danger that arose
in the use of a product in an unlikely, unexpected, or unforeseeable man-
ner [United States, Littlehale v. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. (DC NY)
268 F Supp 791, affd (CA NY) 380 F .2d 274; also, Louisiana, Merwin v. D.
H. Holmes Co. (1969, La App) 223 So .2d 878; and others]. Recent decisions
have gone the other way. For example, Faberge was held responsible and
paid $ 27,000 when a teenager poured perfume over a burning candle in order
to scent it. Faberge claimed that it could not have foreseen that the
product would have been poured on an open flame, a clear misuse of the
product, but the defense was not accepted [Moran v. Faberge, Inc. 332 A
.2d ii, 273 Md 538].
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Implications of precedents and new laws should be noted by technical
writers and watched for further developments, especially by those who contract
to write pre-sale and post-sale documents. The inclination to extend lia-
bility suits to include third parties may or may not eventually allow plain-
tiffs to bring suit against technical writing contractors and consultants.
The State of Indiana has provided that a manufacturer can bring anyone
who is actually at fault into a lawsuit as a third-party defendant. At
present, it appears that employers in Indiana are the ones most likely to
be named as third-party defendants, generally for actions leading to work-
place accidents, such as unauthorized modification of equipment or failure
to transmit warnings delivered by manufacturers. The possibility of being
named as a third-party defendant becomes more ominous because of precedents
providing that any ambiguity in the language of a warning furnished in con-
nection with the sale of a product is to be "construed against the one who
chose the words used." Schillin$ v. Roux Distributing Co. (1953) 240 Minn
71, 59 NW .2d 907. WARNING: It is time for technical writers to know more
about liability.
LEGAL BACKGROUND
The current situation, which law professor A. S. Weinstein has described
as caveat venditor--let the manufacturer beware--developed in a series of
events over the last twenty years. For a hundred years before that, the
situation had been Caveat emptor--let the buyer beware--although gradually
court decisions began to give buyers some protection. In 1842 a British
mail guard riding shotgun was thrown from a coach and injured. When he
sued the contractor who had supplied the coach to the Royal Postmaster,
claiming the vehicle was defective, his claim was denied on the grounds
that he had no privity of contract with the manufacturer. The privity
requirement prevented most injured persons from suing manufacturers. The
landmark case, MaCPherson v. BUick Motor Co._in 1916 and subsequent cases
altered the privity requirements and aiiowedOinjured persons to sue the
manufacturers in some circumstances.
Most important, in 1962 the California Supreme Court set forth a doct-
rine of strict liability. The court explained that manufacturers are in a
better position to prevent the sale of dangerous products than others, and
if injuries occur from the use of products, manufacturers are best able to
equitably distribute the losses among consumers. Subsequently, strict tort
liability doctrine was elaborated in Section 402A of the Second Restatement
of Torts, a publication of the American Law Institute. This private organi-
zation, made up of lawyers, judges, and professors, had no law-making powers,
of course, but most state legislatures have since adopted some form of
strict liability as a basis for product liability actions.
Even if a product is designed perfectly and manufactured free of de-
fect, the product can be considered defective and the manufacturer negligent
if he fails to warn the users of dangers that may arise in the use of the
product. A Colorado court affirmed 41979) that "a product which is free
of manufacturing or design defects nevertheless may be defective and unrea-
sonably dangerous if not accompanied by adequate instructions and warnings"
Anderson v. Heron Engineering Co._ inc. 604 P .2d 674; similarly in Embry v.
General MotOrs 565 P .2d 1294, 115 Ariz 433 (1977).
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LIABILITY PREVENTION PROGRAMS
The implications of "duty to warn" as it arises in product liability
suits should be understood by all technical writers and technical profess-
ionals who write as part of their ordinary duties within organizations.
Writers are in a key position to reduce costs and delays in the production
of pre-sales and post-sales documents and to improve the efficacy of all
warnings to consumers.
One way that technical writers can assist their companies is heading
or participating in pre-accident products liability prevention and control
programs, also called products integrity control programs. These programs,
aimed at improving the safe design and production of the product as well
as the adequacy of pre-sales and post-sales documents, accompanying tags,
stamped warnings, and decals, should benefit consumers by creating better
products and instructions. They should also benefit manufacturers by
reducing the number of accidents and the number of claims by documenting
the company's efforts to produce safe, reliable products and to provide
proper guidance for users.
Several programs have been proposed, but they have many similarities.
The key steps in such programsare summarized in the following excerpt from
a report of the Subcommittee on Capital Investment and Business Opportunit-
ies of the Committee on Small Business of the House of Representatives,
House Rep. 95-997, March 21, 1978, pages 68-69:
i. An explicit company policy concerning product safety, quality
control, and risk prevention.
2. Rigorous testing of the program within the context of its use
environment.
3. A product loss control committee headed by a person representing
top management, who has clear authority to coordinate loss control
activities. Members of the committee should include representat-
ives from research, engineering and design, production, quality
control, marketing, legal, safety, and insurance departments.
4. Procedures to assure that government standards and regulations
which apply to product safety are understood and considered at all
operating levels and are used as minimum requirements in product
design.
5. Procedures for evaluating the potential for personal injury or
property damage during use, or reasonably expected misuse, or
products or changes in existing products.
6. Review of existing quality control procedures in relation to
developing product liability law. Procedures that are clearly
defined, well understood and closely followed°
7. Adherence to quality control and inspection procedures that are
systematically documented.
8. Conspicuous posting of warnings and instructions in a permanent
form where such information is necessary.
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9. Review of all advertising, brochures, labels, warnings, warran-
ties, and instructions by engineering and legal departments to
insure that the information provided is accurate_ clear and
complete.
i0. Permanent coding of components in order to identify the source,
place and date of manufacture.
Ii. Systematic procedures for investigating _roduct liability incid-
ents and implementingremedial measures where necessary.
12. Maintenance of records through the expected life of each product,
to include information on research, design, tests, quality control,
sales, service and ownerships.
Although each one of these "steps" expands into many organizational pro-
cesses and actions, the summary conveys an overall picture of the concerns
of such a program. Articles describing these programs are listed in the
bibliography.
Because product integrity or liability prevention requires the collaboration
of a wide variety of company specialists, a program can be coordinated by
the head of publications as well as by other engineering or production spe-
cialists. Most important, the technical writer should realize that he or
she is involved in product integrity andproduct liability prevention
whether a formal program exists or not. To reduce the costs of product
liability prevention and control, technical writers must understand who
must warn, who must be warned, when, and about what, and they must know what
criteria will be applied in the evaluation of their warnings and instruct-
ions. This article reviews pertinent trends and points out cases to fam-
iliarize technical writers with the general but significant aspects of
product liability.
WHO MUST WARN
The basic rules that govern the duty of manufacturers or sellers to
warn of product-related dangers are set out in the American Law Institute's
Second Restatement of Torts, mentioned earlier. The basic rule is that an
individual or company supplying a product (.chattel) to someone else must
warn the buyer:
(a) if the supplier knows: or has reason to know that the product is
likelyto be dangerous for the use for which it is supplied, or
(b) if those for whom the product is supplied are not likely to know
that the product might be dangerous, or
(c) if certain conditions might make use of the product dangerous,
even if the product is not dangerous in itself.
The supplier is subject to liability for harmea_sed by the product to
those whom the supplier should expect to use it. This responsibility to
warn holds whether the supplier provides the user with the product directly
or supplies the product through a third person. The responsibility of the
supplier extends to those who are not direct users but who are endangered
by the product's probable use (such as bystanders, persons in the vicinity,
etc.).
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The duty to warn does not arise from the status of being a manufact-
urer or seller, or from the nature of the product, but from the superior
knowledge that the manufacturer is supposed to have. A manufacturer is
charged with having superior knowledge of the nature and qualities of its
products, and is obligated to keep abreast of scientific information_ dis-
coveries, and advances pertaining to its business. For example, in
Griffin v. Planters Chemical Corporation the manufacturer of a pesticide
was determined to be negligent _or having marketed a product that had
toxic qualities unknown to the manufacturer. The company had nottested
the product for toxicity and gave no warning. The label used, although
in compliance with the requirements of the Secretary of Agriculture, was
held inadequate. A retailer's employee was examining products at a dis-
tributor's place of business when a bag of one percent parathion dust
burst open and the employee was exposed to its contents Griffin vl Planters
Chemical Corp. (1969, DC SC) 302 F Supp 937. Manufacturers formerly were
not usually held negligent for failing to warn when the manufacturer had
no actual knowledge of the hazardous character of the product (for example,
see Briggs v. National Industries (1949) 92 Cal App .2d 542, 207 P .2d ii0),
but they seem more likely to be held responsible for full knowledge of
any dangerous potential now. For example, in a well-known case, Little v.
PPG Industries, the appeals court held that "a manufacturer's failure to
provide adequate warnings does not depend on manufacturer's knowledge of
danger; such knowledse is assumed, and it is failure to give adequate warn-
ing that renders product unreasonably dangerous" 579 P .2d 940, Wash. App.
812, modified 594 P .2d 911, 92 Wash. .2d 118 (emphasis added).
Sellers as well as manufacturers many times are bound by the duty to
warn. Where the nonimanufacturing seller knows or should know that the
product is or is likely to be dangerous for the use for which it was sup-
plied, the seller has the duty to warn the buyer. In contrast, if the
seller is merely a conduit in the distributive process, for example, selling
a packaged product without the package's having been opened, the seller has
no duty to warn of a dangerous characteristic of which he knows nothing
Crandall v. Stop & Shop_ Inc. (1937) 288 Ii App 543, 6 NE .2d 685.
Non-manufacturing sellers in some circumstances do have a duty to warn;
for example, if the seller sells a large quantity of a particular
product or acts as a distributor_ he has superior knowledge, as in
McLaughlin v. Mine Safety Appliances Co. (1962) ii NY .2d 62, 226 NYS
.2d 407, 181 NE .2d 430. And if the seller knows of the dangerous qualities
of a product and also knows that the label or name of the product does not
adequately convey knowledge of the danger to the buyer or to the public,
he has a duty to warn Bower v. Corbell (1965, Okla) 408 P .2d 307; and
Jones v. Hittle Service_ inc. (1976, Kan) 549 P .2d 1383, 219 Kan 627.
And if the seller repackages, modifies, or alters the original product_ he
has a duty to warn.
In a 1979 case, the court affirmed the finding of the trial court_ and
dismissed the appeal, concluding that the doctrine of superseding or inter-
vening cause was particularly appropriate "when the intermediate buyer is a
large industrial concern with its own safety programs and method of product
distribution and where the manufacturer may have no effective means of com-
municating its warnings to the ultimate users" Reed v. PennWalt COrp. (1979
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Wash App) 591 P .2d 478, 222 Wash App 718, affirmed and appeal dismissed,
604 P .2d 164, 93 Wash .2d 5. However, when the intermediate customer is
not in a better position to pass on the information, giving notice to the
seller is not enough. In Shell Oil Company v. Gutierrez, 581 P .2d 271
(Ariz App, 1978), it was determined that Shell had a duty to warn a
welder of the danger of explosion from an empty drum of liquid xylene
which had beenused by an intermediary seller, Christie Oil Company,
who repackaged the product in 55-gallon drums and affixed only a flammable
liquids symbol on the top of the drum. The court affirmed the jurY verdict
for the plaintiff:
". . . whether a warning beyond the manufacturer's immediate vendee
is required in a particular case depends upon various factors.
. . . Among them are the likelihood or unlikelihood that harm will
occur if the vendee does not pass on the warning to the ultimate
user.., and the ease or burden of the giving of warning by the
manufacturer to the ultimate user .... Shell failed to adequately
warn Christie or Flint of the danger of explosion, the possible
precautions, or the type of labeling that would be appropriate."
Professionals, such as physicians who recommend the use of a product,
select the product on the basis of superior knowledge, and are responsible
for warning clients of product hazards. But if a manufacturer suspects
that no professional will intervene who is capable of warning the user,
then the manufacturer must supply warning labels and instructions, as
in products supplied for large scale injection or immunization programs.
WHO MUST BE WARNED
Certainly, no duty to warn exists where the product is not dangerous
or likely to become dangerous in an foreseeable use or circumstance. No
duty to warn exists where the danger is obvious. The court dismissed the
complaint when Valerie Brown sued Tennessee Donut Corporation after sipping
hot coffee from a styrofoam cup and burning her lip and spilling coffee on
her leg. The danger that freshly served coffee may be too hot to drink is
an obvious danger. Obviousness is usually a matter of the age and experi-
ence common to persons similar to the injured person. However, where
there is a difference of opinion over the obviousness of the danger, the
degree of obviousness presents a question of fact.
One class of users need not be warned_ regular users of the product
and those whose professional education, training, and experience have
given them expert knowledge of the danger. For example, in Hamilton v.
Hardy_(1976, Colo App) 549 P .2d i099, 37 Colo App 375, the court said
that plaintiff could not complain that he did not receive from the manu-
facturer and retailer instructions and warning regarding matter which,
by reason of his own prior experience, he understood and appreciated.
However, manufacturers must estimate carefully the level of knowledge
users will have. But in Griggs v, FirestOne Tire and RUbber COmpanLy
513 F .2d 851 (8th Cir. 1975) a workman who was securing a wheel to a
truck suffered permanent injuries when a tire and rim assembly exploded.
The defendant argued they "assumed that most people servicing its rims
would realize the dangers and possess the requisite aptitude
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_nd experience to assemble the rims safely. _' In this case, the rim compo-
nents of the wheel had been mismatched at an earlier time. The need to
match parts properly was described in Firestone catalogues, but many local
service stations did not have these catalogues. The court disagreed with
the company, and recommended that a warning be stamped directly on the pro-
duct. The expertise of users and the availability of warnings to experi-
enced users should always be considered,
In general, those who must be warned are those who rely on the superior
knowledge and advice of the manufacturer or seller and persons who cannot
inspect or test the safety of a product (see William Cronen v. J. B. E.
Olson Corp. (1972 Cal) 104 Cal Rptr 433 App & E 989). Those in danger,
even if a small fraction of the public, must be warned.
One trend that seems to be developing is the substitution of a stricter
standard of care in regard to those warned. In Tampa Drug Co, y, Wait (!958
Fla) the court pointed out that "implicit in the duty to warn is the duty to
warn with a degree of intensity that would cause a reasonable man to exercise
for his own safety the caution commensurate with the potential danger," and
added that it is the failure to exercise this degree of caution after proper
warning that constitutes contributory negligence, 103 So .2d 603, 75 ALF .2d
765. More recently, the "prudent man" standard has been substituted for the
"reasonable man." Prudent persons, being more concerned about making protec-
tive judgments, require a more detailed warning and warning about less likely
or less severe hazards in order to give themselves greater protection. For
example, in Hubbard-Hall Chemical Co. v Silverman the court ruled that
"adequate warning . . is one calculated to bring home to a reasonably
prudent user of a product the nature and extent of the danger involved" 340
F .2d 402 (ist Cir. 1965). In this case the defendant's label, which was
approved by the Department of Agriculture, was not satisfactory and the court
admonished that "there is no authority that by o_taining governmental approv-
al the defendant had met the possibly higher standard of due care imposed by
the common law of torts . . " The substitution of the "prudent man test"
for the "reasonable man test 6 has occurred in other areas of professional
services, such as accounting, law, and medicine, and appears to be a trend
in product liability as well.
Finally, one other trend is changing the population of persons who must
be warned. Recent decisions have extended the duty to warn to include
illiterate persons, children, and persons who do not speak English. The
claim that the user is illiterate is no longer a defense for the adequacy of
a warning. In Hubbard'HallChemical Company v. SilVerman, the court also
emphasized that "the defendant should have foreseen that its admittedly
dangerous product would have been used by, among others, persons like plain-
tiff's intestate, who were farm laborers, of limited education and reading
ability, and a warning, even if it were in the precise label submitted to
the Department of Agriculture would not, because of its lack of a skull and
bones or other comparable symbols or heiroglyphics, be adequate instructions
or warnings of its [parathion's T dangerous condition." In earlier cases,
such as S. C. Johnson& Son, Inc. v. Palmieri (11958, CA Mass) 260 F .2d 88
the courts held that the trier of facts was entitled to assume that the
plaintiff could read. Other cases have demonstrated that graphics if not
multi-language warnings must be used to convey severe hazards to children,
their parents, and persons who do not speak English.
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WHAT DANGERS MUST BE EXPLAINED
Three questions are _specially importan t in determining whether a haz-
ard exists about which the supplier must give a warning:
i. How likely is it that an accident will occur when the product
is used in more or less the expected manner?
2. How serious an injury is likely to result?
3. How feasible is it to give an effective warning?
The decision to warn involves these questions plus the standard of due
care that is applicable in the situation. In general, Kenneth Ross advises
companies that suppliers should warn against: "a. An inherent danger in the
product which is impossible or difficult to avoid (e.g. drugs); b. A danger
that can be avoided if certain precautions are taken before or during use
of the product (e.g. poison, flammable material); c. A danger that can be
avoided if instructions as to proper methods of use are followed" ("Pre-
Accident Prevention of Liability: Manufacturer's Products Liability Preven-
tion Programs," in Prevention and Defense of Manufacturers' Products Liabil-
ity (1978)). In addition, warnings must also be given when a foreseeable
circumstance or unintended use could cause danger.
The extent and severity of the hazard must be explained, so that the
user will have adequate notice of the possible consequences of use or even
of misuse. The standard has been vividly expressed in Post v. American
Cleaning Equipment Corp.: "As an example, it may be doubted that a sign
warning, 'Keep Off the Grass,' could be deemed sufficient to apprise a
reasonable person that the grass was infested with deadly snakes. In some
circumstances a reasonable man might well risk the penalty of not keeping
off the grass although he would hardly be so daring if he knew the real
consequences of his failing to observe the warning sign. Or, a warning
to 'Keep in a Cool Place' might not be sufficient if the result of non-
observance was a lethal explosion of the container" (1968, Ky) 437 SW .2d
516. Potentially hazardous deviations from expected use must be declared
so that serious consequences may be avoided. Thus, suppliers must now
expect to warn against:
a. dangers associated with expected uses of the product, especially
all hidden or non'obvious dangers
b. all accidents that might develop through unforeseeable use
(because of some property of the product, e.g. flammability)
c. all accidents that might develop through foreseeable misuse
(e.g. warning against using lawnmower to trim hedge), and
d. modification or hazards resulting from improper maintenance
or repair.
The overall effect of these changes is to require a more thorough and
comprehensive effort to warn of all suppliers.
WHAT MAKES A WARNING ADEQUATE
Specifying what makes a warning adequate is more than moderately
difficult, because many case decisions affirm that adequacy is a matter
for the jury to decide. For example, in Burch v. Amsterdam Corp. (!976
DC App)the appeals court declared that "sufficiency of a particular warn-
ing by a manufacturer or seller of a product as to risks involved in the
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use of such product is ordinarily a question for the jury" 366 A .2d 1079.
Not only is adequacy a matter for the jury to decide, the court need not
furnish guidelines to the jury, although some do so: "In strict products
liability case, trial court may rule as a matter of law that warnings are
inadequate when, and only when, danger is clearly latent and in all other
cases, adequacy of both content and prominence of warnings accompanying a
product is a question for the jury, and court need not furnish guidelines
to aid jury in its determination" Berry v. Coleman Sxstems Co. 596 P .2d
1365, 23 Wash App 622. The latitude of the jury thus becomes one of the
many variables that the technical writer mustkeep in mind when trying to
prepare an adequate warning. What a Virginia jury will consider adequate
may not suit the criteria deemed appropriate by an Oregon jury. Thus,
no absolute standards can be recommended.
Several federal agencies control the language and format of certain
labels, for example: Consumer product Safety Commission, 16 C.F.R. 1500.121
et seq. and 42 Fed. Re_. 23,052 (1977); Environmental Protection Agency, 40
C.F.R. 162.10; Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 29 C.F,R.
1910.145; Nuclear Regulatory Commission, i0 C.F.R. 20.203. The fact
that the requirements are established by regulation, however, does not
ensure that compliance will be deemed adequate to fulfill the supplier's
duty to warn, as was noted earlier in Hubbard-Hall Chemical Company v.
Silverman and in Griffin v. Planters Chemical Corp. Because each regulation
is limited to a single industry, product, or situation, overlapping standards
can cause problemsfor writers. In general, technical writers should check
with the company counsel or with an expert in liability law to determine
which regulations are likely to apply to the company's products. After
that, the technical writer should apply his own knowledge of liability in
devising warnings that meet the most extreme case and the least able user's
needs and have the warnings reviewed by thaproducts integrity committee.
The basic test that a technical writer might apply would demand that
a warning tell the seriousness of the risk involved, explain the kind of
risk in a way that the reader will understand it, tell how to avoid the
risk, and command the attention of the user at the point of use. Other
writers have recommended that warnings be accurate, fair, strong and clear,
plain, readily noticeable, timely, and actually communicated. Inasmuch as
a Jury may be able to emphasize or ignore any one of these, this series
of standards must only be taken as a tentative guide. The decisions in
some cases indicate how such standards may be interpreted.
Sufficient to command the user's attention at the point of action.
Recent cases have caused the courts to elaborate on the ability of the
warning to make an impression on the mind of the user at the point of
action. In Shell Oil Co. v. Gutierrez (1978 Ariz App) the court commented
that whether the warning given was adequate"depends on language used and
the imPression that it is calculated to make upon the mind of the average
user of the product" and noted that "adequacy of thewarning label on the
product is not determined solely _y reference to words on the label but also
by reference to physical aspects of tNe warning, such as conspicuousness,
prominence and relative size of print; all of such physical aspects must
be adequate to alert the reasonably prudent person" 581 P .2d 271. And
in Little v. PPG Industries_ Inc. (1979 Wash) the finding was that "the
applicable question is whether the warning was sufficient to catch the
attention of personswho could be expected to use the product and was
sufficient to apprise them of its dangers and to advise them of the
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measures to take to avoid such dangers" 5_4 P .2d _iI. A concerted effort
may be required from writers, designers_ graphics specialists, and psych,
ologists trained in human factors engineering in order to determine the
proper placement of the warning. Sales representatives and buyers _
purchasing agents might also contribute information about the likely use
and workplace conditions in which the product might be used.
Appropriate and commensurate to potential danger. Bowen H, Tucker_s
analysis of product hazard cormmunications provides a useful example of a
method for integrating graphic and verbal elements of warnings. He recom-
mends the integration of written communication and pictorial or symbolic
representations to alert the broadest range of possible users. His system
of presenting warnings calls for showing in the warning (!) the level
of hazard intensity, (2) the nature of the hazard, (3) the consequences
that can result if the instructions to avoid the hazard are not followed,
and (_) instructions on how to avoid the hazard. He advocates a standard
system of warnings and representations_ something like the international
driving symbols, that could Be used to warn national and even international
purchasers. His system warns of three levels of hazard intensity: danger
(immediate hazards which WILL Tesult in severe personal injury or death_;
warning (hazards or unsafe practices which COULD result in severe personal
injury or death; and caution (hazards or unsafe practices which could
result in minor personal injury or product or property damage)°. An
example of his formats and warnings follows:
13). ConsequenceWhich Can Result
Cooperation with other specialists in the product integrity program
team and testing of warningsand manualsbefOre adoption. Making the writing
of warnings and other product components part of a systematic effort to
ensure product integrity has many advantages for technical writers. Better
information about hazards will be available to the writer; better advice
about new developments in liability litigation can be obtained from the
firm's legal counsel; assistance from the graphics division can improve
the ability of warnings to command the attention of users; and more ade-
quate records of the company's efforts to balance the hazards of designs
against their merits will be available in the event of liability actions.
One further objective can also be accomplished. At present, the adequacy
of any warranty, instruction manual, or label can beundermined if the
jury decides that the user was lulled into false expectations about the
safe use of the product by misleading advertising. For example, if the
advertising for a product claims that it is "equipped with fail-safe
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brakes" and the brakes subsequently fail, a well-written warranty may be
breached and the plaintiff may collect. The unified action of the entire
group of persons involved with product integrity can lead to the elimin-
ation of inconsistencies in product literature as well as to the prevention
of accidents.
FUTURE RESPONSIBILITIES
Technical writers, as the_group of persons who "choose the words,"
should expect to lead efforts to improve the quality of the many product
components that are delivered to the consumer in written form. To pro-
vide this leadership they must become familiar with the pertinent regu-
lations, with the standards of voluntary associations, and with trends in
liability litigation. New laws, patterned after models such as those
created by the American Law Institute or the federal uniform product
liability law announced by the Department of Commerce and introduced
by Representative Preyer of North Carolina as H.R. 7921 but not passed
during the last session of Congress, may affect the criteria that warnings
and other written product components must meet. No single source or magic
touchstone is known. Technical writers will have to face a responsibility
similar to that confronting every jury determining what language and
notice will be sufficient to command the attention of the actual users
of a product under the full range of possible circumstances in which the
product may be used and to give them clear notice of the necessary
action to keep themselves safe from harm.
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HOW DO TECHNICAL AND NON-TECHNICAL PERSONNEL COMMUNICATE?




In an industrialized nation which depends on highly technical information,
communication occurs across various strata among experts and among experts and
lay persons. Many persons with both technical and non-technical backgrounds
spend much of their time writing in technical fields. One of my first experi-
ences as a writer (with a non-technical background) occurred in the marketing
department of Texas Instruments. I often had to discuss a project with an
engineer in order to write about it. I often found communications between us
difficult. This experience has led me to ask several questions. How do tech-
nical writers view the writing process? Do persons with technical backgrounds
view the writing process differently from those with non-technical backgrounds?
How do technical and non-technical personnel communicate with each other? Could
I discover an interview model which would facilitate communications between
technical and non-technical personnel?
To investigate the writing process I interviewed 15 persons who spend much
of their time writing in technical fields. Of the 15 interviewed six have de-
grees in technical fields such as organic chemistry, medicine, and engineering.
_le other nine had non-technical degrees in such areas as education, journalism,
English, and other liberal arts degrees. I asked those surveyed questions about
the writing process, with special emphasis on the pre-writing phase. I wanted
to find out what they perceived as their main concerns and their main problems.
I also listened tothree interviews between writers with non-technical back-
grounds and engineers. From these sessions I drew conclusions about the types
of information which a writer is often trying to obtain from consultations with
technical experts, which allowed me to draw a model of questioning procedures.
The writing performed by persons interviewed falls into two categories. In
one category the purpose is instructional or informational, including technical
procedures for installation or use of equipment, diagnostic procedures, and
product descriptions. In the other category the purpose ismotivational, imply-
ing that some action is to be taken by the audience. This category includes
financial and sales reports, administrative reports, and brochures. As the table
_e_'ow illustrates, the writers with technical degrees write instructional-
informational material while those with non-technical degrees are divided between
both categories. Personnel interviewed write in either onecategory or another;
Table i Writing Categories of Personnel Interviewed




there is no cross-over. Of the 15 whom I interviewed, it seems that those with
non-technical degrees may be able to find writing jobs in more diverse fields.
Those with technical degrees seem to be placed more often in jobs which require
writing in the areas of procedures or product descriptions.
My first question was whether technical writers use written resources or
interviews with experts most often in gathering and understanding material to be
written about. Written resources include manuals, drawings, encyclopedias, and
articles. Experts are defined as those who have technical degrees in the areas
in which they work. _e table below illustrates that both technical and non-
technical personnel involved in writing rely on written material more than
interviews with experts.
Table 2 Resources UsedMost Often in Pre-Writing by Personnel Interviewed
Type of degree Interviews with Written Both Used
Experts Material Equally
Technical 0 4 2
Non-technical 2 4 3
None of the writers with technical backgrounds could say that they use
interviews with other experts most often in their writing, although two said
thatthey use experts and written materials equally. One scientist revealed
that it was often difficult to get scientists to consult with each other because
of the fear that their ideas would be usedby someone else. A highly specialized
medical doctor involved in heart implant research said that although he did con-
sult with others in his field, it was difficult to communicate with persons whose
expertise differed very much from his own. One engineer confided that he had
difficulty in following the "buzz words" of engineers in a different field. Even
those withtechnical backgrounds have difficulty communicating with other experts,
even if they are in related fields.
Of the non-technical people, the two who depend most on interviews with
experts write inhighly specialized fields. One writes computer program manuals;
the other writes instruction manuals for the use and installation of oil-field
equipment. These persons are dependent on the experts for explaining the pro-
cedures and for editing for accuracy. Both write for audiences who do not have
the expertise of the persons who designed the programs or equipment. These two
technical writers feel that it is an advantage not to have a degree in a tech-
nical field. Because they are lay persons, they feel that they can identify with
their lay audiences and anticipate answering any questions which the audiences
might have.
Both the technical and non-technicalpersonnel mentioned the same difficul-
ties in consulting with experts. Arranging time for an interview seems to be a
major problem. One writer said that she often had to resort to showing engineers
that meeting with her was to their advantage, since manuals had to be ready
before the products which the engineers had designed could be shipped. She also
appealed to their empathy by informing them of her deadlines.
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Writers had the following difficulties in discussing projects with experts:
understanding experts' vocabulary
understanding methods and PrOcedures explained by experts
establishing mutual respect
writers realizing their lack of knowledge in an area
In learning vocabulary, methods, and procedures, writers consult manuals,
drawings, specialized reference books or other writers in their departments.
If the material they need is undocumented, they have to go to the experts in
the field. As I have already mentioned, difficulty with vocabulary is not
restricted to non-technical people. One general practlcioner in medicine said
that he had difficult_ understanding the vocabulary of other specialists in
medicine.
In building respect from experts writers endeavor to learn as much about
a technical area as possible, readingmanuals and books. Writers with non-
technical backgrounds seem torn between trying to conceal their lack of
knowledge and asking questions to gain a clearer understanding. One writer
told of a problem which he often encounters in dealing with engineers, "They
[engineers] think that you understand their explanations immediately." I
suspect that part of the reason for engineers believing thatnon-technical
persons understand immediately occurs because lay persons do not reveal that
they do not understand, fearing that they will lose respect. Another reason
for non-technlcal writers neglecting to get all the information needed is that
they have not identified what they need to know. Often they have a vague feeling
of uncertainty about the material, so they arrange consultations with engineers
without clearly organizing the questions which they need to ask.
One interview session which I attended between a writer with a non-technical
background and an engineer illustrated that the writer thought he needed to ask
one question, but in fact he needed the answer to another one also. He began
the interview by asking about the sequence involved in installing two pipes. The
engineer gave him the specifications on the two pipes: one 5" in diameter; the
other 9". One pipe was to be installed inside the other. The writer had not
realized that the main problem was his not knowing the dimensions. Once he knew
the dimensions; the sequencingwas clear.
The writers interviewed who often consult experts find that they have
difficulty controlling the interview. The writers would start with a specific
question. This question would be answered by the expert, but then he or she
would often begin to elaborate upon the equipment while the writer simply took
notes. Afterthe interviewthewriterwould try to decipherhis or her notes
and determine if they contained what was needed. This type of interviewing often
leads to the need for further interviews to obtain all the necessary information.
If the writer controlled the interview, time could be spent more efficiently.
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Figure i Elements of Understanding Technical Material
Areas of Input Logical Guideline Questions
Information Information Steps
_0_ I_._ i
/_ERMINOLOG_ What is it?
/
[ 2. DEFINE
What does it do?
What are the results?
When is it used?
FUNCTION Where is it used?
[3. DEFINE [
_PROCEDURES What steps are
involved?
How many steps are
involved?
What is the sequence
of thesesteps?
How does it work?
THEORY l 4.DEFINE_
Why is it necessary?
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In talking with writers with non-technical backgrounds, I found that most
of the questions which they want experts to answer fall into a few categories:
terminology, application, procedures, and principles. I have devised a model
(Figure i) which consists of the elements needed for understanding technical
material, especially that material which consists of procedures or product
descriptions. Along with the types of input (such as terminology) I have
written questions which pertain to these specific types. The types of input
are arranged in a sequence beginning with terminology and ending with principles.
If the writers use this model as a basis for interviews with experts, asking
questions about any categories which writers realize that they do not understand,
they might have better results. Such a model would help writers to identify
areas in which they need clarification. This model provides a systematic
approach to information gathering.
In learning _terminology, the writer may become familiar with either an
abstract representation (drawings, verbal definitions) or a concrete one (actual
equipment). The terminology portion may be the one which writers can most
readily learn without having to consult someone else. Whether writershave to
rely on written material or consultations, they must ask the question "What is
it?" before they can proceed to further understanding of the material. In dis-
cussing terminology with experts they may have to ask for comparisons with known
objects or knownprocedures or they may have to ask experts to make crude draw-
ings so that the objects can be visualized.
In writing about equipment, writers should take any available opportunity
to actually view the equipment. One writer told me that he had attended main-
tenance seminars to view the equipment and learn applications. Another said
that he visited the stockroom to look at parts. Viewing the equipment makes
the concept of form more realistic in terms of contours and dimensions.
The next step after understanding form is understanding function. This
step consists of two parts: application and procedures. Application is learned
when the writer pursues the question: "What does this do?" To understand
procedures the writer must ask questions relating to "how." He or she must
ask for steps involved and sequence.
To completely understand an object or process, the writer should understand
the principles involved. One writer told me that if he could understand the
laws of physics involved he could more readily understand the process. Most non-
technical persons interviewed are not concerned with this level of knowledge.
But if writers understand the underlying principles, "the why's" of application
and procedures, they would have an overview of their subjects which would allow
them to see the logic involved.
If the writer uses this model he or she should be more able to define the
areas in which he or she needs further knowledge. Using such a model as an
interview schedule should provide more control of the interview and a checklist
of the understanding needed.
The last area which I looked at in my survey had to do with the primary
concern of writers after they had gathered their information. Table 3 illus-
trates the concern which writers thought of most often in the pre-writing phase.
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Table 3 Primary Pre-writin$ Concerns of Personnel Interviewed
Typeof degree Purpose Audience Organization
Technical 6 0 0
Non-technical i 7 i
Technical personnel were not only more concerned with purpose than were non-tech-
nical personne_ they also mentioned that establishing purpose was often a problem
for them. They had difficulty in focusing their content. Technical personnel
may have difficultywith purpose because, to a large extent, they do not consider
audience; purpose is a natural outgrowth of the needs of the audience. The
technical personnel interviewed write only for technical audiences and they'write
informational material. They assume that the audience has the same expertise
that they have. Three non-technical peKsonnel who write informational material
are concerned with audience. They are concerned with the informational needs of
the audience, with anticipating questions and with simplifying material.
Of the writers whom I interviewed only those with non-technical backgrounds
write motivational materials. Writing motivational materials requires a concern
with audience. Only one writer of motivational materials is concerned with
purpose; all the others are concerned with audience. The one concerned with
purpose has few ways of knowing her audiences directly; she is a free-lance
writer of promotional materials for various clients. The other writers of moti-
vational materials write with an audience response clearly in mind. They are
trying to sell a product or gain consent and build enthusiasm for a project.
They are concerned with persuasive tactics, so they are aware of their audiences'
needs, prejudices and levels of expertise. Awareness of the audiences' needs
provides a guide to purpose and focus. These writers, all non-technical, realiz-
ing the needs of their audiences, understand that their rhetorical tasks are
either to recommend or request or explain, etc. Concern with audience seems to
lead to fewer difficulties with establishing purpose and focusing written
material.
I have tried to provide a summary of the primary pre-writing concerns of
fifteen technical writers. Although this sample is too small to be conclusive,
it does show some trends. I have compared the pre-writing concerns of writers
with technical and non-technical backgrounds. I have reached the conclusion
that ability to relate to audience is of primary importance and that non-
technical personnel are more aware of this consideration than are technical
personnel. Those writers who interview experts as part of their jobs find that
these experts have difficulty relating to writers' needs and levels of expertise.
By using a model of elements involved in understanding technical material,
writers can probably control their informational needs more adequately. Using
this model to control the interview with technical experts, the writer can make
these experts more aware of his or her needs as a writer. Conversely, if the
writer focuses on the audiences' needs, he or she has little trouble in estab-
lishing purpose in writing.
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A PROBLEM OFIDENTITY: WIIO ARE YOU






I. Mental Set of English Teachers
An English teacher who puts on the consultant's hat may be surprised,
unpleasantly, at how unnatural it feels. The unnaturalness has numerous
causes. A few of those causes and a few possible solutions to this new
identity problem are briefly discussed in this paper.
First, the "mental set" of the English teacher is not well suited
for consulting work. People who teach composition, whether in secondary
education or at the college level, think of themselves as English teach-
ers: the grey-haired "battle-ax" we all dreaded as school children. We
rarely think of ourselves as rhetoricians, composition specialists, or as
professors of composition and rhetoric. We must describe ourselves in
new ways if we are to do new work.
Like other professionals, we value ourselves, at least in part,
according to what we are paid. And we are grossly underpaid. When I
teach at a local community college, my wage per class hour is $18.00. If
I spend five hours for each class hour, for a total of six hours of work,
I earn $3.00 per hour--below the minimum wage. If I spend less than five,
my students do not learn as much as they should, nor do I teach as well as
I could. To earn a living at this rate of pay requires working nights and
weekends, without overtime pay, of course. These conditions naturally
color our image of ourselves.
Because we have grown accustomed to being underpaid and overworked,
we expect nothing else. We even compete fiercely with one another for the
opportunity to be overworked and underpaid. I once competed with several
hundred other recent Ph.D.'s for a guaranteed "burn'out" job in an
unscenic location which would have paid me $ii,000 a year. Why did I
waste the stamp? The job shortage in our profession has made fools of
some of us. We do what no self-respecting garbage collector or pipe-
fitter would ever do: we work for almost nothing.
Those of us who finished degrees before the current wave of special-
ization in composition have an additional smudge on our self-images.
Although we have experience teaching writing--and experience is finally
what counts--we are not equipped with the latest jargon in our field. We
are not armed with readability tables and psycholinguistic theories--at
least not last month's versions. We lack the mystique of the incompre-
hensible specialist.
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All of this is compounded by certain invisible economic barriers
that hold us back. Our aims are low. We hope some day to make as much
money as our colleagues who have been at it for twenty years: maybe
$20,000, just before we retire. The upper limit in our economic uni-
verse is the salary of our chairperson: perhaps $25,000. In a larger
department, perhaps $35,000. Many will try for $30,000, few will ever
receive it. So we look upwards a very little.
To a significant extent, our future is limited by our short sight.
We confine ourselves. What we cannot imagine, we arenot likely to
achieve. What might we imagine?
II. The Basis For A New Self-Image
We might see ourselves in a broader context, a larger, more pros-
perous world, as an essential factor in U.S. business and industry. We
have a skill, honed by years of drudgery, that business and industry
needs and does not have. There is more work to be done outside of our
academic institutions than inside of them. And we could be paid more
for it outside of them, than inside.
In terms of absolute cost, we are presently teaching writing in the
least expensive way--in colleges and universities where the public bears
a large part of the expense and where we are willing to work long days
for small salaries. Outside of this nonprofit sector, this protected
environment, our services have a greater absolute cost--and thus a
greater value to us. If I spend one hour with a practicing lawyer and
charge $50 (a moderate figure), that lawyer will think it is a bargain
(because his hourly rate is higher). I will think it is a bonus because
my university pays me an average of $i0 per hour for my work with law
students. The economic picture is not so simple as that, of course, but
it's safe to say that our work is worth three times more outside than
inside of our academic institutions.
III. Some Principles of Successful Consulting
How do we harvest that profit? Choose a business or industry
compatible with your interest or experience. The more familiar you are
with it, the more effective your work will be. The key here is to know
the "terrain" before you travel over it. Every business, industry, and
profession has its own kinds of written communication, its own language,
and to some extent its own style of writing. Offer your services only
after you know exactly what you would be working with and what specific
help you can offer.
Try to identify communication problems that are commonly complained
of within the business or profession. This might be done by simply asking
people who work within an organization to tell you what their communica-
tion problems are. Acquire copies of typical written work. Map out the
lines of written communication: Who assigns writing tasks? Who writes?
Who reviews? _¢ho edits? Who proofreads? Who types? Who reads? Who
complains about ambiguity or clarity problems? How are such complaints
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handled? How much time do the writers have? What type of mechanical
assistance do they have (word processor, dictating machines)?
When you have mapped the terrain, then decide how to approach it.
First attempt to solve the communication problems currently complained of
within the organization. Then address the other inefficiencies in written
communication that you, with your special expertise, perceive and can
solve.
As you research, pay attention to what people inside the business
or profession charge for their work or are paid by their companies. Dis-
cover what the hourly rates or salaries are of the people you wish to
work for. Discover what they pay other consultants. Set your hourly
rates according to the "going rate" in that business. Be careful not to
undercharge. To some extent, people value services according to their
cost. If you charge too little, your work may be undervalued. Of course,
if you charge too much, you may have no work. The problem is obvious:
once you have set an hourly rate, it is hard to increase it, and it may
be too late to decrease it.
If you are charging enough--which from an English teacher's point
of view may seem to be a great deal--you will want to offer "full value."
This may lead to offering too much. When working outside of your own
field, you must simplify. Concepts and approaches must be simplified.
Terminology of the grammarian must be carefully defined, perhaps even
omitted. Begin at the beginning: Outside of our field, people do not
necessarily know the difference between "good" and "well" and probably
do not know how to locate the subject and verb in a sentence or how to
distinguish between restrictive and nonrestrictive phrases and clauses.
Normally, a "lay" audience will not know the difference between a phrase
and a clause. So begin at the very beginning. Do not try to impress
your audience with technicalities or with the latest findings of psycho-
linguists and researchers in readability. You may want to toss a term or
two in for "window dressing," to establish your "credit" as a specialist,
but do not try to teach anything with such language. When you begin your
real work, keep it simple and practical.
I do not mean to suggest that creating an "aura" or "mystique" is
a waste of time. The contrary is true. You must have what Aristotle
termed "ethical appeal" if you are to succeed. Consul[ing success depends
on image as much as on expertise. Above all, you must sound "correct,"
you must speak grammatically, and you must communicate clearly in writing
and orally. You must in your own articulation serve as an example of what
you are "selling." But there are two phases to a consultant's work: the
first is selling oneself--the "image"; the second is providing a service--
the "expertise." In the second phase, always simplify, that is, try to
teach a few basic things well.
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IV. How To Establish Credibility
A. Institutional Service
Before you have the opportunity to teach a few basic things well, you
must get the job. Consulting work depends on "credibility." You must
establish a reputation outside of your field. How might this be done?
Institutional service is one way to begin. Most colleges and univer-
sities offer lectures on a wide range of topics. A list of faculty members
willing to lecture as a public service is kept somewhere, perhaps in an
office of lectures and concerts. Add your name to the list. Even though
you will not be paid directly, you will enhance your academic reputation as
well as reaching out into the nonacademic world. If you wish to work in a
business or profession, contact the continuing education personnel in the
appropriate department or school in your institution. If you contribute to
a seminar as a panel member, for example, the notice that will be mailed
to alumni and interested parties will provide free advertising for you.
If a business school advertises your name in this way, for example, you
will have established a measure of "credibility" without much effort, and
no cost. Then, of course, you must:perform well. That in large part
(as discussed above) depends on knowing your audience.
Another way to begin is to investigate continuing education programs
within a business or profession. Workshops are regularly offered in
nearly every field of work. Good speakers and useful topics are hard to
find. Our topic is in vogue at present; it enjoys a cyclical popularity,
which is currently at its height. If you do find yourself on a panel for
a lecture series or workshop, you may discover that what you have to say
is the most useful part of the entire program. Since you will probably
be the "odd speaker," that is, the only "lay" person on a panel, you will
have built-in "visibility." This can be a tremendous advantage. Here
again, while you will probably not bepaid for this work, the advertising
is invaluable. It is advertising without the stigma of advertising.
That raises the question of whether or not to advertise in newspapers
or elsewhere, that is, paid, public advertising. I do not recommend it.
It is expensive and may actually reduce your credibility. If your adver-
tisement is positioned next to that of a local astrologer, a hypnotist, or
a computer dating service, you may invite the wrong kind of attention. The
best advertising is word-of-mouth, personal reference. Use the business
card provided by your academic institution (you will probably have to pay
for it) and distribute it sparingly. Do not project a "slick" image. Such
an image contradicts basic assumptions that most people have about English
teachers. While we must improve our self-image in order to work profitably
outside of our field, we may still make good use of the public image we
have. We need not dress at the height of fashion; that may even interfere
with our credibility. We need not spend $300 on an impressive briefcase.
We need not fly first-class. We may, if we wish, without suffering any
diminution of our image in the outside world, travel economically and
dress plainly.
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On the other hand, we should adopt the same professional standards
as our clients in business matters. For example, we should use the same
format for correspondence. If the professionals you wish to work for
send memoranda to one another, then send memoranda, not letters. Return
telephone calls the instant you return to your office, not several days
later. Send follow-up letters, if that is customary. Keep a precise
time sheet for all work that you do; bill promptly and specifically,
providing exact times, dates, names, and the nature of the work you have
done. Remember that as employees in a nonprofit sector of the economy,
we are not accustomed to thinking of minutes as economic units. Time is
money in a "for-profit" organization. Your minutes as a consultant are
correspondingly valuable.
If consulting work goes well, you may find that you have too much
to do: your teaching and your "field work" outside the academic world
may add up to an 80-hour week. Like any other professional, you should
consider doing first the things that pay you best. Everyone else does.
This is obviously not a sufficient reason for grossly neglecting
students; but, in these inflationary times with academic salaries as low
as they are and will remain, we are justified in diverting some of our
professional time and energy to work that pays well. After all, if your
students do not receive all that you have to offer, in the classroom,




PROSTITUTION AND THE WRITING CONSULTANT:A VIEW OF A VIEW
George D. Gopen
Loyola University of Chicago
I. The Indictment
I have usually regarded my writing consultant work as a challenge,
sometimes as a burden, sometimes as a reward for assertiveness, but always
as an arduous task. I make approximately ten times my academic hourly
wage for consultant work, but even that figure falls somewhat short of the
rates charged by doctors, lawyers, and other professionals offering special-
ized services. Considering the level of skill and experience I need to do
the job well, the effort it necessitates, and the anxiety it produces, I
never consider myself overpaid, undeservingly paid, or improperly paid. I
therefore was completely non-plussed during an otherwise pleasant faculty
lunch when a friend and colleague (totally unprovoked by the conversation)
condemned my consulting activities as "a form of prostitution." Too
surprised to reply, I remained silent, and the subject was dropped.
The surprise subsided, but a growing curiosity took its place. What
had she meant? Do others feel the same way? Why should an English professor
disapprove of teaching for pay in the professional world? I started asking
people and was once again surprised, this time at the number of negative
emotional responses I received. I have put together here some of their
responses and some of my perceptions concerning their reactions, together
with some of the arguments in favor of writing consultantships.
II. The Responses
I asked nearly 40 English professors (from several universities) how
they felt about their colleagues taking writing consultant jobs. Few
responded with outright enthusiasm, and none found anything praiseworthy
about the activity aside from the financial benefits it offers. From the
people who responded positively I heard words like "enterprising" and
"fortunate" and phrases like "it's about time" and "why shouldn't we get a
share." Not until I attended a session on writing consultantships at a
national conference did I hear anyone mention a single non-monetary benefit.
The negative responses were as strikingly varied as the non-negative
responses had been homogenious. The mildest charge was the one of
irresponsibility, that I was wasting precious time that could be better spent
on my own research, on extra preparation for lectures, or on yet more
detailed responses tomy students' work. In its most virulent form, this
developed into a charge of disloyalty: Since I had accepted employment at a
particular University, any teaching I did extra-murally was suggestive of a
breach of loyalty, perhaps even of a breach of contract. My University's
regulations make a most interesting distinction in this regard: Faculty here
have the right to consult for one day a week without seeking formal permission_
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however, faculty are not permitted to teach courses for another university
without the Dean's approval (and such approval, I understand, is rarely
given). I imagine that this distinction was made with professors at the
Law School, Medical School, and Business School in mind, for whom outside
consulting work most often takes the form of advising rather than teaching.
Many of the people I q_estioned felt that since a writing consultantship
consists mainly of teaching, it indeed conflicted with the contract to teach
only for one's primary employer; yet at the same time no one seemed to feel it
would be wrong for an English professor to charge for instruction or advice
given on any subject other than English composition.
Such were the tendencies of what I would categorize as the logical nega-
tive responses. The emotional negative responses grew out of different sorts
of objections. The charge of prostitution apparently had something to do with
charging strangers for what should be given away free at home. Many believed
that English professors pollute academic purity when they have direct contact
with the business world (often referred to as "the outside world',); that they
negate their academic nobility when they stoop to solicit funds from corporate
entities or limited partnerships; and that they.violate_the_cademi_ oath of
poverty when they receive pay that is immorally high. (Four to five hours of
consulting work a week can double the average English professor's income.)
Three times I heard the complaint that "it simply isn't our place" to be doing
these kinds of things.
I noticed that some of the poeple who attacked consulting in general
seemed to forgive my own involvement in it because of my extreme financial
need. (For a few years I must live in Chicago while my wife lives in Philadel-
phia. We commute by air to be with each other every weekend, creating a
financial burden which cannot be supported by the salary of an Assistant Prof-
essor of English.) It appears that under extreme circumstances almost any-
thing can appear respectable (cf. Rosie the Riveter in the 1940's).
Of the forty or so people to whom I spoke, about one eighth approved of
consulting, three eighths did not disapprove, one eighth expressed what I have
called logical objections, and three eighths expressed what I have called
emotional objections.
Ill. Some Musings on the Responses
I have no credentials in psychology, and therefore what I offer here
represents instinctive reaction, mostly in question form, rather than formal
analysis. I have been led to spend time thinking about the subject only
because so many of the reactions were so severe and so lacking in reasoned
argument,
Whether or not I am "wasting my time" by consulting (when I could be in
the ibrary or in my study_ depends on what is to be Understood by the word
"my.'ItHave we academics (or at least those in the Humanities) made the
assumption that since we do not punch a time-clock for a 40-hour week and most
often cannot accomplish our tasks in a 40-hour week, that there should be no
limit whatever to our week? Since our work is quite capable of expanding to
fit whatever time we give it, must we in turn expand all of our non-leisure
time to cover our work? At what point does time in the week become "my" time?
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I remember how shocked I and my classmates were in the first year of graduate
school to hear an Assistant Professor explain that he regarded his job as a
nine-to-five set of responsibilities, and that he religiously abstained from
all academic work in the evenings and on weekends unless the circumstances
were exceptional. We were not merely surprised; we were outraged. How could
he be so undevoted to the Shrine, so unfeeling about the products of the Muses,
so defiant of the Powers That Be?
That was in 1969. In 1981, when trolley drivers can demand paid holidays
for their birthdays, when unions have invested the word "overtime" with an
awesome and threatening power, and when a whole symphony orchestra will stop
in the middle of the concluding page of a piece in rehersal because the clock
has struck the hour (a sight I have witnessed), there are few of us left who
value the work we do enough to say the clock be damned; but must those few of
us who do love our work for its own sake go to the opposite extreme and insist
that no time can be "overtime," that no time can be "our time"?
I could not fathom the charge of prostitution until I looked at consulting
as charging for that which should be freely given. Have the teachers who hold
this view of consulting convinced themselves somehow that they are not being
paid for teaching, that there is no actual connection between the daily tasks
and the monthly checks? IS money for them dirty, undignlfied,.and-symbolic..of
selfishness, while teaching is pure, noble, and symbolic of altruism? T.hey
seem to have dedicated themselves to their work so comprehensively and so
without expectation of reward that they conceive of a grateful University
issuing them a monthly check solely so they can take care of the merchants
and landlords of the world.who do not understand the concept of a "calling."
(I felt exactly thisway for the first eight years of my teaching career,
albei_ my getting paid $2,000 for a year of 40-hour weeks of teaching as a
graduate Teaching Fellow might have had something to do with that.)
Another possilblelink between consulting and prostitution is the concept
of being for hire and the assertive activities that accompany it. We do not
expect a University-professor.to be on the street, as it were, selling his or
her wares, How strange [t seems to some of us for a teacher to travel the
streets to the corporate office or the law firm, dangerously beyond the
academic walls. Those same teachers would feel quite differently about the
same teaching experilence_ I imagine, ilfa law firm arranged with the Dean for
a special small class _n Advanced Writing for Lawyers to be taught in the
Humanities Bu[Idi.ng,a.specilalfee going to the instructor. More of us must
face the fact (sometimes apparently discomforting) that we are indeed paid for
the teach_.ngwe do, and that we should not be ashamed of it. As for being on
the streets--we all will learn our way around town quickly enough.
Even if we are aware of being paid for our teaching, we tend not to
conceive of it as plece-work. When a student withdraws from a class, we do
not consider the event an increase in our salary rate; and yet fiscal admini-
strators think of us in almost no other terms. A Department will gain or lose
faculty spots dependent upon the numbers of students it attracts, and most of
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of us are at least vaguely aware of these supplies and demands. I am not
suggesting that we develop a piece-work consciousness as professors ("There!
Another weekly paper graded -- $1.76 more in the pot."). I merely offer our
being unused to thinki'ngof our work this way as another cause of our consid-
ering consultant work, with its clock-watching and high rates, as foreign and
therefore inimicable. With a little conscious effort, we could all accustom
ourselves to the different game rules (without coming to confuse one game for
the other).
My worst fears are that this problem goes far deeper than this, that at
bottom it is more often than not a poor professional self-image that makes
some of us unable to welcome work outside the University with enthusiasm. We
of Academia (and in particular those of us in the Humanities) have good enough
reason to tend towards professional schizophrenia: On the one hand the
college professor is rated in a first-place tie with the medical doctor in the
"most respected profession" polls; on the other hand we are often thought of
(and think of ourselves) as "mere schoolteachers," the old adage "Those who
can't do, teach" ringing in our ears. The latter image has the better chance
of dominating simply because we are the most egregiously underpaid profession-
als in America. All other people who have the training and skills of an
academic make more money, usually a great deal more money; and even within
Academia the English professor ranks with the lowest on the salary charts.
(..Inmany universities the highest English salary and the lowest Law salary are
w|thin a year or two's raise of each other.) To add to the lack of monetary
rewards, we lack visibility to anyone but ourselves and our students. The
people who most often judge our daily actions are undergraduates (who have a
habit of graduating, going out into the world, and making far more money as
electricians, bus drivers, and surgeons) and our colleagues (#or whom and
with whom we form our own inbred hierarchies). How natural it is, under these
conditions, that we should feel out of place ("it simply isn't our place to
be doing these kinds of things") in some law firm or corporation office -- so
out of place that we refuse to go there, castigating those who do.
Our task as writing teachers often is thankless; some of us have grown
to expect no thanks and believe ourselves unworthy of thanks. Our task as
writing teachers often seems fruitless (one term being too short a time to see
progress in more than a few); some of us have grown to assume the job cannot
be done at all and that we are perpetrating a fraud by being continually paid,
however low the rate, to do it. I do not think we should look for thanks from
our students, though thanks may come on occasion without our looking; but I
know the job can be done and has often been done. We must understand that the
teaching of writing results in the improving of a skill, a process that will
not conform in time to a quarter, semester, or trimester. Many of the seeds
we sow in a class of 20 or 25 students will bear fruit at some later time, and
even the student maynot recognize the source of the harvest. Whether or not
we choose to seek thanks or to expect fruit, we must not reject them when they
come or mistrust those who offer them. Consulting work can bring immediate
thanks, both in sentiments and in money, andbear dramatically nutritious
fruit, in terms of the immediacy of our effect. We are the skilled
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professionals who can offer the service, now needed more than ever by other
professionals, and we must start to look upon ourselves as having the stature
to do it as well. t
IV. Attractive Reasons for Doing Consulting Work
I mentioned above that most of the people who approved of English
professors taking consulting jobs thought only of the financial advantages
involved. While I would not by any means wish to undervalue the attraction
and importance of high wages, I would like to point out that we can also reap
professional (especially pedagogical) benefits from doing consulting work.
By teaching outside of the University, we can become better teachers within
the University.
Consulting offers us a new variety of students and therefore a fresh,
different teaching experience from the one with which we are so burdensomely
familiar. The importance of variety in one's professional tasks cannot be
overestimated. I took English in High School from a man who purported to be
a teacher, whose yellowed notes gave off a slight smell of sulphur as they
continued to disintegrate, and who was quoted, only slightly unfairly, as
beginning a lecture in 1959 with "As President Coolidge recently said... "
We did not learn much. Variety is not only the spice of life but the insurer
of sanity, especially for those of us whose tasks are inherently so repetitive.
Consider the advantages of teaching in a consultantship relationship over
teaching in the conventional classroom. J
-- The clients will often be self-selected and eager tO absorb what you
have to say;
-- They will be time-conscious and learn as quickly as you can
communicate the material;
-- They will be task-motivated ("How can I do this better?") instead of
hurdle-motivated ("What do I have to do to please this teacher and
get an 'A'?");
-- They will force you to work with actual writing tasks, substantially
different from the artificial tasks you have to create for your
students;
-- They will, in many cases, be dealing with you in a one-to-one
tutorial situation;
-- They can provide you with immediate feedback on how well you are
understanding their needs and how well they are understanding your
materials;
-- They will, most often, bring to the learning experience greater
sophistication and greater interest than the majority of your
conventional students, most of whom take your course because it is a
requirement.
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Consulting, then, can be an exciting teachi'.ngand learning experience in
itself. Instead of purchasing new texts and searching for new gimmicks, we
can absorb new teaching experiences and experiment with new rhetorical tasks.
Beyond the pay and the revitalizing teaching experience, there is also
knowledge to be gained and used. As consultants, we cannot fail to gain new
insights into the way the rest of the world functions. Although we will not
become educated in the Law or in business practices, we will have a better
understanding of what it is to be a lawyer or a person engaged in business.
Since many of our students are headed for professional lives, we would be
better equipped to prepare them for what they must cope with after graduation.
It is one thing to know how best to construct a sentence or a paragraph; it is
another to know how to construct it so that it best fits the task (or the
senior partner) at hand.
Our broader perspectives would gain us greater credability with our
pre-professional students, which in turn might make them more receptive to
what we have to teach them. To illustrate: I teach in a University where
two thirds of the Freshm_n now declare themselves "Pre-Med" and something like
85% of the Seniors go on to further education. My wife, who is a Neuro-
biologist, has given me a fascinating set of electromicrographs of diseased
lung cells, some thirty of which I have used as office decorations. Every
semester there have been six or seven Pre-Med students who have come into my
office with a clearly condescending view of English professors, who have been
stunned by the presence of these scientific photos (they consider them "real"
knowledge), and who have left having listened attentively to what I had to say
about writing. I know almost nothing about lung cells and yet have reaped
benefits merely by association; can you imagine what kind of effect actual
knowledge of the "real" world would have on our chillingly competitive,
Economy-consclous students? Indeed, are they not justified to some degree
in listening harder to theteacher who has had the broadest range of
experience?
From taking consulting jobs, we can expand our own knowledge, get more in
touch with the worlds for which most of our students are preparing, learn new
teaching skills, have enjoyable and fruitful teaching experiences, increase
our credability with our students, and receive substantial extra compensation
at many times the rate of our University employment -- and all this can be
done with the expenditure of only a few hours a week, perhaps even less.
We can help people in the professional world do their jobs better, become
better teachers ourselves, and reduce our personal financial burdens all at
the same time. We can deliver a service whose time, the professional world
now thinks, has come. We have always recognized its importance; they are just
getting around to it.
To accept good wages for doing this useful work is also to accept the
challenge of doing it well. "Accountability" is the name of their game, and
the incompetent are not rehired. We cannot afford to retain teaching methods
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that do not work or business practices that are sloppy. I think it is time
that we as professionals learn how to be comfortable in the offices of other
professionals, as we bring our individualized form of continuing education to
them instead of having them come to us.
Is this a form of Prostitution? I think not. We have here no m_rage of
interpersonal relationships and promised satisfactions, sold by one who knows
the delusion and bought by one who embraces it, leaving the purchasor empty-
handed when the seller departs. In consultantships we are forced to deal with
the realities of the interworkings of thought and expression of thought, all
the while being highly conscious of the interpersonal relationship between
professionals expert in their own fields. We have to remember that writing is
the most intimate of all forms of personal expression, which necessitates the
greatest degree possible of delicacy, accuracy, and awareness in the processes
of criticising and teaching. The benefits we can provide our clients should
not fade away when we depart, for we shall have taught them techniques which
they can use to improve their writing permanently. Many of these members of
the "outside world" already appreciate what we can do for them. It is time








PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF TECHNICAL WRITING:
APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS
James J. Scanlon, Professor
Department of English
Southeast Missouri State University
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701
For some years now, the teaching of technical writing has been
getting increased attention from those who once hardly noticed it,
never mind valued it. With that increased attention has come a
new sense of respectability and strength for teachers of technical
writing. But with that attention has also come some danger --
danger that we will court this respectability and strength to the
detriment of what we should be about, namely, developing writers
who can function well in the "world of work."
During the last five years or so, technical writing has be-
come an ever more significant element in national meetings cen-
tering on written communication. No longer the sole preserve of
the Society for Technical Communication, technical writing has
become a more significant element in national CCCC meetings, and
has even found place in that "holy of holies" the Modern Language
Association's national convention. Some teachers of technical
writing have found in this recognition a new respectability and
stature. Others have taken it as an index of the technical
writing's growing strength in the profession. Articles that "flex"
the "muscles" of this burgeoning strength have thus begun to
appear in various technical writing journals. Their message is
usually simple and direct. Translated into a pattern borrowed
from the woman's liberation movement, that message essentially
isLs "I am technical writing, hear me roarX"
And the "roar" in the journals echoes on many campuses
throughout the country. Whereas once technical writing seemed a
poor orphan begging shelter from whichever academic department
would take it in, now rich in potential, technical writing has to
fight off academic suitors. Meetings and journals debate whether
a scientific or technical unit or an English or humanities unit
is technical writing's best campus home. Previously ignored by
the one and even disdained by the other, technical writing is
now the "child of grace" to both technical and humanities units.
Flattered, teachers of technical writing thus engage themselves
in what may well be a worthy debate about the administrative home
for their discipline. But there is danger.
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Flattered by their new respectability, and wanting more of
it, teachers of technical writing likewise find themselves rub-
bing shoulders at meetings and in journals with these who once
disdained them. Looking for new outlets for their energies,
scholars who once could think of nothing but literature's "pleas-
ure dome" now engage teachers of technical writing in debate about
"heuristics" for technical reports on the "geodesic dome." Others
urge teachers of technical writing to debate their sense of writ-
ing as "product," and work to understand writing as "process."
These new associations may well enhance the teaching of technical
writing. But there is danger.
The danger in both the administrative and the teaching "debate"
is that they will ultimately consume us. They may deflect our
attention from what we should be about -- developing writers who
can function well in the "world of work." For even before we dis-
covered this new strength and these new friends, we had not yet
"arrived" on the matter of developing technical writers who could
function easily after graduation in the "real world" of business
and industry.
Teachers of technical writing cannot long afford the luxury
of "academic" concerns, for as William McCarron reminds us, "the
day to day business world of technical writing is not quite the
ivory tower world of the college or university" ("Confessions of
a Working Technical Editor," T____VI 1978, 5). Evidence is clear
already that many technical writing students experience what Dennis
Karwatka terms "shock" when they "transfer from school to the real
world of work" ("Confessions of a Technical Writer," T_____I 1974, 6).
Perhaps R. John Brockmann comes closest to the truth when in a very
recent article he insists that current "teaching practices
are insensitive to students' career needs because they are based on
mistaken notions concerning writing and the process of communication"
on the o_ob. ("Taking a Second Look at Technical Communications Ped-
agogY," JTW&C 10 1980, 283).
Rather than congratulating ourselves for our new stature among
teachers of writing and now even trying to emulate some of their
methods, therefore, we teachers of technical writing must always
measure the worth of our pedagogy against the needs of writers in
business and industry. "Practical applications," as the title of
this paper calls them, of technical writing should be our para-
mount conc ern.
But what are those needs? How well aware of them can we be
when graduates of our courses are "shocked" as they enter the
world of work? How well can we meet them by following some recent
advice about making changes in our pedagogy?
Current articles in the technical writing journals suggest
that teachers of technical writing turn to modern rhetorical
studies for guidance. And while there is danger, they make some
sense.
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Basically the new thrust calls attention to "process" in
technical writing and away from sole concern with "product."
Some, like Dennis Hall, find that "Technical writing generally
enjoys a healthy orientation to the objects of the writer's atten-
tion as the source of materials for writing, but neglects invention
as a distinct and deliberate system in its passion for form"
("The Role of Invention in Technical Writing" T____IV 1976, 21).
Hall and others insist that "discovery of purpose precedes
any consideration of structure and style, indeed determines them"
(Hall, 21) in good writing, technical or otherwise. Like Fred
Mac Intosh, these critics of traditional approaches to technical
writing ask teachers to "approach writing as purpose rather than
" JTW&C 8 1978, 139)form and format" ("Where Do We Go From Here, .
Reflecting on traditional pedagogy, they criticize the conserva-
tive nature of most technical writing textbooks and their concen-
tration on "product" skills. With R. John Brockmann, Jack Seltzer,
J. W. Allen, and Carolyn Miller, among others, adherents of this
new thrust wish to expand traditional concern for form -- sentence
and word length, grammar, and punctuation -- to include-understand-
ing of the process of creation and of cognitive psychology. They
no doubt offer us much.
But this new emphasis on "process" in teaching writing, however
valuable, cannot be allowed to deflect attention from the demands
of the "world of work." Some ways have to be found, in fact, to
test both the traditional "product" assumptions and the new "pro-
cess" suggestions of those concerned with teaching technical writ-
ing against the needs of writers in that "real world."
Back in 1975, Richard M. Davis told us that "As the field of
technical writing comes of age, we must develop our own basic
research projects aimed at attaining objective evidence about the
effectiveness of particular forms or kinds of communication in
given institutions." In Davis' strongest terms, "we must determine
not only what is, but what ought to be" ("A Modest Proposal," TWT
II 1975, 3). But, unlike our college and university colleagues in
science and technology or literature and rhetoric, we cannot accom-
plish this research in the relatively isolated world of campus or
in great university research laboratories and libraries. However
valuable such research for others, it is doomed to be inadequate
for teachers of technical writing simply because it is done in
isolation from the world of work.
Teachers of technical writing must do their research as John
A. Muller tells us "Out in the field, (where) we can test our
genius against public and publicly defined measures of success"
in communication. Such research out in business and industry
makes "the world of work a laboratory" in which to test and ques-
tion our present practices, and those now being proposed in the
journals. If we remain "cloistered in the classroom," according
to Muller, "we tend to consider not these more productive questions
but questions of fad, fashion and worse" ("What Consultation and
Freelance Writing Can Do for You and For Your Students" TW___TV 1978,
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75-6). Trivial questions and debates, in fact, will never produce
what we need so badly -- a rhetoric of technical communication.
To this point, however, teachers of technical writing have
done little such research and we have no "rhetoric of technical
communication." As a discipline, we are "failing to identify pro-
blems that need solving" since in Paul V. Anderson's words, we
"uncritically" accept "a large number of beliefs about teaching
technical communications . many of which are highly debatable"
("The Need for Better Research," JTW&C 10 1980, 275). We may feel
comfortable with the partial truth invoked by traditionalists like
John H. Mitchell that "an expected pattern communicates better
than a random pattern" ("It's a Craft Course: Indoctrinate, Don't
Educate," TWT IV 1976, 2). In our comfort, we may then feel secure
emphasizing grammar, usage, mechanics, diction, word or phrase
counts, and ether stylistic elements. We may continue to use tech-
nical writing textbooks, often mirror images one of another and
little changed in some years. And, if we do, we will continue to
send students out to the "real world of work" who can only be
"shocked" by their lack of preparation.
Now, I seem to have placed teachers of technical writing be-
tween a rock and a hard place. On the one hand is the Scylla Of
the "new rhetoric" proposing an emphasis on "process" in technical
writing courses. On the other hand is the Charybdis of the "old
approach" stressing continued emphasis on "product" in technical
writing courses. What's to be done?
Well, what's to be done is to pick up on Davis' advice in 1975
to determine by systematic research "not only what is, but what
ought to be." And that research has to be done in what Anderson
calls a "naturalistic" setting -- in the "real world of work."
To create a comprehensive "rhetoric of technical communication,"
teachers of technical writing will have to become "natural inves-
tigators" who as Anderson says, "prefer the natural setting because
they are interested in studying phenomena, not in isolation from
all other potentially confounding variables, but in the presence
of all the conditions that are normally present" in business and
industry. Unlike traditional researchers into the teaching of
technical writing, natural investigators will "formulate hypotheses
and identify variables during (and not before or after) their
studies" ("The Need for Better Research," 279). They can thus test
the traditional product emphasis of technical writing textbooks and
teachers. They can also assess the value of the new "process"
emphasis proposed as one solution to the disparity between writing
taught on campus and writing done in the "real world." This research
will be more immediate and more reliable than traditional surveys
of "what business and industry want" from their writers -- surveys
that leave researchers isolated on campus and that leave people in
business and industry, out of touch with developments in the
writing field, to reaffirm traditional but apparently ineffective
approaches to technical writing. They will also be more effective
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than listening to representatives of business and industry talk
about what they do or what prospective employees of their estab-
lishments will need to be able to do as writers, However valuable
their perspectives or advice, they are no substitute for teachers
"informed" regularly by their research i__nthe "real world of work."
But how are hard-working teachers to do this research? John
A. Muller proposes, quite simply, that they do it through consulting
and freelance writing. In Muller's words, "Every assignment you
accept off-campus does for you what library research does for 17th
Century colleagues. You become more broadly educated in science
and technology, not any expert perhaps, but certainly a more com-
petent generalist. You certainly become a more expert inter_dis-
ciplinary translator and communicator, and that is what you are
about in the classroom." In consulting and freelance work, the
problems will be exactly those that the students in technical
writing courses will someday face. Muller is surely correct when
he insists that "by working in their world, you will discover their
needs, develop tested methods of solving real problems, and earn
both respect and credibility" ("What Consultation and Freelance
Writing Can Do for You and Your Students" TW__TTV 1978, 75). In
short, teachers, like students of technical writing, need "intern-
ships" beyond the classroom similar to those proposed in the tech-
nical writing journals by people like Anderson, Appelwhite, Kelton,
Losano, Mathes, Pearsall, Stohrer, Whitburn, and Wyld, among others.
I_ off-campus opportunities are limited, and at times they are,
a taste of the "real world" can be had in the technical and business
areas of most colleges and universities. These on-campus locations
that have often been used for student interns -- business offices,
publicity offices, publication offices, science and technical de-
partments, etc. -- can likewise accept us as interns and researchers.
These off-campus and on-campus "real world" sites will give us
experience of great benefit not only to us and our students, but in
the end to the profession generally. As Wayne Losano points out,
they can "strengthen the faculty's relationship with industry and
with other segments of the academic community,, help faculty
to adjust the (technlcal writing) program to flt the realities of
industry, . and provide a means of measuring our effectiveness
as teachers of technical writing" ("Internships in Technical
Writing, On and Off Campus" TW___TI 1974, 5-6).
But in my view, "naturalistic" research in the "real world of
work" can help us to do even more. It can help us establish that
"rhetoric of technical communication" we so clearly need. The
"real world" experience should help us sort ou@, for example, the
sometimes conflicting demands of those who would have technical
writing teachers emphasize "product" and those who would have us
emphasize "process." It may likewise provide us some resolution
for the debate about a proper "home" -- technical or humanistic ......
for technical writing courses and programs. At present, we are
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often occupied in our meetings and journals with these two "de-
bates." While it may be as Paul Anderson suggests, that "the
teaching discipline lives to debate, but not to investigate" (275),
in this instance only naturalistic investigation -- research in
the "real world of work" -- is going to resolve the questions that
currently vex the teaching of technical writing, and most signifi-
cantly is going to prepare our students as technical writers who
can enter the "real world" not only without shock, but with ease.
They will enter with ease because our strength and respecta-
bility -- and theirs -- will be derived not merely from the in-
creased attention we are receiving in academe, but from the in-
creased attention we have given to the real needs of writers in
business and industry. We will have developed, through natural-
istic research, a realistic rhetoric of technical communication --
one that has practical gpplications.
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A PROCESS PARADIGM:
WRITING CASE ANALYSES FOR ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Louise Dunlap
English Learning Center
Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts 02254
INTRODUCTION
My paper now looks like a case study in recursive revision. I have been
repositioning, even regenerating, ideas for an audience which did not con-
cretely exist before the meetings of the past few days. Here at the very end
of this conference, I had intended to demonstrate what takes place in a case
analysis writing workshop for beginning Management students which I've de-
signed collaboratively with their faculty. I wanted to show what we've dis-
covered to be an effective way to teach 'the non-sequential process' of ana-
lytical writing to 'novice writers' by emphasizing what seems to be a 'basic
process that underlies all composition.' The echo of phrases from yesterday's
speakers on The Composing Process in Technical Writing is only partly con-
trived. I speak directly to the shared concerns of this year's conference:
as teachers of writing, we are now able to identify the stages of the compos-
ing process well enough to teach them effectively, even to students who are
inexperienced writers.
Inexperienced students, as they come to us at Bentley College, are very
unready for the discerning forms of technical communication Mr. Saft and Mr.
Lewert have just spoken of in their respective industries. More are comfort-
able with quantitative than verbal analysis (a 300 point spread between high
math and low verbal SATs is not unusual among them), but it is less their lack
of fluency with words than their static treatment of ideas which prevents
these students from thoughtful, let alone technically effective, communication.
At best their writing lists (or quantifies) information without interpretation.
Thus, since they cannot use writing for discovery, they have no access to the
power of analytical thought.
My work with these students and their subject area professors is so fun-
damental that I was surprised to find this presentation grouped With "applica-
tions " of technical writing. Neither my own background nor the teaching ob-
jectives of the Bentley Management faculty are particularly "technical." My
credentials for managing a business college writing center are medieval liter-
ature and one-to-one work with basic writers. From literary studies I bring
the ability to recognize, describe, and see the significance of complex pat-
terns of relationship; from tutorial work, I bring the ability to meet the
minds of others, to understand why their analytical processes are blocked, and
to help them move toward better understanding and communication. Although my
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colleagues' backgrounds are more technical--the particular group I'm concerned
with here teach Organizational Behavior--their goals for students are similar
to mine. We have worked together for three years to design a process-based
writing workshop which will introduce students to the basic tools for sound
creative analysis.
The outcome of our collaboration is a workshop session featuring a var-
iable-sequence process model and highlighting an original heuristic that really
helps students explore and write Case Analyses for Organizational Behavior
(O.B.). Participating faculty and tutors reinforce the approach with students
after the workshop. In the writing center, we f&nd the approach can be ap-
plied to any analytical writing 'basic' students undertake, but this is partly
because of the paradigmatic nature of O.B. Case Analysis as an academic exer-
cise. Before demonstrating the workshop tools, therefore, I will be exploring
their genesis in the creative dilemma of O.B. Case Analysis, as that form of
discourse is understood at Bentley.
ORIGINS AND RATIONALE OF THE WORKSHOP
To those professionally trained in technical disciplines, I have discov-
ered, Case Analysis may mean a great many different things, some of them pre-
cise, single-messaged, and technical. Fortunately for the writing process
workshop, however, to the Bentley Organizational Behavior faculty the form is
an open, creative, and exploratory one. This is as much due to this group's
understanding of its discipline as to its pedagogical purposes with the stu-
dents I've described. As a discipline, Organizational Behavior studies the
forces and dynamics which govern human interactions. Insights from sociology
and psychology have been pulled together into various "conceptual schemes" for
exploring how people behave--one-to-one and in the small and larger groups that
form for work or other purposes in corporations, factories, universities, and
other organizations. The ultimate aim isto help organizations bring out
members' full human potential (and, of course, productivity). O.B. conceptu-
alizers keep striving to develop schemes which will take into account the full
humancomplexity of any given situation and the full dynamics of changing it.
"Explore" is a key word, because the discipline strives for creative insight
into the little-known, rather than the tallying of known and predictable
factors.
There are a great many styles of teaching O.B., but all use cases to
illustrate new concepts and to test and explore them. There's a sample case
in my packet of materials which you might want to look at as I talk. "Mr. Hart
and Bing" was originally published by the Harvard Business School in 1943 when
the genre (and the field) was new. It is still used in textbooks and courses
and is the exemplary case in our workshop. O.B. cases are detailed narratives
(put together by trained case-writers) of complex workplace situations where a
variety of motivations, factors, forces, structures, and incidents have pro-
duced a tangled web of human interactions. There is often a story line in
which a protagonist (or antagonist) develops complex, disfunctional relation-
ships within a group. The plot reaches some kind of climax, then abruptly
breaks off without resolution. Closure is the job of the analyst. The case
of Mr. Hart and Bing shows us a particularly vitriolic dispute between the
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foreman of a work-group which inspects electronic panels and one of the group's
five members. A company counselor narrates each man's perception of the situ-
ation: Mr. Hart, the foreman, has found fault with Bing's practice of carry-
ing two or three panels at once to the inspection station, then charging
double or triple time. Bing defends his practice. Insult escalates to,a high
pitch.
Because of the ambitious and exploratory nature of the discipline, O.B.
case narratives strive for the kind of "richness" of phenomena which character-
izes literary works. There is a great deal of detail in this case that might
not seem directly functional in illustrating textbook concepts: both Bing and
Mr. Hart, for instance, express themselves in revealing metaphoric language.
One feels the other watches him "like a hawk"_ that one, in turn, feels he must
handle "that bird," who_is supposed to be under his governance, "with kid
gloves." Though neither protagonists nor case writer_are deliberate poets, the
powerful images of falconry hover behind the insults. And there are sexual,
perhaps Oedipal, dimensions to the discourse as well. O.B. cases are solidly
grounded in phenomena that aren't always patently illustrative. In this case,
the phenomena create a very compelling image of turmoil rather than a series
of clues to support a built-in analysis. I think case writers, like poets,
aim for an artifact that will outlast the reigning critical dogma and will be
interesting to generations of O.B. analysts (as this one has been) because it
represents a genuine and recurrent human struggle--we literary critics might
call it mythic--in all its complexity. "Mr. Hart and Bing" is shorter and
perhaps more mythic, more resistant to easy conceptualization, than is typical,
but it gives a good idea of the richness and complexity of the situations O.B.
students are asked to analyze.
Teaching practice in Organizational Behavior uses two genres of case
analysis: collective, oral exploration through class discussions and private,
written analysis. In discussions, cases serve as the phenomenal ground for
group exploration of instructors' various conceptual schemes. Some instructors
use "Mr. Hart and Bing" when studying the personal"background factors" (in-
cluding Maslow's needs,hierarchy)which affect people's working lives; others
use it to explore concepts of leadership o_ of communication (see F.J.
Roethlisberger's classic 1953 Harvard Business Review article, "The Administra-
tor's Skill: Communication"). Such class discussions (I've visited a few)
are rich and mind-stretching, reminiscent of good literature classes where a
dynamic instructor generates energy and questions that help students learn
creative exploration.
In written case analysis, the pedagogical goal is, again, discovery, but
the exploration must be undertaken independently. An assignment on "Mr. Hart
and Bing," for instance, would be open-ended: "Using course concepts, analyze
the case of Mr. Hart and Bing to suggest why their difficulties may have arisen
and what kind of action might be taken to change or improve the situation."
Accustomed to summary or list-like formats for "thinking$ _''the students panic.
In O.B. Case Analysis at Bentley there are no formats given to simplify (or
short-circuit) their discovery process. Their professors want a genuine,
original, wrestling-with-the-complexities analysis. Of course there are always
a few students who, like theprofessors, seem to have a gift for analysis: for
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them, patterns of effective discourse are "melted into the brain" as previous
speaker Stephen Saft put it. But most of our students, who lack the models
for sustained and coherent analytical thinking in their personal backgrounds,
flounder into either plot summary or grotesquely oversimplified and under-
supported generalization. The logical process of analysis seems unteachable
and unlearnable. Yet the apparently unteachable analysis of complex informa-
tion is key to all the professional activities of the adult world.
Traditionally, individual professors have offered their own, greatly
varying, step-by-step process prescriptions (interesting clues to what I take
to be their own composing processes). The Bentley 0.B. group, however,
decided to undertake a more universal teaching approach by working with a
writing specialist. First we collaborated on a step-by-step handout which
incorporated everyone's ideas. By the time consensus was reached, the docu-
ment was two pages long and highly prescriptive. Wisely, the group rejected
its own creation as a process-sequence for students. It was too highly regu-
lated to encourage the flexibility of process which they saw as essential to
the creative analysis they wanted students to learn. But the collaboration
had identified the essential operations of the analytical process, and it was
possible to generalize these into a less rigidly sequential model which would
help us understand and address the blocked processes of students. The model
we developed for the workshop, like the Flower/Hayes and other process models
discussed yesterday, is not built on a fixed series of steps but on a pattern
of thinking which underlies both discovery (analysis) and presentation (para-
graph writing). It is the visualization of this pattern of thought--an origi-
nal heuristic, the Abstraction Funnel--which is most effective with students.
The funnel makes accessible to students a very common set of logical relations,
which most have already at their finger-tips but don't know how to use.
FEATURES OF THE WORKSHOP
The remainder of this paper will introduce both the model and the Abstrac-
tion Funnel to give an idea of their usefulness. We don't use workshop time
to develop the full implications of the process model, which is more useful to
experienced than to inexperienced writers (detailed discussion is effective
among ourselves or with graduate students). For sophomores it merely suggests
the complexity of a process they usually assume to be simple, and helps them
locate the sources of inadequacy in their own work. We introduce the model as
a chart, with characteristic examples of the unsuccessful extremes of case
analysis: either uninterpreted case facts ("story-telling") or unsupported
assertions about course concepts. The chart shows the overall process by
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The difficulties with inadequate student attempts, we are able to show them,
lie not in the writing stage itself, but in the methods used earlier in anal-
ysis and planning (and also in the final stages of revision as thinking is
fully integrated and clarified.)
We turn our attention then to what the chart indicates the crucial process
of analysis is. Some people, we say, begin effectively by collecting signifi-
cant case facts and proceeding inductively; others work best by beginning with
abstract concepts (course concepts, in O.B.). For most of us, a combination of
inductive and deductive reasoning is most effective, as is indicated by two-way
arrows on the chart. Since these logical terms lack operational force for our
students (indeed, their inability to understand what it is to move between ab-
stract and concrete is what we identify as their root difficulty), we offer the
Abstraction Funnel as an all purpose tool for getting started with analysis,
carrying initial hunches further, and designing the effective communication of
an analysis.
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We introduce and illustrate the funnel with a topic of common conversation




Well, he's really smart. / (Yea_? Now?)
(MEDIATINGLEVELS _ He has to think fast and make
OF ABSTRACTION, _ decisions that affect the whole
EXPRESSINGCONNECTION _team. / (Yeah?)
BEIWEENABSTRACT
AND CONCRETE) _ Yeah. If there's a runner
on first, Pudge has to size
_up the situation and decide
\whether to call a pitch-




We discuss several aspects of this simple demonstration: the role of the ques-
tioner (like a potential reader, always difficult for inexperienced students
to imagine); the inadequacy of concrete facts without abstract significance
(or of abstract statements without concrete •substantiation); the function of
connecting or mediating levels; the variability of process sequence. Many of
us begin our thinking process at the concrete end, or the middle, of the
funnel, yet the communication process works best starting from an abstract
assertion.
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Next we showhow, in more extensive conversations, assertions are linked--
at first loosely, then with more attention tO precise relationships.
ILLUSTRATION3: CONNECTEDFUNNELS
Carlton Fi s k i s my fa v o ri t e bal l - pl aye r . Yea h ? How come?)
I like his looks. He's really smart. He doesn't mind getting into a fight if he's
\provoked.
They turn me on, He has to think fast and \ It makes him a good catcher becausemake decisions that affect \ you can't let a runner intimidate you.
He looks confident as the whole team. \\ though he can really
focus his energy. \ Like a runner is really pushing Ii
Like if there's a \ to score and he may come bombing
runner on first, he right into the catcher with his
Like the way he walks, has to decide whether spikes,
to call a bitch-
out.
\ Whenthe camera's on I saw it happen one time.
him from behind, he
sort of has a strong
le jiggle to his This runner, Sweet Lou Pinella,came in and he wanted to score
and he grabbed Pudge's (Fisk's)
face mask (You don't do that.)j




Carlton Fisk is an exciting ball-player because he focuses and controls his mind /
and energy.
/
His body movements suggest His fast thinkinq in the AHis sporting aggressiveness
focussed energy, midStfocusOf ndaCtiOncontrol.Shows// \\control.likewiseshowsfocus and
examples examples /_ examples
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From the conversational funnel it is easy to adapt a powerful tool for
making responsible assertions about an O.B. case, and for linking those asser-
tions responsibly. Our demonstration comes from ideas any O.B. student might
have about "Mr. Hart and Bing."
ILLUSTRATION 5: A SINGLE FUNNEL EXAM!NING ONE ELEMENT OF A CASE
Bing exercises informal leadership in the work group./I
He appears to have initiated change in the
, _ norms governing lunch breaks. /
Beth he and Hart indicate that other
_a_ em_!i!_e!nii_s f(iii!i'ih_Bitng)wa'ShonUP __
ILLUSTRATION 6: CONNECTED FUNNELS USING COURSE CONCEPTS TO EXAMINE SEVERAL ELEMENTS IN AN ASSERTION
_ i n g e n j o y s high status i n t h e internal social _tructure o f t b e _ r o u p./
!
He has a high external status/ I /
The group may respect him for his I I Bing may be liked by the group I
high task ..... plishment. I ha$_ihirSsocially oriented be-
He makes additional in- Besides being an idea-inia- _ He has the roles of _rou_
come and gains prestige tor, he may be earning more # entertainer and social
from singing with a io- under the incentive system _ organizer.
cal musical group, than others in the group. I I
eg. "Sinatra"-like
His triple set-ups _ o . _ IThe work group _ sinoing and lunch
are innovative work _ "apparently re- time convlviazitv. I
spects this exter- practices which, if _
nal status: followed by group _
members, may enable _
them to earn higher _
Bing says they I pay for more panels _
_en_ov_his / ,erhour / /
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Finally we show some of the variations in sequence which may occur during
analysis as different analysts respond to the constraints of different problems.
One analyst may start by examining an assertion based on a course concept (or
instructor's question). And within this procedure, insights may originate on
various levels of abstraction. (Arrows indicate sequencing of handwritten in-
sights, which are written, "live," onto transparencies during the actual work-
shop.)
ILLUSTRATION7: COMPLETINGA SET OF CONNECTED FUNNELSEXAMININGAN ASSERTION
The further effort of articulating relationships between assertions (and/
or funnels) may lead to a discovery of a major connecting idea or thesis which
was not perceived in advance.
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ILLUSTRATION8: cONNECTINGSEPARATE FUNNELS INTO A MAJOR ANALYTIC ASSERTION
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
The workshop ends here: the heuristic has merely been introduced and
demonstrated. Learning takes place as students Struggle to use the heuristic in
their analyses of cases like "Mr. Hart and Bing." Both the Organizational Be-
havior faculty and my staff of student tutors continue to find new uses for the
Abstraction Funnel. We now have a way to communicate to students what is miss-
ing in their analyses without giving the false impression that there is a
simple, measurable, right way to think. The heuristic is sound because it
enables both inductive and deductive processes and encourages recursiveness.
The dynamic potential of the Funnel is clear when we compare it with the well-
known Abstraction Ladder of S.I. Hayakawa: the Ladder expresses static, hierar-
chical arrangements of information or concepts: the Funnel, because it relies
on predication (full sentences) at each level of abstraction, actually helps
students discover ideas.
I don't expect the Abstraction Funnel to have any direct implications for
technical communication in industry. It won't help future writers convince a
skeptical public about the values of a certain pesticide. But I've realized
today how significantly the purposes of academia differ from those of industry.
As a teacher, I am proud to report that the Abstraction Funnel helps technically
oriented students learn the logical analysis, creative problem solving, and
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